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The amendment was negatived.
The Committee divided on the clause
(the Hon. R. C. Rankin in the Chair)Ayes
14
No~
10
Majority for the clause

Mr. Chandler
Mr. Isaac
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Kittson
Mr. McArthur
Mr. McDonald

4
Mr. Fraser

Mr.
lVIr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Harvey
Inchbold
Jones
Kennelly
Lienhop

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
I
! Mr.

PAIR.
ISirFrankBeaurepaire

Tuesday} October 31} 1950.
MacLeod
Warner.
Chandler
Isaac.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.10 p.m.,
and read 'the prayer.

PAIR.
ISirFrankBeaurepaire

PARLIAMENT OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

Tellers:

That this Bill be now read a third time.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-The Committee stage has
been passed through as the result of a
broken promise. Twice I have had that
put over me. I detest nothing more than
the breaking of a promise. I have never
been guilty of breaking a promise I have
given in this Chamber.
The House divided on the motion (Sir
Clifden Eager in the chair)Ayes
14
No~
11
Majority for the motion
AYES.

Beckett
Byrnes
Harvey
Inchbold
Jones
Kennelly
Lienhop
MacAulay

Tellers:

Mr. Cameron
Mr. Gartside.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

The remaining clauses were agreed
to, as was the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without a'mendment, and the report was
adopted.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move-

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

NOES.
Mr. MacLeod
Mr. Rankin
Mr. Warner.

The House adjourned at 4.46 a.m.
(Wednesday).

Tellers:

I
I

Mr. Fraser
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The Bill was read a third time.
Slater
Swinburne
Thomas
Tuckett.

Mr. MacAulay
Mr. Walters.

NOES.
Mr. Cameron
I Mr.
Mr. Gartside
: Mr.
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. Kittson
Mr.
Mr. McArthur
Mr.
Mr. McDonald

Corporation Bill.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Swinburne
Thomas
Tuckett
Walters.

Tellers:
Mr. Coleman
; Mr. Slater.

3

OPENING OF NEW HOUSE OF COMMONS.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I have received from the
Right Honorable the Speaker of the
House of Commons the following letter,
dated the 20th of October, 1950:My Dear Mr. SpeakerI am deeply grateful to you for
sending me the resolution of the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria, conveying greetings
to me and the members of the House of
Commons upon the opening of the new
Chamber.
I propose to read the resolution to the
House and I am sure members of all parties
will receive it with the greatest pleasure.
I thank you, too, for your personal
message of good wishes, which I cordially
reciprocate.
Believe me,
Yours sincerely,
(Signed) D. CLIFTON BROWN,
Speaker.

I also received, yesterday, the following cablegram:Speaker, Legislative Assembly, VictoriaI received your message of greetings on
the occasion of the opening of the new
Chamber, and I read it out to the House
of Commons where H was heard with
enthusiasm. Please convey to all members
of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria our
grateful thanks. We send cordial greetings.
DOUGLAS CLIFTON BROWN,
Speaker.
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HOUSING COMMISSION.
PURCHASE VALUATION NOTICES: ESTATES
AFFECTED: NUMBER 'OF HOMES PUR-

CHASED : AVERAGE PRICES PAID.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Minister of Trans.port, for the Minister
of Housing1. On how many of each of the following
Housing Commission types of homes, inside
and outside the metropolitan ,area, valuation notices have ,been issued to tenants
with a v,iew to the purchase of the
homes:-(a) brick; (b) Ibrick veneer; (c)
timber; (d) prefabricated concrete; and (e)
prefabricated timber?
2. What estates have been covered 'by the
issue of such valuation notices?
3. How many of each type ,have been
purchased?
4. What have been the average prices
paid for each type?
Mr. HYLAND ('Minister of Transporit).
-The answers, as supplied by the Minister of Housing, are1.
Inside Metropolitan Area.
Brick
46
Brick veneer
Nil
Timber
36
iConcrete
21
Pre~abricated timber
6
No valuation notices have been issued
outside o,f the metropolitan area. However,
there have been 40 requests for valuations
from tenants in houses in the following
towns:-Dimboola, Colac, Cobden, Euroa,
Horsham, Sale, Seymour, St. Arnaud,
Terang, Warracknabeal, and Warragul.
They have not yet Ibeen issued, as the basis
on which country valuations can be made
is now being oinvestigated.
It is expected
they will Ibe issued soon.
2. Albion; May-street, Preston; Oakleigh;
Queen's-parade, Burwood; Springmeadows;
and Coburg.
At Highett, the Commission
has received requests for valuations which
will Ibe made when the road-making costs
have been finished by the council.
3. Brick.-E'ight.
Timber.-Two.
4. Brick-2 bedrooms.-£2,002.
Brick-3 bedrooms.-£2,164.
Timber-2 bedrooms.-£1,428.
Timber-3 bedrooms.-£l,782.
ALLOTMENT OF HOUSES: HOUSING CAMP
FAMILIES:
REFUSALS
TO
ACCEPT
OCCUPANCY.

Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong)
asked the Minister of Transport, for the
Minister O'f Housing1. What 'percentage of Housing Commission houses has Ibeen allotted each year
from 1945 to 1950, inclusive, to families
living in the various housing camps?

Commission.

2. Whether there are any recorded instances of families living in housing camps
refusing to accept occupancy of an allotted
house; if so, what is and has been the
policy of the Commission?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister O'f Transport).
-The 'answers, as supplied by the Minister 'of Hous1ng, are1. F·rom 1945 to 1947, all families in
emergency housing settlements participated
in the Housing Commission's regular
ballots. However, in August, 1947, it wa~
decided that 20 per cent. of houses erected
by the Commission in the metropolitan
area should be made available to families
occupying emergency accommodation in
the various housing settlements.
The
figures for the earlier years are not availa:ble, but the percentage in each of the
financial years ended the 30th of June,
1949, and the 30th of June, 1950, is 18.8 per
cent. and 18.9 ,per cent. respectively. In
addition, :at the 30th of June, 1950, there
was a large number of families from emergency housing settlements on the Housing
Commission's approved lists awaiting the
completion of houses.
2. Yes. Applications of such families for
the tenancy of Housing Commission homes
are immediately cancelled.

HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES
COMMISSION.
GOVERNMENT GRANT TO CARITAS CHRISTI
HOSPICE.

Mr. TOWERS (Collingwood)
the :Minister .of Health-

asked

If he will consider making provision for
the use of the interest accrued on the
£40,000 Government grant to Caritas Christi
HospiJCe, for the purpose of maintaining the
present building?

Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).The answer isA total ·amount of £40,000 has been made
available .by. former Governments from
surplus revenue for the purpose of enlarging the buildings of the Caritas Christi
Hospice. A condition of the grant imposed
by the old Charities Board of Victoria was
that the funds should be invested until such
time as construction may .proceed and that
interest arising from the linvestment should
be added to the capital fund.
Rather than vary such conditions, it
would Ibe preferable that the Sisters of
Charity apply to the Hospitals 'and Charities Commission for additional aid if difficulty is being ex.perienced in maintaining
the service.

Oompanies (Special
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BUILDING DIRECTORATE.
PERMITS FOR FACTORIES.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Minister
of HousingWhat was the value of all permits issued
for factories and factory extensions since
13th September last, and to whom they were
issued?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transporit).
-The answer as supplied by the Minister of Housing, isI

Permits to the value of £353,539 were
issued during the period from the 13th ot
September, 1950, to the 18th of October, 1950,
for the erection and/or extension to factories. As always has been the practice,
it is the intention of this Government to
refrain from divulging names of applicants
to whom building permits have been granted.
BREACHES

OF

BUILDING

REGULATIONS:

PROSECUTIONS: .PENALTIES.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the MinIster
of Houslng-1. How many prosecutions have been
launched during the last twelve months for
breaches of the building regulations?
2. If he will furnish the House with a lIst,
for the same period, showing-(a) agaInst
whom prosecutions have been launched;
and (b) the penalties imposed in the case
of successful prosecutions'!

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of TranspoI'it).
-The answers, as supplied by the Minister of Housing are--·
1. 76.

2. No. It is considered that penalties
inflicted on these persons by the various
courts is ample retribution for the offences
committed, without any further prominence
being given to the matter.

COMPAiNI'ES (SPECIAL
INVESTIGATIONS) ACT.
INVESTIGATION

OF COMPANIE8.

Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) asked the
Attorney-GeneralWhether any action is being taken at
present under the provisions of the Companies (Special Investigations) Act No.
4790 and/or the Business Investigations
Act No. 5449 in respect of Amalgamated
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Plastics (Australasia) Proprietary Limltea
and any of the companies and businesses
mentioned during the debate in 1949 on the
Business Investigations Bill?

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-lieneral).
-The answer isThe following companies mentdoned In
the debate were investigated under the
Companies (Special Investigations) Act
1940:Riverina Collieries Proprietary Limited,
Vrana Black Coal Development Proprietary Limited,
Murray Black Coal Development Pro ..
prietary Limited,
Coorabbin
Collieries
Proprietary
Limited,
Softwood Products Treatment Company
Proprietary Limited.
In this case the investigation wal:\
,abandoned by the Attorney-General
in May 1948 after perusal of Counsel's
opinion in the matter.
No information establishing the necessary
pTima facie case to enable an investigation
to be authorized has been received in respect
of the following companies and businesses
referred to in the debate:Australian Primary Oils Proprietary
Limited,
Power Fuel Industries,
Bay Ferries Limited,
Grampian Olive Plantations Company
Limited,
Riverhart Limited,
Southern Cross Insurance Company
Limited,
Bacchus Marsh Coal Mines,
Power Coal By-Products,
Port Phillip Ferries,
Oaklands Coal Mining Company.
With regard to Amalgamated Plastics
Proprietary Limited a report of an investigation conducted at the instance of the shareholders has been received and consideration
is being given thereto to ascertain what
action is open in the circumstances.
South Pacific Oil Products Limited being
registered in Sydney is not subject to the
prov.isions of the Companies (Special Investigations) Act 1940.
In respect of the following, police reports
were received some years ago and consideration is now being given to the question
whether the information contained therein
constitutes a prima facie ca'Se warranting
an investigation:Tanbark Development Syndicate,
Tropical Planters,
Great Austrllllian Fruit and Fodder
Company Proprietary LImited,
Provincial
Building
and
Finance
Limited.
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Bristo Plastic Industries ceased to function
in October, 1949, having been absorbed by
Centuries Industries Limited, a company
formed by certificate holders in Bristo

Plastic Industries after an investigation by

them.

Police Offences (Animals) BiU.

POLICE OFFENCES (ANIMALS) BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).-

I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

RAILWAY STRIKE.
NEWSPAPER REPORT: DRAFT AGREEMENT:
PRODUCTION OF FILE.

Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .-By leave, I desire to ask the
Minister of Transport whether, at this
stage, he is in a position to make a
statement on the raHway strike in Victoria. I am aware that negotiations are
at present proceeding in Sydney, and if
it is not possible for the Minister to make
a statement now I wish to know whether
he will do so to-morrow? My other request is that the Minister will lay on the
table of the Library a copy of the draft
agreement referred to in a report published in to-night's Herald. I understand
that a draft agreement has been placed
before Mr. Conciliation Commissioner
Hall and I should like to peruse the file
relating to that agreement.
.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transporrt).
-All honorable members and the public
generally desire an early settlement of
the present railway strike. As the
Leader of the Opposition has stated, certain proceedings are taking place before
the Conciliation Commissioners in
Sydney to-day and in those circumstances
it would be wrong for me to make a statement which might aggravate the position.
Should the circumstances warrant it I
shall be prepared to make a statement to
the House to-morrow afternoon. Generally speaking, however, the moves that
are being made by both parties to the dispute are published in the daily press,
but 'if there is anything that is not published I shall be pleased to inform members about it. The Government has
nothing to hide and it seeks universal
co-operation in an effort to settle tne
trouble.
With reference to the draft agreement
mentioned by the Leader of the OpposiUon, I have not yet seen to-night's
Herald. If there is a draft agreement in
existence and the file is in Melbourne and
not 'in Sydney, I shall be pleased to place
it on the table of the Library.

This is a measure to amend Division 2,
of Part n. of the Police Offences Act,.
1928, which relates entirely to the protection of animals. Although the Division has stood for many years, it is,
general in its terms and, because of this,
the law is adequate to meet most cases
in which there is evidence of an offenceof cruelty to an animal. I think that
certain benefits accrue from making theprovisions of the law as broad as possible, rather than laying down specifictypes of offences, which would create
difficulties in successfully instituting proceedings and provide for 'offenders
avenues of escape on technical grounds.
Every reputable citizen is desirous of
preven ting any unnecessary cruelty in
the treatment of animals, but there is
grea t difficulty in reaching unanimity
of opin'ion as to how this can be achieved.
The education of the individual can play
a more important part in preventing an
offence than can any. provision of the
law.
From time to time, over a very long
period of years, many recommendations
have been submitted to various Governments for the amendment of the law,
many of them entirely divergent in
character but all aimed at improving the
protection to be given to animals.
In February of this year, the honorable
member for Mornington, when he was
Chief Secretary, convened a conference
of representatives of the various
societies for the protecti'onof animals,
the Graziers' Association of Victoria,
the Primary Producers' Union, the
Dairy Farmers' Association, the Department of Health, the Railway Department,
the Agriculture Department, the Victorian Inland Meat Authority, and other
bodies closely associated with the
handling of stock, to consider the legislation or other action necessary to prevent cruelty to or unnecessary suffering
by animals. At that conference certain
committees were appointed by the Chief
Secretary.

Police Offences
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The first committee, presided over by
Dr. Harris, Senior Health Officer of the
Department of Health, was to consider
matters affecting the sale of immature
calves and inland killing. The second
committee was to consider methods of
slaughter for the meat supply, municipal
supervision of stock saleyards and en. virons, the supervision of abattoirs, and
the killing of horse:;. This committee
was presided over by Dr. Cole, Chief
Health Officer of the Department of
Health. The third committee was presided over by Mr. R. Schilling, who was
at that time the member for Albert Park,
and who has for years taken a most
active interest in this question.
These committees in due cours'e submitted most informative reports. Matters
affecting slaughter houses and abattoirs
are essentially within the jurisdiction of
the Department of Health; thoE:e relating
to immature calves lie partly within the
jurisdiction of the Department of Health
and that of the Agriculture Department;
inland killing is also a matter for the
latter Department. The recommendations of the committees on these matters
have been sent to the appropriate Departments and are not dealt with in the
present measure which relates entirely
to the amendment of the Police Offences
Act. However, as an indication of the
diversity of opinion on the subject, I
should point out that the committee over
which Mr. Schilling presided, and which
comprised persons wholly interested in
the vvelfare of animals, could not reach
agreement on many of the items considered. This committee dealt with the
general law rather than specific items,
and in the absence of agreement upon
the matters which its members considered, it devolved upon the Governmen t to make its own decisions.
As I have previously said, the Government believes that the law should be
framed in the broadest possible terms,
and the Bill has been kept to the framework of the principal Act. Although
it is only a small' measure, it will considerably strengthen the law. Perhaps
the greatest difficulty in taking proceedings arises from the existing provisions
of section 55 of the 1928 Act. It provides that the term" cruelty" means the
intentional infliction upon any animal of
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pain that in its kind or its degree or
its object or its circumstances is unreasonable.
To prosecute successfully, it must be
established that the offence was intentional or deliberate. The opportunity
for entering a successful defence against
such a charge is obvious. It is therefore
proposed to omit the word" intentional"
from the section, leaving it to the court
to determine whether the person charged
inflicted pain upon an animal, which in
the circumstances was unreasonable.
This, it is considered, will afford reasonable protection to the individual charged.
Clause 3 of the Bill makes it a specific
offence to use any live animal for the
baiting of dogs. As members are aware,
instances have come under notice in
which trainers of racing dogs have used
cats and opossums for such a purpose,
and in some instances it is alleged that
their claws have been first withdrawn
so that the dogs could not be injured.
I have had brought under my notice
within the last few weeks such an incident in my own town. The claws of a
cat had been clipped. and the animal had
been used as a live bait. It struggled
home to die. Such acts are too revolting
for words. No man who calls himself a
man, and no woman who calls herself a
woman, would condone such cruelty.
The cruelty of such a practice of
throwing to greyhounds, a defenceless
animal, robbed of all means of protection, is both deliberate and indefensible,
and the clause imposes the severe penalty
of not less than £20, and not more than
£50 or six months' imprisonment, for a
first offence, and of imprisonment up to
twelve months for a second or subsequent offence. Provision is made that
this prohibition shall not apply to the
use of a rabbit or hare as a quarry at
any coursing match registered by
the National Coursing Association of
Victoria.
Clause 4 deals with penalties. The
penalties at present are contained in
section 62 of the 1928 Act, and are: For
a first offence, not more than £10 or
imprisonment for a month; for a second
offence, £20 or two months' imprisonment; and for a third or subsequent
offence, £50 or six months' imprisonment.
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Having regard to the present-day values
of money-that, however, has not been
the main factor in causing the Government to propose the change-it is considered that the existing monetary
penalties are too light, and they have
been increased from £10 to £25; from
£20 to £50; and from £50 to £100.
Among other suggested amendments
is a proposal that an inspector of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
An'imals should be given power to enter
premises for the purpose of ascertaining
whether any animal therein is cruelly
treated and, where necessary, to seize
animals. This proposal was considered
by Cabinet, which decided that it was
not desirable that police powers should be
given to officers of private societies or
organizations, but that where there was
ground for suspecting a breach of the
law, the services of a :nember of the
Police Force should be sought.
While the measure in itself does not
necessarily cover everything that has
been sought by the various organizations
interested in the welfare of animals, the
existing law, as amended by the Bill, will
facilitate prosecutions being successfully
ini tia ted in cases in which cruelty is unnecessarily imposed upon animals, and
will impose more adequate penalties on
those convicted of offences. It should put
a stop to the horrible practice indulged
in by a few disreputable people in the
training of greyhounds, and generally
will be adequate to punish those who
either by commission or omission are
guilty of cruelty or neglect in the treatment of animals.
I wish to pay a tribute to the various
societies which have made it their concern to protect animals; and I also include the various organizations and individuals who have taken the trouble
to write personally to me or to interview me in my office. I feel that by this
Bill they will have achieved somewhat
of their objective. J. have taken note of
certain other aspects that have disturbed
the community for some time. Immediately the Government took office it
appointed a sub-committee of Cabinet to
visit the abattoirs to determine whether
something could be done to remove
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objections to certain structural arrangements that were said to cause cruelty.
Some of these matters do not come within
my purview as Chief Secretary. Killing
at the abattoirs is a matter for the Department of Health.
A new pen for
kosher killing is ready to go into operation with a captive bolt pistol for
stunning cattle. That type of pistol has
been in operation in this State for quite
a while; I saw it some years ago in an
export works. It remains now for the
municipalities to construct the necessary
pens. That matter, however, is in the
hands of my colleague, the Minister of
Health.
Regarding inland killing, honorable
members know of the Bill already passed
by this House. The Minister of Agriculture has placed before the House proposals which will proceed to a conclusion.
Both country and city members realize
that, unfortunately, some unavoidable
cruelty occurs in the transport of stock
from outlying parts of the State to Melbourne. I .feel that that could be largely
overcome by an extension of the system
of inland killing, and to some degree by
the more rapid transport of stock in an
improved type of truck. Another matter
that concerned the Cabinet SUb-committee was the sale of poddy calves. I may
confess here that I hoped to include in the
Bill a clause dealing with that matter.
but there has been so much difficulty in
drafting it satisfactorily that it had to
be omitted in view of the short period of
the session still remaining.
The present Bill is a forerunner, I
hope, of others which the Government
in future will have more time to consider. There is an unfortunate lack of
unanimity among the organizations concerned regarding certain aspects of the
question, and that meant, as it always
does, that the Government was thrown
on its own resources to decide which
principles were right and which were
wrong. I submit, however, that every
one who has any sense of responsibility
must agree to clothe the Police Force
with the powers proposed. I feel sure
tha t tha t will reduce unnecessary
cruelty. I should like to take this
opportunity to forestall some of the
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Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).objections that may be raised to the
removal of the word" intentional" from I move-the definition of "cruelty." Honorable
That the debate be adjourned until
members will realize from my remarks Wednesday, the 8th of November next.
that the proposed change will give
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Morningthe court the opportunity to determine
ton).-I move-whether the conditions in which cruelty
That the words" Wednesday, the 8th of
had been committed were reasonable or
unreasonable. Fanatics have made sug- November next" be omitted with the view
of inserting the words "Tuesday, the 14th
gestions from time to time, but if every of November."
proposal was adopted the legislation
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Oppowould not be capable of being adminissition)
.-If the debate is resumed next
tered. For instance, a farmer might find
on his property a beast with a broken week, neither the Opposition nor memleg or some other injury which perhaps bers on the Government side will
necessitated its destruction, but he might be afforded much time in which
have no firearm or knife with him. to consider the Bill or amendmen ts
He would then have to return to his tha t may be considered necessary. From
home to obtain the necessary implement. a cursory examination of the measure
It might be suggested that in the event 'I should think that nothing requires to
of a policeman finding the animal alive be omitted, but many people will probably
the farmer should be charged with seek the insertion of other provisions.
cruelty. However, in such a case it If the Chief Secretary accedes to the
would be unreasonable to lay a charge, request of the honorable member for
because the farmer's objective was to Mornington, the debate will be a good
obtain a rifle or a knife with which to deal smoother than it otherwise might
be. The subject-matter of the Bill has
destroy the animal.
excited
a tremendous amount of public
Mr. BOLTE.-He could still be chargea.
in terest, and it would be wrong to rush
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I do not think a the measure through without reasonable
charge would be laid; in any case, it time being given for its consideration.
could not be sustained. I commend the
The Government has a great deal of
Bill to the House and I trust that it will other business with which it can proceed
receive a speedy passage. I have been next week and I do not think any harm
distressed at certain press propaganda would ensue if the debate were adjourned
alleging that the Government is not for a fortnight.
sincere in introducing this measure
Mr. REID (Box Hill) .-1 support the
and that pressure groups will prevent
its enactment. I wish to deny that state- remal!'ks of the honora:ble member for
ment, because the Government is anxious Morning-toOn and the Leader of the
to ha ve this measure placed on the Opposition. Although I consider that
the BiLl is an admirable one as far as it
statute-book as soon as possible.
goes?
numerous pro~isions migfht be
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Morningadded to it with advantage. Some time
ton).-I move-ago I gave notice of a private member'S
That the debate be now adjourned.
Bill in rela Hon to an aspect of cruelty
I ask the Chief Secretary to agree to that concerns many people, namely, the
an adjournment of the debate for two chainiIllg up of dogs for an unreasonably
weeks. The most important considera- loOng period, which involves cruelty to
tion is not what the Bill contains but the anilInal and 'a menace to rpuiblic
what Opposition members and other health. Many people feel very st'rongly
people outside Parliament feel might in rellation to that particular matter.,
be inserted in it with advantage. In Secondly, as the law stands at present
view of the almost universal requests there is an archaic provision-for a measure of this kind, I consider
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
that an adjournment of a fortnight Michaelis) .-Order !
The honorable
should be granted.
member is getting away from the quesThe motion was agreed to.
tion of the adjournment of the debate.
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Mr. REID.-An adjournment for a
fortnight would give us time to consider
the question of repealing the provision
that requi,res a perlson to obtain the consent oj two justices of the peace before
destroying a suffering animal.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).By leave, may I say that the hono;rable
member for M'oiI'nington probably knows
more or as much as I do about the reports of the committees.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I have not
seen a copy of the repoI"t of the committee presided Olver by Mr. SchiHin¥,
which is tlhe one th'at concerns thIS
measure.
IMr. DODGISHUN.-The subject matter
of the Bill has been discu:ss'ed far and
wide and it is plain in its intention. The
Gov~['nment desires the second-reading
deba te to be resumed to-morrow week.
However, it will give an undertaking
that if after the second-reading stage is
completed the Opposition is not prepared to proceed with the Committee
stage and finds it necessary to prepare
amendments the Government will agree
to a furth& adjournment.
In my
opinion the honoiI'alble member for Box
Hill slhould he ready to deliver his
second-reading speech now, because he
has given notice of a similar Bill dealing
with a s,pecifi'c question.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 support
the amendment moved by the honorable
member for Mornington. The Bill deals
with a highly contentious matter, which
has been di,scussed in the press on many
occasions and in P,arliament during the
last few years.
Probably each Opposition member who hrals so far spoken
has in mind some particular ma tter
which relates to this question and
should be C'overed by the legislation. One
aspect that is continually being brought
under my notice is the moving of cattle
through the streets of Malvern to the
Dandenong ma'rket and otiher markets
outside the City of ~1:alvern.
Mr. WHITE (Allenda'le). - Is any
cruelty involved?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order !
The honorable
member ror Malvern is in order in suggesting that there are other matters
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which might be properly included in the
Bill but he would not be in order at
this' stage in discussing the question
whether cruelty is involved.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-I gracefully bow to your ruling, Mr. Speaker,
and I am entirely in accord ,with it. The
position is that Government supporters
are reaHy the Government's worst
enemies. Instead 'Of 'agreeing .to mart:ters
being appropriately discussed by the
House, they raise objections, which
resul,t in debates being protracted.
I
was speaking t'O the question asked, by
interjection, Iby the gentleman :who is
secre!tary to the Cabinet.
When
the delba te on the Bill ,is resumed alt a later stage, II shall have
an opportunity to elabora te on particular forms of cruelty.
The subject
ma Her .of the Bil[ is important, and there
is still plenty of time between now
and Christmas for a full discussion on
the subject. The debate should be adjourned for a reasonable peri'Od to give
members ample opportunity to prepare
their speeches.
Actually, it is a poor
li ttle Bill which touches only the fringe
of a big question.
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
member is now going beyond the scope
of the question before the Chair.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I suggest that the
debate should be adjourned for a reasonable period, having regard to the exigencies of the approaching pulhlic holiday.
Members 'Of the Opposition will assert
,theiT rights to have a reasonable
adjournment in order that the Bill
may be given proper 'conslideration. In debating the motion for the
second reading of a Bill, members have
in mind amendments which they intend
For that
to move at a later stage.
reason, it is necessary that not .only
should members be granted a reasonable
period between the second reading and
the Committee 'stage, but 'also that they
should be <gI"anted a reasonalble adjournment between the IMinister's explanatory
speech on the Bill and the resumption of
the delba te on the motion for the sec.ond
reading.
Mr. BOLTE.-Another point to be considered is the time when Hansard will
be issued.
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Mr. OLDHAM. - In the ordinary
rCourse, Hansard is not issued until the
·end of the week. Having in mind the
way things are Cl!t present~this is no
reflection on the Hansard staff-the
book may not be received even then.
During the last two or three weeks,
there have been two editions of Hansard
weeklly. Thalt has hindered the progress O'f debates in this House.
The
Government should not expect to rush
legislation through merely because it is
bringing on a Bill late in the session.
It has had months in which to prepare
this Bill and submit it to the House.
ActuaHy, I raise no objection on that
gI'lound, because the Government ha.s
had many ether matters to consider.
However, members of the Opposition
expect to be shown the cO'urtesy to'
which they are entitled.
Mr. HYLAND.-Some Bills must be introduced late in the session.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I quite agree with
that comment. I approach the matter
in a moS't reasonable spirit, and I apprecia te the difficulties of the Government,
but at the same time the Opposition
should not be penalized merely to meet
the' convenience of the Government. I
am not speaking in a truculent spirit. I
suggest that if the Government desires
the co-operation of the Opposition, it
should be prepared to co-operate with
us.
The honorable member for Mornington probably knows as much about
this subject as any other member of the
House, because he has made a study of
it. In a sincere spirit, he has asked for
an ,adjournment of the debate for two
weeks. He is not trying to hold up the
business of the House, or to indulge in
stonewalling, or anything 01 that ~ind.
Mr. GALVIN.-If he knows all about
it, why does he want such a long
adjournment?
Mr. OLDHAM.-He is not a know-all,
as is the honorable member for Bendigu.
He does not merely open his mouth and
let words rush out.
Members of the
Opposition desire to discuss the subject
properly. For those reasons, I support
the views expressed by the honorable
member for Mornington.
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The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Lieut.-Col.
Legg'a tt to be omitted stand part of the
motion (the Hon. Archie Michaelis in
the chair)Ayes
33
Noes
20
Majority against the
amendment

13

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barclay
Barry
Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Cook
Crean
Dodgshun
Doube
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Holland
Hyland
Lemmon
Lind
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Merrifield
Mitchell
Morton
Moss
Mutton
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
St'oneham
Towers
White
(Mentone).

Teller::;.
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Ruthven.

(Shepparton)

NOES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Fraser
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Ryl'ah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:
Mr. Dawnay-Mould
(Dundas) Mr. Reid.
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Corrigan
Hayes
Holt
White
(Allendale)

Mr. Sutton

I Lieut.-Col.
I

Dennett
Sir George Knox
Mr. Guye
Mr. Don

' Mr. Turnbull.

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until Wednesday,
November 8.
MOTOR CAR (DRIVERS' LICENCES)
BILL.
:M:r. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to amend
section 6 of the Motor Car Act of 1928
to provide that youths between the
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ages of sixteen and eighteen years may
be licensed to drive farm tractors in
order to overcome the present shortage

concerned in the original trouble lost his
life, the Government ordered an examination of the law with a view to

of labour in primary industries.

Under

strengthening it in any direction neces-

the Motor Car Acts such tractors may be
used solely in some or in all of the
following ways:-

sary. There are two sections in the
Police Offences Act 1928 dealing with
the carrying of knives and other offensive
weapons. Sub-section (5) of section 69
provides-

In connection with the business of such
primary producer as such; for the haulage
between the premises of such primary producer and those of any other primary
producer carrying on business as such
within a r'adius of 15 miles from the residence of such primary producer of agricultural implements agricultural machinery
or goods necessary for working land; for
travelling between the premises of such
primary producer and the premises of any
other primary producer carrying on business
as such within a radius of 15 miles from the
residence of such primary producer for the
purpose of working the l'and of that other
primary producer.

The Government feels that as youths
will only occasionally drive these
tractors on public highways, the proposal will be of considerable ass'istance
to farmers and will not detrimentally
affect public safety. The Bill that was
passed. J'ast session permiHed youths
of seventeen years of age to be taught
to drive motor vehicles, but prohibited
their being licensed until they reached
eighteen years of age. Under this proposal youths of between sixteen and
eighteen years will be issued with a
special licence to drive farm tractors.
Mr. MACK.-Will they have to prove
their ability to drive such a vehicle?
'Mr. DODGSHUN.-Yes. They will
have to pass a test before receiving a
licence.
On the motion of Mr. MACK
(Warrnambool), the debate was adjourned until Wednesday, November 8.
POLICE OFFENCES (IDLE AND
DISORDERLY PERSONS) BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

It is hoped by means of this Bill to
tighten up the provisions of the Police
Offences Act relating to weapons being
used for the commital of assaults. Being
gravely concerned at the number of
assaults and brawls in which knives were
used by some of the parties and, particularly, one case in which a man not

Every person found between the hours of
nine o'clock in the evening and six o'clock
in the morning armed with any gun pistol
sword bludgeon or other offensive weapon
or instrument: Provided that if such person
being thereto required by the court gives
to the satisfaction of the court a good
account of his lawful means of support and
assigns a valid and satisfactory reason for
his 'being so armed, he shall be deemed not
to be guilty of such offence . . . . . shall
be liable to impri'sonment for a term of not
more than twelve months.

Sub-section (11) of section 72 provides a
penalty not exceeding two years imprisonment forEvery person being armed with any gun
pistol sword bludgeon or other offensive
weapon or instrument with a felonious
intent.

The penalties provided by the Police
Offences Act appear to be adequate, but
it is considered that the deletion of the
hours stated in section 69 so that the
prohibition will be effective at any time
of the day or night will be of substantial
assistance to the police in dealing with
persons in possession of dangerous or
offensive weapons or instruments. Subsection (11) of section 72 applies at all
times.
The purpose of this short Bill is, therefore, to remove from sub-section (5) of
section 69 the words " between the hours
of nine o'clock in the evening and six
o'clock in the morning," thus making the
prohibition apply throughout the 24
hours of the day. The Bill is really the
outcome of a report submitted by the
Chief Commissioner of Police, and I recommend it to the House as one way of
affording assistance to members of the
Police Force in the execution of their
duties.
On the motion of Lieut.-Colonel
LEGGA IT (Mornington), the debate
was adjourned until Thursday, N ovember 2.

Jubilee and Centenary [31 OCTOBER, 1950.]

JUBILEE AND CENTENARY
SPORTS BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I -moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to give effect to certain
proposals by the Centenary Committee.
It will assis,t the committee in its ,plans
t'O hold organized competi tions in
various forms of sport tlhroughout the
State during 1951, and t'0 build up final
contests in each branch, with the winners
of the distiI'ict competitions competing
f'0r the cha'mpionship of the State at
meetings staged in Melbourne.
These
should create tremendous public interest,
par.ticularly among the devotees of each
sport. The organizer of the games has
informed me that pro,posals !have been
made f.or something over 100 different
kinds of games t'O ta'ke plaice.
With
those that are more popularly rolloiWed,
there will be so many entiI'ies that district competitions must be held, and
onLy the succeissful competitors will
enter the finals helld in Melbourne. With
others there will be more limited fields,
but there again it ~s pro~osed that they
shall take place within the metropoUt,an
area.
One obligation that rests on the committee IS to ensure that there will be a
suit'a'ble prize or trophy worthy of a
StMe champion of each sport, and
naturally these awards wHI cost a considerable sum of money. H is also imperative that some playing area shall be
secured on w1h:ich to. hold the competitions, and that it shall be adequate
to accommodate the ,public alHendance.
Many of the competiti'Ons will necessarily
have to be held at night during the
sum'mer months, because both the p[aying arenas and the pe'Ople are otherwise
engaged in the daytime, and because of
the wide va'fiety of games intended to. be
held.
The only suitable arena for night
games immediately available is the
Royal Agricultural Society's SIhowgrounds.
I am advised tlhat the
Centenary Committee haJS been alble to
aTrange with the Royal A'gricultural
Society to use these grounds, subject, of
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course, to any expenses inry'olved being
met. I am informed that the cost of
opening the show grounds is, 8.It a minimum, £500 per night, as, apart from
lighting, the staffing of the ground means
a sub!stantial ounay. In addition, there
is the .cost of cleaning up after tlbe meeting, and generally it can be said that,
with a large .patronage, the cost Would
be in the neighbourhood of £1,000. The
committee is thus confr'0nted with the
problem of meeting these costs.
ALthough members of the public directly
interested 'in the particular sport would
no doubt attend when the final of the
event was being held, it could be safely
assumed that they would nbt be in sufficient numbers to provide the revenue
necessary, let alone to provide profits'
from which valuable trophies could be
purchased.
The committee, therefore, approached
the Trotting Control Board and asked it
to co-operate by staging trotting races
as part of the night progra-mmes. This,
the cnmmittee felt, would secure a very
much greater pu'blic attendance, and
from the admislsion 'money received 1Ihe
eXipenses could be melt.
The Board
wiUingly agreed to co-o.perate, subject to
the necessary authority of Parl[ament
being obtained. This ffi the major purpose of the Bill, clause 3 of which provides that on not more than six nights in
1951, as permitted by the Ohief Secretary. trotting races m'ay be held at the
sho!Wgrounds rus part of the Iprogramme
t'0 be held there. Members aTe aware
that the Trotting Control Board is already author.ized to hold 24 meetings in
each raicing year, four of which must be
in aid of charities.
It has already
arranged iDS progr-a,mme for Dhe year,
and that number is considered by trotting enthusiasts to be insufficient 1'0
provide t'his form of entertainment
throughout vhe whole season when, having rega,rd to climabic conditions, night
racing can 'be held. To endeavour to
extend the season oryer this period, the
Board is cOmJpelled t.o ca11 a halt in the
middle of the season, about Christmas
time, so that it will have E:!nough nights
to extend to the autumn months, Which
is the most suit'alble time for the meetings.
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, In New South Wales, by way of contI'la1st, 40 meeNngs are held. This is not
put forwa~d as an argument for adding
to the normal number of meetings which
the Board :may ho[d, but as an explanation why it is not in a position to make
some of its ordinary meetings available.
The present measure is not 'Concerned
with the number of meetings the Board
should have, but is solely for the purpose
of assisting the Centenary Committee to
stage entertainments planned by it to
celebra te not only the centenary of the
State, but also the jubilee of the Commonwealth of Australia. It is considered
that the receipts from six meetings at
which trotting races may be authorized
under clause 3 of the 'Bill will cover
the cost of the other events staged by
the Centenary Committee, not only on
these nights but also on other nights
when trotting events will not be held.
Any profits over and above expenses
will be disposed of as the Centenary
Commi ttee directs.
Clause 4 provides for country celebrations. It is believed that as part 'Of the
centenary celebrations in various country centres, trotting meetings will be
desired. There is at present a limit of
75 meetings annually for the whole State
outside a radius of 30 miles of Melbourne,
and these dates are allotted as the regular
fixtures of country clubs; in fact, the
applications for meetings always exceed
the number which may be .granted. It
is considered that country centres as
well as the metropolitan area should
be encouraged to stage district celebrations, and the clause provides that the
Chief Secretary may grant to not more
than ten trotting clubs which are already
licensed to hold meetings a permit to
hold one additional meeting each. Onesixth of any resultant profit from any
such meeting shall be paid to some local
charity as approved by the Chief Secretary. I feel that the House will accept
the Bill in the spirit in which the
Government has submitted it. I trust
that it will have a speedy passage.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (l\1ornington) .-1 ,moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. OLDHAl\1 (Malvern) .-1 do not
wish at this stage to discuss the Bill,
but I suggest that before the debate
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is resumed, honorable members should
be supplied with certain information.
The Chief Secretary should supply to
the honorable .member for Mornington,
as the representative of the Opposition
in this matter, the names of the members of the Trotting Control Board. I
should also like some information about
some regulations which came officially
befor'e this Parliament only this afternoon, when they were tabled, although
they were published in the last issue of
the Government Gazette on the 25th of
October. They are ,made under the
Trotting Races Act 1946, and they are
peculiar. They provide for an allowance of £450 a year-The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
MicbaeIis).-Order! The honorable member is not permitted at this stage to
debate any subject related to the Bill.
He must confine his remarks to the
question of the adjournment of the
debate.
Ml'. OLDHAM.-1 mention the subject
so that honorable members may be
supplied with further information about
it. If I wait until the debate has been
resumed it will then be too late to ask
for the information. The regulations
provide travelling allowances for the
Board members of £3 3s. for every meeting they attend.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-That is not true.
The SPEAKER.-It is obvious that if
the honorable member proceeds along his
present lines he will start a debate.
Therefore, I must direct him to confine
his remarks strictly to the question of
the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. OLDHAM.-1 appreciate the difficulty in which you are placed, Mr.
Speaker, and I shall not do anything to
embarrass you. I sum up by saying that
before the question of extra trotting
meetings is further considered by this
House the Chief Secretary should make
a statement explaining the regulations,
which provide for paying lavish sums of
money to members of the Trotting Control Board.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the de1bate was
adjourned until Wednesday, November
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COUNTRY ROADS BOARD BILL.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of TranspoI'lt).
- I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill dealing wi th the salaries and
positions of the members of the Country
Roads Board, which, as most honorable
members are aware, consists of three
members appoInted by the Governor in
Council, one of whom is appointed as
chairman. The present Board comprises
Mr. D. V. Darwin, M.C.E.,· chairman;
Mr. F. M. Corrigan, C.E.; and Mr. R. F.
Jansen. In view of the expansion of the
work of the Board in recent years, it has
been decided to create a position of
The
deputy chairman of the Board.
following particular!S will give some indication of the increasing responsibilities
of the Board(a) The mileage of State highways,
tourists' roads and forest roads,
for the maintenance of which
the Board is wholly responsible,
has increased from 1,480 in
1926 to more than 3,900 in
1950.
(b) The mileage of declared main
roads over the same period has
increased from 5,410 to over
9,700.
(c) The total expenditure controlled
by the Board has risen from
£1,500,000 .to £4,800,000.
(d) The staff of the Board has increased four-fold since 1926.
This increasing work naturally involves extra administrative work for the
Board, and it is felt that the creation of
a post of deputy chairman will be of considerable assistance to the chairman in
his work. The previous Government also
held this view, and when appointing Mr.
Jansen to the Board, following Mr. Darwin's elevation to the chairmanship, it
appointed Mr. Corrigan as deputy chairman. Pending this amending legislation,
it has not been possible to give legal effect
to that decision.
A consequential amendment is involved to SUb-section (4) of section 4, which
now provides for the appointment of an
acting member for a period of not more
than six months in place of any member
who is absent from Victoria or incapacitated by illness or other temporary
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cause. The sub-section has been redrafted to provide that the deputy chairman shall act as chairman in the absence
or incapacity of the chairman, and the
remaining member shall act as chairman
if both the chairman and deputy chairman are absent from the State or inca paci ta ted.
Section 11 of the Act also requires
amendment consequential on the provision for a deputy chairman. This section at present states that the chairman
shall preside at any meeting ·of the
Board, and that in his absence the member who is senior with respect to appointment shall preside. The Bill provides
that when the chairman is absent, the
deputy chairman shall preside. Under
the existing Act, the chairman of the
meeting has a second or casting vote in
the event of an equal division of votes,
and this is preserved in the Bill.
The other provision in the Bill deals
with the question of salaries of Board
members. At the present time, the
Country Roads Act provides that the
chairman shall be paid an annual salary
not ex·eeeding £1,700 per annum, ancr
other members, a salary not exceeding
£1,400 per annum, nhe amount to be
fixed by the Governor in Council before
the appointment is made. All the members are receiving the maximum salary.
The last aHeration of the statutory
maximum salary was made in 1948,
when the amount of £1,550 for the
chairman and £1,200 for members was
increased to £1,700 and £1,400 respectPrior to 1948, the maximum
ively.
salaries were those fixed by legislation
in 1926.
The Government feels that it is desirable to make the existing provision more
flexible, and it has, therefore, decided to
submit to the House an amendment removing the statutory limit and empowering the Governor in Council to
determine the salaries of Board members, before or at the time of appointment.
The Governor in Council, when
fixing salary, will be able toO assess the
amount in the Light of prevailing conditions. This is already the practice in
respect of a number of other authorities,
for example, the Town and Country
Planning Board and the Portland Harbor Trus t. The Governor in Council is
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also being empowered to increase the
salary ·of any Board member during his
present term of office.

r may state for the informaUon
{)f members that the current term
of office of Messrs. Darwin and
Jansen will not expir·e un til the 30th
of June, 1952, and Mr. Corrigan's term
will expire on the 30th of June, 1953.
T.he present .trend of prices and costs
would indica'te the desirability of having
power to 'adjust the salaries paid to
those officers w.ithout having to wait for
the expi:r:ation of their present term of
office.
The Bill, therefore, will benefit the
administration of the Country Roads
Board and provide greater flexibility in
determining appropriate salaries f.or the
persons holding office as members of the
Board. I do not think I need stress the
value to the State of Victoria of the
efficient functioning of this Board. Over
the last 20 or 30 years, tremendous
strides have been made in the development of the road system of this State,
and moS'tof that advance must be
credited to the work {)f the Country
Roads Board acting in co-operation with
our muni-cipalities.
Probably few people know tills State
as well as do Messrs. Darwin, Corrigan,
and Jansen. Their w{)rk involves a great
deal of travelling; they are known in
even the furtherm,ost part of Victoria,
and their activities have been of inestimable value.
As I am sure that
honorable members are unanimous in
their appreciation of the Board's work,
I am confident that the Bill will be
readily accepted by this House.
On the motion of Mr. FRASER
(Grant), the debate was adjourned until
Wednesday, November 8.
BUILDING OPERATIONS ANn
BUILDING MATERIALS CONTROL
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister O'f Transport).
-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.
The Bill is presented to Parliament for
the purpose of extending the Building
Operations and Building Materials Control Acts for a further per.iod of one
year, and to give effect to certain

and Building

Government proposals by which the
impact of the controls upon the general
public may, to some extent, be relieved.
Provision has been made in the Bill to
clarify certain definitions and to elimina te some weaknesses whi,ch ha ve
enabled unscrupulous persons t{) disregard the spirit O'f the Acts, whilst
remaining technically within the word
of the law.
Sub-clause (2) of clause 1 enables
copies O'f the principal Act, as amended
by this and any previous Acts, to be
The principal Act has been
printed.
amended and modified, and whole
sections have been re-written {)n a
number of occasions. There is now considerab'le difficulty in its interpretation,
even in legal proceedings. As the Act
affects all persons c{)ncerned with the
erection of buildings, it will be of
enormous value to have the Act and its
amendments in a consolidated form
easily read and understood by all. Th~
enabling provision has no effect upon the
operations of the Act.
Clause 2 contains amendments to the
definitions set out in section 2 of the
principal Act. Paragraph (a) enables
the" Costs," as applicable to a building
operation, to be more accurately ascertained. The Act contains many provisions in which terms and conditions
as to "Costs" are expressed. It is
desirable that the manner of assessment
of " Costs " should be clearly understood
by all. The present wording, "'fair
value of an materials," is open to too
many interpretations.
The amendment, "fair wholesale
value without discount of all materials,"
provides a uniform yard stick. It enables
the Minister to assess costs on the basis
of current prokes as published in the
trade journal.t3. This is essential both
'in cases of applications for consent to
build and, particularly, in cases before
the courts where the Minister must
satisfy the court as to his grounds for
the assessment of costs. The word
" fair" provides for the possibility of
there being more than one price list
current during a period with which a
subsequent matter is concerned.
Paragraph (b) relates to the" financial year" which, for the purposes of
the legislation, commences on the anni-
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versary of the date of the proclamation
of the principal Act, which was the 29th
of May, 1946. The term "financial
year" in its present form is not capable
of precise interpretation, and the amendment presents this definition in its
simplest terms.
It will involve no
change in the meaning and operation
of the Act.
Paragraph (0) contains a new definition to meet endless controversy on what
is a garage.
The definition is in
accordance with British law, and it will
serve to eliminate much of the lengthy
argument which has hitherto intruded
into legal proceedings in attempts to
cloud the real issue and induce the
magistra te to consider the case as a
triviality.
Clause 3 amends section 3 of the principal Act. The Government desires to
relax controls wherever it appears that
the continuance of the controls is no
longer a matter O'f strict necessity. With
this object in view, section 3 of the
principal Act has been very closely
examined.
This section deals with
those structures and building operations
exempted from the need to obtain the
Minister's consent, and clause 3 of this
Bill is that section re-written to give
effect to certain Government proposals
to extend the list of exemptions and to
clarify certain paragraphs where the
meaning of the Act was somewhat
obscure.
It is a matter of regret that the tragic
housing shortage is still so acute that
the need for these controls should still
exist; nevertheless, the Government feels
that, in some respects, the controls may
be made a little more bearable, particularly in the matter of garages. It
cannot be seriously contended that, today, the posses·sion of a car is something
reserved only for the wealthy. The
family car has become an accepted, even
necessary, part of the life of the family,
whether rich or otherwise, and to most
of us it represents a' considerable family
investment, obtained by careful saving
and some personal sacrifice. It is natural
that its owner should want to house and
protect it from the weather, and from
theft or damage, just as he, would
safeguard any other valued family
possession.
Session 1950.-[68]

1950.]
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The complete ban at present in force
on the erection of garages in new
rna terials has led to an increasingly expensive market in second-hand
materials, until the situation is now
that, often, the cost of second-hand
materials is greater than the cost of
new articles, and quite beyond the means
of the ordinary car owner. Many un·
desirable practices have arisen, including
such things as the deliberaite defacement
and camouflage of new rna terials to
make them appear second-hand, and
garages erected in new materials being
quickly painted or otherwise treated to
defeat inspection.
Alternatively, garages have been
openly erected in new materials, the
owner regarding any subsequent fine as
being merely an additional building cost.
The ordinary car owner, having a proper
respect for the law and, anyway, being
quite unable to afford such costs, has
had to makeshift with a miscellaneous
collection of second-hand junk, motor
packing cases, and the like, often thereby
conflicting with the regulations of municipal authorities who, naturaHy, do not
desire to see the amenities of their cities
and towns thus depreciated.
The Government proposes to allow the
construction of garages in new materials,
but within strictly controlled limits.
A garage may be included in a dwelling, providing that the garage portion
of the dwelling does not exceed 200
square feet and that its inclusiDn will not
result in the construction of any area in
eX'ces;s of the l,imit already alpp1icab1e. ]jt
is considered that a maximum area fDr
a garage of 200 square feet ils ample for
all normal needs. Broadly speaking, it
means that a person m'a,y be allowed to
incorporate a gara,ge of not ,more than
200 square feet within the Hmlits of
whatever area of dwelling he is enmtled
to build with a permH, or one which is,
exem;pted by the Act from the need to
obtain a permit. By this method it is
considered that the ino1usion of a garage
will not require the use Q1f any additi,onal
rna terialsand, in many cases, may even
require less.
Paragraph (a) of proposed new subsection (2) of section 3 of the principal
Act gives effect to the proposals regard-
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ing garages in a dwelling not exceeding
1,400 square feet for which no Ministerial

consent is required. Paragraph (b) of
the new sub-section relates to the erection
of a building consisting of a block of fiats,
- pair of maisonettes, villa pair, or other
multiple dtwelling. The ,present pro-'
vision is amended to include that regarding garages CllS a.;pplied to this tYlpe
of dwelling.
Sub-paragraph (iii) of
paragraph (b) is induded to prevent the
type O'f structure indica ted .1lrom being
used a'S camouflage foil' holiday calbins,
hatels and the like, which are not permanent residences and are erected .ror
the purpose olf letting at lucrat'ive
ren tals to holiday makers. WhiLst per-'
manent homes are SIO far below urgent
needs, the Government considers that
buildings of this type a're a luxury which
may be deferred for the time being.
Paragraph (c) 'of the proposed new
suib.:section relates to the erection of abuilding oonsisting o,f a shop and dtweH-'
ing. This paragraph gives effect to the
provi1sion regarding garages in relation
to this type of SltTucture. Sub-para-'
graphs (iii) and (iv) have been introduc.ed to compete with evasions and
other malpract'kes which have been encountered to use thiS' type of structure
as a means of obtainling a factory. The
limitation of the shop size ensures that,
a sulbstanNal portion of the structure ils
living accommodation.
Paragraph (d) of the proposed new
sub-sedion concerns structures in con-'
nection with primaTY produc'1:ion. This,
feature of th'e le~isl'ation remains unchanged, ex,cept that the maximum per-'
mis-sible expenditure in anyone finanoial
year has been raised from £250 to £500.
The present scale O'f per,missible expendi t'..·lre was based on !prices ruling in
May, 1946, and i'S now brought into line
with present-day costs and prices. The
words "or dogs" have been added,
arisiing out of a recent case in which a
considerable quantity of new housing
rna terials had been used to erect kennels
and a training tra'ck for the purpose of
tTa,ining racing greyhounds.
Paragraphs (e) and (f) deal with
structural alterations and renovations of
buildings more than two years' old.
These two paragraphs are equivalent to
paragraph (e) of sub-clause (2) of
Mr. Hyland.
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section 3 of the principal Act, and have
been re-.wriitten to separate structural
alterations from painting and decorating
and allowing for each a maximum permi,ssible eXlpenditure without Ministerial
consent of £200. The reasons foil' this
are similar to those for the preceding
paragraph.
Paragraphs (g) and (h) in the present sub-section rem·ain unchanged, except foOr the restriction on holiday cabins,
&c. Paragraph (i) is a new provision
designed to assist the farmer and primary iproducer. The clause permits the
extension of homes of primary producers
sitUla ted at the place where IPI'Iima,ry production is carried on, and will enable
those residiing in the more remote areas
to be compensated in some m.easure for
their lack of access to the amenities
normally available to city and urban
residents.
Paragraph (j) represents no change
in the existing paragraph. Except for
the proposed concessions regarding
garages, and the raising of the amounts
which may be spent without Ministerial
consent on renovations, repairs, and
so on, the effect of clause 3 of the Bill
is to clarify the existing law without
changing it.
In relation to sub-clause (3) of clause
3, experience has shown that there
exists a certain class of persons who are
not prepared to co-operate with their
fellows for the common good. They
openly defy the law, and then seek to
evade the consequences of their actions
by hiding behind technical weaknesses
of the law, or making use of loopholes
they have discovered in the Act. This
provision is intended to close one such
loophole. Section 4 of the principal
Act readsFor the purpo'ses of sub-section (1) of
this section a person shall be deemed to
commence or continue to carry out a
building operation if the carrying out of
that building operation is commenced or
continued (as the case may be) at his
request or at his expense.

To this, it is now proposed to add, "or
on any property of which he is the
owner or occupier."
Whether he has requested the building
operation, or whether he is paying for it,
is information usually known only to'
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the person concerned and, perhaps, his
builder.
Certainly, such information
cannot normally be obtained without
admission from the person concerned.
If he does not choose to give that information-and not only is he under
no compulsion to do so, but the law
itself protects him from having to make
any statement which may serve to incriminate him~the anomaly exists of
a flagrant breach of the law going unpunished. These cases are not of a
minor or trivial na'ture; usually, they are
carefully p}anned and involve deliberate
flouting of the law, involving a gross
misuse of large quantities of essential
housing materials in short supply. The
files of the Department record many
such instances where proc·eedings have
had to be abandoned. It is considered
that the amendment will effectively
close the loophole, while presenting
nothing detrimental to the law-abiding
.citizen.
Clause 4 amends the section to define
more clearly the persons and classes
of .persons to whom it applies. The
meaning and application of the section
js unchanged. Clause 5 does not in any
way alter the Act or its application; it
merely deals with a present difficulty
regarding the admissibility of evidence
in cases before the courts, and has been
included on the advice of the Crown
La w Department.
Clause 6 extends the operation of the
Act until the end of the coming year.
Lieut.-Colonel HIP WORTH (Swan
Hill) .-1 moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

In vjew of the possible widespread
reperCUSSi'OllS of this small Bill, I ask
the Minister of Transport to agree to
an adjournment of fourteen days.
Mr. HYLAND.-I suggest that the
debate be adjourned until Wednesday,
the 8th of November.
Lieut.-Colonel
HIPWORTH.-That
date is acceptable, on the understanding
that, if Opposition members are not
then ready to proceed, the debate will
be adjourned until a later date.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
.adjourned until Wednesday, November 8.
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MUNICIPALITIES AND OTHER
AUTHORITIE'S FINANCES
BILL.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is a comprehensive measure
dealing with the Government's decision
to provide financial assistance for country municipalities, and finally dealing
with certain matters which for many
years have been the subject of annual
legisla tion. Provision is made in the
Bill for an increase in fees for motor
drivers' licences from 5s. to 10.s. The
additional revenue estimated at £132,000
per annum is to be paid to the credit of a
Municipalities Assistance Fund.
This action will enable the Government to relieve country municipalities of
any future contributions in respect of
the upkeep of the Country Fire Authority, and provision is made in this legislation providing that, in lieu of the
various municipalities contributing their
quota as at present, one-third of the
annual cost shall be paid from the Municipalities Assistance Fund. This will
benefit country municipalities to the
extent of £52,000 a year.
In a'ddition, the sum of £100,000
annually will be available from this fund
for the payment of subsidies for works
of municipalities and other public bodies.
The Minister of Public Works will be
responsible for the allocation ·of this
amount. The balance of £143,000 at present in the Municipalities, &c., Subsidies
Fund, which was established by payments from Consolidated Revenue for
the purpose of providing subsidies for
municipal works, will be transferred to
the Municipalities Assistance Fund and
provision made f.or the appropriation of
Consolidated Revenue in the event of any
deficiency in the fund.
Honorable members will recollect that,
for many years, legislation has been submitted each year providing for the suspension of the municipal endowment, the
last payment being £50,000 in 1929-1930.
Similarly, legislation has been re-enacted
annually since 1932, relieving Consolidated Revenue of its obligation to pay
each year £10,000 for the purposes of the
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Country Roads Board and £40,000 for
municipalities which are mainly metropolitan.
On reviewing the position, the Government felt that these matters should be
finally dealt with and that the introduction of legislation each year to discontinue these payments was cumbersome. On the other hand, the Government considered that further financial
assistance to country municipalities was
essen tial. The Bill now before the House
therefore provides for this assistance but
obviates the necessity for annual legislation in respect of two matters which
various Governments from time to time
have submitted.
Mr. CAIN.-Does that relate to municipal endowment?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Yes. This legislation also provides for assistance in connection with
the installation of traffic control lights.
Certain ,municipal councils, which are
contemplating the installation of these
lights, have found the cost beyond their
resources and have applied to the Country Roads Board for assistance. The
Government considers that, to assist
municipalities in providing traffic control
lights at road intersections where warranted by the volume of traffic crossing
the intersection, certain provision should
be made from the Country Roads Board
Fund.
Mr. TYACK.-Is that to be retrospective?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-No. Accordingly, it is proposed
that financial assistance may be given
from the fund towards the cost of installation of traffic-control lights either
by municipal councils or by the Country
Roads Board. Provision is therefore
made in this legislation that there may
be paid from the Country Roads Board
Fund the sum of £50,000-but not more
than £10,000 in anyone financial yeartowards the construction, purchase and
installation of traffic-control lights by
a municipal council 'Or the Country
Roads Board. It is also provided that
funds for this purpose are to be
made available from the Country
Roads Board Fund only with the
approval 'Of the Governor in Council,
on the recommendation of the Country
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Roads Board, after consultation with the
Chief Commissioner of Police and the
council of any municipality concerned.
On the motion of Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn), the debate was adjourned until
Wednesday, November 8.
The sitting was suspended at 5.57 p.m.
until 7.20 p.m.
MENTAL HYGIENE AUTHORITY
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
18) on the motion of Mr. FULTON
(Minister of Health) for the secondreading of this Bill was resumed.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I doubt whether any more important
Bill than this has been submitted to the
House this year. Here is a measure
which affects not only those persons who
are subject to the control of the Mental
Hygiene Branch, but also their relatives,
their 'friends, their well wishers and
the m'any thousands 'Of other people
who are ,concerned about the negligence
of all Governments over the past
90 years with respect t'o the treatment of mentally deficients. There was
a time when mentally defective persons
were considered to be fit subjects for
confinement and treatment in our penal
institutions; but an enlightened community to-day considers that this is a
subject which should be faken right out
of the atmosphere and consideration of
restraint and confinement behind bars.
The Opposition approaches the Bill
most seriously; it proposes to debate
it without heat, with earnestness and
with due regard to its importance. It
is not proposed to take advantage of
the many openings presented by the
Minister, the Government, and perhaps
the Department of Health for strong
adverse criticism'. Neither does the
Opposition propose to make it a political
question. The Opposition thinks that
this is a measure which demands of
members individually, and of the three
parties collectively, earnest and sincereconsideration, with these objects in view
'Only-first, to make P'Ossible proper
preventive and curative treatment of the
afflicted; secondly, the curative treatment of those who have gone beyond the
preventive stage; and thirdly, the complete care of those beyond cure.
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Unless provoked to do otherwise the
Opposition proposes to examine the Bill
and discuss it in the spirit I have outlined.
If it does not, then any blame for
departure from those high principles
will lie with those who provoke the
discussion along other lines. The Minister's speech, as I read it, and as he read
it, appeared to me to dwell too much
upon the historical. He went back to
the days when the Colony of Victoria
was part of New South Wales. Anything he said historically is not only
a reproach on our forebears, bat it is
also a grave reproach on us, even up
to the present generation. All the errors
of almost a century's standing are, in
this year of 1950, still engaging the
elementary consideration of this Parliament.
We on the Opposition side do not
regard this Bill as the be-all and end-all
of the problem. Any person who gives
consideration to it and attempts to relate
his studies to the Kennedy report, or the
report of the Mental Hospitals Inquiry
Committee of 1948, must inevitably
reach the conclusion that this is a
tortuous Bill. winding its way through
all the recommendations and all the
desirable suggestions of the experts in
either the Kennedy report or in the
report of the committee to which I have
referred. It does not boldly face up
to the full necessities of our mental
hygiene problem. To me it bears all
the hallmarks of the administrative
section of the Department of Health
rather than the considered judgment of
experts on the subject witth which it
attempts to deal.
According to my study of the measure
it does about two things. First, it
sets up a Mental Hygiene Authority;
and secondly, in its 24 clauses and the
schedule, it suggests things that ought
to be done, either in direct definition or
in its definition of the responsibilites
and powers of the proposed authority and
its subordinate officers. All members
are capable, without notice or preparation, on this or any other Bill, of propounding the ideals that ought to be
achieved, whether they have regard
to water supply, roads, railways, general
health or mental hygiene. Without any
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strain on our mental faculties we could
easily define what is desirable. That
is aH the Bill does. It has no teeth; it
is like an army in possession of weapons
but deprived of ammunition. So far as
the measure sets out 24 pious aspirations it is perhaps a good one, but I suggest that it shows more the hand of the
administrative section of the Departmen t of Health than of the realists in
the mental hygiene, psychiatric, and
medical sections. If the Minister of
Heal th remains in 'office and has this
legislation to adminis,ter, provided he
does his duty he will present another
Bill as soon as the House assembles next
session.
Why has the Government not made
the best use of the expert advice it
received in the Kennedy report,' the
report of the Mental Hospitals Inquiry
Committee, and also, if the Minister will
admit it, a report prepared by Dr.
Catarinich of which we have heard
nothing? I ask the Minister whether he
has seen a special report submitted by
Dr. Catarinich, which, if before Parliament, might have a bearing on this
deba te? I understand that such a report
is in existence and that this Bill gives
no effect to the advice of that responsible officer who, although beyond the
normal retiring 'age, has been reappointed by the Government. That is
a tribute to his capacity and to the
worth set upon his experience.
Mr. BARRY.-The last four Governments have extended his term of office.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I intimated
that I desired to debate this Bill upon
its merits and according to the needs
of those who require our consideration.
I am sure that the honorable member
for Carlton, who has been a not inefficient Minister of Health, will agree
with me that recalling the past and the
failures of the past, for which the Opposition takes its full share of blame, will
be of no avail if we do not make the
best of the measure U0W before the
House. The Opposition is bold and fair
enough, seeing that its party has in the
course of past decades been in charge
of the governmenit of the State, to
acknowledge whatever blame is due to
it f.or inaction, provided that the corner
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'party on the Government side will concede the same admission. I am not concerned about who is to blame for the
present conditions ·but with what we
can do in the immediate -future to
correct the errors of the past. If we
are n.ot to be recreant to our duty as
legislators we will 'look forward and
not back. We will get no satisfaction
out .of looking back ·on the failures of
past Administrations.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I would ask honorable
members to refrain from conducting
·conversati.ons while the honorable member for Barwon is m'aking an importrant
speech on behalf of the Opposition. He
should be heard in silence.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I return to my first principal observation that this Bill is an ev,asion of the
issue. It reveals the hand of the servant of the State instead of the will,
power, foresight, strength of mind, and
judgment that should enter into the
make-up of every Minister. Because I
think this is a Bill of the administration
on the employee side rather than on the
governmental side, the Oppositi.on will
do its best in the Comm"i1tiee stage to
try to put teeth into it.
Governments fall into two genera~
categories.
There is the Government
composed OIf Minrtsters wjho know their
work, study their mea1sures and direct
and instruct theiT subordinates to carry
out the Government's policy. Under
such an Administration the public
servant .of whatever rank is happy
to exercise the power, authority, and
instructions delegated to him. In that
way the perfect mechanism of the
State is operated.
There is another
type of Government which the political
pendulum swings into this House
occasionally, when for want of guidance and direction the public servant
. has to step in on behalf of the State
and the people and advise, guide
and direct the actions of his Minister. In
such a case the Public Service point of
view is paramount, and not the governmental 'and political angle. In my
opinion this BiH has been prepared in
that way. If that is not .so, W1hy, in
direct opposition to the princ,ipal sub-
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missions of the Kennedy report and the
report .of the M'en tal Hospitals Co·mmittee Inquiry of 1948, are only three
persons no be appointed to the proposed
authority? The Bill prepared by the
Liberal and Country party Government,
before it went out of office, provided for
eight members to be on the authority.
!Mr. BARRY.-That was the number in
the Bill subm,i tied by Sir A]bert Dunstan.
ISir THOMAS MALTBY.-That is so.
I 'am not sure O'f the v(iews of the hon'Orable member for Carlton, but I think
they would lead him to require a much
stronger body than three.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I think he win 'agree
Wlith you.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-He will not
say so now.
Sir 'DHOMAS M!ALTBY.~ nod is as
go-od as a wink.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-He will not
nod when he gets up t'O speak.
:Sir THOMAS MAU'JlBY.--I think the
honorab}e member for Carlton, Who was
a not undistinguished Minister of
Health, and I, however much we may
have disagreed in the past, will not be in
violen t disagreement on this Bill.
IMr. CAIN.-Have you seen the repo'rt
of the other co.mmittee?
Sir THOMAIS MALTBY.-I have, and
it saddened me. Professor Kennedy
suggested that the authority should
coOnsist of six to eight members.
Mr. BARRY.-Wb.at did the committee
I set up recommend?
Sir THOMAS MAIL'DBY.-I am not
sure. However, I am not conlCerned so
much aJbout that as with the weight of
evidence. When in doubt, laymen, I suggest, must be influenced by the weight
of evidence. Let us examine that aspect.
lIS Professor Kennedy toO be brushed aside
as being of no importance? Is hIs
o:piinion to be regarded a's not worthy
o.f considera Non? Did a Government
bring him to Victoria at great cost to
inquire into and report upon this matt€!r
SlO that dt might look at his report and
brush it aside?
Mr. CAIN.-It did that with Mr.
Elliot's report on the Victorian railways.
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Sir 'NfOMAS MAIL'DBY.-That does
not make it right. A'S Mr. Calwell, the
respected friend of the Leader of the
Labour party, said. " Two Wongs do not
make a White." That is why he is now
.in political oblivion. Is the Kennedy report of no importance? Regard must be
had to the flact that from all the experts
in the world a Government chose Professor Kennedy. Either one accepts his
advice as an expert, or .con:siders that
whoever imported him bungled. I
accept PI'Iofessor Kennedy 'as 'a man of
importance and authority, and one of
the leading men, if not the leading man,
in his profession in the British Empire.
Professor Kennedy recommended an
authority of from six to eight persons.
He recognized that there were many
facets to this prdblem and not only three.
Mr. CAIN.-J:,f six or eight members are
justified, why should tfuere not be
twelve?
Sir THOMAIS MAL'DBY.-B~caU'se
Professor Kennedy recomm'ended six to
eiglht.
]jf I asked the Leader of the
Lalbour party t'O lend me £6 or £8, would
he say, "Why not have £12 "? His logic
d'Oes not appeal to me, but 1 shall be
glad to hear him enlarge 'On that matter
when he speaks.
He might ask why
there should not be 100 members instead of 65 in this House, but that is
another question. The Bill prepared by
the Liberal and Country party Government provided for the setting up of an
authority consisting of eight ,persons.
I ask honorable members to reflect
upon the functions of the authority, as
outlined in clause 10, and to relate them
to the responsibilities of the Public Service generaHy-in particular those dealing with personal factors as distinct
from machinery and mechanics as in
the Railway Department. I ask how,
having regard to the diversity of the
problems, three pers'Ons can properly
carry out the functions allotted to them
under this Bill, particularly when it is
recalled that one is to be an administrator. That will leave two members to
carry out all the responsibilities connected with mental hygiene-preventive
and curative treatment, research, teaching, and all the manifold functions that
devolve upon the authority.
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The Government so misunderstands
this problem that it considers one member can be excluded from the authority
of three-be he called grand bursar,
bookkeeper, or staff superintendent-and
the remaining tW'O will be sufficient to
deal with the physical, medical, research,
administrative aspects, and human relationships, psychiatric, curative, preventive, or retentive treatment and
convalescence.
The Government is
apparently of the opinion that, despite
the recommend a tion contained in Professor Kennedy's report, two effective
technical or scientific men are sufficient
to carryon duties extending from Mont
Park to Kew, Warrnambool, and Ararat.
I claim that more than two men would
be needed to keep in running order a
fleet of motor buses, as the honorable
member for Grant will probably confirm.
I should think the honorable member for
Coburg w'Ould have more than two men
running his poultry farm. But, apart
altogether from buses or poultry farms,
the Government's appreciation of this
job of correcting 100 years of neglect is
limited to the belief that it can be
achieved by two persons.
To make the position worse, and to
reveal the complete and utter want of
understanding and appreciation of the
position, the Government-I am not referring to the Minister because, after
all, the Government must shoulder the
responsibility-having decided that there
shall be two effective members of the
authority, has also decided that the members will have only five years' security
of tenure of office.
Mr. TOWERS.-You have only three
years.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I would
sooner have eight men of diverse knowledge and capacity, on a three years'
tenure than two men with no security.
The Bill does not provide at any stage
whatever, that members of the authority
will have the right to ren'Ounce their
positions to take another appointment
in the Public Service to which they
would have been entitled to transfer
had they not joined the Mental Hygiene
Branch of the Department of Health. I
am reluctant to say that I would not
place in charge of a pie stall a man who
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had as Iittle foresigh t and sense of
responsibility as the one who drew up
this Bill. If legislation goes on in this
manner, there will be an increasing
number of inmates in mental institutions. I suggest there is another vital
question to consider in relation to the
Kennedy report and the Gartside Billif I might call it such-Mr. BARRY.-I have never seen the
Gartside Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The honorable member for Carlton has been denied
much mental refreshment. It is a good
Bill.
Mr. BARRY.-Can you show it to me?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Yes, I now
hold it in my hand.
Mr. BARRY.-I remember that you
previously exhibited telegrams, like that.
Win you give me the Bill?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I am not
willing to hand my notes to the honorable member before I have finished with
them. With the consent of the man who
drafted the Bill, I will show it to the
honorable member afterwards.
Mr. BARRY.-{I do not believe you
actually have the Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-l call the
honorable member's bluff" The BiU is
now before me, and it is dated the
10th of June, 1950. The Government
Printer's registered number is 3605.
Mr. BARRY.-When was it presented?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-l hold the
draft of Ithe Bill. If the honorable
member had been more magnanimous,
the Bill would have been presented, not
by the present Minister of Health, but
by a competent Minister. The point I
was about to develop when I was so
rudely interrupted from the corner of
the Chamber was that this Bill
is designed for the appointment of
Methuselah, because the members of the
authority under the Bill, strangely
enough, have a security of tenure for
five years, which they, of their own
volition, may terminate at any time.
Mr. CAIN.-What tenure was there in
the Gartside Bill?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-l am not
discussing that measure. I am debating
the Bill now before the House. The
anomalous position is that while the Bill
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provides for five years' tenure to an
authority to be appointed to correct
100 years of neglect-which it cannot
properly do under twenty years-the
members of the authority may terminate the tenure at any time. It is
true that they may be appointed from
time to time for further periods of five
years, but no retiring age is provided in
the measure.
Mr. CAIN.-Is it not?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-No. I will
listen with interest later on to the remarks of the Leader of the Labour party.
I was about to quote from the report of
Professor Kennedy whom I accept as an
authority on the question of retiring age.
I agree with every word he says in that
regard. On page 45 he statesAll members o.f the Autho.rity should
retire at the age o.f sixty,

and, underlined for emphasis, he adds-with no possibility of being retained beyo.nd
that age.

Mr. BARRY.-Could you tell me the age
of Professor Kennedy?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-From his
looks, I should say 45 years.
Mr. BARRY.-You are judging by looks
only. From appearances you are only a
boy.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Although I
have the appearance of a boy I speak as
a man. The honorable member for
Carlton both looks and speaks like a
boy. However, the honorable member
for Carlton and I are too much in agreement on this measure to argue over
trivialities. The remarks of Professor
Kennedy with respect to the retiring age
of 60 continue-in order to. minimize the possibility that the
Authority become co.ntent with its work and
unreceptive to. new ideas.

Those words are of great import. Not
many days ago, a Bill relating to
the Teaching Service was debated in
this Chamber. A proposal was made
tha t teachers should be prevented from
being promoted to head teachers if
they were within two years of retirement.
The reason was advanced that such a
step would be in the in,terests of the
children. I know there are all sorts of
opinions about that. But, Parliament
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has accepted that principle with respect
to teachers. The same principle is involved, but for different reasons, in
the present measure. I suggest that
psychiatrists and medical men, whether
they be clinical or otherwise, are essentially human beings. I have yet to meet
in great number men in any walk of life
who, having passed the age of 60 years
retain the initiative that impels them to
undertake research for the acquisition of
new thought.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-What about
General Eisenhower, who is about 60
years of age?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-He is not as
old as I am, and he is younger than is
the honorable member for Scoresby.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-What about General MacArthur?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-From millions of men, two have been selected and
held up as examples. I would remind
the honorable member for Scoresby that
the Army to-day is doing what was unheard of in his military days; it is making
colonels of men at the age of 30 years
and giving them charge of brigades.
That is the point of my contention. This
is the day of youth. Logically none of us
should be here, if capacity is assessed as
commencing at the age of 60. At that
age, most men have reached the stage
when all they want is to be left alone
quietly to move out.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-What about Winston Churchill?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I except Mr.
Winston Churchill, but surely most men
a t the age of 60 years are no longer
inclined to indulge in scientific research;
they are complacent and desire to be left
alone; they do not desire to go to universities to refresh their knowledge of
science. They look forward to the day of
retirement and do not wish to modernize
their ideas. Honorable members may, if
they wish, entirely disregard the opinion
of the honorable member for Barwon, if
they are prepared to accept the opinion
of Professor Kennedy. He is an expert,
but the honorable member for Barwon
is not.
Mr. GALVIN.-How old is Professor
Kennedy?
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Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The older
he is the more valuable must be his
opinions on this subject.
Mr. GALVIN.-You cannot have it both
ways.
Sir THOMAS MiALTBY.-As soon as
the honorable member enters the Chamber he begins to interject. He may
disagree with my view, as may other
honora1ble members, but I regard Professor Kennedy as an expert. I do not
think any member on the Government
side of the House will deny the capacity
of Professor Kennedy to report on these
matters. It would appear that the honorable member for N orthcote considers
himself to be a greater authority than
Professor Kennedy. I concede that the
Leader of the Labour party has a deep
knowledge on many matters, but I have
yet to learn that he is a greater authority
than the Professor on this subject.
Professor Kennedy considers that persons engaged on this work should
retire at the age of 60 years, otherwise
they would become stultified in their
outlook and would not keep abreast of
the times.
The weakness of the proposal to
appoint a body consisting of tbree members underlies the fact that, as is provided in the Bill, if any member of the
authority had previously been a member
of the Public Service, his rights regarding superannuation, promotion, and so
on, prior to appointment are to be conserved. That is as it should be. However,
a peculiar position will be created in
that· such members of the authority as
hald been public ,servants would, as
public servants inevitably do, consider
whether they would have received promotion if they had not left the Public
Service. If a vacancy occurred to which
they would have been promoted if they
had remained in the Public Service, they
might not be so self-sacrificing as to
decide to remain with the authority and
renounce their rights as public servants.
Being human, they would seek promotion.
As such a member of the authority is
likely to be the administrative officer
of that body, it is probable there would
be a constant change in an important
aspect of the working of the authority.
However, the defect to which I hav"
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referred could be overcome if the basis
of the authority were broadened so that
it might consist of six or eight members.
In that case, one member could be lost
without detriment to the administration. But the loss of one member
on an authority of three would be too big
,a loss in proportion to the total personnel of such a body. A weakness of that
kind is to be deplored. It is my p'ersonal
view that the members of the proposed
Mental Hygiene Authority should not be
bound and restricted and controlled by
the Public Service Board. We have heard
much about the restrictive influence of
the Board on such bodies as the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
The honorable memlber for Bendigo is
conversant with that topic.
Mr. GALVIN.-Your party believed
· in putting the Public Service Board in
control of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I was careful
to say that I was expressing a personal
view.
Mr. GALVIN.-,.Like Edmunds, you also
will be put out of the party.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-If I am, I
hope I shall go out with honour.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Honorable members should
not indulge in personal reminiscences
which have nothing to do with the Bill.
Sir THOMlAS MALTBY.-Do you, Mr.
Speaker, not think that it is ridiculous
to create an authority of three men,
'give them tenure of office for five years,
· and put them under the control of the
Public Service Board? There is an
, expres'sion com:monly used in the AI'Imy,
whi'ch you and I understand, which
'W\ould sum up that proposal.
The
authority will be subject to all the
rigours, frustrations, and irritations of
the PubUc Service Board. Members of
the authority ought not to be afflicted
in that way. There are outside persons
who Wlould gladly submit themselves for
'appointment to the authority if they
· were to be responsible to the Minister,
, but they would not plaice themselves for
an unpredictable period beyond five
ye'ars under the negative, frustTIating influence of the higher reaches of the
Public Ser,vice.
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I should Hke the. Minister to tell me
why the three members are t'O be placed
on the sa'me footing as Judges of the
courts in that they can be dism,issed
from office only b"y a vote of both
Houses of P,arli'ament. What sanl(:Uty is
to apply to the offices of the three members of the authority that they should
be ranked on a pedestal with the Judges?
I agree that Judges must be placed in a
position in whi,ch they are above elVery
influence which might affect or distort
their judgment, and they must be given
secur,ity of tenure by being appointed
for lif€-------'if I do not misunderstand the
position.
'
'Mr. OLDHAM.-They 'may hold office
up to the cuge of 72 years, and they may
be removed from office only by
resoluUons of :bot'h Houses of Parliament.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-That is as
it should 'be. In the case of this
au1thority, the three members who will be
appointed for five years may transfer
back to the Pub'lic Service, i'f they were
members of that Service prior to appointment to the authority. The Bill provides
that, as members of the authority, they
can be removed from office only by a
decision of both Houses of Parliament.
This House might say that a member
should be removed from his ;positoion, but
the other House might decide otherwise. Squabbles may arise among the
three members of the authority, in which
case the attention of two august Chambers of Parliament will be involved.
What was the Minister thinking of to
allow a provision of the kind I am discussing to be inserted in the Bill? I
wonder whether he knew it was in the
BHl, or whether somebody else put it in.
I should like to know the reason for its
inclus'ion in the measuTe. We can well
understand why Judges are g'iven
securi ty of offi,ce until they are 72 years
of age, but the position is quite different
in tlhe case of the proposed authority,
which willcionsist of three members who
will be appointed, in the first place. for
a term of five years, with a'll these foolish
appendages of Parliamentary protectdon.
The inony of it, if I interpTet the Bill
correctly, is that some of these people
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will be subject to the interferences and
restrictions of the PubUc Service Board,
to which their quarrels must be referred.
~he whole thing is out of balance. If it
were not for the delay which would be
occasioned to those who are suffering,
and who will be affected by the Bill, I
would ask the Minister to withdraw the
measure and reconsider it. At present,
it may be accepted only as a temporary
expedient. It will not effect a cure.

set up a section within the Public Works
Department, presumably to deal with
correspondence from the Mental Hygiene
Branch.

hygiene s,tructures and the requirements.
Yet all the Minister proposes to do is to

Mr. FULTON.-I am taking a note 01
what you are saying.

I desire, at least, that hi'S proposal
should be embodied in the. Bill and I
foreshadow the probability of the. submission of an amendment to write into
the measure the Minister's undertaking in
that regard. The report of the inquiry
committee is rather severe upon the
Mr. OLDHAM.--It is an emergency' Public Works Department. In my view
the Minister is doing nothing whatever to
measure.
moderate the impact ·of that Department
Sir THOMA'S MAL'l1BY.-That is so. upon the Mental Hygiene Branch. The
Clause 10 sets out the functions of the report states that the committee was disauthority. One of the three members of mayed to find that the Mental Hygiene
the authority is virtually to be a Branch had not certain necessary powers
secretary-general-the Trigve Lye of and aut'horHy. Having mentioned thethis body.
Therefore, he may be Tender Board, the report goes on roo
excluded as a member. I shall not sayweary the House by recapitulating
The latter body is reasonably quick
the many functions allotted to the
its work, and readily modifies its sysauthority as set out in clause 10. with
tem to meet preSSing needs, but the Public
The mere fact that I am not anxious to Works Department and the Public Service
quote them may be taken as evidence of Board are almost unbearably leisurely in
their manifold character, but I invite the their ways and appear to be unable to alter
their routine to meet urgent demands. That
Minister, between this-the second read- being
the case, the Department of Mental
ing-stage and the Committee stage of the Hygiene is forced to wait upon their conBill, to consider clause 10 in its relation venience even in the very face of chaos
to the number of persons to be appointed threatening in its own affairs, and we marvel
that it has been able to carryon for so long
to the authority and in rela:ti'on also to without
a serious breakdown.
the duties to be allotted to them. The
Did the Minister read that paragraph
honorable gentleman should determine
-without resorting too much to his ad- and, if so, does he believe it? If he does
visors-whether the functions as set out not believe it has he denounced it? If
in paragraph (a) to (j) are capable of he believeS' it, why has he not inclUded
proper performance by an authority con- in this legislation provisions designed to
sisting of three men, bearing in mind alleviate the problem? Apparently all he
Professor Kennedy's recommendation for does is to stand up in his place in the
House and say, in effect, "We propose
an authority of six to eight.
at some unpredictable time and in some
Their responsibility for the provision unpredictable manner, to appoint within
of buildings and the maintenance, repair, the Public Works Department a special
or improvement of those buildings will section to deal with these problems."
be subject to the Public Works Depart- Undoubtedly that section will be comment. In his second-reading speech the posed of the men who have handled such
Minister indicated that there would be matters hitherto. I suggest that the
set up in that Department a section to Minister should either arrange to have
deal specifically with matters relating to inserted in the Bill-or agree to the Oppothe Mental Hygiene Branch. Why this sition moving it-a mandatory amendtimid approach to a major problem? men t designed to remedy the strictures
The report of the Mental Hospitals Inquiry Committee contains a rather so gravely uttered by the Mental Hygiene
damaging indictment of the Public Work;, Inquiry Committee in its report of 1948.
Department in its relationship to mental Will the Minister agree?
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Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-That is as and that the advice may be rejected,
far as one can get. I only hope the thus permitting the troubles to be sidehonorable gentleman heard what I said. stepped by deferment.
I con tend tha t he 'Should define his
·It is not often, however, that that
intentions in the Bill; he should let this
way
of esc~pe is provided in legislation,
House know what he proposes to do.
but
I submIt that the proposed advisory
Let him so define and broaden his
committee will mean nothing at all.
promise that there can be no escape
Here I disagree with Professor Kennedy,
from it, and that the warring Departments will in future be able to work in who suggested that in a country area
peace and harmony; that the relatives of local butchers, grocers, milkmen, and so
mental patients will know that the fDrth would be fit for membership of an
. advisory committee. Perhaps contractors
kitchen which has not been painted for
25 years will be pain ted; that light will to a mental hygiene institution might
be; nothing they would say should hurt
b~ admitted to buildings in appropriate
anyone's feelings. The Kennedy replaces, and that windows that were not
at the date of the report, fitted with port puts a certain word into the expresfly-proof screens, will receive attention. sion and recognizes that it should be a
The Minister says, " Some day perhaps." " technical" .advisory committee. Such
a committee, as its name denotes, would
I ask whether he has visited institutions where such facilities are lack- be technically competent to advise. A
ing. Surely, if he has made himself local butcher at Ararat may be an excelacquainted with the conditions he cannot lent butcher but wholly incompetent to
remain unaffected. Yet, all that we have advise the Minister and his officers as
is a promise that is not even written to how the Ararat institution should be
The Minister of Health will
into the Bill. If the honorable gentle- run.
please
note that when the Bill is in
man is unaffected he must be past caring
Committee the Opposition may move
or understanding.
for the insertion of the word "technical "
Clause 14 provides that there shall before the word "advisory," by that
be 'a 'Chief diniical officer O'f the authoritty. means again endeavouring to put teeth
The Opposition agrees to that proposal, into the Bill and make it more workable.
but I ask whether, when the officer has Some Labour members were, no doubt,
in their youth connected with youth
been appointed and his functions defined
clubs
and si:milar organizations at the
he will have the ways and means of
carrying out research and of conveying meetings of which about five attended
instructions to those whose duty it will when there were seventeen positions to
be to give effect to such instructions' fill. After the president and the secreor whether this is one of the pious hope~ tary were elected it was probably decided
which, although in printed form, win be to appoint the remainder a committee
forgotten? Clause 16 provides for the with power to co-opt members. That
appointment of an advisory committee. committee was in a position to add some
If a Minister, in his official ca paci ty and of its f'fiends. I do not desire that the
in the course of duty, finds himself face matter should be left in the air by giving
to face with a difficult and worrying the advisory coinmittee proposed under
pro'blem, the solution of which he is this Bill power to co-opt persons to sit
either too tired, unwilling or lacks the with it-as is provided for in sub-clause
oapacj:ty to find ithe solution, ,there is (4) of clause 16; nor do I want promises
always a safe haven fDr him. I am not across the table of this House. that this
now referring to the Minister of Health that and the other will be done.
I urge that the Bill should clearly
specifically, but to Ministers in general;
one could substitute heads of Depart- define such matters. I hope that much
ments and other officials. The safe outlet has been learned from a century of
is to appoint a committee and if it is co-·opting. Surely in this community
desired to appoint one to permit a Minis- there are sufficient competent technical
ter to get out of his own problems, care persons who are anxious and willing to
must be taken to call it an "advisory" assist in respect of mental hygiene.
committee, so that it can only advise They should not be co-opted in a negative
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fashion by persons who want their own
way. I subm,u ·tJhat all members of the
advisory committee should be appointed
even if the views of some are in conflict
with those of the authority they have
to advise. God protect the advisory
committee from co-opting members! By
all means let there be members of varying opinions who, if necessary, will say
the unpleasantt thing in the intereSts of
honour and justice. Again J suggest that
the committee should be a technical
advisory committee. It shoulrl not have
co-opted members, chosen merely to
reflect the views of the Minister on the
one hand or those of the administrative
head on the other. If I were allowed
to co-opt members of this House those
on the Government side would be out.
Mr. GALVIN.-NlOt members of the
same school?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I would
make cevtain notable exceptions. Subclause (8) of clause 16, still referring
to the advisory commi ttee with its
co-opted m'embers, provides that the
meetings of the committee shall be conducted as prescribed, butsave as aforesaid the committee may
regulate its own proceedings.

Sub-clause (9) sets out the functions
of the committee. In the first yea,r of
their appointment the members of the
advisory committee, brimming over
with enthusiasm, will no doubt meet
fairly frequently and be full of ideas.
At the end of that period, finding that
their advice has not been considered or,
if considered, has been rejected, they
will have a feeling of frustration.
An HONORABLE MEMRER.-Perhaps the
advice will be sent on to the Public
Works Department.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-If it is sent
to that ~partment it might be forgotten. If the advice were sent to the
Public Service Board it might be ignored.
As I wlas saying, ciTcumsltiances could
arise in which the committee might not
be meeting at all or, at any rate, only
on a sufficient number of occasi'ons to
justify its existence.
The Minister may feel disposed to
consider, in relation to sub-clause (8)
of clause 16 that it would be advisable
to provide that the committee should be
instructed to meet at least quarterly.
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I pass now to clause 18. Opposition
members consider that the number of
permanent and temporary medical positions in the Mental Hygiene Branch
should be as prescribed. We contend,
however, that all medical officers, including psychiatrists, should not be in
any way subject to the Public Service
Board except, perhaps, in respect of
appeals. They should not be treated as
ordinary public servants. They would be
specia'lists in their work, and the
restri'ctions of the Public Service Board
would be a sufficient deterrent to prevent
the best men from offering their services.
Mr. BARRY.---US that a personal
opinion, or the opinion of your party?
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-The party in
this case; we do become enlightened.
Does the Minister think it proper that
medical officers should be subject to the
control of an administrative officer who
may fine them £5? Although.jt may not
adversely affect the future livelihood of
a cleaner or a boiler attendant to be
fined £5-it may have a salutary effect
upon him-does the Minister think that
an administrative officer can try, find
guHty, and impose a fine of perhaps £5
on a medical officer w:ithout adverse'ly
affecting his professional standing for
the rest of his life? All medical officers
should be excluded from th'at provision
and made subject to the Miniister, the
authority, or the Public Service Board.
It is quite conceivable-indeed it is inevitable-that conflicts of opinion will
ensue between medical officers and the
adminisDrn,tive offi'cer. I am quite sure
t!hat the honorable member £oor Carlton
in his experience has had brought under
his notice cases where the personal
fa'ctor has overridden the judgment of
men in responsible positions.
Mr. BARRY.---4 am aLmost saying
" Yes" to the contentions 'Of the honorable member for Barwon.
ISir THOMAS MAlLTBY.-I know that
the honorable member for Carlton's
conscience will not allow him to say
" no" when I speak the truth.
A
medical officer should not be subject to
punishment by fining 'by an administrative officer, because his reputation
could be damaged for the rest of hi~
life.
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Clause 22, which substitutes a new
section for section 74 of the principal
Act, provides for the appointment of
official visj t'ors, but their powers and
responsibiliities are not in any way
defined. During the war it was my duty
to have a good deal to do with official
visi tors under the Geneva Convention of
International Law.
The military
autihorities, in their wisdom, appointed
as offid al vtisi tors only men of the stla tus
of Judges of the County Court of Victoria. Those visUm's had authority to
enter at any time, see anything, speak
t'O an)'lbody without supervision, and
convey the results of their conversations,
investigations, and examinations direct
to the top authority without censorship
and without restriction.
Unless the responsiibilities and powers
of offi:cial visi tors are clearly defined the
relevant clause will be absolutely worthless and meaningless. '.Do be of any
value official visitors should be men of
justice, of high standing, great probity,
and o,f mature judgment. They should
h'ave the right to enter institutions whenever they like. They should be enjoined
to visit at fa,irly frequent intervals;
they should be enabled toO see all, ask
anything and interview any patient or
person without supervision or interference by any authol!'ity or person.
They should be permitted to report direct
to the Minister. That system places a
salutary check on maladministration
laziness and indifference. Unless claus~
22 sets out who official visitors shall be,
how they sh~ll be appointed, the term
and purpose of appoint,ment, and their
responsibilities it will be useless. Under
the present provision official visitors
could be anybody, they could do anything, they could come as they pleased or
stay away as they liked. Properly appointed. with duties properly defined,
official visitors can be most useful appointees. As it is, clause 22 is completely meaningless and will have no
effect.
The Bill is inadequate and insufficient.
It temporizes where it ought to act; it
goes round the problem where it ought
to face it; it is negative where it should
be positive. It is not the Bill of the
Minister, of Cabinet or of the Government, which are merely the pipes
Si1' Thomas Maltby.
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through which the Bill is flowing. In my
opinion it is more concerned about preserving rights, privileges and powers
than with curing the evil it sets out to
overcome. The Opposition intends to make
the best of this BHl. it is hOoped that the
Minister of Health will accept amendments in the spirit in which they are
offered. Nothing will be done to affect the
Government as such or the Minister.
Everything said and done by the Opposition in the Committee stage will be designed to alleviate the sufferings of those
who are or may come under the care of
the Mental Hygiene Branch and to prevent, where that is possible, the onslaught
of mental disease. We would ask the
Government to withdraw the Bill and
bring down a better one next year but for
the thought that in the ·interim some good
might come out of the measure. However, it is predicted that when the Minister- of Health realizes its deficiencies he
will present another Bill to 'provide
for everything that we think is necessary.
We invite the Minister after
this Bill is passed to appoint a
committee from all three 'political
parties to consult with ali concerned
and to recommend to Parliament
an omnibus Bill that will once and for all
make it possible for the Minister and his
successors, together with the Department
he administers and all related Departments, including the Public Works Department, to grapple with this problem
which to-day carries the burden and the
impact of a century of misunderstanding
and negligence.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton) .-1 agree with
the opening remarks of the honorable
member for Barwon who said that this
was a most important Bill. He appealed
to all members to tackle the measure in
a non-party spirit, free from all political
thoughts and political backgrounds. He
stated that the measure was designed to
prevent and cure mental illnesses.
I
thought he made a very fine approach to
the subject. I was somewhat sympathetic with the Opposition because I realized
that no member of the Liberal and
Coun try party in this House had been in
control of the Department of Health and
therefore had not that close association
with the work of that Department as has
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one who has occupied the position of Minister of Health. However, the honorable member for Barwon then broke
down. He overstretched the knowledge
he had, and before long he was expressing
personal OpinIOnS and OpinIOnS on
behalf of his party. Finally he showed
tha t he had a lack of knowledge of this
matter.
I have listened to the honorable member for Barwon on many occasions and
have respected his ability to deal with
the particular subject under discussion.
However, on this occasion he had to be
told that we were not discussing the
Legislative Council or the age limit of
Judges of the Supreme Court. He picked
up a report but was not aware who prepared it. Finally he returned quietly to
the subject under discussion.
Sir THOMAS
do the same?

'MALTBY.~Why

do you not

Mr. BARRY.-I am prepared to do
that, but surely the honorable member
for Barwon does not mind my saying
that I agree with his opening remarks.
However, I think he did a grave injustice to officers of the Public Service and
to the Minister of Health when he said
tha t this Bill does not bear the hand of
the Government but the hand of public
servants. It was wrong to say that any
member who supported the Bill was
chasing the Public Service. The honorable member for Barwon then went on
to discuss two reports, and in my opinion
he did not do himself justice. This
State has been fortunate in the officers
who have administered the Mental
Hygiene Branch and the Department of
Health of Victoria. If that Department,
which has received so much criticism,
has fallen down in any way it has been
the fault of Parliament and not of public
servants.
This is the most importar.t measure
that has been submitted to Parliament
for many years. Its purpose is to constitute a mental hygiene authority,
which will have to grapple with one of
the greatest problems of the State. We
cannot fuHy appreciate the tleed to
appoint such a body unless we study the
history of mental illness in our midst.
As the Minister of Health pointed out
in his second-reading speech, a mental
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ward of a New South Wales hospital
was established in Victoria in 1848.
Since then, the number of sufferers
from mental illness has become so great
tha t the need 'for adequa t'e treatment
of the disease has been brought home to
us all. Practically every person in the
community has been concerned either
directly or indirectly with some form or
other of mental illness, against which
none of us is invulnerable. It is not an
hereditary complaint. Many persons
who are forced to live in crowded and
unhealthy conditions are becoming
men tally ill.
In 1905, Dr. Ernest Jones was
appointed director of mental hygiene.
At that time 5,000 patients were in our
mental institutions, but there are more
than 8,000 known sufferers to-day. If
certain Acts had been proclaimed, many
more would have been receiving institutional treatment, and therefore the provision of adequate accommodation for
those who are mentally ill can no
longer be ignored.
Over the years
various reports have been prepared by
numerous investigating authorities, but,
unfo.rtunately, the field of mental illness
has been sadly neglected. A similar
story can be told in all otlher States of
the Commonwealth. The only elderly
persons who do not receive the old-age
pension are those who are mentally ill,
and neither do they receive hospital
benefits. When we view these aspects
dispassionately, we realize that the Bill
will mean hope and encouragement to
many who have been afflicted with this
dread disease. I do not say that this
measure will answer all our problems,
but it will be a step in the right direction,
as it follows the recommendations of
outstanding experts.
When Dr. Jones vacated the office of
director, he was followed by Dr.
Catarinich, the present director of the
Mental Hygiene Branch. I support the
comment of the Minister of Health, who
said that Dr. Catarinich has done all
tha t could be expected of one man. In
my 'Opinion he has rendered our mental
institutions service that has not been
equalled in any other State. No other
public servant has given greater service
to the State. 11he branch has outgrown
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the supervision of one man, and that
fact must be acknowledged. The Minister was twitted for having extended the
~erm of office of Dr. Ca tarinich. Similar
action was taken by 'the previous
Government and also by the Cain
Administration, 'because there was no
one else to take the place of Dr.
Ca tarinich. When I was Minisiter of
Health in the Cain Government, the
doctor said to me, "I do not wish to
carryon because I have reached the
retiring age." I pointed out to him
that no one was qualified to rake his
place, and so he has rem'wined in charge
of the Mental Hygiene Branch.
I
repea't that no one has done more than
this Christian gentleman to help the
men tally affUct'ed.
The Cain Administration appointed a
commit'tee to' inquire into 'and to report
upon the ,Men tal Hygiene Branch.
It
recommended the creation of a Board of
'-hree Commissioners to take ovelr the
Lodministration of mental hygiene. The
~roposed
authority will control the
Men tal Hygiene Branch. Pro!fessor
Kennedy agreed with the recomm,endations ·of tJhe committee and
associated himself with its report. He
came to Australia for the purpose of
attending a conference in New Zealand,
and when he arrived in Australia the
Liberal party Government decided that
it would pay him to investigate our
men tal insti tu tions.
Mr. MITCHELL.--He did not bother to
inspect the institution at Beechworth.
Mr. BARRY.-He was in the State
only for five weeks.
He has never
worked in a mental institution-I defy
anyone to challenge that statement.
Lieut.-Colon·el LEGGATT.-It does not
make him any less an authority on the
subject.
Mr. BARRY.-Dr. Jones was imported
from abroad in 1905 to take charge of
our mental institutions because of his
wide knowledge of the subject. Objection was not raised to his appointment
or that of the other members of the committee of inquiry, whose report, I suggest, all members should study. When
I started these people on their inquiry,
I said, " Spare nothing 'and nobody." The
committee consisted of representatives
of the churches, public bodies, and the
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voluntary workers associated with the
institutions. I asked them to tell the
story of the institutions, and they did so.
There are many institutions in this State,
and they care for 8,000 patients. The
institutions are many miles apart. Professor Kennedy, who submitted a report,
covered the whole of the ground in five
weeks, and he could not remain in the
country long enough to present his report.
He cleared away immediately he had
made his inspeotions. Since then he has
not replied to any of the criticisms of his
submissions. While he may be regarded
by some persons as an authority, I do
not accept his report as being more
authoritative than the other one.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-What interest
did Mr. Spicer represent on the committee?
Mr. BARRY.-The voluntary organizations associated with the institutions,
and also the soldiers.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Tell us who
were the members of the committee of
inquiry and the interests they represented.
Mr. BA'RRY.-Dr. Ernest Jones occupied the position of Inspector-General of
ment,al institutions from 1905 until! the
date of his retirement. He came from
England. He had a very wide' knowledge of this problem. In my opinion,
Dr. Jones gave a greater amount of
public service than have many members
of this House. Mr. G. F. Schellenberger,
another member of the committee, is
secretary of the Hospital Employees
Federation, and many members of his
organization are employed in the mental
hospitals. Mr. Spicer, to whom I have
already referred, represented voluntary
wOTkers. ,Mrr-. W. H. Clay represented ithe
Council of Churches.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-He presented
a minority report.
Mr. BARRY.-Yes, but he did not disagree with the other members on the
question of the appointment of the
authority; his minority report related to
the aspect of decentralization.
The
Reverend M. J. Killeen, another member, is associated with St. Patrick's
Cathedral. He was a barrister and solicitor before his ordination, and he represented the Catholic interests in the community. Unfortunately, if the life of
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the Labour Government had not been cut
short, it would probably by now have
implemented the recommendations in
that report.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Do you suggest
that the Bill that would have been
brought forward by the Labour Government would have been different from the
measure now before the House?
Mr. BARRY.-I do not know, but its
purpose would have been the same as
that of Ithe present Bill. The Government wouLd have asked Parliament to Igive it a trial to do
something for 1fu.e people Who are
suffering in the mental hospitals. If the
problem were approached from the point
of view of what is best for the inmates
of the mental institutions, probably it
would be solved, and many backward
children who would otherwise become
patients in the institutions would be
cured. Mental diseases are not necessarily inherited. They may be divided
into three classes. I would say that in
the first category is the idiot, a person so
defective in mind that he cannot guard
against common physical dangers. The
second is the imbecile, who is incapable
of managing himself and his affairs.
If it is a child, it is incapable of being
taught to help itself.
The third group of patients consists
of feeble-minded persons, whose mental
defects are so pronounced that they mus.t
be given a certain amount of help for
their own protection or fur the proOtecUon of other persons. They must be
taught how to care for themselves.
In his report, Dr. Catarinich said
that this group comprises 80 per cent.
of the inmates of the mental institutions.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Their defects
are traceable from their early years.
Mr. BARRY.-Yes, and to other
factors, including environment, which is
responsible for many cases of mental
disease. If all members consider the Bill
in a true spirit and endeavour to find a
solution of the problem, a good result
will be achieved. The Government might
feel inclined to view the discussion from
the point of view of the desire of members to assist rather than raise opposition to the proposal. If members realize
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the seriousness of the problem, they will
be prepared to drop a great deal of
prejudice in an endeavour to evolve
remedial measures.
The Government proposes that the
legislation shall be administered by a
Mental Hygiene Authority of three
persons. It is not yet known whether
the legislation could best be implemented
by a body consisting of three, or six, or
eight persons. Up to the present time
the administration of the mental institutions has been under the control of one
man, but I suggest that the new proposal
should be given a trial. If the desired
result is to be achieved, Governments
must be prepared to spend moOney to
secure the services of specialists to give
expert treatment toO mental patients. If
that is done, a further step must be taken
and many of the recommendations of the
committee of inquiry must be implemented. Nobody will be worrying about
a bit of wire on a window, but there will
be concern regarding the condition of
the interior of the institutions, aJbout
obtaining adequate staff to care for the
patients. When I was Minister of Health,
it was almost impossible to get additional
staff for the mental hospitals.
It has been recommended in both
reports that the attendants in the mental
institutions should receive the same
remuneration, irrespective of whether
they worked in the male or the female'
sections of the hospitals. There is a
reasonable number of staff in the male
sections, but there is a serious shortage
in the female departments. It would not
matter how many experts are brought to
this country to give treatment to the
patients. The inmates will not be cured
if the requisite number of attendants
cannot be obtained to give them the
necessary attention. If the desired reforms are to be achieved, we must be
prepared to spend many thousands of
pounds on our mentall institutions. The
Minister of Health deserves the sympathy
of Parliament, because he has a difficult
portfolio and a big responsibility to
shoulder.
I received a letter expressing th~ view
that when I said that the employees in
mental institutions were very fine people,
I was ridiculous. As the writer did not
sign his name I was driven to only one
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conclusion. In the children's cottages done was to attempt to take the uniform
at the Kew institution one will see at off him. Yet, the average visitor to that
work the wonderful women who have institution would remark, "Fancy that
been carrying out their duties for many poor otd man being allowed to have such
years. They look after the little patients a uniform! It only makes him look
as carefully as they would children who worse."
were able to appreciate it. The staff is
If assistance were given by the Comworking shorthanded at all hours of the
monwealth
along the lines I have already
day and night and, compared with what
suggested,
it
would be greatly appreciated
is received by employees in industries,
by
the
relatives
and friends of mentally
their recompense is small.
ill persons and would tend, in the long
The position makes one feel that the run, to brighten the lives of those
State is more or less dwelling on the patients. Relatives and friends are just
charitable tendencies of the female nurses as much entitled to visit mental instituand attendants to ensure that a great re- tions as they are to go to general hospisponsibility is discharged. At any of the tals in respect of which the hospital
mental institutions the under-manned benefits scheme operates, and they should
staff works all night and by the morning be made allowances for that purpose.
has all the beds cleaned up. I appreciate Visitors from Melbourne are frequently
that it is difficult for anyone who has seen at mental hygiene institutions in
not visited a mental institution to remote parts of the State. In the cirvisualize exactly the tasks performed by cumstances there is a "pay-your-ownthe staff. I suggest to Opposition mem- way" attitude assocIated with this imbers that the question is not whether portant aspect of the problem. Nothing
the proposed new authority should have is paid by way of compensating a large
three, four, five, or six members, but body of relatives, friends, and interested
whether it will be able to cope with the organizations, despite the fact that they
problem. The" Master" Parliament- are making a definite contribution to the
the Commonwealth-should be expected welfare of the patients.
to deal with mentally afflicted persons in
To-day there are women whose task
a manner similar to that in which pa tien ts
in general hospitals are treated. The it is to rear families in crowded accommentally afflicted should be entitled to modation. Some are compelled to sleep
either old-age or invalid pensions. The in the same room as their grown-up
State should be recompensed, and the children, and in certain cases new addimental patients brought under a hospital tions to the family are expected. From
benefits scheme, such as that by which time to time a good deal is said about
sufferers from physical ailments obtain the building of extravagant homes, but
relief. It would seem that the mentally I am not blaming anyone in particular
afflicted are set on one side, and that a for the situation I am now endeavourin~
to describe. I suggest that there is a
high wal'l has been built around them.
risk of women in such circumstances beHonorable members will understand coming slightly unbalanced 'mentally,
that the Mental Hygiene Branch cannot since environment is a most important
possibly make arrangements for mental factor. The present measure offers a
patients to be dressed in any other way possibility of relief, in that it seeks to
than at present. In fact, laundries could establish clinics. It may be possible to
not cope with the demands. Again, some establish for mental patients outdoor
of the patients have a habit of tearing clinics along the lines of those provided
their clothes to pieces. A t this stage I for sufferers from ear, nose, and throat
should mention that at a time when troubles, tuberculosis and other physical
complaints were rife regarding the treat- ills. Why should there not also be afterment of the mental patients, I visited an care institutions where those who have
institution where I noticed an old fellow been mentally afflicted can attend?
wearing a uniform on which were sewn
I recall that when I was Minister of
a number of stripes. He was convinced
that he was the King and was as happy Health in the Cain Government I sugas he could be. The cruellest thing ever gested that homes should be provided for
Mr. Barry.
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some of the inmates of Travancore who
were in employment. That suggestion
should be considered by the present
Government. Noone can convince me
that many mentally afflicted persons
cannot be cured and become useful citizens. The opportunities capable of being
provided by the present measure are so
tremendous that I cannot resist a feeling
of enthusiasm. If that were not so, I
would not care a jot, either about the
Governmen t or the Bill. From certain
interested persons have come proposals
to which attention ought to be paid.
Yesterday I received a letter from a
member of one of the Mental Hospital
Welfare Group Committees, in which he
refers to an important matter associated
with clause 20 of the Bill. He points
outlt is an accepted fact by leading authorities
and overseas hospitals, that occupational
therapy plays a great part in the treatment
and often cure of mental illness, and we feel
that, in the introduction of a Bill of this
kind, which is a great step forward in the
care of our mentally ill, the utmost provision
should be made for the appointment of
occupational therapists in all sections of all
mental hospitals.

Clause 20 providesNo female attendant or nurse shall be
employed to take charge of or attend on
male patients, except(a) as a nurse in case of sickness;
(b) as a nurse directing the activities of
male attendants; or
(c) to take charge of or to attend on(j) children; or
(ij) patients
certified by the
Superintendent to be of
cleanly and unobjectionable
habits.

In that regard, I quote another paragraph
from the letterGreat achievements have been made at
Bundoora Repatriation Mental Hospital,
where female occupational therapists, who
are the only trained occupational therapists
available in Australia at present, are working with the men patients, and the authorities there inform us that this is most
successful.

The DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Mibus).-The honorable member's time
has expired.
On the motion of Sir THOMAS
MALTBY (Barwon) an extension of
fifteen minutes was granted.
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Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-I thank the
honorable member for Barwon and
honorable members generally for their
courtesy. I was discussing an important
matter and desire to bring it under the
notice of the Minister. If it is a fact that
the only trained occupatlonal therapists
that could be obtained would be females,
it is obvious that clause 20 would have
to be amended to permit the employment
of female occupational therapists in the
institutions. Aithough I do not intend
to occupy much more time, I am rather
anxious to read a number of the suggestions made by the Mental Hospitals
Inquiry Committee. In passing I would
urge those honorable members who have
not yet perused not only the report of
that committee but also the report submitted by Professor Kennedy, to do so
immediately, since that would save a lot
of time in the present debate. I believe
tha t the measure now before the House
can be described as a new Bill for mental
illness and I submit that a start must be
made in the right place.
Firstly, it must be ensured that those
appointed to the proposed authority are
competent, thus enabling Parliament to
claim that it has respected the opinions
expressed by various persons and bodies
who were asked for advice on the subject.
I m'entioned earlier the question of rates
of pay for nurses. In that connection, on
page 20 of the Mental Hospitals Inquiry
Committee's
report
the
f.ollowing
appearsThe nurses should receive equivalent pay
as the attendants, as the duties and examinations are exactly the same. The working
hours of a day are too long, especially for
nurses, who work from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. one
day; 7 a.m. to 5,30 p.m. the next day, and are
off on the third day . . .

It is suggested also that a welfare officer

should be appointed for the purpos'e of
maintaining staff at a high level and of
ensuring that the conditions are as good
as possible. Further, the committee put
forward an argument for improved staff
quarters wherever they could be provided. It is a remarkable fact that on .
one occasion during my period as
Minister of Health I visited the Kew
institution and subsequently gave instructions that a new nurses' home should be
built near the front gate. I received a
petition from all the nurses but one
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opposing that proposal. I still advocate
improved quarters and believe, as the
report to which I have been referring
statesThe social life of the nurses should not be
disregarded, and the authorities should see
that sporting facilities are available and that
dances, concerts, &c., are held at frequent
intervals. This applies more particularly to
the country hospit.als, where, if necessary,
transport should be made available for social
and sporting events.
Those steps should be taken in order to
encourage nurses and affo~d them a
change of environment. Many institutions are in parts far distant from the
metropolis. The idea seems to have been
to build sanatoriums and mental institutions in some corner of the State to
which nobody will go. That has m'ade
it more difficult to secure staff.
The
report also sta tesAs the average nurse, through marriage,
&c., does not stay in the department for
twenty years, the Public Service furlough
after twenty years' service has little appeal.
It is considered that some furlough should
be made available after each five years'
service.
At one time I was the secretary of a
union, the majority of whose members
were females. Every encouragement to
save money was given to the girls,
whose idea was to get a job that paid
well, make a few shillings, get married,
and live happily ever after. I consider
that girls seeking employment in mental
instituUons probably have a similar outlook. I do not think long-service leave
has much appeal to them.
I was happy to read certain recommendations in the 1948 report. I also
read the report of Professor Kennedy
with a great deal of interest, because I
realized that he also perused the report
of the Mental Hospitals Inquiry Committee. When he ran short of ideas he
just copied from the committee's report.
Quite frankly, there is not much difference between the two reports. Two
Governments have been to the trouble of
having investigations made. The reports
of those investigations have been presented and the Minister has introduced a
Bill. The opportunity that is now being
presented to members has never been
given to Parliament in all the years J
have been a 'member.
We are in a
position to give some hope to the
Mr. Barry.
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people of Victoria and to the mentally
ill of this State and their relatives that
a means will be found to develop the
science rela Nng to mental diseases. The
whole experience of the world is behind
us, and this Bill will enable us to take
advantage of that experience.
I could find a lot toO criticize in the
Bill, but if I did so I would be speaking
about things that did not matter so
much. I would be forgetting the real
opportunities that will be given to
future generations. Under the provisions of the measure, which proOPoses the
adoption of the latest developments in
the treatment of mental illnesses, little
children who to-day are in institutioOns
and are, so to speak, sentenced toO death
under our present system, will receive
the most modern treatment, and some
happiness will be bvought to their
parents. Asa father of seven children
I would become mental myself if I
thought that a child of mine was deprived, because of a lack of interest by
Parliament, of the scientifi.c skill required to enable it to have a chance of
regaining its men tal faculties.
This Bill will not be the finish; it will
not provide for the end-all in the cure
of mental illnesses. It is only a first
step. 'However, having taken one step
we can walk further along the road.
Those of us who have seen the inmates
of mental institutions will have the
satisfaction of knowing that everything
possible is being done to obtain the
highest qualified persons to provide the
necessary treatment.
I commend the
Bill to the House, and I trust that before
Christmas not -only will this important
step 'forward have been taken but that
we shall be Jooking forward to the next
one. Our objective should be to bring
the treatment of the mentally ill into the
same field as that of general health. I
hope that in the future we will be able
to say, as we do in regard to general
health, that Victoria has the best available service in Australia, and that its
mental instituUons are the equal of any
in the world. At present Victoria is a
little behind in the treatment of mental
diseases. I earnestly pray that in the
Committee stage the contributions of
members m'ay improve the Bill. I trust
that nothing will be done ,to bring a
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further heartache to the thousands of. Ill, the Helping Hand League, the Kew
people whose relatives and friends are at Mental Hospital Welfare Group, the
present in our mental institutions. We Returned Sailors Soldiers and AIrmen's
should do everything possible in the Imperial League of Australia, and the
name of Christianity and decency to Central Council of Mental Hospitals
Auxiliary. I have had some personal
bring happiness to mental sufferers.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I listened with experience of the work performed by
considerable interest to the honorable those bodies, and I can say that they are
member for Carlton. ThJs House is in- desperately anxious that wOTfil-while
debted to him for many of the views he legislation should be enacted to assist
expressed to-night, and particularly for the mentally ill of Victoria.
Apparently in an attempt to destroy
his sympathetic and realisUc approach
to the awful problem which Victoria has certain arguments submitted by the
failed to solve for so many years. How- honorable member for Barwon, the
ever, I was intensely disappointed with honorable member for Carlton indulged
his attitude towards the Bill. In effect, in an atta,ck on Professor Kennedy. He
he said he couldcri ticize many phases contended that the Jones report of 1948
of it, but because the proposed places was prepared by gentlemen far more
are better than the present set-up, he competent to make a report on mental
will support it. ,I suggest that that is hygiene than was Professor Kennedy. I
not a correct approach to the problem, have not the temerity to criticize either
and it is not the approach of the Oppo- )f those reports, but my 'complaint is
sition.
I can assure the Minister of that the Government has not accepted
Health that the .opposition has given ei ther of them.
I propose to limit my remarks to the
considerable thought to this measure,
and suggestions it advances are intended proposed administrative set up, and I
to assist him to produce a Bill that is shall commence with the authority.
Professor Kennedy recommended a partworthy of Parliament.
I should like to examine the position time authority, and under it an ad.and point out the shortcomings under n:inistrative authority consisting of a
which the Mental Hygiene Branch is dIrector, an assistant director, and a
labouring. They are lack of buildings, secretary. The reason for recommendold buildings, inadequate staff quarters, ing a part-time authority ,can best be
inadequate amenities for staff, shortage sta ted in the words of Professor Kennedy
of staff, a feeling of frustration among himselfMental Hygiene Authority proposed in
'many of the medical officers and other theThe
Bill consists of three members of whom
people working in the institutions, two shall be experts in psychiatry and one
neglect by Governments over many an administrator. It is proposed that one of
years, and lack of finance from year to the medical men shall be chairman of the
and the members shall give the
year.
That was indicated in a Bill authority
whole of their time to the work. In my
before the House only last week in o~inion this does ,not allow of a sufficiently
which the sum of £300,000 was provided WIde representatIOn of interests in the
for the rebuilding, maintenance, and direction of the Department and creates the
danger. that the three members of the
furnishing of institutions to house aUi-.horIty,
by working exclusively within the
mental patients, and in which £3,000,000 Department, may gradually restrict their
was set aside for hospitals.
interests and have less contact with new
information and outside influences.
Many people have a critical eye
on Parliament to-night and on the Honorable members will recall that one
work that is being done in connection of Professor Kennedy's chief points of
with the Mental Hygiene Authority criticism of the present administration
Bill. The Minister of Health men- was not a challenge to the policy and
tioned certain organizations that are earnestness of the present Director but
taking a keen interest in this matter his failure to make himself conve~sant
and have done so much good work with the latest developments outside his
to help the mentally afflicted.
He own Department. The report continuesI suggest therefore that an authority be
menti'oned the Australian Association of created
consisting of a greater number of
Relatives and Friends of the Mentally part-time members so that each, by practis-
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ing his own profession, shall be in contact
with some aspect· of the life of the community as well as with the Department.
Such a Board might consist of six or more
members, including representatives of law,
of the Health Department, of the university,
of psychiatry,' of mental deficiency and of
administration and that they should have
the power to co-opt from time to time
as necessary representatives of other
interests, as well as to call in the assistance
of experts in architecture, engineering,
medicine, surgery, &c. The Director of
Mental Hygiene should in no circumstances
be chairman of this Board. His position
would
be
strengthened
rather
than
weakened if he were the Board's adviser and
executive but not a voting member.

I turn now to page 46 of the report,
where there is set out a table showing
Professor Kennedy's proposed tree, with
the Minister at the top, then the
authority, and, under the authority, the
administrative body consisting
of
a director, an assistant director,
and a secretJary. On page 49 of
the report, Professor Kennedy suggests
that an autihority migh't consist of a
chairman, a citizen of energy and experience, and the following members-a
legal
authority,
a
consultant
in
psychiatry, a medical representative of
the Department of Health, a financial
expert, a senior physician or surgeon,
and one other lay member with administra tive or legal experience.
The Government has not followed that
recommendation. The honorable member
for Carlton rather conveyed the impression that the W. Ernest Jones report had
been followed. I make it clear that I
have the highest respect for the members 01: the W. Ernest Jones committee.
The honoTable membelT for Carlton has
stated their qualifications, with which
no one would quarrel. The memlbers o·f
that committee performed a man-sized
jab in investigating the Mental Hygiene
Branch of tJhe Dep'artment of Health. I
wliU read portion of th'at commHtee's
recommenda tionWhen the committee entered upon its
inquiry it expected to find that the Department of Mental Hygiene. being charged with
the care of some 7,000 afflicted people, would
have powers and authority to do its work
in its own way, subject always to the limits
on expenditure set by Parliament in the
annuai Appropriation Act.
We were soon dismayed to find that such
was not the case. We found that the Department has to get its buildings, plant, and
Mr. Rylah.
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repairs from the Public Works Department.
its staff from the Public Service Board, and
its stores from the Tender Board.
The latter body is reasonably quick with
its work, and readily modifies its system to
meet pressing needs, but the Public Works
Department and the Public Service Board
are almost unbearably leisurely in their
ways, and appear to be unable to alter their
routine to meet urgent demands. That being
the case, the Department of Mental Hygiene
is forced to wait upon their convenience
even in the very face of chaos threatening
in its own affairs, and we marvel that it
has been able to carryon for so long without
a serious breakdown.
That situation is, we consider, utterly
wrong. The well-being of the mentally sick
of this State should not have to wait upon
the pleasure of two Departments which are
far removed from them, and are only
remotely interested in their welfare. To
end it we recommend that the property,
staff, and responsibility of the present
Department be transferred to a Board of
three Commissioners to be incorporated by
Act of Parliament, and to be empowered to
do all things necessary for carrying on the
mental hygiene services of this State in the
most up-to-date and efficient way.
.
The first of these Commissioners should,
we think, be a medical practitioner possessed
of the best available knowledge in mental
disorders and defects, coupled with proved
ability to put his knowledge and skill into
practice. His particular responsibility, apart
from the general responsibility he would
share with his fellow commissioners, should
be the capable performance of the Board's
principal function, that is to say, the cure
of those who can be cured and the kindly
care of those for whom there is no hope of
cure.
The second Commisioner, we think, should
be a man skilled in finance, and possessed of
wide experience in the management of
hospitals, and control and care of hospital
staff, and the purchase, handling, and distribution of stores. His particular responsibility should be finance, accounts, staff
(including discipline), and the economic and
efficient acquisition and use of stores.
The third Commissioner, we think, should
be a person possessed of a wide and sound
knowledge of modern hospital architectural
and engineering practice in all its details,
coupled with proved ability to put his knowledge to good use. His particular responsibility should be the maintenance of existing
hospitals in good repair and good working
order, and the provision of new hospitals
abreast of requirements, and in accordance
with the best standards of the day in which
they are provided.

The Minister of Health has adopted
neither recommendation. He has pursued
a policy of compromise--a departmental
policy. I am not reflecting in any way
upon the officers of the Department of
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Health or of the Men tal Hygiene Branch,
but those officers must necessarily be
interested in their own preservation.
They cannot bring to bear the independent judgment that is required to formula te a Bill of this kind. It is proposed
to create an authority consisting of three
members. I have no quarrel with the
qualifications of the first member. They
are very similar to those recommended
by the W. Ernest Jones committee and by
Professor Kennedy. The Bill provides
thatOne shall be a legally qualified medical
practitioner being a physician with experience in psychi,atry who shall be appointed
as deputy chairman of the authority.

Wha t is the use of ha ving on the
authority two _medica!l men in ithe same
sphere?
The W. Ernest Jones report
recommended bringing ill! a financial
expert and an archit'elcDur,al or engineering eXlpert. Further, what is the use of
the p.voviso that he shall have some
experience in psy,ch'ia try? Any doctor
who had de:alt wirth a few mental
patients could fullfil that quaHfi,catiron.
The Bill alsO' sta t,esOne shall be a person with administrative
skill and experience.

I should have been much happier had
the Bill merely provided that there shall
be a third member. I suppose practically anyone in the community, other
than a manual worker, would be qualified under that provision in the Bill.
'I'he authority wiU not be responsible
to the Minister but to the secretary of
the Department O'f Health, despite ,the
fact that it will be looking after 8,000
patients and will be spending £1,500,000
a year. This authority will !be superimposed upon the chief medicall officer.
The duties, powers and obligations
which, under the f.ormer Mental Hygiene
Act and the Inebriates Act were-impused
upon the Director, are now split betJween the author~ty and the chief
medical officer. This seems to be a
splendid opportuni ty f.or a certain
amount of "buck passing."
I suggest fuat if 1:ihe ~chie'f medical
officer is to be limited to carrying out
the mundane functions aUotted to him
by this Bill three comparatively senior
medical men will be dealing mainly with
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administrative problems and probably
doing a job which ,could be perf.ormed
by one person. Wha t is the angle as
far as the architectural and engineering
experts are concerned? I suggest the
Minister Qf Health has given way to
the departmental point of view.
The
W. Ernest Jones report which has been
praised by the honorable member for
Carlton, pointed out that ·the Mental
Hygiene Branch must be ,free of the
Pulblic
Works
Department if
it
is to get anything done.
Professor
Kennedy, believing that he would have
engineering and architectural experts on
the authority, suggested that a special
section of the Public Works Department
should be set. aside to carry out the
work of the Mental Hygiene Branch.
Again, the honorable gentleman has
compromised.
He has fulfilled the
requirement of Professor Kennedy's
recommendation, not by legislation, but
by an undertaking given during his
second-reading speech.
Unless some legislative provISIOn is
included in this Bill, the Public Works
Depalrtment will. go· its own way in
regard to mental hospitals. Victoria
will not get mental hospitals built, and
the present inept policy will be continued.
Why should not the Mental
Hygiene Branch, which is looking after
so many patients and is doing such an
important j!ob, be a constructive
authority in its own right? The Hospitals and Charities Commission is not
afflicted with this subjection to the
Public Works Department. The resul t
is that it does get hospitals built, despite
the present 'shortage of building
The
Men tal
Hygiene
rna terials.
Authority, as the W. Ernest Jones
report has pointed out and as Professor
Kennedy has stated, has not succeeded
in getting mental hoS!pitals buNt or in
ha ving them decently furnished. Both
reports attribute that situation to the
incubus of the Public Works Department.
r have probably said enough about the
authority and the chief medical officer.
With regard to the appointment of a
clinical officer, the Minister of Health
has accepted the recommenda tion of
Professor Kennedy and I commend him
for it. I suggest that perhaps he might
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have been a little more positive under
sub-clause (3) of clause 14, which
readsSubject to the approval of the authority
the chief clinical officer may engage in
teaching or research otherwise than under
the control and. direction of the authority.

My 'feeling is thart:, tlhroughout
this Bin, there is a desire to
ensure
tha t
departmen tal
officers
will not come in oonta'ct wi th
the outside wodd.
I sugg,est to
the Minister of Hea1th that he should
consider amending that clause to provide
that the chief clinical officer .must engage in a certain amount of research
work under the control of the authority
to ensure that the most modern ideas
in research will be brought into the
Department.
The only point which
concerns me is how the autho!I'ity will
get the job done. It will be hampered
by the PubUc Works Department, by the
Public Service Board, to some extent by
the Tender Board, and to a large extent
by the Department of Health.
The
frustration which has been experienced
by the Director in rec·ent yeaTS wi'll continue. The autil10rity is dharged with a
magnificent charter, 'for which I have
the b1ghest pra·ise.
I sympathize with the authority as
created by the Minister of Health. I
believe it will be impossible for it to
carry out the charter, under present circumstances. I commend the honorable
gen tleman for the provision in the
charter for separate accommodation for
returned soldiers. Another member of
the party O'f which I am a member will
have more to say about that. I also
commend the Minister of Health for the
provision with regard ·to clinics for the
treatment and prevention of mental
disease. I suggest that he might consult
a psychiatrist or a medical officer to
provide a better defini tion than that of
"problem children" as mentioned in
clause 10 of the Bill, in which there is
a horrible collection of words describing
these unfortunate members of the community.
Regarding the technical advisory committee proposed by the honorable member for Barwon, I suggest that a definite
duty should be laid upon such a body. It
Mr. Rylah.
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would appear that the Minister has overlooked one of the important recommendations of Professor Kennedy, that is, for
the appointment of a junior medical
officer to the proposed advisory committee. The Minister might well give that
point consideration. I 'Suggest that the·
elected representative of the Medical
Officers' Association of the Mental
Hygiene Branch would be a suitable
person to be added to the authority. It
would ensure the consideration of ne·w
ideas from a medical point of view.
I shall now turn to the question of
staff. The Minister has, perhaps, created
a situation which he did not intend to
bring about in relation to 'Staff. There
will always be differing ideas regarding
control of public service staff. The
Minister might consider the deletion of
the provision of the Bill concerning staff.
Firstly, I think he should set up the
authority and get it working. After the
authority has had some experience, it
would probably be in a position to make
a sound recommendation regarding staff.
Members of the Opposition are anxious
that there shall be adequate staff to carry
out the work of the 'authority. Secondly,
the staff should be provided with
adequate amenities; and thirdly, employees should have a properly constituted authority to safeguard their
interests so far as wages, conditions of
employment, and promotion are concerned. There should also be adequate
provision f.or discipline, and an opportunity for an appeal from a decision by
the disciplinary authority. The schedule
to this Bill re'peals sub-section (2) of
section 59 of the Public Service Act 1946.
The repeal of that provision will remove
from superintendents their immediate
control over staff. If the Minister insists
on a repeal of that section of the Public
Service. Act, he will produce a most
difficult situation. I consider that the
superintendent should have authority to
deal with ugly incidents on the spot.
In matters of discipline, the Bill provides that authority in that regard shall
be exercised by the administrative member of the authority. I have already
made disparaging remarks as to the
person who may be appointed to that
position. Even if the best person available is appointed, I do not consider that
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he alone should deal with matters of discipline. They should be handled by the
authority as a whole, and not by one
member. A further matter was mentioned by the honorable member for Carlton, namely, that of occupational therapy.
It -is one about which I am personally
concerned. I have made representations
on behalf of the Kew Mental Hospital
Welfare Group with regard to this aspect
of the treatment of patients at the Kew
institution. Male occupational therapists
are not available -in sufficient numbers for
the work to be done. Considerable progress has been made in this type of treatment by female occupational therapists
at the Bundoora hospital. Under clause 20
of the Bill, female persons are not permitted to attend male patients. If it is felt
tha t some protection is necessary f.or
females working in the Mental Hygiene
Branch, I suggest that provision be made
for females to work, if necessary, under
the supervision of males. I urge the
Minister n.ot to exclude female occupational therapists from our mental institutions.
Members of the Opposition are prepared to put forward constructive suggestions to improve the Bill, and to discuss
its details with the Minister. They
desire that the legislation shall be put
into effect at the earliest possible m.oment.
For that reason, they urge that the
Minister should not accept this halfbaked measure, but should consider the
proposals made by the honorable member
for Carlton and members .of the Opposition in an endeavour to produce a Bill
w.orthy of this Parliament.
Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park}.-The
pivot of this Bill is clause 3. It provides
for the appointment of an authority
consisting of three persons, and it
indicates the qualifications which they
are required to possess. I do not propose
to read the clause, but it provides that
one member of the authority shall
be a legally qualified medical practitioner
being an expert in psychiatry, who shall
be appointed as chairman; one shall be a
legally qualified medical practitioner
be-ing a physician with experience in
psychiatry; and one shall be a person
with administrative skill and experience.
The clause is sparing of words, and
completely lacking in definition. For
example, for a definition of "psychiatrist"
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we are obliged to refer to the Mental
Deficiency Act 1928, where it is given as
"a medical practitioner with experience
in the treatment of mental disorders and
defects "; he could be a physician or a
surgeon, or what is known as a " G.P."a general practitioner. There is nothing
to say that he must be a physician. He
could be practising both as a surgeon and
a physician. He could be an ordinary
general practitioner. Now, twenty years
la ter, he is expected to be an expert, to
have added a cubit to the stature .of his
knowledge, though there is still nothing
to say that he must be a physician. The
mantle of experience that he wore is
transferred to the shoulders of the second
,member of the -authority, who must be
" a physician with experience in
psychiatry," whJch .on the face of it
seems to be an excellent prescription, so
long as regard will be paid by the 'Minister to the character as well as the
extent of his experience.
The third member of the authority is
presumably to be a layman, though the
ter,ms of the clause do not prohibit the
appointment of a member of the medical
professi.on who has had what is referred
to as "administrative skill and experience." But the conclusion that he is to
be a layman is safe enough-if only because of the inferior role allotted to him.
Indeed, in view 'of what the honorable
member for Kew said, I have a notion,
fanciful perhaps, that he might be the
first of the patients to be dealt with by
the two psychiatrist members of the
authority.
For my own part, I cannot admit that
the highest qualifications in psychological medicine and the widest and m.ost
varied practice in this science necessarily
equip a man to be head of a
large and important enterprise. I
had always thought that scientists
shrank from being saddled wi th
administrative duties, holding that
the performance of these made inroads into the time that they
should devote to research or superVISIOn of the work of other but
lesser professional' officers. In this case
it is to be different, and it is not inconceivable that the efficiency .of the Department will be impaired.
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It is proper and wise, I suppose, that
the psychiatrists to be appointed to the
authority shall both be "legally qualified medical practitioners." If that condition were not enforced, a quack who
had built upa large and lucrative practice---,as quacks have a habit of doiJ;1,g,
and in no field more notably than in the
psychological one-'might contrive to get
himself selected. Nevertheless, though
the ambit is narrow, I do not envy the
Minister in his search for the most suitPsychiatry, at least
able appointees.
in Australia, is a comparatively new
branch of medicine, and it will be difficult for a Minister to get disinterested
advice on the skill and aptitudes of candidates. These will no doubt be drawn,
if selection is confined to Australia, from
the Australian Association of Psychiatrists.
This body is ,a s:mall and exclusive one, but its members are by no
means united in doctrine. They can be
classified roughly but 'fairly enough,
however, as Freudians and ,antiFreudians-that is, orthodox and unorthodox 'followers of the Viennese
physician, Sigmund Freud, with whose
name the theory and practice of psychoanalysis is inseparably associated. The
other group consists of heretics·-followers of Jung and Adler-by whom
Freud's teachings have been revised to
There is
a greater or lesser degree.
keen, even bitter, antagonism between
the two schools~ and I would earnestly
suggest to the Minister that nobody
should be selected because he is a representative or this school or that, but
because he can point to successful results from his treatment of mental maladjustments or diseases.
I need hardly recall that psychiatry
has had an exciting career. At the outset it was confined to text-books and
medical or philosophical journals, but
it soon spilt over from these into popular magazines, newspapers, novels, and
" pulp." Traditional beliefs were challenged all along the line. People who
consulted the practitioners in the early
stages of the craze were assured that
their worries or illnesses or conflicts were
due to repressions or inhibitions, which
ough t to be go't rid of or " transferred"
or "comp'ensated" or "sublimated," or
Mr. Sutton.
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something else culled from a weird
jargon.
From consulting room and
fashionable salon to saloon bar, the stuff
was peddled until, among the gullible, it
took on all the dogmas and apparatus
of a creed. Charlatans made fortunes
out of H.
If any honorable member wants the
" low-down" on the low-down thing to
which one of the most import'ant of discoveries in the history of mankind had
degenerated, he can get it from Ivor
Brown's "I Commit to The Flames."
This practice has recently passed over
from the medical profession and has invaded the legal fraternity. "Psychiatry
in the Law Court" is the title ,of an
article in the" World Review" by Dr.
F. R. Walshe. It might have been, but
of course it was not, a commentary on
certain aspects 'Of a recent murder trial
in Melbourne. The jury were told that
i'f they were not acquainted with modern
psychiatry, they might consider that
the theories of some of the doctors were
fantastic. The jury were also told that
the theories of Freud and the psychoanalysis schools had done more to illuminate the dark continent of the mind than
had those of any other practitioner.
Doubtless, that 'was true in the sense
tha t Freud was the pioneer explorer of
the tangled jungle of ideas that make up
the sub-conscious mind and the first
psychologist to insist that 'ideas may be
converted int·o diseases. It was likewise
true that habits, for good or ill, are
acquired and fixed during the first two
or three years of the child's life. Those
who differ from him in the practice of
psychiatry must at all events agree with
him on that point.
Dealing with child mental defectives,
to whom this Bill relates in .part, Dr.
Millicent MacGown, a noted English
specialist and social wor-ker, expressed
the following view:One of the most important pOints to
realize is that treatment cannot begin too
early. As soon as the defect is recognized,
special efforts should be directed to assisting
development. During the first years these
may be carried on at home. After the age
of six or seven the child usually makes more
rapid progress in a special school or institution. If the circumstances are such that
the mother can devote constant care and
attention to the child, and if a special day
school exists in the neighbourhood, then
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from home may not be necessary,
but m many cases these conditions cannot
be realized, and it is then better for the
child to leave home for a time at least.
:rh~ loss of home life is a grave one, but
It IS more. than compensated for by the
be1'l:eftt denved from mstrucUon by highly
tr~ll~ed t~achers and the opportunity of
n;Ixmg wIth other children. In an institutIOn the defecUve is competing with his
e<;t~als, his education is adapted to his indlvLdual needs, and the li£e is peaceful and
orderly and makes no unexpected demands
on his limited powers. It is wonderful what
can be achieved by a combinaUon of carefully planne? routine to inculcate regular
healthy habIts, and individual study and
attention to detect and develop the latent
possibilities in each.
rem~val

In the light of what this specialist says
it is interesting to observe that clause
of the Bill provides for the authority to
eS.ta.blish 'a " preventive service including
clImcs, to deal with retarded, defective
and problem children." Definitions of
"retarded" and" defective" appear in
the Mental Hygiene Act 1930 and I take
it from a notice which app~ared in the
Education Gazette a few years ago that
problem children are those who have
emotional or behaviour problems. The
Education Department is giving excellent
service in the training of the three types
I have mentioned and it would widen the
scope if the education vote were increased. The Department has set up
special schools for moral and mental
deficien ts and opportunity grades for
other pupils who are backward.
The Minister of Health, who, in his
general capacity, controls the Mental
~ygiene Branch, comes into the preventive field even earlier than does the
Minister of Education, for he controls
thos~ . agencies
which the English
specIalIst whom I cited, regards as being
very valuable. I refer to ante-natal
clinics, child welfare centres and preschool development facilities of all kinds.
There are far too few of those institutions in Victoria. There are certainly
far too few pre-school development
officers. There, is one in my own municipal district of South Melbourne and her
work has been most successful. Nevertheless, there will always be a shortage
un til the subsidy to councils is increased.
The purpose' of this Bill is undoubtedly
a worthy one. The means selected for its
ex~cution may be defective and, if that
is so, I hope the defects will be removed

10
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before the measure becomes law, since it
will intimately affect the lives of
thousands of people in this State, both
young and old.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-The
honorable member for Carlton stated
that Professor Kennedy had never been
in a mental institution. Presumably he
meant by that that he had not lived the
type of life which has been well
exemplified by Dr. Catarinich and Dr.
Ernest Jones; that is to say, he had not
been in charge of a sy.stem such as there
is in Victoria. If the honorable member
intended to convey 'an impression that
Professor Kennedy knew comparatively
little about the problem in this State,
such an impression is entirely false and
unwarranted because it is generally
recognized that no man has done more
to develop the practice of mental hygiene
as is followed largely in these institutions
than has Professor Kennedy. I direct
attention also to the inaccuracy of the
statement that the Leader of my party
had heard that Professor Kennedy was
going to New Zealand and thought that
the Government of Victoria should pay
his expenses. The facts were that because
the Liberal party had for many years
been looking forward to a revitalization
in this important phase of government,
the Liberal party Cabinet consulted leading psychiatrists in Australia, in addition
to the head of the Mental Hygiene
Branch. It was disclosed that in the
opinion of the best Australian authorities, Professor Kennedy was the man to
bring to Australia. It does not matter
one iota whether the professor had time
during his visit to go to Beechworth,
because the problem there is the same as
at any other mental institution where
similar patients are dealt with.
The fact is that Victoria has lagged
behind world practice in an alarming
way. Anyone who will go to the trouble
of reading Professor Kennedy's report
will obtain a vision of the greater things
that need to be done and should have
been done many years ago. It was essentially because he felt that something more
should be accomplished to develop mental
hygiene in Victoria beyond the conception of mere administration that his
report was so valuable. There is always
a tendency, when an administrator is
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responsible for the physical and, to some
extent, the ment'al welfare of about 7,000
patients in mental hygiene institutions
and a thousand or two elsewhere, for him
to look upon the problem as one involving
the best use of his staff in keeping the
patients alive, reasonably clean, and free
from the ordinary physical disorders that
are remediable.
The problem is faced as one of care
as well as of administration. It is true
that a number of voluntary boarders are
received into the Royal Park institution
and that quite a number of the patients
admitted there, as well as to Mont Park,
recover. On the other hand, it is true
that about 1,500 have been mentally
deficient since childhood and that about
the same number of inmates of these
institution~ ~.re mentally enfeebled in
later life. For those persons nothing of
any great significance -can be done, except through occupational therapy and
a new approach by nurses and other
attendants, with a view of making the
lives of the patients more interesting
and of developing in them a larger
elemen t of self respect. Tha t surely is
worth doing, but it is not the kind of
thing that will be done if the apprO'ach
to the task is merely unimaginative,
limited by funds and subject to the kind
of oompetition that occurs between
officers in certain sections of the Public
Service.
Although there will always be mentally defective children such as the
Travancore institution is intended to
cope with, there are many borderline
cases, ·and it is appreciated that there
is a time at which those cases can be
treated more rapidly than at other times
and when the patients can be trained in
some useful empl,oyment, whether in
ordinary businesses outside or in some
other direction. It may be desirable at
some future time to set up simple farms
or factories or other processes by which
the patients who are regarded as voluntary boarders may be able to earn
money and, at the same time, obtain a
greater sense of citizenship than is possible at present.
Professor Kennedy envisaged work of
a wider scope to heal the emotional disorders of the people. I shall not pause
for any length O'f Hme to deal with that
Mr. Whately.
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aspect of the rna Her, except to say that
in these days, when people tend to demand of themselves and of life generally.
more than is reasonable, and when so
many children are subject to unfortunate strains during the early impressionable years of life--not so much through
bad housing or undernourishment as
through poor moral environment, such
as obtains when the parents do not
agree or are divorced-the community
is subject to the pressure of all the
world's news. A large proportion of
that news is frightening and sometimes
disg1lsting, so that there is an increasing incidence of the emotional straing
which cause a breakdown in early and
even adult life.
That oocurs among
people who would not be subj'ect to
breakdown if the mental hygiene programme of the State was more comprehensive. The tim·e to deal with these
cases is when the patients, or prospective
patients, are children.
When one speaks of preventive
measures one does not refer only to the
preventive work such as can be undertaken at Royal Park and Mont Park..
In this regard one should refer to the
great multitude of children who are
showing anti-social desires in both
suburbs and country towns, and are obviously preparing themselves-without
knowing what is happening-for a
neurctic existenee. Their parents are
also unaware O'f what is occurring.
Professor Kennedy refers to child
guidance clinics and similar institutions.
It is a simple matter, through the
schools and through clini'cs to which the
parents and the ·children could be referred, to reduce the incidence of
nervous breakdowns. For a reason such
as that the professor was most anxious
tha't there should be an authority consisting of about eight experts, and that
the authority should have breadth of
views, not only regarding the administration of existing institutions or even in
relation to the development of new
institutions by the State. H was his
desire that in addition, and partly
through the work of the clinical director,
a great deal more successful treatment
should be available to the community
through voluntary organizations. He
contended that the work should be truly
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preventive and not left until people came
within the purview of the chief medical
officer.
However, we have returned to the
bad old unimaginative days. We are
undergoing the same kind of struggle
experienced by Dr. Ernest Jones when
he came to Victoria in the early days of
this century. He was a young man, full
of hope and anxious to do something
really worth while. For years he struggled against authority, against the
opinion of Ministers, members of Parliament, and, indeed, of the public in
general, who felt that it was just a matter
of looking after the poor people who
were a "screw loose." Thanks to the
energy of Dr. Jones, a great deal was
done, and his successor has carried on.
But a great deal more remains to be done.
All that the Bill does is to pay a sort of
compliment to progressive ideas. In
addition to the medical director, it proposes to establish three people as an
authority, but their powers are not
clearly defined.
I have studied the Bill and have compared the earlier clauses of it with the
corresponding clauses of a measure introduced by the late Sir Albert Dunstan
in November, 1948. There have been
some slight changes which are rather
enlightening. For example, the 1948 Bill
provided that, of the three people constituting the authority, one should be a
medical practitioner expert in psychiatry
and one should be an administrative
officer, but the qualifications of the third
member were not stated. This Bill .proposes an improvement by providing that
the second member of the authority
shall be a physician, more or less expert
in psychiatry. It also states quite definitely that the members of the authority
should not in respect of their office as
members be subject to the provisions of
the Public Service Act 1946. A somewhat similar provision is made with
regard to medical officers, tha t they
shall be independent of the Public Service Board, but will enjoy the privileges
of the Public Service Act.
Under the Bill it is proposed that the
three members of the authority will be
given most comprehensive duties. However, it seems to me of great importanc~
to examine the duties of the chief medical
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officer, who, I take it, will fill a position
similar to that now occupied by Dr.
Catarinich. Sub-clause (2) of clause 13
providesUnder the direction of the aut~lOrity the
chief medical officer shall be responsible for
the medical care and welfare of all patients
or persons in mental hospitals or other institutions controlled by the authority and
shall have such powers duties and immunities as are conferred or imposed upon him
by or under any Act.

That does not mean only State institutions, but such private mental homes as
do now or may in the future exist. If
the chief medical officer is responsible for
all those duties, what will the two medical
members of the authority do? H those
powers had been given to the authority
and the Bill provided merely that the
chief medical officer was to operate under
the direction of the authority I could
understand it. However, when the Bill
specifically allocates to a junior person,
a full time member of the Department
of Health, such comprehensive powers, I
suggest that the Public Service mind has
been to work. Although it appears that
something new is being provided, I believe that the bad old system of one
person in control is being retained. That
officer will possibly snap his fingers at
the authority and say, "This is my job,
and I have got all the powers and immunities. I am in the job for life, but you
are here for only five years. If you are
lucky, and if you behave yourself, you
might be re-appointed."
I now wish to refer to the chief clinical
officer. It is not proposed that he shall
be tied definitely to work in mental
hospitals, because for part of his time he
will be available for lecturing at the
university. Sub-clause (2) of clause 14
providesUnder the direction of the authority the
chief clinical officer shall be responsible for
the carrying out of research in mental defect
disorder and disease, the training of medicaJ
officers in the Mental Hygiene Branch, and
the co-ordination of psychiatric treatment.

Obviously, the co-ordination of psychiatric treatment will be carried out in all
the mental hospitals. If the chief clinical
officer is to have this power, what will
the two psychia tric members of the
authority do? I cannot think of any
answer to the criticism I am making. I
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think we are entitled to consider that in
setting up an authority the Government
is merely giving lip service to a popular
demand for something better. The Bill
falls far short of Professor Kennedy's
recommendation. Possibly it will cre'ate
a situation in which the whole staff will
be at loggerheads, where the three members of the authority will say one thing
and the permanent officers of the
Department will say another. When one
reads the list 'O'f functions of the
authority one thinks that everything
under the sun is covered, but specific
functions are specially allotted to the
Chief Medical Officer and the Chief
Clinical Officer.
I should also like to refer to the administrative member of the authority.
It is provided that he shall be a person with administrative skill and experience. According to the Hill he will
be responsible for discipline. One member
of my party has rightly pointed out that
the authority ought to be responsible for
discipline. But whether or not that is
pressed we must take cognizance of the
duty of another officer who will be a
member of the Public Service. The Bill
provides that a permanent administrative
officer shall be appointed as secretary
of the authority and of the Mental
Sub-clause (2) of
Hygiene Branch.
clause 15 providesThe secretary to the authority shall also
be secretary of the Mental Hygiene Branch
and, in addit,ion to carrying out his administrative and secretarial duties, shall
under the control and direction of the
authority be responsible to the authority
for the maintenance of buildings and equipment and the purchase and issue of stores
and provisions in the Mental Hygiene
Branch and for that purpose may give any
necessary directions in relation thereto to
the clerk of any mental hospital or to any
other administrative officer in the said
Branch.

I take it that that officer will have to
battle with the Public Works Department
to get things done. That is in contrast
with what might have been expected. One
would have anticipated that one member
of the authority would have held high
technical qualifications and would have
been in a position to· deal with the
Public Works Department, or, al1ternatively, under such a Bill as this, that the
authority would have been given the
responsibility ,of calling for tenders.
Mr. Whately.
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We all know of the delays in connection with getting work done. They are
especially difficult at present, but are
more or less inevitable in connection'
with the Public Service method of doing things, where there is allocation of
responsibility, the initialling of documents and the passing of them on to
somebody else. The Mental Hygiene
Authority will never get buildings
erected, repaired, ,or maintained with the
speed that should characterize its actions
unless it is permitted to call for tenders.
I agree that the plans and specifications
should be approved by the architects of
the Public Works Department, especially
where a large sum O'f money is involved,
but surely the authority should have the
power to get work done speedily.
1t is for those reasons that one is
frankly disappointed with the Bill. The
Opposition is prepared to support it in
the hope that certain clauses will be
amended, and also because the matter
has dragged on for so long that something must be done. However, it should
not be thought that this is the end of
the matter, as it is merely a beginning.
The Bill fails lamentably to give a
proper recognition to voluntary and outside bodies. I know that the auxiliaries
and other people are to be represented
on an advisory committee and that their
views may be taken into oonsidera tion.
However, the difficulty is that there will
be an administrative attitude and not
tha t freshness tha t comes from the
introduction of outside vitality.
Is
there any real reason why the
Mental Hygiene Branch should be
a section of the Department O'f Health?
Why should it not be a separate
Government Department altogether?
The Hospitals and Charities Commission has an important function to fulfil,
but its work is made easy because all
charitable institutions under its control
are managed by other people. That
system can apply satisfactorily to
ordinary hospitals, but hardly to institutions in which mental disorders are
treated. Such patients must be cared for
by the State, which is f,aced with a big
administrative problem to cater for 8,000
sufferers in institutions. That is an
onerous task that is big enough to be
controlled by a separate Department,
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particularly in view of the leeway that
we must make up. In addition, attempts
are being made to widen the field of the
authority. One suggestion is to have
a psychiatric ward in general hospitals.
There should be a ward of that character
in every large general hospit'al, as it
would make certification easier.
At present, the law provides that any
two doctors may certify a person as being
insane. Doubtless it is easy for a doctor
to decide that a person is mentally unbal,anced, but it is not easy to say that a
person is insane and should be incarcerated in an institution. Therefore it
would be better if all mentallyunbalanced patients were placed under
observation in a psychiatric ward. That
would enable skilled people to study them
in order to decide whether a speedy cure
was possible. If confinement in an
institution was necessary, they could be
certified in the hope that they would be
released after a period of, say, six
months. It was the development of a
service of that kind that members had in
mind when they discussed these prin~
ciples some time ago. It is disappointing
when one realizes that under the Bill we
are merely going to care a little better
for the inmates of institutions; is not
sufficien t.
On the motion of Mr. TOWERS
(Collingwood), the debate was adjourned
until next day.
ADJOURNMENT.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS
BOARD:
INCREASED
F ARES~
CENTEN ARY OF SELF-GOVERNMENT IN
VICTORIA: PURCHASE OF ST. PATRICK'S
HALL, BOURKE-STREET, MELBOURNE~
TRANSPORT OF LIVE STOCK-FAWKNER
CEMETERY:
PROPOSED
EXTENSIONMASSEURS REGISTRATION BOARD: ApPLICA.TION FOR REGISTRATION.

Mr. HYLAND (Minister O'f Transport).
-I mDveThat the HO'use, at its rising, adjO'urn until
to'-mO'rrO'w at fO'rty-five minutes past One
O"clO'ck.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister O'f Transport).
~I moveThat the HO'use dO' nO'w adjO'urn.
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Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I understand that the Government proposes next
week to consider increasing tramway
fares. Without discussing the merits of
the case, I wish to proffer a suggestion.
All members must agree that the housewife bears the brunt of these post-war
problems, and if the Government decides
tD increase tramway fares, it should
retain the present fares during off-peak
periods. Tha t will be in line with the
position at present existing in the Railway Department and will save the
housewife from having to add the extra
fare to her shopping budget when she
is forced to travel to shopping centres.
It will also assist to avoid O'vercrowding
during the rush periods.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) .-1 have
been informed that St. Patrick's Hall, in
Bourke-street, is about to' be sold. As
members are aware the hall was the
location of the first meeting of Parliament in Victoria. It is an O'utstanding
relic of responsible government in this
State, the centenary of which will be
celebrated next year. I believe the
Speaker's chair is still in the building,
and the hall upstairs is in the same condition as it was when Parliament
assembled there. Historical documents
should be displayed in that hall, and
possibly a model Parliament should be
held there as part of the centenary celebrations. Therefore I suggest that the
Governmen t should purchase the building
so that it may play an important part
in the forthcoming celebrations.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill).-I wish to direct attention to a
difficulty that is being experienced by
stock transporters. The average transport will carry from 185 to 200 lambs.
I understand that inspectors have
attempted recently to prosecute certain
operators for overloading by weight. I
feel sure that the Minister of Transport
will try to avoid this inconvenience during the period of the railway strike, because no haulier can estimate his load
by weight; he should be permitted to
carry as many stock as possible. The
incident I wish to refer to is that of a
transport that left Balranald for Melbourne. When it was travelling through
my electorate, it was found to be overweight by an inspector of the Country
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Roads Board. In these times when there myself and the honorable member for
is such a great need for meat supplies to Melbourne. He lives in Melbourne and
be brought to Melbourne, some of these I live in a locality where the people
details will have to be waived. I ask are opposed to acquisition of land for
the Minister of Transport to give con- cemetery purposes.
I hope that the
sideration to this question, which is Minister of Transport will avail himcaus'ing concern to all transporters of . self of an 'opportunity of presenting my
live stock.
views to the .official concerned, more parMr. MUTTON (Coburg) .-1 wish to ticularly when land is required for the
direct the attention of the Minister of construction of homes for English
Health to the proposed acquisition of migrants.
land at Fawkner with the idea of exMr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
tending the Fawkner cemetery. The
--I dp.sire to refer to the Minister of
Shire of Broadmeadows is opposed to the Health the case of an Australian gentleproposal, and has been instrum,ental in
man, Mr. Kemp, about whom I have
preventing an extension of the cemetery
made fairly constant repres,entations reon previous occasions. I understand that garding his registration as a masseur.
valuers from the Public Works Depart- I understand and am most reliably inment have been instructed to value the formed that a Dutch gentleman-a new
area. In the meantime, officers of the
Australian-who has been training
Railway Department are acqUIrmg
under Mr. Kemp, is likely to obtain a
building allotments throughout the city
certificate as a masseur. 'Mr. Kemp was
of Coburg for the purpose of erecting
practising as a masseur before the
thereon prefabricated houses to domicile
passage of the Act that stipulated cerEnglish railway workers. If the Minister
tifica tion. There was a hiatus during
of Transport is wise, he will suggest
the last depression, when it was not
that this land in Fawkner along the
possible for him to follow his normal
railway line should be acquired for that
profession but, with the exception of
purpose. The City of Coburg opposes
that
one period, he has been associated
the building of these houses within its
with a leading establishment for massage
area, and I contend that they should be
and is recognized as an expert by the
erected on the land that the trustees of medical profession.
the Fawkner cemetery wish to acquire.
I urge that Mr. Kemp's case should
Mr. HYLAND.-Who owns that land?
Mr. MUTTON.-I believe it has be seriously considered. It has been
recently been sold to a private company; though t fit to place new Australians
it was held by a syndicate. The Depart- under his s.upervisi-on for final training
ment of Health should not be permitted before they become entitled to registrato acquire this area, which has been sur- tion, while he is not extended the
veyed into 1,250 building allotments. I justice meted out to those who are
would point out that the land is only reaching our shor~s frf)m overseas.
7 miles from 'Melbourne. The owners of There is a comprehensive file relating
vacant allotments within the city of to Mr. Kemp and I am aware that a mass
Coburg are being served with notice to of evidence has been forwarded to the
the effect that after 21 days a prefabri- Masseurs Registration Board to the effect
cated house will be erected on the land. that he has all the qualifications necesThat is wrong, and the Department sary for registration as a masseur, and
should us'e for housing the land served thereby to enable him to follow his proby the railway. I repeat that the Shire fession in Vktoria. I feel that hardship
of Broadmeadows opposes the extension is being caused by the Masseurs Board,
possibly owing to some trivial techniof the Fawkner cemetery.
Mr. HAYEs.-The dead must be buried cality. As Mr. Kemp is being denied
the right to whkh he is entitled, I think
somewhere.
Mr. MUTTON.-The honorable mem- it is only fair that I should mention his
ber for Melbourne is a member of the case in this House. I realize that the
cemetery trust and, naturally, he is Minister ,of Health will inquire into the
desirous of extending the area of the matter, since he appreciates the imcemetery. That is the difference between portance of ha ving expert masseurs,
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mDre especially in vipw of the poliomyelitis epidemic and its effect upon
children in particular.
I submit that
Mr. Kemp, as he possesses such high
qualiQcatiDns, ShDUld be allowed to'
practise openly.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transpom).
~ shall refer to the Minister of Public
W'Drks the question .of tram fares to'
which the honDrable member f.or Glen
Iris addressed himself.
The matter
dealt with by the honor·able member
for Richmond will be brought under
the notice of the Premier.
The
complaints voiced by the h.onDrable
member fDr Swan Hill about the transport of live stock have already been the
subject Df {!onsulta'tiDn with the Country
Roads Board, wh.ose inspectDrs have
been active in that matter.
The hDnorable member for Coburg
spoke of the acquisition of land for the
purposes of the Fawkner cemetery, a
rna tter which concerns the Minister of
Health. The honDrable member said
that the Railway Department, instead of
the Department of Health, should acquire
the land. I shall be pleased to submit
that propDsal to' the Railways Commissioners, although J du not think they
will act upDn it. HDwever, I will " try
them out 11 to ascertain whether anything can be dDne.
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health) .-I know that the questiDn ·of the acquisiti.on of land fDr cemetery purpDses, referred to by the hDnDrable member for
Coburg, has been under cDnsideration
LDr SDme time. It had not been brought
under my notke until t'D-day, when I
received a letter from the Shire Df
BrDadmeadows. I shall IDOk into the
matter and inform the honorable member at the earliest pDssible date of the
exact pDsition.
I wDuld say that the case of Mr. Kemp,
as outlined by the honorable member
for Dandenong, has received the consideration Df the Masseurs Registration
BDard. The honorable member knows
that that body has a voice in such questions. However I shall endeavour to
ascertain the real pDsition and acquaint
the hDnorable member for Dandenong
accDrdingly.
The motiDn was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.5 p.m.
Session 1950.-[69]
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The PRESIDENT (Sir ClifdeD Eager)
tDDk the chair at 5.58 p.m., and read the

prayer.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
POLICE

DISCIPLINE BOARD :
FILE.

TABLING

OF

. For the HOD. A. M. FRASER (MelbDurne North PrO' vince ) , Mr. CDleman
asked the Minister Df Public W orksWill he lay on the table of the Library
the file relating to the cases of Constables
Avon and Buckley who were before the
Police Discipline Board on the 25th of
October, 1950?

The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The cases in relation to
Constables Avon and Buckley were dealt
with by the Police Discipline BDard on
the 25th of October. The constables have
until midnight on the 4th of November
to lodge appeals against the finding of
the Board, if they so desire. It is underst.oDd that they are considering the lodging of appeals. In the circumstances,
the file cannot be laid on the table of the
Library at this juncture.
FORESTS (ACCOUNTS AND FUNDS)
BILL.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill provides for the establishment
of a Forests Stores Suspense AccDunt and
a Plant and Machinery Fund. It fDllows
the lines of similar measures which have
been applied to other departments undertaking developmental and constructiDnal
work.
The Stores Suspense Account will provide for the purchase of stDres, fuel,
materials, fittings, equipment, and the
procurement and hire of plant pending
their allocation to specific works under
the Forests Acts. For the extensive
works which the Commission is carrying out, it is necessary to' accumulate
stores in quantity as they become available. At the pres en t time these purchases
are being financed temporarily from Loan
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Acts and the Forestry Fund, for which
there is nO' legal support in the absence
of specific provision in any Act. The
provlision of the Stores Suspense Account
will establish the financing of stores purchases on a proper basis, and facilitate
their control and accounting record.
The Plant and Machinery Fund will
enable more satisfactory accounting in
connection with the large amount of
mechanical plant and machinery used by
the Forests Commission in its utilization,
developmental, and fire protection programme, and other operations. Depreciation charges in respect of plant and
machinery will be credited to this fund
to provide for renewals and replacement
in a regular manner consistent with
sound accounting practice. The haphazard methods that have previously
been adopted in connection with the
stores and plant accounts will no longer
be tolerated, and the procedure will be
brought into line with modern accountancy practice.
The Hon. W. J. BECI{ETT (Melbourne
Province).-This measure is of no great
importance, and it will not provide food
for much discussIon. It is practically a
machinery Bill to facilitate departmental
accountancy practices. I understand that
the proposed method of accounting has
been recommended by the AuditorGeneral.
As a former Minister of
Forests, I recognize that the new system
will be useful.
May I say that the present position
under which the portfolios of Lands and
Forests are held by the one Minister is
one which always appealed to me. Victoria can be congratulated on having a
man of the calibre of Mr. Lind, M.L.A.,
as Minister of Lands and Minister of
Forests. He is a capable administrator,
and he recognizes the great importance
of forestry in the economic life of Victoria. During the years I was Minister
of Forests, I had a pleasant time in the
occupancy of that office. Of course,
many of the old officers of the Commission have since retired, and a new administration is carrying on the good
work.
I realize that modern developments
necessitate the use of \;'p-to-date machinery, and the creation of this special
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fund will facilitate departmental administration.
The Minister did not
mention-nor is it stated in the Billthat a sum of £100,000 is to be provided 'for the purpose of the Bill. The
fund will be utilized from time to time
as occasion requires. As stores and
equipment are used, appropriate entries
will be made in respect of the projects on
which the expenditure is incurred. If
the estimated cost is not always incurred
on any particular work, the proper accounts will be credited with the amount
saved; in that way, the fund will be kept
liquid all the time.
I wish to refer to another matter, on
account of a statement made elsewhere
in connection with one of the most important stands of timber in the Commonwealth. In 1928, when I had the
honor of occupying the position of
Minister of Forests, this State was visited
by the chairman of the Forests Commission of Great Britain, Lord Clinton.
When he was in this State, he visited
the Cumberland valley forest, and he expressed the view that it was the finest
stand of timber in the British Empire.
Eventually, 1,000 acres of that forest
were permanently reserved for the benefit of posterity. Unfortunately, one may
now go to many parts of Victoria where
there are what the Forests Commission
calls "forest cemeteries." Such places
may be seen in the Otway ranges and
other parts of Victoria. All that remains
of what undoubtedly were at one time
very fine forests is the stumps in the
ground. Proba bly the timber was destroyed to make room for the ear ly
settlement in this State. If the timber
which grew in those diJstricts was still
in existence, it would be worth many
Umes the present value of the land.
I mentioned the Cumberland valley,
because it was erroneously stated elsewhere that the area was reserved by
another Minister in oonjunction with
another member of Parliament.
The
area was reserved during the period I
occupied the ,office o'f Minister of Forests,
and I claim credit for the action then
taken. By the reservation of that area,
posterity will have the -opportunity of
viewing one of the most wonderful reserves of timber that could be seen.
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I welcome the Bill and I know that
it will facilitate the administration of
the Forests Commission. I know tha t
the administration has altered considerably from that which operated
when I was Minister. At that time, the
Minister of Forests was practically a
l'aw unto himsel!.f. He was 'Virtuany 'the
Public Service Commissioner f.or the
whole of his Department. Within the
limits of the sum of money allocated to
his Department, he was the monarch
of all he surveyed, but time and circumstances have changed all that. When I
think of the meagre sums of money
voted at that time f.or the preservation
of forests, in comparison with the munificent votes now being granted, I recognize that considerable progress has been
made in the intervening years to cultivat~to use the ter-m expressed by Mr.
Isaac-a forests conscience among the
people of Victoria. Members may safely
accept the Bill as a good addition to our
statute law.
The Hon. P.· L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province).-I support the
Bill. As the unofficial Leader has said,
it is purely a machinery measure to
create two special accounts to facilitate
the work of the Forests Commission.
The Bill sets out the methods by which
these accounts are to be operated. It ~s
true, as the unofficial Leader also said,
that the activities of the Forests Commission have increased immeasurably
during the last few years, and the procedure provided for in the Bill has become necessary to enable the accounting
procedure in the Commission to be
worked in conformity with the systems
operating in other State Departments.
The Bon. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province).-As the Minister of Public
Works and the unofficial Leader have
said, the Bill is a very simple one, designed to simplify accountancy practices
within the Forests Commission.
One
aspect of the Bill, relating to plant and
machinery, may be of interest to members. The necessity to create the special
Plant and Machinery Fund is due largely
to the big increase in the machinery
acquired by the Commission in connection with its various activities. One of
the reasons for the acquisition of the
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additional _machinery which' the Commission now uses is that it is necessary
to go farther afield for timber.
The
areas nearer to the metropolis are being
rapidly cut out, and new areas long distances from the timber markets are b~
ing opened up 200 or 300 miles distant
in the mountainous districts. For that
reason, a great deal of road making is
necessary to open up the new timber
areas.
Also, the Forests Commission is now
much better equipped with :fire fighting
appliances than in the earlier years of
its existence. With the creation of this
fund, it is proposed that each wol'k will
be charged with an appropriate amount
in respect of depreciation 'of the
machinery employed on that'particular job.
The fund will show how
the capital 'eost 'is being recouped
by the charges against the· various
works.
That will show' to some
extent how the State Forests ,Loan and
Application A'cts have worked in' the
borrowing of money for the purcha.se
of equipment and machinery.·
When
charges are placed against various
specific items, it is easier; to'· trace the
application of the money obtained by
way of loan. The point I wish to make is
tha t the Forests Commission has to go
farther afield for its timber, thus involving heavy cost in road making; The use
of modern equipment and machinery
bulks largely in the Commission's work.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) .-As has been stated, the Bill
now before the House is of only: a
machinery character, but I am rather
surprised that it should·' have· been
brought fDrward at such a late stage in
the history of the Forests Commission,
since it is obvious that there :bas' not Ibeen
a proper system of accountancy in retation to the recording of expenditure of
loan money. I have a wide knowledge
in the matter of expenditure out of
either capital or revenue funds. :Any
one who has been connected with a publ'ic
utility realizes that every item of expenditure must be debited to either
capital or revenue, as its; character
indicates. It is probable that the raising
and the application of hundreds of
thousands of pounds have t been authorized by Parliament every: year: for the
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-purposes of the Forests Department.
Under the prevailing system the Department has apparently been able to expend
some money on maintenance, repairs, and
so forth, when it should be capital
expenditure.
It is perfectly obvious to any person
who has a knowledge of accountancy
that there must be some suspense account
in which stores can be entered. As stores
are issued they are debited to either
a capital or a revenue expenditure
account. While honorable members will
nodoubt approve of the Bill, I repeat that
I am rather surprised that it has only
just been decided to establish a Forests
Stores Suspense Account. However, I
am glad that the proposal has at last
been given shape in a Bill which, when
passed, will bring the Forests Commission's operations up to date in the directions indicated. The possibility of the
Forests Department charging certain
maintenance works to capital should have
been discovered years ago. I consider
that the system propounded by this Bill
is essential. ,I commend the measure and
trust that in future expenditure of public
money will be recorded in the correct
manner.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I should not
have risen to address myself to this
measure but for the remarks of Mr.
Isaac regarding roads. I hope that the
present Government will decide to
appoint a single road-making authority
for the State. I think there are three
public Departments that compete ,one
with the other in the expenditure of loan
money on the purchase ot road-making
machinery. When I was Minister of
Public Works I attempted to obtain some
uniformity, so that instead of each of
the three Departments having huge
machines f.or road-making purposes,
there would be at least one in proper
working order. I suppose that a heavy
bulldozer or grader costs £9,000 or
£10,000 to-day. After ,many months of
honest effort, in following my strong
desire for co-ordination, I found that the
Forests Department was the one best
able to side-step. It is a1ways wise to
~nsure that money expended is properly
accounted for and that the various
destinations are correctly indicated. It
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is equally important to be assured that
the money has been spent to the best
possible advantage of the State. I could
never understand why one public Department had to compete against another
for the ,acquisition of road-making
machinery.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-A committee
representative of the Departments was
inquiring into the matter.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I do not
doubt that. I think, however, that when
the honorable member relinquished the
portfolio of Public Works he found himself in the same position as I was when
I left the Department.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The trouble was
that 40 per cent. of the plant was out of
action.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-As a
tremendous amount of loan money is
being spent, it is necessary that the jobs
should be debited in a proper fashion.
That being so, one cannot help but be
satisfied that a Bill of this character has
been brought forward. The fact remains,
however, that duplication of cost occurs
very frequently.
While Sir James
Kennedy and I may have tried, without
succes's, to effeCt a change in the method,
I hope that the present administration
will find time in the coming recess to
look into the matter. I do not say that
it will meet with any more satisfaction
than the two preceding Governments
obtained. If, however, a step is taken
in the right direction, the State will be
saved a considerable sum.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN (Western
Province) .-1 am strongly in agreement
with Mr. Kennelly's remarks relative to
the pooling of large machines that are
so necessary for road making, particularly in the process of developing various
country areas. I have had opportunit·ies
to travel fairly ex·tensively in Victoria
and have had practical experience in
regard to the use ,of heavy earth-moving
machinery. Not only lare the ma-chines
costly, but breakages easily occur and
replacemen t of broken parts is extremely
difficult.
I know that recently three
Governmen t Departments struggled one
against the other to obtain a crank shaft
for a large machine. Finally, following
a fruitless search in New South Wales
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and Queensland, the necessary part was
found at King Island and had to be
flown across so that the broken-down
machine could be put into use without
further delay.
Government instrumentalities, such
as the State Electricity Commission, the
Country Roads Board, the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, and the
Forests Commission, which use heavy
type of machinery, should arrange to
establish a joint purchasing authority
whose duty would be to acquire
machinery and spare parts for all the
activities concerned.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The committee
to which I previously referred has been
in existence for three years.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN.-'-:'-.Jn that
event it is rather peculiar that the various Depart'merits persist in endeavouring
to out-vote one another when spare
parts are required. I do not altogether
agree with Mr. Kennelly's suggestion
that there should be 'one road-making
authority for the State. He will appreciate that there are several different
types of road.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The Country
Roads Board constructs a large proporHon of forest roads.
The Hon. R. C. RANKrN.-That is
so, but the Forests Commission builds
many of the roads required for its purposes. It is .obvious that certain roads
are necessary to reduce fire hazards in
the summer months. I am pleased that
the present Bill has been brought forward because I think it wiH be of great
advantage to the Forests Commission,
for which body I have a high regard.
It is undoubtedly performing excellent
work in developing areas where useful
timbers are grown.
The proposed
Forests Stores Suspense Account will be
helpful to the Commission in respect
of costing repairs to broken machinery.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was react a second time and
commi tted.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Forests Plant and Machinery
Fund).
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province).-There is one aspect of the
use of road-making machinery that honorable members may not fully appre~
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cia teo I refer to the dual purpose value
of such machinery. Forests roads are
of considerable help in fire control, and
bulldozers are frequently employed to
clear scrub and other inflammable
material away from the roadside when
an outbreak of fire occurs. In many
cases it is found that fires can be
localized through .the use of heavy
machinery. A large gang of men would
be needed to accomplish the work done
by bulldozers in a very short space of
time. In localizing fires the machinery
saves a great deal .of expense.
It is quite possible that the value
of the timber saved by preventing the
spread of a fire W.ould equal the cost
of several bulldozers. Such factors must
be borne in mind. The dual purpose use
of both machinery and men ought to be
emphasized. The men are forest-trained
and know just what to do.
If the
Forests Commission, in an emergency,
had to draw on a pool the fire could be
well out of control before the machinery
was obtained. Again, it is possible that
the driver would know nothing about the
use of the machinery for fire-control
purposes.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its remaining stages.
COAL MlINJNG rNTDUSTRY (!LONGSERVICE LEAVE) BIDL.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure has been introduced at
the request of the Commonwealth
Government. On the 14th of October,
1949, the Coal Industry Tribunal made
an award granting long service leave to
coal miners. That placed a burden upon
the coal mine owners, and it waS found
difficult to implement the award which
brought in its train many problems. The
first was that the coal mine owners wh.o
were made responsible for the payment
of the salaries of miners while on long
service leave were expected to apply for
an increase in the selling price .of their
coal to cover the additional cost. As
the award applied to a number of small
mines throughout the C.ommonwealth, it
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was'thought that employers would decline
to employ miners who normally were
likely to become eligible for long service'
leave. To overcome the difficulty, the
Commonwealth Government passed a
series of Acts. Under one Act an excise
duty of 6d. a ton on all black coal
mined in Australia was charged, and it
applied to all black coal mines privately
owned in 'Australia. It also established
a Commonwealth Coal Mining Industry
Long Service Leave Fund. The excise
was collected through the Customs Department and placed into a fund in
the Federal Treasury, and the various
States were requested to co-operate in
implementing the scheme.
Victoria is not vitally concerned as the
State Coal Mine has its own superannuation and long service leave scheme, and
-miners employed therein do not come
within the scope of' the award. There
are comparatively few black coal mines
privately owned in Victoria.
_ The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-How many
miners will benefit from this proposition?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-Very
few.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-I understand
that there are only three.
The Hon. P. P. INOHBOLD.-Irrespective of the number involved, the miners
are entitled to their rights under the
award.
The Commonwealth Government has asked the Victorian Government to distribute the money and will
reimburse the State for the work entailed. I shall now give a resume of the
clauses. Clause 1 deals with the commencement and duration of the measure,
ahd it will be noted that it is provided
that the Act shall not continue to operate
if the Commonwealth Act, known as the
State Grants (Coal Mining Industry Long
Service Leave) Act'is repealed. Clause
'2' is the usual interpretation clause, and
clause 3 provides for the establishment
in the State' Treasury of a fund from
which payments are to be made to the
'employers. Although it is here provided
that certain amounts shall be paid into
the fund from Consolidated Revenue,
that is -only' being done to provide a
'constitutional means of establishing a
method whereby the Commonwealth
Government can make grants to the
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State for the purposes of the Bill. The
Commonwealth
Government
cannot
initiate the fund. The State Treasury
will do it, and the Commonwealth will
reimburse the State for the full amount
of all payments made plus administration costs.
Clause 4 relates to the repayment to
employers of amounts paid by them for
long service leave under the awards.
Clauses 5 and 6 deal with the appointment .of an administrator of the fund and
his duties and functions. The administra tor is to be an officer of the Public
Service appointed by the Minister.
Clauses 7 and 8 are concerned wi'th the
keeping of records by employers and the
penalties for false statements, and so on.
Clause 9 is a validating clause which
the Commonwealth auth.orities requested
to be included because doubts have been
expressed as to the validity of awards
made by the Central Reference Board
which is constituted under the National
Security (Coal Mining Industry Employment) Regulation-s. Clause 10 deals with
the making of any necessary regulations.
When we consider the type .of work in
which coal miners are engaged we should
gratefully accept this opportunity of
making some contribution towards their
future well-being. I commend the Bill
to the House and hope that it will have
a speedy passage.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-This small measure has considerable merit. In co-operation with
the Commonwealth the State is making
a belated attempt to assist the little men
engaged in tihisl important industry. I
understand 1Jha t few'er than 30 miners
throughout Victoria will be affected, but
up to date they have been the forgotten
men, although they are part and parcel
of a fine organization. The award puts
them on the same footing as those
engaged at the State Coal Mine, Wonthaggi. The measure applies only to
those engaged in black coal mining; it
has nothing to do with the brown coal
miners, who do not come within the
ambit of the award. This legislation is
being submitted at the behest of the
Commonwealth Government, and other
States are taking similar action to
regularize proceedings. Men engaged in
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the small mines should have the advantage of the amenities that are provided
for those engaged in larger mines. I
commend the Bill to the HDuse.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD (SouthWestern Province).-I support this small
but important Bill although I think it will
apply in this State -only to the Sunbeam
Collieries mine at Korumburra. It is not
applicable to the 'Open-cut brown coal
mines. Under the National Security
(Coal Mining Industry Employment)
Regulations a Commonwealth award was
made to provide that there shall be long
service leave for miners. I am not aware
what long service leave is granted, or
af.ter how many years service it becomes
applicable. When the award was made
it was understood tha!t the employers
were to provide the cash to pay wages
during the time that the miners were
absent on long servioe leave, or perhaps
to find the money :to 'pay a retiring miner
in lieu of long service leave. It was felt
that would impose a great burden on the
emplDyers, particularly as miners move
around from mine to mine in their work.
A miner ·might be employed in one mine
for many years and then shortly before
he was entitled to long service leave he
would change his employment and the
new employer would have to carry the
whole burden. If those conditions continued miners would not find it easy to
get empLoyment.
The Commonwealth Parliament passed
several Acts in 1949, under one of which
an excise charge of 6d. a ton on all black
coal mined has toO be paid through the
Customs Department to the Commonwea}th. That is .the nucleus of the fund
from which long service leave payments
are to be made. Under the aJWard
employers are liable for the rmyments.
Having paid, the employers can now
approach the St,ate and seek a reimbursement. The State in tum will approach
the Commonwealth Government for reimbursement. The scheme will cost the
State nothing because the administrative
costs are borne by the Commonwealth.
Apparently there is some doubt about
the validity of any action that has been
taken by the Commonwealth Govemment. This measure willl vaHdate the
awards, ·as well as any amendments made
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to the awards. In effect, the passage of
this Bill will have the effect of validating
something which has nDt yet been provided for. It raises a question of powers
between the Commonwealth and the
States, and particularly the powers of
the Commonwealth. We may be taking
a big step in passing this Bill, but I do
not suggest it should not be passed. The
court having awarded coal miners long
servke leave, they should get it. While
"there is no ·objectton to validating the
existing awards members must ask
themselves whether the State Parliament
is wise in including a provision to validate something that has not yet been
provided in aIl1 aw.ard but may be granted
in the future.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I have been
wondering whether the State Coal Mine
at Wonthaggi could be brought within
this proposal. At that mine the State
Government pays for long service leave.
In New South Wales there are Commonwealth-owned mines-I think there
is one at Lithgow-which will come
within the provision relating to the
payment of 6d. a ton excise. I cannot
understand why the W onthaggi miners
are not included. It is true that the
Government pays for long service leave
for miners at present, but eventually the
cost falls on the miners. Why could not
an excise tax be levied on coal produced
at Wonthaggi, and thus bring the miners
under the provisions of the fund referred
to in the Bill? W onthaggi miners are
members of the Coal Miners' Feder.ation,
but the fact that they obtained long
service leave before the Reference Board
made an award for the whole of Australia should not debar them from inclusion in this scheme. It seems to me that
the State may be paying more than it
should. The point does not matter to the
miners, but it may have an effect on the
financial resu.!.cs of the mine. The Bill
will not cost the State anything, because
even the administrative charges will
come out of the fund. The miners have
been asking for this legislation for a
number of years.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP (Bendigo
Province).-I should like to associate
myself with members who support this
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measure. I felt as I listened to speakers
who have preceded me that most honorable members have played a part in
bringing the legislation to fruition. It
is a small Bill, and it may not apply to
many men in the coal-mining industry of
this State. It will validate an award of
the Coal Industry Tribunal, and will entail no cost on the Government. It is right
that the Government should co-operate
to the full. lIt has beenesti,mated thatt
there are underground in Victoria
17,000,000 to 20,000,000 tons of black
coal that could be mined. The Wonthaggi
mine has 750 men on the payroll, but
from 1,200 to 1,300 worked there during
the war. Such deposits might offer some
inducement to private enterprise to
develop the black coal resources of the
State, quite apart from the operations
of the Wonthaggi mine.
If the Bill will help to promote a better
understanding in. the mining industry,
and to attract labour to it, I support it.
In 1942 I had the great privilege of
introducing into this Chamber a Bill to
provide three months' long service leave
for employees of the Victorian Railways.
Tha t legislation stands unchallengeable.
I then thought, in my inexperience, that
it would apply to the coal miners of
Wonthaggi. I said to some of my railway friends, "Accept the three months
in the hope that· a future Government
will extend it." In 1946 a Labour
Government, to its credit, extended the
leave to six months, and simultaneously
made. it applicable to Wonthaggi coal
miners. That gave a laudable lead to
the Commonwealth Government.
If we wish to develop Victoria's underground resources it is abundantly clear
that we must provide amenities for
miners. If the Bill does nothing else, it
at least helps to create the psychology
that some consideration is being given
to men who work in coal mines. In prewar days many men were willing to work
in mines. England after the war found
the number of men on the coalfields
alarmingly reduced, and Australia had
the same experience. The problem now
is, how can Victoria develop its black
coal resources. As I walked aloOng the
street toO-day I read On a large placard,
" We want producUon; we want development; we wan:t defence." With thoOse
The Hon. J. H. Lienhop.
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three requirements of the iu ture I
heartily agree, but if we want production we must provide some means of
co-operation in industry. ,Men who work
in coal mines .mus't be adequately
recompensed.
I welcome legisla'tion of this description because it snows a sincere deslire
to bring about a state of harmony between employer and employee. It will
not proOvide much benefit for many
people at the moment, but it is a move
-in the right direction. Surely the promoting of coO-opera Hon, the provision of
facilities for conciliation, and the granting oOf amenities do not mean appeasement. Only by bringing employer and
employee more closely together can production be helped and this country ,saved
from an eCoOnomic crash. Surely before
it is too late those whose responsibility
it is should not hesiltate to approa,ch the
industrial sections ·of the coOmmunity.
The granting of long service leave to
the WoOnthaggi miners was but a small
contribution, and those who expect
greatly increased production must be
prepared to offer a large measure of
cO-oOperation. I am quite sure that in
the days toO come, whether we like it
oOr not, ilf we want men to goO down into
the depths of the earth we must reward
them well.
During my perioOd as a
Minister it was my business to go to
WoOnthaggi and crawl along passages
,where noO father woOuld ever ask his son
to goO. The demand is made on us for
a larger degree of tolerance, understanding, and co-operation, in order to increase production and provide for the
future prosperity of this country.
The motion was agreed t'O.
The Bjll was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
ACTS INTERPRETATION
(A'MENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(,Minister of Housing).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is designed to remove certain
disabilities that have arisen by reason of
the repeal or rescission of regula tions
and by-laws against which offences have
been committed at times prior to the
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da te of the repeal. This matter has been
brought to notice recently because several
prosecutions have failed in courts of
petty sessions, notably under the Prices
Regulation Act. It has been he1d that
any liability incurred for a breach of
regulations or by-laws disappears on the
repeal of the regulations or by-laws, as
there is no statutory enactment preserving the right to prosecute such
breaches notwithstanding the said
repeal.
The important point is that, unless
specific provision is otherwise made by
Parliament, the rule of common law, as
originally applied to Acts of Parliament,
will also apply to this subsidiary legislation. Tha't is, if any legislation is
repealed it will thereafter be as if it had
never been enacted, except as to matters
concluded before the repeal.
Accordingly, a man could not after the repeal
of a regulation be prosecuted for an
offence committed before the repeal.
The position regarding subsidiary
legislation has been met to some degree
sporadicallY'in various of our Acts. For
example, section 249 of the Factories and
Shops Act 1928 prorvides that the alteration or rescission of regulations under
that Act is not to affect prosecutions or
legal rights.
Provisions of a similar
nature are also contained in section 231
of the Local Government Act 1946, the
National Security (Emergency Powers)
Act 1939, and the Prices Regulation Act
1948. But, as I said, this remedy is
sporadic and incomplete, and already the
Crown <Solicitor has advised that prosecutions for offences against by-laws
under the Water Acts might not be
successful where the by-laws have been
repealed or amended since the date of
the offence. The same factor has militated against Departm'entsconsolidating
their regulations, for there is a possibility that all offences committed before
the consolidation would have to be overlooked. Thus, many sets of regulations
which are long overdue for consolidation
or amendment remain in an unsatisfactory state.
Obviously, it is necessary to streamline legislation and generally to move
with the time by including in the Acts
Interpretation Act of Victoria, with
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relation to subsidiary legislation, a provision similar to that already in subsection (2) of section 6 of that Act with
respect to Acts of Parliament, thereby
providing that, unless otherwise specified, the repeal or amendment of a regulation or by-law shall not affect
prosecutions or legal rights in relation
to matters arising before the date of the
repeal or amendment. Possibly, apart
from the four Acts mentioned, we might
wonder whether there is any precedent
for this step. A precedent was furnished
by the Commonwealth Parliament in
1937 when, by section 13 of the Commonwealth Acts Interpretation Act, a
provision was enacted which now
appears as section 50 of the Commonwealth Acts Interpretation Act 19011948.
The only difference between the Commonwealth provisions and those in the
Bill is that the former are restricted to
the repeal of regulations, whereas those
in the Bill extend to amendment of regula tions.
This extension is adopted because practice has shown that an amendment of a regulation may raise the same
problems as the repeal of a regulation.
For example, a penalty provision in a
regulation may be repealed and repJaced
by another penalty provision.
Once
this extension from repeals to amendments is adopted for subsidiary legislation, it should logically be adopted also
for Acts of Parliament.
Accordingly,
this Bill by paragraph (a) of clause 2
amends sub-section (2) of section 6 of
the Acts Interpretation Act 1928 by extending that sub-section to amendments
as well as to repeals. A similar principle is incorporated in section 16 of the
South Australian Acts Interpretation
Act 1915-1949.
In conclusion, I desire to 'emphasize
that the effect of this Bill will be to
preserve not only obligations and liabilities that have been incurred, but also any
rights and privileges that may have been
acquired, so that there will be equality
of benefits both on the side of the citizen
and of the Crown. It is obvious that
this is merely a formal and machinery
measure, which is cogent and has adequate precedent.
I ask the House to
give it a speedy passage.
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The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-I approach the consideration
of this measure with a considerable
amount of diffidence, not only because of
the legal complexities involved, but be-·
cause I am exceedingly doubtful of the
justice of it. My understanding has been
that legislation of this character is
usually referred to the Statute Law
Revision Committee, but apparently that
has not been done in this instance. Consequently, honorable members have no
legal advice to guide them. The Minister
of Housing said, in effect, in his secondreading speech, "This is a measure to
make a person guilty of an offence
which, at the present time, is not an
offence under the law." The honorable
gentleman stated that if an offence was
committed against an Act before it was
repealed no proceedings could be brought
or continued to punish the offender after
the repeal of the Act.
Speaking in relation to munidpal
regulations, the Minister said that after
the repeal of a regulation a man could
not be prosecuted for an offence commliltted :prior to the repeal.
What is
wflong with thalt? When Parliament repeals a regulation or any pOflUon of a law
it does so f.oran eXiceHent reason. There
must be some ostensible ciflcumstances
:lior altering the law to prevent a person
from being fined or imprisoned for a
certain offence. Having done that we
are now asked to say, in effect, " Having
repealed the law since it was considered unnecessary and unjust, because
the offence was committed beforehand
the law has to catch up with you and
you shall be puni,shed accordingly."
I doubt the justice of that procedure.
That is the type of thing that caused me
the other day to repeat an old truism
tl)at any connection between common
sense and the law is pIiactically
accidental.
This is an example of how this provision might work: If an animal that
I owned was f.ound wandering around
the sltJreets, and the law set that down
as an offence, I could be punished, even
if between the time the animal was
found wandering and the hearing of
the case the law was repealed as being
unnecessary. It does not appeal to me
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as an ordinary citizen that once Parliament considers that a law shall have
no effect and shall be nuH and void a
person can still be punished under it.
I -do not know exa'ctly what should be
done with this measure, but I consider
that the Statute Law Revision Committee should tender some advice upon
it.
The Hon. T. A. SWINBURNE.-A similar
provision is already contained in other
legisla tion.
The Hon. W. J. BEJCKETT.--Speci-fic
provision hlas been made in certain Acts,
such as the Factories and Shops Acts,
and it is designed to affect a particular
case. However, this provision will affect
aH cases where the law has been repealed, and that does not appeal to me.
If it were left to me, I would vote against
the measure. I should like to hear the
opinions of members with legal training, who may say that this amendment
is necessary. I often liken the legal
mind to the mind of a Chinese.
It
seems to work like a boomerang, or
around a ·corner; it does not see things
in a strai'ght-forward fashion.
That
is the point of view of the average citizen in regard to most statute law.
A cogent explanation should be given
as to why after all these years during
which we have been carrying on under
common law we are now being asked
to make a complete change. I repeat
that a man may be found guHty of an
offence although Barliament in its wisdom has decided that his act is no longer
an offence. That does not appeal to my
common sense. I cannot commend the
Bill to the House. This is a matter on
which the Statute Law Revision Committee should advise us, 'and, subjelct to
what the representa1tives of that com·miHee in this House m1ay say, I consider that this Bill should be referred to
that committee. I have not sufficient
legal knowledge .to tender the necessary
advice.
On the moHon of the Hon. A. E.
MeDONAIill ( South-Western Province),
the debate was adjourned until later
this day.
The. sitting was suspended from 6.23
p.m. until 7.50 p.m.
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PUBLIC OONTRACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I mov~
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is similar to other Bills
which have been introduced during the
session to counteract the decrease in
pur,chasing power of the Australian £1.
Under the principal Act local authorities
·cannot spend an amount in excess of
£250 on the purch'ase of impor.ted
machinery or materials wi thout having
first obtained the consent of the appropriate Minister. In turn, the Minister
must sign a certifica'te to the effect that
the goods are not available in Australia.
that the quantities 'avaHable are insufficient, or that the Australian price
is unreasonable. The purpose of this
Bill is to increase the limit of £500. In
other instances the limit has been increased to a higher amount, but I do not
favour that procedure in this case.
Considerable time is involved in the
Minister certifying to the innumerable
items th'at local authorities desire to
purchase. The shortage of many types
of goods makes H necessary to import to
a greater extent than the normal. I hope
the day will soon arrive when we shaH
be freed from the necessity for importing goods and that Australian manufacturers will soon be able to produce
them. Without imported machinery and
materials, however, under the existing
condi'tions, work on schools, hospitals,
and ather building projects would remain static. Another difficulty is the
lack of staff in many public offices. The
work of the staff is considerably augmented by the necessity for preparing
the documents for the Minister's signature in order that goods urgently required
might be imported.
"Local authority" for the purposes
of the Act is defined as"any waterworks trust or local governing body within the meaning of the Water
Act 1928, any trust within the meaning of
the Mildura Irrigation and Water Trusts
Act 1928, any sewerage authority within
the meaning of the Sewerage Districts Act
1928, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Wiorks, the Melbourne Har,bor
Trust Commissioners, the Geelong Harbor
Trust Commissioners, the Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust, the Mel,bourne
and Metr.opolitan Tramways Board, or any
tramways trust."
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That constitutes a formidable list of
local authorities, and while individually
they may. not wish to purchase a considerable quantity of goods overseas,
collectively their requests for permits
entail considerable work. As Minister
of Public Works I have to sign numerous
permits practically every day. in some
cases I reject the applications and insist
that greater efforts be made to procure
the goods locally.
Ministerial control
over importations is preserved by the
Bill and as the increase in the maximum amount of the contract is only
from £250 to £500, I do not consider it
excessive. I commend the Bnl to the
House.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-This is merely a ionnal
measure and no ques'tion of principle is
involved, as has been so ably explained
by the Minister o'f Public Works.
In
normal Circumstances Australian manufacturers can supply the needs of most
local authorities, but in certain cases it
is necessary toO import machinery and
other goods which cannot be obtained
locally. The local authorities referred
to by the Minister are at present permitted to import goods which do not
cost more than £250, without Ministerial
approval, but if the cost is in excess of
£250 permission must be obtained.
When the consolidation of the statutes
was undertaken in 1928 it was considered
that an amount of £250 was a fair
margin to allow, but in view of the depreci'ated value of the Australian £1
to-day it would not have surprised me
if the Minister had asked that the
limitation should be increased to an
amount of £1,000. What could be purchased for £250 in 1928 would probably
cost £1,000 to-day. However, the Minister has been exceedingly reasonable and
has sought only a nominal increase.
Local authorities who desire to import
goods will then be able to do so up to
the value of £500 on their own volition.
As expenditure beyond th'at amount can
be undertaken only with the approval of
the appropriate Minister, control of importations is thus preserved. I commend
the Bill to the House.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I am in agreement with the
Bill, which merely extends to local
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.auth.orities action that has been taken
in other directions recently. Obviously
the obtaining of Ministerial permission
for the importation of goods costing more
than £250 adds tremendously to the
duties of a Minister in charge of any
Department. He must approve of any
proposed purchases in excess of the
specified Hmit. The State is importing
so much now that the work of the Ministers in issuing permits has assumed
tremendous pr.oportions. I do not think
we can quarrel over the statement that
an amourit of £250, which was the
limi,tation imposed when the principal
Act was passed, is equal to at least an
amount 'Of £500 in existing circumstances.
I feel that the Bill can be
passe~ with confidence.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill Was read a sec.ond time and
passed through its remaining stages.

(Amendment) Bill .

that whatever had been done w.hile it
operated was in order. Unless rights
and obligations under the Act, or offences
committed in relation thereto, were
pursued or prosecuted during the period
of the operaHon of the A'Ct, when once
it was repealed nO'thing further could be
done regarding such rights, obligations
or offences.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Provided
that proceedings had not started prior
to the repeal.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-Even if
proceedings which had started before the
repeal were not completed at the time of
such repeal they were automatically
wiped out by it. To meet the situation so
far as Acts .of Parliament were concerned, in August 1890 a prov1ision was
inserted in the Acts Interpreoation Act.
SUb-s'ection (2) of section 6 of that Act
sets out, inter aliaWhere any Act passed on or after the

first day of August One thousand eight
ACTS INTERPRETATION (AMENDhundred and ninety, whether before or after
,MENT) BILL.
the commencement of this Act, repeals any
The debate (adjourned from earlier other enactment, then unless the contrary
this day) on the motion of the Hon. I. A. intention appears the repeal shall not(a) revive any thing not in force or exist-·
Swinburne (,Minister .of Housing) for the
ing at the time at which the repeal
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
takes effect.
The HOD. A. E. McDONALD (SouthThe Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-That
Western Province).-This Bill may covers ·only repeals, not amendments to
appear rather legal and technical in the Act.
character, but that is really not the case.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-The
The measure is simple, easy of explanahonorable
gen tleman
is
correct.
tion and, as I see it, removes an anomaly
Apparently
some
doubts
and
difficulties
in the law. 1Jt has been said !by the unhave ar,isen as to whether an amendofficial Leader that the subject matter of
ment of an Act does not leave the position
the Bill should have been referred to the
as it was in common law. To get rid of
Statute Law Revision Committee for ina possible anomalous state of affairs the
vestigation and report. In fact, that
first amendment proposed by the present
course was not taken, and while it could measure is in that SUb-section (2) portion
have been, 'I doubt whether, in such a
of whi'ch I have just read, the amendment
case, there would be any necessity, the
being to insert, after the word " repeals"
point at issue being quite simple. There
the words "or amends." If, after the
are two types of what might be called passage oOf the pres'ent measure, any Act
legisla tion. In the firs't place, there is is either repealed or a,mended, it win
the legisl'ation contained in Acts of leave the position as indicated.
Padlament. In the second place, under
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-If the
an Act, power may be given to the
Governor ,in Council or local municipal amendment is made it will be no longer
bodies or other authorities to make necessary to insert it in a specific Act,
regulati.ons or by-laws which have the such as has been done in the Factories
and Shops Act.
force and effect of that Act.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-It is not
The common law aspect wa.'i that once
an Act had been repealed the position now necessary toO insert it in respect of a
was as though it had never existed, except repeal and it will not be necessary in
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future to insert it in :relation to an
amendment of an Act. The effect of
adding the words in " or .amends " is that
that portion of section 6 I quoted from
the Acts Interpreta Hon Act, will be
retrospective 1'0 1890 regarding repeals
or amendments.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-That was
when a big consolida vion occurred.
The Hon. A. E. McDONALD.-That is
so.
The Hon. A. G. 'V\'ARNER.-The retrospectivity will apply only in regard to
action taken .in the future.
The Hon. A. E. McDDNA'UD.-That is
not so. The retrospectivity will be
applicable to actions taken up to the
present time. No provision has been made
with respect to the repeal or amendment
of regulations or by-laws. Perusal of
the Factories and Shops Act will disclose
a provision for the al tera tion or the
resctssion of the regulations under that
Act. A similar provision is contained in
the Local Government Acts and in certain
National Security Regulations. One is
inclined to wonder why such a long time
has been allowed to elapse before presenting the present measure. Since 1890
there bas been 'a p.osition which I regard
as anomalous, but in that period
apparently nothing occurred to cause it
to be brought to notice. If it was
brought to notice no one w.as concerned
in taking ·action in the matter. I would
conclude that there is indica ted another
weakness in the law 'Of this State, insofar
as we are becoming too pr·one to, pass
short Acts, giving power to Parliament
to make regul'ations or by-laws, .and then
to leave it to the Departments concerned
to make those regulati.ons or by-laws.
The reason why the position has been
brought to light is probably that there
are now more regulations and by-laws
than Acts of Parliament. Although the
Bill represents a move in the right direction I think a warning is given to Parliament that it should disapprove strongly
of government by regulation and government by by-law. I know that there are
oervain provisions in Acts but Parliament
can do little or nothing about regulations.
I do not know what procedure could be
adopted to have regulations disallowed,
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but even 'if that were possible the procedure would be extremely diffi·cult. It
has never been attempted in the Victorian Parliament.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-The Standing Orders of the Commonwealth Parliament provide a remedy.
The H()n. A. E. MoDONAlUD.Those Standing Orders are diffe'rent from
'Ours, ·and [ would urge the Victorian !Parliament to adop't Standing Orders
similar to those 'Of the Commonwealth
in order that there should 'be a si,mple
method of disapproving and rejecting
re!gulations or 'by-·Laws.
The present
measure proJPOses to add a new subsection dealing with regul,art:ions or bylaws, and, in eff·ect, !puts them .intoO
preC'isely the same positiion 'as Acts of
Parliament and amendments of those
Acts have. been since 1890. The new
sub-section relating to rEg.Ulations and
by-la·ws will nott, ,as I see the matter, be
retrospective 'in character.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.~ is a new
provision.
The R'on. A.E. McDONALD.Tnla t ,is S'O. The proposed new su'bsection .provides, inter alia-(4) Where an Act ·confers ,power to
make r.egulations or :by-Iaws, the repeal revoeation rescission or ,amendment of ·any
regulations or by-laws made under the Act
shall not, unless the ,contrary intention
appears in the Act regulations or by-laws
effecting the repeal revocation rescission Dr
amendment-

affect any right, privilege, obligation,
liability and other matters set out in
paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)and any such investigation legal proceeding or remedy may be instituted continued
or enforced and any such penalty .forfeiture
or punishment may be imposed as if the
repealing revoking rescinding or amending
Act regulations or by-laws had not been
passed or made.
If at any Ume it were desired to 'Vary

the si tua tion, that could Ibe provided for
in the 'parti.cular BiH then under discusion in '~arliamentt. It is quite clear
that something has oocurred in one
Department which, desiring to launch
prosecutions, has ,found a legal diifficulty
in that the prosecutions come under
re.gulations which have ceased Ito exist.
The prOiposed new provision will enalble
such prosecutions toO tbe launched.
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I can see no objection to this measure.
In fact, I consider that it makes for
consistency in relation to Acts and
regulations. It gets rid of a anomaly
and it may lead to a consolidation of
regulations. It is dear that the Departments have nlot the courage to consolidate
regulations because they fear that by so
doing and by repealing or amending old
regtrlations, the very object of regulations may be defeated, insofar as the
Department could not act under them as
they were before the consolidation. The
amendment makes it clear that regulations can be consolidated, and I would
urge the Minister to advise the Government to follow the example set by the
Commonwealth a few years ago when it
had all its regulations consolidated,
brought up to date, and i:ssued in a series
of volumes. Anyone who has to handle
Acls of PaI"liament and regula tions
appreciates the real difficulty of tracing
regu~a tions and a-mendmenlts thereto.
I venture to suggest that every lawyer,
even when he has completed his research, wonders whether there is any
regulation tha't he has not been able
to find. The position was accentuated
because of regUlations issued during the
war period. I urge the Government to
have all the regulations and by-laws of
this State consolidated.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That would
be a very big task although a worthwhile one.
The Hon. A. E. McDONtAiLD.-I agree
with the honorable gentleman. However, the longer the delay the greater
and more difficult the task becomes. I
issue a warning that we should not, because of the position that will be created
by the passage of this Bill, feel that we
'can with impunity proceed to extend
government by regulation.
An endeavour should be made to dispense with
government by that method wherever
possible. In any case, it should not
be encouraged; rather should it always
be disapproved. Legislation should be
in the hands of the people through their
members of Parliament. I support the
Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bin was read a second time and
passed through its remaining stages.
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
10) on the motion of the Hon Trevor
Harvey (Minister of Labour) for the
second reading O'f this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
this measure was last
being considered I expressed certain
doubts whether after the passage of
the Bill, agricultural college lease land
suitable for subdivision into soldier
settler blocks could be acquired by the
Soldier Settlemen t Commission or
whether its a'cquisition 'would be made
more difficult.
I should like to quote
fr-om 'a letter I have received from a
member -of ,the executive -council of .the
land settlement commiUee of the Returned Sailors Soldiers 'and Airmen's
Imperial League -of Australia in which
he saidProvince).~When

In practically every case, the lease is held
as a reserve grazing area for a land owner.
Quite a lot of this Agricultural College
Reserve land can !be made into valuable
" living areas" by drainage, levee banks, and
clearing, Pental Island, and Lake Baker,
for instance.

My doubt was strengthened by the
statement of the Minister in the course
of his second-reading speech '1'0 the
effect that the Soldier Settlement Commission has failed in not acquiring this
land before now. Mr. Cameron also expressed a similar opinion.
For those
reasons I asked the Minister of Labour
.to agree to an 'adjournment of the
debate, and he courteously assented.
Since that time I have interviewed the
country vice-president of the Returned
Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial
League of Australia, who is also the
chairman of the land settlement commi ttee of th'a t organization, and members of ithe committee. Those gentlemen
were rather concerned and expressed
certain views which justified my original
fears. They considered that the Bill
should be amended to clarify the issue.
They were definite that no living areas
of land held by lessees should be ac~
quired for soldier settlement. However,
they made it clear 'that, in their opinion,
a gre'at deal 0'£ the land was suitable for
soldier setitlement. I promised to look
into the matter, because I was originaUy
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a soldier settler and also a member of
the land settlement eommittee. Further,
I am keen to see returned soldiers
settled on the land as soon as possible.
When I investigated the position, I found
that the Soldier Settlement Commission
h'ad ·already acquired 16,098 acres of
this land 'for soldier settlement; therefore it must have 'full power to do so.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-It was
land held under agricultural college
leases?
The Hon. D. J. WALTE)RS.-That is
correct. The Commission had aequired
five large ar~as. The land sentlement
committeeoJf the Returned Soldiers
SiaHors and Ai,rm·en's Jimperial League
of Australia wa,s of the opinion that
much of 'the land should be subdivided for soldier settlers.
An
aggregate of approximately 45,000
BClLes o;f land is held under agricultural
college leases, the vast majority of it
being held in the province I represent
and in the North-Western Province,
represented by the Minister of Public
Wo·rMs. A great deal of the land is on
Pental Island, which is an island in the
Murray, and much of it is good larid.
By tabulating the leases held I tried to
ascerrain the land that would be suitable for soldier settlement, and I took
a living area as representing 300 acres.
I found that there are 96 blocks of under
300 a'cres held under lease; 44 leases of
between 300 and 600 acres; 8 lessees
holding blocks of 600 to 1,000 acres, and
8 holding leases of more th1an 1,000
acres. Of course, that is not a great
deal of land, but at the same time it is
sufficient for the settlement of a number
of soldier settlers. The land in the
Bendigo area comprises 23,165 acres
held by 76 lessees; in the Mallee 82
acres are held by the lessees; and in
Gippsland and Wonthaggi 7,251 acres
are held by 28 lessees, the majority of
whom have less than 300 acres each. In
the Hamilton district fUteen lessees hold
2,503 acres; in the eastern division 9,023
acres are held by 28 lessees; 'and in the
western area, that is Geelong, Ballarat,
and Ararat, 2,253 acres are held by six
lessees.
I then made inquiries whether the
Soldier Settlement Commission had
power to acquire this land. I was
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assured by the chairman of the' Commission, the Premier, the Minister of Lands,
the Minister of Public Works, and the
Minister of Labour, and also by a lawyer
whom I consulted, that the Commission •
had power and will have power to acquire
the land after this Bill is passed and after
the land is sold. There is no doubt now
that my fears were not justified. When
i interviewed the land settlement committee of the Returned Sailors Soldiers
and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia on the last occasion, a doubt was
expressed that if the land was sold at
too low a price and then had to be
acquired for soldier settlement the
settlers would suffer an injustice. However, I have sufficient faith in the Minister of Lands and the officers of the Lands
Department to know that the land will
be sold at approximately its market
value.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBRooK.-There is
only one way to receive the market value
and that is to sell the land by auction.
Thousands of acres should have been
taken up years ago. The only way to
push the Soldier Settlement Commission
is ,to pass an Aet 'Of Parliament providing that the land shall be made available
fDr soldier settlement.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Although
Mr. Ludbrook has made that statement
he must admit that the Commission has
the power. He is contendirig that the
Soldier 'Settlement Commission will
not acquire the land. I am glad of the
interjection.
The Soldier Set1:lement
Commission does not want to acquire
some of the land.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK.-All of it is
not suitable for settlement.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-The land
in Pental Island is good land and it is held
in big areas, but it is suitable for settlement only if it can be irrigated. That
can be done only by pumping from the
River Murray, because at present the
irrigation channels would not command
the land. If the Soldier Settlement Commission desired to acquire the Pental
Island for settlement, it would have to
obtain water rights from the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
Knowing the situation regarding water
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in the Torrumbarry area, I am convinced that it is not possible to get another acre foot of water. I am doubtful, even if the Soldier Settlement Commission decided to subdivide the area for
soldier settlement, whether the irrigators
as a whole would be happy in having
their valuable water used to irrigate that
land.
I am sa tisfied tha t the Soldier
Settlement Commission genuinely desires to settle soldiers on the land.
If there has been any hold up in
effecHng settlements-which I doubt-it
is the duty of the returned soldiers'
League to press the matter forcibly on
behalf of the soldiers who have qualification certificates. 'I am satisfied that
the Bill will fulfil a need by permitting
lessees to be given security of tenure of
their blocks. It will not in any way harm
the interests of soldier settlers. Therefore, I support the Bill.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province}.-Mr. Walters is to be commended for his thorough research into
the matters about which he had some
doubt. I am not satisfied that the Bill is
a good one, and other members who have
spoken on it have expressed doubt regarding the desirability of some of its
provisions. I do not in any way reflect
on the good intentions of the Government in bringing the measure forward,
because I agree that the Bill has advantages. Neither do I cast any reflection
on officers of the Lands Department,
WhD have a high sense 'Of responsibility
regarding land under their control. In all
cases, they endeavour to do what they
consider to be best in the interests of the
State.
In the first place, it appears to me that
certain features of the Bill are too wide.
I cannot believe that members of the
Labour party approve of sweeping alienations of Crown land. Frequently, Bills
are submitted to the House to provide
for the alienation, or a change in the use
of small areas of Crown land. In this
case, s'Ome 200 leaseholds are t'O be
alienated fr'Om the CrDwn and the land
converted to private ownership.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Do you
not believe in private ownership?
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The Hon. C. E. lSAAC.-I consider that
Crown land shoU'ld not be alienated
unless more attentiDn is given to the
merits of each particular :block. It is
not a matter of private ownership as
against Crown ownership; each case
should be decided on its merits. In my
opinion, the proposed change of ownership is too private--I will not s,ay secret.
In other cases, the sale of Crown lands
is widely advertised. The individuals
who may wish to acquire the Crown lands
are informed by advertisement of the
fact that it is intended to hold sa'les, and
if the land is desirable, there is often
keen competition for H.
[n this instance, no 'One except the
present lessee and the Lands Department
williknow about the transaction. I do not
suggest that anything underhand is taking place, but when Crown land is to be
alienated, the public should be infoTmed.
I hav'e consulted senior officers of the
Lands Department, the Soldier Settlement Commission, 1he Forests Commission, the ,State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and the Soil C'OnserV'a tion
Board. I am satisfied that the Lands
Department is very careful to consult
,other Departments if it thinks those
Departments have an interest in the
alienation of any land. Seri'Ous consideration should be giV'en to any proposal
for alienating Crown land. If that is
not done, it will not be long bef.ore
the Crown will be seeking to buy back
some of the land embraced in these 200
leases.
Miy third point is that members have
not been sufficiently informed regaroing
the wide SCDpe of the proposed alienations. Before he made his secondreading speech, Mr. Cameron asked fDr
an adjournment of the debate so
tha t the Bill might be considered
adequa tely, and he also requested the
Minister to supply a schedule containing the names of present lessees and
the date on which they took up their
blocks, but it appears that that information is hard t'O get. Recently, I spent
two hours in the Lands Department
endeavouring to obtain information regarding the various leases. I ascertained
that there was nD up-to-date list in that
Department of the areas in question.
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"If 'One desires tD ascertain particulars

'of the leases, it is necessary to go to
various branches of the Lands Department and that involves a lengthy inquiry.
1 repeat that members ought to be given
the informa Hon requested by Mr.
Cameron.
There are individual defects, as well
as the more sweeping faults in this Bill.
Mr. Walters has already dealt with 'One
point. There are SDme grounds for considering tha t the claims of returned
soldiers have been overlooked. I have
been impressed by the investigations of
"Mr. Walters, and I have discussed the
matter with the Soldier Settlement Commission which has already acquired additional areas. 'I'he land settlement committ,ee of the returned soldiers' association maintains that ex-servicemen should
"have a right to Ibid for some of the
leases, even if the Commission does not
(}esire to acquire the land.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-Is there any
reason why the land should not be advertised for sale?
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-I can see no
:reason why it should not be advertised.
I contend ,that no Orown land should
be alienated unless the fact that it is to
be disposed of is widely publicized.
Another fault appears to be that the best
utilization of the land has not been considered. Some years ago, the Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act was
passed; it provides for steps to be taken
to check soil erosion. The provisions
'Of the Act relating to soil conservation
are not fully appreciated Iby all members.
In my opinion when the Bill was being
debated, insufficient attention was given
to that section relating t'O the utilization
'Of land. The stage has been reached
when an effort should be m'ade to determine the best use to which our lands
{!ould be put. If land is more suitable
for farming, it should be used for farming. If it could best be used for grazing, or
for timber production, it should be used
for those purposes. The land utilization
provisions of that Act are most important. The Act also provides .f.or the
appointment of a land utilization advisory council, consisting of the personnel
specified in the legislation. The advisory
Session 1950.-[70]
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council advises the Soil Conservation
Authority on ~he best use of the land.
Sub-section (1) of section 23 readsThe Authority after consultation with the
Land Utilization Advisory Council shall
determine(a) the most suitable use in the public
interest of 'all lands in catchment
areas.
It might be contended that all land

would be in a catchment area(b)

(c)

which of such lands should be permanently used for forest purposes
and which may (without deterioration of or detrimental effect to
water supply catchment) be used
for pasture, agdculture or any
other purpose; and
t,he conditions under whi.ch various
forms of land use may be permitted.

In VictQria par.Ucularly, every effort
should 'be made t'O ensure the Ibest
possible use 'Of all Jand. Land wrongJy
used will deteriorate. r propose to move
in Commit'tee that no such recommendation as is proP'Osed in the Bill shall Ibe
made in respect of the disposal' of
alienated land, unless the Board of Land
and Works first confers with the Soil
Conservation Authority as to the most
suitable utilization of that land. I consider that is a necessary and desirable
provision.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I :was
severely criticized when I a!ttempted to
take similar action in connection with
legislation relating to the North-West
Mallee.
The Hon. C. E. nsAlAC.-The action of
Mr. Byrnes was mOTe statesmanlike than
that contemplated !by the Government in
this" instance. No adequate safeguard
is provided against undesirable aggregation of holdings. The Bill will not prevent a lessee from selling to a large land
owner immedia'tellY he secures the title to
the land. A time limit should 'be imposed
during which the land could not be sold
by the lessee. In my opinion, the Bill fails
to protect fully the State in regard to
the purchase price of the land. There is
a suggesN'On that land ,should be sold to
present lessees at a 101W rate because
they have been in occupancy for many
years. That claim should be fully considered but the interests of the State
should be safeguarded.
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The Hon. cPo T. IBYRNEs.-That should
apply to improvements owned by the

lessee, but not to the land.
The Hon. C. E. ]SAAC.---':The value of
i.mpr,ovements made by !the lessee should
be credited to him. All the points I
have made have been referred to in
one way or another-except, perhaps,
proper utilization of land---Jby the unofficial Leader, Mr. Cameron, Mr.
Slat.er, and Mr. Walters.
There are
points in favour of the Bill but it
should be amended in Committee. I
hope the Minister of Labour will accept
the proposed a'menidmentJs and ,thus make
the meaSUTe better than it is now. I
omi tied to mention one point.
In
accordance with hum'an ,nature, an Oowner
will look after land better than will a
person who leases it. Perhaps that is the
strongest argument in favour of the sale
of land to the present lessees. I understand that much of the land has been
grossly misused in the past.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-What remedy
woU'ld you -suggest?
The Hon. C. E. ]SAAC.--II suggest !that
the leases should be terminated. I hope
the Minister of Labour will accept the
amendments which I propose to submit.
The HOD. WILLIA~I MacAULAY
(Gippsland Province}.-Three parties
are concerned in this measure---{the
Sta te, the Soldier Settlemenit Commission, 'and the .present lessees. I believe
the BiU safeguards the intereSits of all
those ,parties. The Minister of DabOUT
sta1ed that, m'any yeClJI'S ago, this land
was reseIWed fOor cert'ain purposes but
the State no longer requires it fOor those
Therefore, the State is' a't
purpo;ses.
liJberty toO alienate it Drom Cr·own lands.
That is whalt is proposed by the Bill. The
Soldier Settlement CommisS'ion wiN be
adequately safeguaI'ded, as Mr. Walters
has pointed out. I presume that, under
this measure, any soldier would have the
righit of pur:cnase, if he so desired.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON.---Soldiers
would not know an)11t1hdng about the
p()ls1.1tion.
The Bion. wrr.A..IA:M MAcAUlLAY.-In
any district where land was being
offered for sale, I should think that
soldiers would soon become 'aware of the
fa'ct that the land was being made avaidable fur settlement.
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The Hon. E. P. CAMERoN.-Under the

Bill, the land will be sold to the·
lessees.
The Hon. W1Ll..iAJM MAcAULAY.-Despi te the measure, I ,presume theSo'ld:ier settlementt Act will continue to
operate and any soldier settler wiN havethe riglht of purcha'se. Therefore, bis
claims would be adequately safeguarded.
I.claim that the lessees-the third party·
affected 'by this measure-have a
definite right dn !this matter. Not only
have severa:! lessees held the land for
many years but, in some cases, the second
genenation is in occupancy.
Some
holders have improved rthe properties
out of all recognition, as compared with.
the original state. Many have built
homes on the land. May be, Mr. Isaac's
remarks would apply where land is.
owned in large grazing areas but would
not apply where there are particular
settlers living on an area.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAc.-Each case
should be treated on its merits.
The Hon. WILLIAM MACAULAY.That is so. My plea is more particularly
for the smaller lease holders whose
homes have been built up over many
years and who have a definite claim. If,
as has been suggested, the lands were
submitted for public auction, they would
bring an exceedingly high price. I have
in mind land in the Wonthaggi area,
which is excellent dairying and grazing
country. I inquire whether it would be
fair for a person who has built up his
home from practically nothing and who
has improved the property beyond recognition to be compelled to buy it back on
the open market at the prevailing high.
prices. As Mr. Isaac has stated, each
case should be carefully considered on
its merits. Certainly, the whole of the
land should not be submitted for pubHC'
auction. I contend that the Bill provides for the rights Oof all parties concerned and should be passed in its
present form. Mr. Isaac's comments
about land utilization are practical if,
perhaps, a little idealistic. I doubt
whether the stage has been reached when
Victorians can say that certain lands
should be used for specific purposes.
The Hon. C. E. IsAAC.-'1 claim that
the stage has been reached when that
should be done.
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The Hon. WILLIAM MACAULAY.Tha t may be so on very brQad lines,
but nQt .on strict lines. As populatiQn
increases, that ideal may possibly be
achieved, but I do not think the time
is yet ripe to make such a determination.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister .of
Public Works).-I have keen 'personal
knowledge of the conditiQns relating
to this measure. 3: knQw .of the struggles
by people .on agri'cultural college leases
tQ secure SQme tenure in theIr land.
Almost when [ first became a member
of Parliament, in cQnjunction with other
parliamentary representatives of my
district, I took up the cudgels on their
behalf. Their tenure .of the land was the
weakest of any in Australia. At that time
there was a mQve tQ abQlish the CQuncil of Agricultural Education, in which
the management of the land had been
vested. PrQ'ceeds frQm the rental of
blQcks were used tQ maintain certain
agricultural colleges. An Act .of Parliament abQlished that situatiQn. In
effect, the land reverted tQ the Crown,
but the system of leases cQntinued. A
species .of improved lease-and a very
weak lease at that-operated for a
maximum periQd of 30 years.
It
eQuId be appraised, and the individual
land holders WQuld be called UPQn to
pay a certain rental. At the end of
the 30 year period, all the improvements, with the exception .of the house,
reverted tQ the CQuncil .of Agricultural
EducatiQn. The lessee retained the right
tQ remove the hQuse within a certain
specified time. The rental was quite
satis'factory; it was not excessive. The
cQuncil was very generQUS tQwards its
tenants.
The tenants did not have 'Security of
tenure 'and that retarded the development of many blocks. In the 'Wonthaggi
area, mQst lessees are struggling settlers
whQ wQrk elsewhere and have their
hQmes on the leased land. When I was
a member .of a ·previQus Government,
the leases were extended. SQme blocks
had been imprQved and .on them had
been built excellent homes.
The HQn. PAUL JONES.-Did thQse
people have IQng term leases?
The HQn. P. T. BYRNES.-The limit
was a lease of 30 years, and mQst leases
expire in 1962.
A system was -intro-
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duced to .give the settlers an interest in
their imprQvements and also an extended tenure. They were told that fQr
so IQng as Ithey lived .on the land and
worked it, -they WQuid have a mQral
right tQ receive an extension of the
lease. A deputatiQn interviewed the then
Minister .of Lands requesting that the
leases shQuld 'be converted to freehQld
tenure. They were 'prQmised that .the
m'atter WQuid be investigated, and that
was dQne during the regime of the previQUS GQvernment. The QutcQme of the
investigation is this Bill. This issue has
been discussed by Lands Department
officers fQr three or four years. They
agree that the provisions of the Bill
represent the best way .of settling the
matter.
Reference has been made tQ valuable
areas that have been leased. When one
IQQksa t a plan .of Pental Island, one
sees blQcks 'Of 1,200 acres. One would
na turally think that the men on those
areas have too much land.
However
.
'
In many instances, half .of the property
is windswept ·and it is not worth more
than lOs. an acre.
Areas nearer the
river may be worth £25 or £30 an acre
on a leasehold basis. As freehold land
they would :be worth considerably more.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What
would be the value of those blocks if
they were compulsQrily acquired?
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-The usuaJ
procedure would be followed and the
land would be acquired at its true value.
I emphasize that the Bill will rectify an
injustice that has been done to these
lessees, of whom there are about 198.
The leased land consists of gradations
from poor blocks to valuable areas. The
Bill will empower the Lands Department to say to a lessee, "You will be
given as much land as will permit you
to make a liv.ing. If that is not· accept..
able, you will not receive a freehold
title." The Department will nQt be CQmpelled to bring all this land under freehold tenure and the position has been
safeguarded in every possible way.
I
feel certain that these blocks will nQt
be permitted to fall into the hands of
specula tors.
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In the past, station owners on the
other side of the River Murray used
leased area,s as reserves for cattle and
sheep. They will not be assisted under the
Bill, which contains the safeguard that
these lands must not be used to build up
aggregations. I have valued these areas
on different occasions and I know that
much of the land is not fitted for irrigation purposes; it would cost an enormous sum to bring water to those
properties. I have knowledge of almost
every acre of the country in question.

(Amendment) Bill.

portion of such land is essential to
farming operation of the lesseethe Governor in Council, notwithstanding
anything in the Land Acts but subject
to this paragraph, may, on the recommendation of the Board, dispose of such
land or portion to the lessee either by
purchase lease at a rental determined by
the Board or by grant in fee simple at
a price determined by the Board:

The iHon. E. P. CAMERON.-All the
land is not situated 'in the north.

Provided that-·
(i) no such recommendation shall
be made if in the opinion of
the Board the disposal of such
land or porti<>n would result
in an undesirable aggregation
of holdings by the lessee and
his spouse.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-41ost of it
is in the northern parts of the Sta'te.

The Hon. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province) .-J move--

If the ISoldier Settlement Comm'ission
had wanted this land, it could have

acquired ii,t.
Already the Commission
has used 16,000 acres of this leased land
for settlement 'Purposes.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERoN.-The land
should be sold at public auction in order
to safeguard the interests of the State.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That would
mean that a struggling settler in the
Wonthaggi district would not be able to
buy his area.
Land that is sold at
auction to-day is usually bought by
monied persons wi·shing to save on their
income tax assessments. If a returned
soldier desires a block, the Commission will finance him once he is able
to obtain a freehold title. :rt will not
advance money for single-unit farms
under the present condit'ions. I support
the Bill as i-t will do What is right and
proper in the interests of the settlers.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, providing, inter aZiaAt the end of section five of the principal
Act as amended by any Act there shall be
inserted the following paragraph:"(d) Notwithstand~ng anything in the
last preceding paragraph where any land
is subject to a demise referred to in
that paragraph and in the opinion of the
Board of Land and Workssuch land constitutes or forms an
essential part of the farm of the
lessee; or

That in proposed· paragraph (d) of section 5 of the princ~pal Ad, after the words
.. Provided that" the following sub-paragraph be inserted:( ) No such recommendation shall be
made in respect of any land which
in the opinion of the Soldier Settlement Commission is suitable for
soldier settlement.

1 move this amendment in order to test
the Committee on the question. I think
it is only fair to the land settlement
committee of the returned soldiers'
league to have the question put toO the
test. The recommendation referred to
is the recommendation to sell to the
present lessee.
The
Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister of Labour).-I have gone
thoroughly into this matter with the
Soldier Settlement COm\mission and am
informed that it is well covered in section
22 .of the Soldier Settlement Act, which
gives power to the Commission to acquire
any land that is suitable for soldier
settlement. It is not necessary to place
in this Bill something whidh is already
in an Act.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province}.-As I have already pointed
out, the section referred to by the Minister of Labour relates to acquisition of
land by the Soldier Settlement Commission, but it does not cover the individual
settler. There may be areas suitable
for soldier settlement which a settler
might like to acquire by direct purchase,
without the intervention of the Commission.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-The amendment moved by
Mr. Isaac is one which the land settlement committee of the returned soldiers'
league is pressing very hard. I had
an interview with the country vicepresident of the league who is chairman
of the land settlement committee in
this matter. He is of opinion that
the Soldier Settlement Act is quite
sufficient, but one or two ,members of the
committee stated that even if that was
fairly certain they still wanted to make
doubly certain. I told them that in
those circumstances I would have nothing
to do with it. The amendment proposes
to give a direction to the Minister, and
it would override his authority. I tried
to make it clear in my second-reading
speech that a high authority has stated
that the Soldier Settlement Commission
has power to a'cquire any !:and for soldier
settlement. The soldier settlement committee can use these words of mine, if
it wishes to do so, to force the Soldier
Settlement Commission to secure any
particular land. Mr. Isaac has now
brought another matter forward which
is covered in sub-section (1) of section
87 of the Soldier Settlement Act. It
readsAny sale of farming land, the net annual
value of which (as shown in the municipal
rate book) exceeds seventy-five pounds, to
a person other than a discha·rged soldier
shall, unless the Minister after consultation
with the Commission consents to the sale,
be void and of no effect.

That covers the single-unit farm a
settler might like to secure. The Minister
has the right of refusal, and I have no
dOUJbt that he will use his authority
under the Agricultural Colleges Act
because he must refuse if the sale would
lead to the aggregation of land by the
purchaser or his spouse. I yield to no
one in my desire to promote the settlement of returned soldiers 'On the land,
and I would readily support the amendment if I thought it was necessary. I
have given much thought to it and,
having consulted authorities, have come
to the conclusion that if the Soldier
Settlement Commission wanted land it
could take it. The amendment would not
be legal because it would override the
Minister.
The amendment was negafived.
SES.

1950.-[71]
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~he HOD. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province) .-1 move--

That in proposed paragraph (d) of section
5 of the principal Act, after the words" Provided that" the following sub-paragraph be
Inserted( ) No such recommendation shall be
made in respect of any land unless
the Board first confers with the
Soil Conservation Authority as to
the most suitable utilization of such
land.

In my opinion no Crown land should
be alienated until the Authority which
was set up under the Soil Conservation
and Land Utilization Act advises on the
best use of it. I have a'lready dealt with
that subject in my second-reading speech.
It is highly desirable that the amendment should be made in any Bill dealing
with the alienation of Crown lands.
The
HOD.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister of Labour).~It is the desire
of the Governm'ent that the Bill should
be passed in the form in which it has
been submitted to the House. I regret
that I cannot accept the amendment.
The ,amendment was negatived.
The HOD. C. E. ISAAC (South-Easter!)
Province).-I moveThat in proposed par,agraph (d) of section
5 of the principal Act, after the words" Provided that" the following sub-paragraph be
inserted( ) Every grant in fee simple under this
paragraph shall be subject to the
condition that no contract for the
resale of the land shall be entered
into for a period of seven years.

I propose to press this amendment.
There is no adequate provision to prevent
a lessee who has purchased his land from
immediately selling it as soon as he receives the title. He might sell to a large
land owner and bring about what the Bin
purports to prevent-the aggregation of
holdings. I think most members agree
that there should be a proviso that the
land cannot be resold for a period of
years.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
province).-In my second-reading speech
I indicated the possibility of the course
suggested in the amendment being taken.
I understood that certain safeguards
would be considered by the Lands Department to prevent undue specul~tion
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in these allotments. We recognize that
restrictions will have to be imposed.
With present-day artificial prices for real
estate, and with public competition, this
policy will militate against the interests
of the settlers concerned and the State.
The settlers who have a just claim to
have their leasehO'lds converted into freeholds are to receive a valuable consideration from the State. In ordinary circumstances I would be inclined to support the amendment, but on receiving an·
assurance from the Minister of Labour
that the Lands Department will allow
the sale of an agricU'ltural college lease
blO'ck only under certain conditions and
regulations which will prevent speculation at the expense of the State, I am
'willing to accept the clause as drafted.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON (East
Yarra Province).-To-night we have
heard much talk from the Minister of
Public Works about consistency, but his
Government is consistent -in one thing
only-its inflexibility on the rule of
accepting no suggestions whatever from
those who have not the numbers. Mr.
Walters contended that it was necessary
for a settler to have 300 acres for a
living area, whereas the Minister of
Public Works, speaking from his experience of the Mallee, had a different idea.
During the deb a te on this measure .in
another place a Government supporter
saidSons of the old digger settlers on the
Caldermeade estate are more or less
wandering aimlessly around the district
looking for properties on which to settle.
A few have gone on to properties on a share
basis. IOthers have rented lands where
they can get them.
The agricultural
college country on the side of the South
Gippsland Highway opposite to the old
settlement would be an ideal area on which
to settle many young returned soldiers of
the district.
The success of the Caldermeade soldier
settlement estate is well known and I feel
that if these larger areas of the agricultural
college land were made available they would
be just as suitable for settlement as the old
estate on the opposite side of the road. I
also point out that in the Caldermeade area
there is what is known as the" Milk to Melbourne" area. That is a valuable asset to
anyone requiring dairying property.

Much has been said about the areas that
are not so valuable, hut at no time has
it been suggested that only the Soldier

(Amendment) Bill.

Settlement Commission desires a chance
of acquiring this land. There are many
ex-servicemen who do not want assistance from the Soldier Settlement CommISSIOn. We have been told that every
block offered will, under the present Act,
be available to a returned soldier. Unless
Mr. Isaac's amendment is included in
the clause ex-servicemen wiH have no
chance of getting this land. It had been
my intention to submit an amendment
to provide that the land must be offered
under auction terms.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC.-It is still possible for you to submit an amendment on
these lines.
The Hon. E. P. CAMERON.-The
amendment goes part of the way towards
providing the safeguards I desire, t'O prevent the Government from giving the
lessees presents which can be immediately
turned into money. It is all being done
a t the expense O'f the taxpayers of the
State, on behalf of a little more than
100 people. At no time has the Minister
of Labour told the Committee how many
lessees, or their predecessors, have
occupied their blocks for a generation or
two, or how many bought only last
year. He has also forgotten to remind
us of the fact that the lessees will be
paid for improvements effected, and that
they entered into a contract 30 years
ago when they knew that they would
not get a title but would hold the land
on lease. I support the amendment.
ffhe Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-I welcome Mr. Cameron's
reference to the Caldermeade district,
because I desire to inform the Committee
that there are 7,251 acres of agricultural
college lease bloc~s in that area. There
are 23 ,settlers who have less than 300
acres, the majority being on blocks of
150 acres, and in the district there are
only two men who have been specifically
mentioned-Mr. Grieves and Mr. Sassella
who hold large areas. Mr. Grieves has
1,520 acres and Mr. Sassella 1,886 acres.
I have no doubt that those areas will
not be sold to the gentlemen named.
Taking out the two large areas referred
to, the other leases in the district range
from 75 acres to 132 acres, which are
only living areas.

Adio~rnment.

The Hon. E. P. CAMERON.-I want the
living areas to be sold by auction,. too.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province).~I think Mr. Walter~ has
missed the point of the amendment
which would deal with cases such as
those of Messrs. Sassella and Grieves.
Those settlers own many leases in the
Caldermeade district which aggregate
a considerable area. Under the Bill they
will not be able to buy the land that they
hold at present on lease, but if the areas
are bought by other people they can be
irmnediately resold ,to the big liand
holders already mentioned.
The Committee divided on Mr. Isaac's
amendment (the Hon. R. C. Rankin in
the chair)Ayes
8
12
Noes
Majority against the
amendment

4

AYES.

Sir Frank Beaurepaire Mr. McDonald.
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Tellers:
Mr. Isaac
Mr. Gartside
Sir. James Kennedy Mr. Warner.
Beckett
Byrnes
Coleman
Gal,bally

Harvey

Mr. MacAulay
Mr. Swinburne
Mr. Walters.
Tellers:

Inchbold
Jones

LI~G ISLArrIVE ASSE~fBL Y.

Wednesday, November 1, 1950.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 2.26 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
DEPAR'DlVUENT OF HEALTH.
MENTAL HYGIENE BRANCH: REPORTS OF
DIRECTOR.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew) asked the Minister
of HeaIithIf he will lay on the table of the Library
the file conta-ining all the reports made by
the Director of Mental Hygiene within the
last twelve months with rega,rd to the
administration of the Mental Hygiene
Branch, and in relation to any proposed
Bills with regard to such Branch?

For Mr. FULTON (Minister of
Health), Mr. Lind (!Minister of Landls).The answer supplied to me by the Minister of Health isAssuming that the honol"able member
desires that there be laid on the ta,ble of
the Library all repor,t,s made by the
Director of Mental Hygiene wUhin the past
twelve months with re~rd to the Mental
Hy,giene Branch and any proposed Bills in
regard thereto, the answer is, "Yes."

MENTAL HOME AT WARRNAMBOOL.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Mr. Lienhop
Mr. Kennelly.

The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
j ts remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-1 move-That the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Wednesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.43 p.m.
until Wednesday , November 8.

Mr. l\'IACK (Warrnambool)
the Minister of Heal,th-

asked

1. What buildings have to be er,ected to
complete the mental home at WarrnambooJ?
2. When it is proposed to commence such
buildings?
3. When it is expected that such buildings
will be completed?
4. 'When it is expected that the mental
home at Warrnambool will revert to the
purpose for which it was originally intended?

For Mr. FULTON (Minister of
Hecclth), Mr. Lind (Minister of Lands).
-11heans'Wers suppllied to ,me by the
Minister of Health are-1. The original proposal ,concerning the
Warrnambool Mental Hospital was for the
oonstruction of an institution of 300 beds.
Wards to house 120 patients have been built.
Before these wards can be used, i.t is necessary that the erection of a nurses' hostel and
a staff messroom and kitchen, and renovations to existing buildings in the grounds
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Railway Department.

will have to be carried out.
Plans and
specifications for the additional structures
have been prepared -by the Public Works
Department, and a private firm has been
engaged to compile the quantity schedule
preparatory to inviting tenders.
2. It is expected that tenders for the
erection of the additional structures will be
called by the end of the year. The work
will be expedited with a view to completion
at the earliest possible date.
3. The reversion of the mental home to
the purpose for which it was ociginally intended will depend on several factors in·
cluding t'he completion of the abovementioned works and the provision of
alternative accommodation for the homeless
families which are now accommodated
there. I have requested the Housing Commission to complete the evacuation of .the
temporary tenants at a time which will
coincide with the completion of the abovementioned works, and it is antidp'ated that
the wat'ds will be ready for use by patients
early in 1952.
4. I have given instructions that planndng
be commenced for two receiving wards of
35 beds ea'ch, bringing the total accommodation up to 190, but I have no idea at this
stage how soon such work can be completed.

RA'FLWtAY DEPARTMENT.
ACQUISITION OF LAND AT COBURG.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg)
Minister of Transpor.t-

asked the

1. W,hether the Vi,ctorian Railways Commissioners have acquired any properties in
the City ot Coburg on which to erect pre-,cut
housesi' if so, how many allotments have
been a( 'q uired ?
2. W,liether, in the case of properties resumed for the above purpose, the courts
are debarred from awarding the dispossessed
owners more than the properties would have
realized if they had been offered for sale
on the 10th of February, 1942?
3. Whether the GoverI1Jffient has received
from senior Departmental officers a report
on certain aspects of the purchase of land
on which to erect pre-cut houses; if so,
whether he will make a statement in the
House on the subject-matter of the repoct?

Mr. HYLAND, (Minister O'f Transport).
I think the answer waH be, "No," that
the Railways Commissioners have not
purchased any l'and in the City of
Coburg.
However, as the honorable
member appears to be so defin:ite another
check is being made; therefo~ I should
HIke him to repeat his question next
Wednesday.

Ra~lw(l,y

.Strike.

EGG AND EGG PULP MARKETING
BOARD.
PUBLICATION OF JOURNAL: COST: ENGAGEMENT OF EDITOR.

Mr. REID (Box Hill)
Minister of Agriculture--

asked

the

1. Whether the decision of the Egg and
Egg Pulp Marketing Board to resume the
publication of the Board's journal, The
Egg Producer, has been refer,red to him;
if so, whether he approves the Board's
decision?
2. What was the cost of printing, publishing, and distributing the issue of The Egg
Producer, dated the 14th of October, 1950,
and what amount has been received from
advertisers or from other sources of revenue
in respect of this issue?
3. If he will lay on the table of the Library
all departmental files with regard to the
Board's decision to reintroduce the journal,
particularly ,any correspondence in support
of the Board's claim that there has been
"a persistent and sustained demand from
all sections of the industry for the reintroduction of the Board journal?"
4. What officer of the Board or other
person is charged with the responsibility
of editing and compiHng the journal and on
what basis he is remunerated?

Mr. MOS8 (Minister of Agriculture).
-The answers are-1 No.

2. The cost of printing, publishing, and
distributing the issue of The Egg Producer
dated the 14th of October, 1950, was £162 5s.
and the revenue obtained from advertising
was £26 16s.
3. There is no departmental file relatmg
to the Board's decision to reintroduce the
journal.
4. Mr. A. G. Crooke has been engaged
by the Board to edit the journal on a parttime basis at a remuneration of £5 5s. per
week.

RAILWAY STRIKE.
JUDGMENT OJ!' CONCILIATION COMMISSIONER: DRAFT AGREEMENT: PRODUCTION OF FILE.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).By leave, I desire to ask the Minister of
Transport whether he is prepared to
make a statement to the House on the
railway stri'ke, in fulfilment of the
promise he made to the Leader of the
Opposition yesterday. It is reported
in the Herald this evening that Mr. Conciliation Commissioner Hall has given
his decision, and I wish to know whether

Rai.lwqy
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the Minister can now make a statement
to the House without prejudicing the
case.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
-Honorable members may have noticed
in the Herald toni~ht a report that Mr.
Con cilia tion Commissioner Hall has refused to ratify the draft agreement.
I have not the slightest intention of
commenting on that report until I can ascertain the terms of the judgment. There
may be some tags attached to it, as it
has been hard to follow Mr. Conciliation
Commissioner Hall at any time during
the present strike. It would !be foolish
on my part to attempt to say anything
until such time as the terms of the judgment are known to the Government. We
have been expecting word from Sydney
from the Crown Solicitor who was
present at the prCJceedings on behalf of
the Railways Commissioners. Apparently
he has not been able to get into telephonic
communication with me up to the present.
As soon as I have received his report
I shall make a statement to the House.
Yesterday the Leader of the Opposition asked if I would lay on the table
of the Library a copy of a draft agreement that has been so freely mentioned
in the newspapers as having been
approved by the Government. No such
agreement has bpen approved by the
Government.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.--Was there an
agre'ement approved by the Railways
Commissioners?
Mr. HYLAND.-When the railway
trouble started the secretary of the
Railway Department, Mr. Norman Quail,
in the presence of the ohairman of the
Railways Commissioners and the Railways Industrial Officer communicated by
telephone with union officials and told
them what had already appeared in the
press-that the Railways Commissiuners
would be happy to have the agreement
ratified. That telephone message was
acted upon by Mr. Conciliation Commissioner Hall. One morning newspapet
reported that the agreement had been
a'pproved by the Government. There
is no agreement in writing. The only
agreement that would have been submitted in Sydney would have been one
prepared in Sydney by the Crown Solicitor, Mr. Frank Menzies, and by Mr.

Strike.
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O'Donohue, representing the Railway
Department. No doubt they prepared
something for presentation to the Commissioner, but there was no agreement
prepared in Victoria. When the Government's representatives return to Melbourne, the agreement will be laid on
the table of the Library if any member
wishes that course to be adopted.
As I said yesterday, the Governmen t
desires the co-operation of all memhers
and the community to have the strike
clea,red up as soon as possible. Im'mediately I receive some definite message
.from the Crown Solicitor I shall make a
statement to the House. It would be
foolish for any Minister to make a sta tement on the strike until he had exact
knowledge of what happened in Sydney.
McPHlERSON'S LTD. PENSIONS
FUND BILL.
EXPENSES OF MEMBERS OF SELECT
COMMITTEE.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-By leave, I move-That each member of the Select Committee appointed on the 8th of August,
1950, to ~nquire into and report upon the
proposals contained in the McPherson's
Limited Pensions Fund Bill shall be entitled
to receive by way of reimbursement of his
expenses in relation to his attendance in
the discharge of his duties as a member
of the said committee an attendance fee in
accordance with the .provisions of section 2
of the Private Bill Committees Act 1947.

By an oversight a similar motion was
not submitted during the life of the prev-ious Parliament for the reimbursement
of members of the Select Committee,
and it is necessary f.or a specific motion
to be agreed to.
The motion was agreed to.
ADMINISTRATION AND PROBATE
DUTIES BILL.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-(1) That
in the case of any estate
(whether real or personal or both) of any
deceased person with respect to which a
statement has pursuant to section 152 of
the AdministraHon and Probate Act 1928
been filed on .or after the 23rd day of
October, 1930, in addition to the duty payable thereon pursuant to Part VI. of the
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said Act and Part 1. or Part II. (ras the
case may be) of the Tenth Schedule to the
said Act and rpursuant to the AdministratiDn and PrDbate Duties Act 1929, there
shall during the periDd cDmmencing Dn the
1st day of January, 1951, and ending Dn the
31st day of December, 1951, the paid
additional duty of 'an amount equal to 10
per centum of the total amDunt of the duty
Dtherwise chargeable; and
(2) That in the ca'se Df any settlement of
property (whether real or personal or both)
to be registered pursuant to section 177 of
the AdministratiDn and Probate Act 1928
Dn Dr after the 23rd day of October, 1930,
in additiDn to' the duty payable thereDn
pursuant to' Part rII. of the Tenth Schedule
to the said Act and pursuant to the AdmintratiDn and Probate Duties Act 1929, there
shall during the period commencing Dn the
1st day of January, 1951,and ending Dn
the 31st day of December, 1951, ,be paid
additional duty of an amount equal to 10
per centum of the tDtal amDunt Df the duty
Dtherwise chargeable.
The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House
and adopted.
Leave was given to Mr. McDonald
(Premier and Treasurer) and Mr. Dodgshun (Chief Secretary), to bring in a
Bill to carry out the resolution.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) brought in -a Bill "to cont,inue
the operation of Part In. of the Finance
Act, 1930," and moved that it be read
a first time.
The 'motion was agreed to and the Bill
was read a first time.
LAND TAX BILL.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I move-That subject to the Land Tax Acts there
shall in the case Df each owner Df land be
charged levied cDllected and paid for the
use of His Majesty in aid of the CDnsolidated Revenue for the year ending on the
thirty-first day of December One thousand
nine hundred and fiftY-Dne a duty of land
tax upon land of one half-penny for every
pDund Df the unimprDved value thereof as
assessed under the said Acts:
PrDvided that the minimum amDunt of tax
payable for the said year by any taxpayer
assessed under the Land Tax Acts shall be
Two shillings and sixpence.
The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House and
adopted.

Bill.

Leave was given to Mr. McDonald
(Premier and Treasurer) and Mr. Dodgshun (Chief Secretary) to bring in a Bill
to carry out the resolution.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) 'brDught in a Bill "'100 declare rthe
rate of land tax for the year ending the
31st of December, 195:1," and mov;ed that
it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to and the BiN
was read a first time.
MENTAL HYGIENE AUTHORITY
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of Mr. Fulton
('Minister of Health) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr.
TOWERS
(Collingwood).-In
supporting the Bill, it is not my intention
to traverse ground covered by previous
speakers. I feel sure that all members
support the underlying prindple of this
measure, which is designed to overcome
a problem that has existed for many
years. The first mental institution was
established at Yarra Bend 102 years ago,
and that was followed by another mental
home in Kew, which was opened about
1886. From time to time, there have
been reports of happenings inside those
institutions which did not reflect credit
upon the persons responsible for their
administration. In 1886, a RDya11 Commission was appointed to inquire into the
conduct of our mental institutions, and
it made certain recommendations. Up
to the present time, however, little or
nothing has been done to implement its
recommenda tions.
When the honorab'le member for Carlton was Minister of Health in the Cain
Administration, he had appointed a committee to inquire into the mental hospitals and the report it furnished was
really an astounding document, directing
the attention of the public to the way in
which these institutions were conducted.
I know that some years ago the most important qualification required of an applicant for the position of male attendant
in a mental institution was the fact that
he was an outstanding -League footbalIer.
AH members have read the report of the
committee I have mentioned, but before
its recommendations could be put into
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effect there was a change of Government.
Matters were aUowed to rest until Professor Kennedy made his investigation
and submitted his report.
The reports to which I referred called
for the setting up of an organization to
administer mental institutions. From
time to time, I have received many complaints and requests from associations
interested in the mentally sick.
The
members of those bodies have rendered
yeoman service to sufferers from mental
illness. Some of their representations
have alarmed me, and I have mentioned
them in the House on various occasions.
The problem confronting us may be divided into two parts; that is to say, the
methods under which the institutions
have been conducted in the past, and
what the Bill proposes should be done
to cope with these problems in the
future.
The committee of inquiry that was
appointed while the honorable member
for Carlton was Minister of Health consisted of Dr. W. E. Jones, who some
years ago was in charge of mental
institutions in Victoria; Mr. G. F.
Schellenberger, who represents the union
covering employees in the institutions;
Mr. P. O. Spicer; the Reverend W. H.
Clay; and Father M. J. Killeen. The
committee's report, as I said, is
an astounding document, showing that
hardly one feature of the institutions is
running smoothly. The buildings, the
accommodation, the furnishings, the
food, the staff-in fact everything connected with them-was recommended
for early rectification.
I now turn to Professor Kennedy's
report, which was probably not so drastic
as that of the inquiry committee, but
otherwise was on all fours with it. Public opinion, the disclosures in these
reports, and the efforts of the charitable
organizations which interest themselves
in the welfare of the unfortunate people
in the institutions, forced Governments
to submit proposals to remedy various
evils. I have first-hand knowledge of
some of the institutions. I live in the
vicinity of one or two of them, and as
a lad I have repeatedly seen patients
fall down in fits and lie in the asphalt
yard until they had recovered. I have
also witnessed attendants ill-treating
patients at Yarra Bend.
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I had occasion less than a fortnight
ago to visit the children's cottages at
Kew. A member of the Australian Association of Relatives and Friends of the
Mentally III made a serious complaint
of a revolting nature, and I was invited
to visit the cottages to see what had
happened. The son of the man who complained had been criminally assaulted
by another patient. I was informed by
the authorities there that it was a
common practice. Any honorable member, wh~ther he sits on the Government
or the Opposition side of the House, who
will quarrel about the frills on this Bill
or unnecessarily delay its passage by
arguing whether there should be eight
or six members on the proposed advisory
committee, should not be in this House.
Mr. MUTToN.-The authorities were
very lax in the medical treatment of
that lad.
Mr. TOWERS.-I saw the lad lying
in a coma in a makeshift hospital. I
heard members of the Opposition say
that the Minister had had the Bill prepared for him by officers of the Public
Service, and that he did not know anything about its contents. They contended that it would probably not have
the desired effect, and would have to
be amended after a short period of
trial. I have yet to hear of any Act
of Parliament that has not been
amended at a future date in the light
of experience.
I suggest that this
measure will probably have to be
amended after it has been given a trial,
but at least it can be said that it is a
step in the right direction. Clause 3
deals wi~h the constitution of a mental
hygiene authority to be placed in charge
of the whole of the affairs of the mental
hospitals in Victoria. It providesThe authority shall consist of three members appointed by the Governor in Council
of whom(a) one shall be a legally qualified medical
practitioner being an expert in
psychiatry who shall 'beappointed
as chairman of the authority;
(b) one shall be a legally qualified medical
practitioner being a physician with
eXlperience in psychiatry who shall
be appointed as deputy-chairm'an of
the authority;
(c) one shall be a person with administrative skill and experience.
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There does not seem to be much wrong
with that. When the Bill has been implemented, if it does not work smoothly,
or if the number of qualified members
of the authority is found to be too small,
Parliament can easily make the necessary alterations. Clause 16 provides for
the appointment of an advisory committee of eight persons, constituted as
follows:(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

one shall be a senior medical officer
in the Mental Hygiene Branch;
one shall be a legally qualified medical
practitioner engaged in practice as
a consultant in psychi'atry;
two shall be appointed as representing mental hospital auxiliaries and
simil'ar voluntary orgallJizations
working for the mentally sick;
one shall be appointed as representing the Victorian Branch of the Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's Imperi'al League of Australia;
three shall be appointed as representing respectively the staff of the
Mental Hygiene Branch the University of Melbourne and the
nursing profession.

There are several organizations which
give their services free to the mentally
sick, and they have done yeoman work
over the years. There is the Australian
Association of Relatives and Friends of
the Mentally Ill, for instance. I should
think every member would agree that
no living person would have more interest in the unfortunate patients than
their parents and relatives have. I have
from time to time received valuable
information about these institutions
from one or other of the organizations.
I do not think that exception can be
taken to the apPQintment of an advisQry
committee. It may be said that it will
be unwieldy because it is tOQ large, but
tha t remains to be seen. The Governor
in Council will have authority to remove
any ,one .of i'ts members 'from 'time to
time, as he thinks fit, or to grant an
eXltension of the term of appointment.
The Bill also makes provision [or the
estalbUshmen't of an 'inspection comm'ittee, the members of which may visi,t
mental institutions at any l1lime, /but
mus't 'Visit ea1ch insUtution at least once
in every 'three 'months.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Do you think
tha t is sufficient?
Mr. Towers.

Authority Bill.

Mr. TOWERS.-The members of the
committee may visit the institutions
every day if they desire, but they must
do so once in every three months. That
is a very desirable provision. Members
of the in'Spection committee will be persons who are above reproach and who
have no axe to grind, as it were.
I
understand the members of that committee will be given keys of the institutions tQ which they will have access at
any hour of the day or night. I do not
see eye to eye -with the Government on
the proposal to remove the staff of the
proposed ,Mental Hygiene Authority
from the control of the Public Service
Board, but I am led to believe that by
so doing staff matters will work more
smoothly and efficiently than previously.
In the children''S cottages at Kew,
where there are at present 550 patients
whose ages range from two or three
months ,to 65 years, there is a nominal
staff of 56 nurses.
To-day, however,
the work at the cottages is being performed by 22 nurses and one matron.
Of the 22 nurses, ten are new Australians.
Of necessity, the patients
have to perform much of the work connected with the cottages, for which, I
understand, they receive the magnificent
remuneration of 2s. a month.
The
matron of that institution is, I suppose, one of the most efficient in Australia. She receives the princely sum of
£7 a week.
Certain patients in Ithe cottages
work in indUJstry dUTing the day.
They spend their evening hours and
week-ends in the institution. Those
patients receive more money weekly
than does the matron whQ is in charge
of the cottages. If that is an example
of Public Service Board administration,
it has been "pretty rotten." I believe
the ceiling salary for any office held in
a Victorian mental institution has been
£1,900 a year. That is not a big inducement to secure the best brains in the
Commonwealth, or perhaps from overseas, for a problem o'f such magnitude.
Probably the salaries, conditions, amenities, and hours of work that have operated in Victorian mental institutions
ha ve been largely responsible for the
dea,rth of applicants for positions in
them.
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I trust this Bill will receive a speedy
passage.
In mental institutions there
are approximately 8,000 patients and a
staff of between 700 and 800. Approximately 80,000 friends and relatives of
patients are interested in conditions in
those institutions.
I trust that in the
near future this measure will become
law ,and that ,the lives of those who are
languishing in mental institutions to-day
will be brightened.

Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn). - There
can be no doubt that the ,condition~
under which mental institutions are conducted are not a credit to the people I)f
Victoria or to Parliament itself.
The
honorable member for Collingwood was
on the right lines when he observed that
public opinion could do much to improve
the conditions under which mental
patients are suffering to-day. The duty
of Parliament and those who lead public
thought is to ensure that Victorians
appreciate what is being done for
patien'ts in mental 'institutions. The
function of. the Bill now before the
House is "to make provision with
respect to the constitution and functions
of a Mental Hygiene Authority, and for
other purposes."
During the debate,
the statement has been made that the
passage of this measure will result in a
considerable improvement in the condi tions of the unfortunate inmates of
mental institutions.
I sincerely hope
tha t will be so.

The important task fa'cing Parliament is to ensUire that the proper
au'thorHy is created. . If 'that is
not a,chdeved, 'conditions will not
improve.
Those charged with the
responsibility of caring for mental
patients must be capable of directing the
work of mental hygiene throughout the
State, and they must have access to
adequa te funds to ensure tha t their
plans will be implemented. Other,wise,
the position will remain as it is to-day.
The mere appointment of an authority,
irrespective of the number of its members or their qualifications, is not good
enough. There must be a guarantee that
the members 01 the authority can discharge the. duties which will devolve
upon th~m.
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Although in many respects much
progress has been ,made in social services
and improvem,ents in industrial conditions during recent years, the conditions
that still exist in the mental institutions
indicate that we are a long way behind
the pioneers of this State. In many
cases. buildings which were erected
100 years ago are still being used as
institutions for the care of the mentally
sick. We do not appear to have exercised
any initiative in providing new buildings and acquiring new appliances as aids
in the care of the m'entally afflicted.
I suggest, with respect to Parliament and
the people of the State, that we are
slipping back in regard to mental hygiene
generally; we are not even holding our
own. Our forefathers did a better job
in their day than we are doing at the
present time. I think the reason is that
there is a tendency to push the subject
of mental hygiene into the background
and take the view that it is the other
fellow's business.
If one reads the various reports that
have been made since 1886 on the subject of the treatment of the mentally
ill, one will realize that, irrespective
of how many com'mittees investigate
the subject, nothing worth while will
be achieved unless the recommendations
of those committees are implemented.
A,part from whatever recommendations
were made by men such as Dr. Jones,
or Professor Kennedy, we must have the
wiU to care for the mentally afflicted
under conditions which will provide for
them the best possible treatment to which
they are entitled. In some ways, we
overreach ourselves in certain channels
of social service. The people who really
need the most consideration are the unfortunate inmates of the mental institutions who cannot help themselves.
Frequently, social services are forced on
the community when the people do not
require them and have not asked for
them, but similar service is not given
to the unfortunate lunatics and other
people suffering from various degrees
of mental instability.

I would not even discuss the question
of finance necessary for the upkeep of
mental institutions. I would not care
wha t 'cost was involved in /their
m'c;tintenance so long as the right service
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could be given to this unfortunate section of the community. If by proper
treatment a few persons could be saved
from insan'i'ty, the expenditure incurred
in caring f,Of ,them should not matter.
Those members of the community who
are mentally afflicted should be the first
to whom we should extend the benefits
of social service.
As was stated by the honorable member for Carlton, it appears that future
Governments will be faced with the
problem of providing treatment for an
increasing percentage of the community
who will be suffering from mental conditions. It would appear that, very
la'I'gely, the conditions which produce
mental disorders are the results of our
present way of life. In Victoria, and
indeed throughout the Commonwealth
and the whole world, people are suffering from a great deal of social and
industrial instability. From day to day,
people are worried and harried by all
sorts of conditions which did not exist
in the time of our forefathers. Is it
any wonder, therefore, that in these restless times people who may not be as
well balanced as they might be are
likely to be eventually forced over the
edge of the 'precipice and become mentally
defective. That is a problem which
strikes at the roots of society.
In this year, 1950, people are not
living nmmal lives. They are probably
living at a much greater pace than that
at which nJalture e~ecrted them to live.
For those rea,sons, the provi:sion .of
mental institutlions in which ipeI'lSons
suffering !from ment'al weaknesses
can 'be cared !for ibecom~s more
and more important. That is why
I contended
otha t
the
prQPosed
Authority should !be given power
which will enalble it Ito carry
out the very 'important WOTk it will
be required to undertake.
In: my
opinion, the mentalily iil require the
most modern treatment that it is
possible to give them.

It was stated in this House yesterday,
that eXlperts in the treatment of m'enrtal
cases should be Ibrought from overseas,
and I agree with that Iproposal-if persons of tlhe right- calibre and necessary
experience are not avrahlable in our own
Mr. Tyack.
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community. But what wiN be the use
of bringing overseas experts to this
oountry if the men tal patients are to
be housed in buildings 100 years old?
Probably, many of those building,s became unsaUs'factory shor,tly after they
were erected. Yet, in 1950, the State is
struggling along, endeavouring to house
and care for mental pa Nents in tihese
out-of-date structures.
I consider that the ,proposed Mental
Hygiene Authority should be clothed
with adequate pow,er.s to conduct and
finance its own affair.s.
There are a
number of Government instIrumentalities
which are nOlt tied in any way to other
Departments of the State. At present,
the opera tiOIllS of the Mental Hygiene
Brantch ave, on the one hand, influenced
bycontro'l by the Department of HeaLth,
and on the otther hand, by a limitation
in respect of buHdings, as con't,rolled by
the PubHc Works Department.
I do
not ,think that, under thls Bill, the
authority will be given 'as much responsibility and o;wortuIl!ity as it should
have to undertake its task. If that is
actuaHy the position, it should be rectified.
I should Uke the authority
to be vested with 'almost un lim i ted
oapaoity to erect new buHdings,
to purchase equtpment, and to g~
the best possible staff aViaillable. The
staff should have the ri.ght aptitude for
the work because I do not think that the
desired result will be achieved unless
those who 'will be working in the mental
institution1s have a Vf!!ry keen desire to
do the best job 1ior their unfortunate
fellows.
In com,mon with other memJbers of the
House, I have had some e~erien~ of
the menta:l instlitutions. After I have
visited them, I have come alWay
thoroughly upset at what I have seen. I
ha ve always iel t that I would not llike
to remain in the men tal homes very
long, either as an official or an attendant,
because I would fear for my own rn'entlal
security.
In my OJPinion, the presentt
sitaffs in these institutions aTe inThe people who are enadequate.
de'avouring tio give service to tlhe unfortunarte inmates should be the best
paid persons in the community.
The
fact that a man or a woman is asked to
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work in -a mental institution suggests
that he or she is -at a disadvantage when
compared with other ,persons in
society.
As the staffs have to
carry
the worries
of
the unfortunate patients day after day, week
after week, and month after month,
there wiH 'be a danger that, unless they
are pro.perly housed and paid, they wHl
feel the strain oli their conditions of employ,ment to a greater extent than if
they are treated more generously for
the work they ,perform.
Therefore, I feel that wha tever
authO'Z'Iity is created, it should be permitted to appo-int the best ,possib[e staff
obtainable and to pay them adequately
for their work. There is no hope for
patients in mental institutions if the staffs
are not reasonably happy and contented
in their work. As has been stated by the
honorable member 'f'or Collingwood,
matr:ons of men'tal hospitals receive less
payment than some patients who have
been discharged 'and are now doing
casual work. Tha t is an absurd position
which should be rectified. I do not know
whether this Bill can remedy it.
The problem of the returned soldier
mental patient has not been dealt with to
any extent. For many years the Returned
Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial
League of Australia has always strongly
opposed that type of patient being placed
in a State institution, because it considers that mentally unbalanced, returned
soldiers should be under the control
of the Repatriation Department at
Bundoora.In my op~niona great
deal of improvement is required at
that institution.
Everything adds up
to the fact that i'ts menltal institutions
are by no means a credit to Voictoria.
From my observations as a layman it
seems wrong that 150 or 200 men suffering from various mental disorders should
be herded together. Some of the worst
cases at Bundoora are kept behind barbed
wire but they are within the view of
patients who are supposed to be undergoing curative treatment. If I were at
an institution and had to watch the
patients in a barbed-wire enclosure I
would become as mad as they are. It is
not reasonable that patients should be
herded together under such conditions as
-obtain at Bundoora.
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In my opinion there should be some
method of segregation of patients.
I
realize the difficulties, because almost
every case requires specialized treatment. That is why the best experts are
needed and the mOist advanced treatments should be avaHable. Obviously
there cannot be an institution for every
type of p'atient, but some attempt should
be made to keep curable cases apart
from those unfor'tunate people who
appear to have no .chance of recovery.
'Eo effect improvements at Bundoora
more 'attend'amts are required and
patients should be provided wi'th better
clothing. Very -often patients have to
be assisted in various ways, for instance,
when taking their food.
For all that
work additional attendants are required.
I suggest tJha t every a'ttempt should be
made to segregate p-at'ients S'O that those
who have a reasonabie chance of being
cured will ndt be made worse by the
conditi'ons under which they live and the
sighlts they see around them.
Occupational therapy is carried out at
Bundoora, the instructors having been
trained by the Red Cross. The science
of occupational therapy was developed
during the war peri'Od, and has been of
great assis'tance to tlhe men;tally afflicted
as well as to pa tients in general
hospi'tals. OC'Cupa;tional therapy keeps
quite a number of men at Bundoora
occupied and possibly helps the curative
treatment. I believe that occupational
therapy is on'ly the beginning of what
can be done for persons suffering from
mental disorders. Most people think
that mental patients require institutional
treatment. I agree that in the days
when only violentt cases were treated,
institutions were required to keep them
under restraint. However, under modern
conditions some classes of mentally sick
will recover with treatment. If properly
cared for and treated at the onset of a
mental breakdown many people could
remain away from institutions.
I do
not know how that could be done. but
it is a problem that the proposed Mental
.
Hygiene Autth!ority c'ould tackle.
Consideration might be given to: the
placing of that type of person under the
care of selected people, preferably in
the country, who may have a sincere
interest in the mentally afflicted .. 'Those
. .\ ,
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patients could be given developmental
treatment which, together with fresh
air and the quietness of country life,
would enable them to be gradually
restored to health. It may be said that
it would provide an opportunity to
obtain cheap labour. I do not think
anyone will consider that I have any
ulterior motive. It is not my desire
that people suffering from mental disorders should work, but that they should
be cared for by people who would receive some compensation for looking
after them. If some cases of which I
know received suitable treatment in the
country and were assisted by medical
officers I am sure that they would
recover within a few months or a year.
I have known patients from Bundoora
to be taken to suburban homes by the.ir
parents, but within a few weeks they
have had to return to the institution.
The metropolitan area is no place for
a person suffering from mental illness.
If certain classes of patients were sent
to the country under control and received proper care they might be cured.
No matter how much the staff at Bundoora may try they cannot properly
solve the problem O'f the cure of the
mentally sick. I hope that more money
will be made available, either by the
Commonwealth or by the State, to ensure
that mental patients will be treated without any regard whatever to finance.
As I indicated in my opening remarks,
the main problem confronting Parliament is the appointment of the Mental
Hygiene Authority. J!t.is my opinion that
the authority will either make or break
mental hygiene treatment in Victoria.
I hope that when it is appointed it will
be able to do the job that is desired.
I should like to point out that different
opinions have been expressed as to the
number of persons that should constitute
the authority. The Bill provides for a
chajrman, an expert in psychiatry, a
medical practitioner, and an administrator who could be 'almost anyone.
I suggest that the administrator should
be chosen wisely by the Government or
he may become a drag on the work of
the authority. Professor Kennedy suggested that the authority should comprise six or eight members, a chairman
who should be a leading citizen and a
Mr. Tyook.
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man of energy, a legal authority, a
psychiatrist, a medical representative of
the Department of Health, an expert in
finance, a physic.ian or surgeon, and an
administrator or lawyer.
The Jones report suggested a medical
practitioner skilled in mental hygiene,
an expert in finance with hospital
experience, and an architect or engineer.
It will be noticed that .it was thought
necessary to have men with certain
expert knowledge who could deal with
such questions as engineering and
architecture. No doubt it was expected
that the authority would have some say
in the control and building of institutions. I believe that is most essential
if the authority is to function as it
should.
I do not think the authority
wiH be able to act as efficienUy as it
should in connedtion with building works
if it has to wait on the Public Works
DepaI'itment for a'ction to be taken. All
members knOlW thalt the Pulblic Works
Department is Silow in h:aVling work completed but probably that is not due to
any fault of the Department.
The
authority should be permi,tted to commence work on buildings as it desires.
In addition to' the authority, an
'advisory committee is to be appointed.
In Professor Kennedy's report reference
is made to the establishment of a technica'l advisoIo/ committee.
The Bill,
however, in clause 16 refers to' the
appointInent of an advisory commiUee
to the authority and there is a big
difference. On page 46 of the Kennedy
report, there appears the following
recommendationTECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

The purpose of this body would be to
keep the Department up to date on technical
adv:an.ces in mental heaLth work and to
consider new plans and developments. It
would be concerned with research and with
the general clinical policy of t·he Department. Tohe clinical directo,r (see below) of
the Mental Hygiene Department would be
a membe,r. This committee would have as
its chairman the senior consultant in
psychiatry of the authority and through
him would report to the authority. The
committee should consist of eight nucleus
members with power to co-opt others. These
might include representatives of the following:Academioc psychiatry; psychology
social science; nursing; architecture
engineering, Melbourne
university
education; mental deficiency.
.
(b)
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The clinical dirrotor of the De,par,tment,
one medilcal superintendent, and one
elected member of the junior medical staff
should serve on this committee.
The
medical superintendent on the committee
would be the chairman of a medical
superintendents' committee within the
Department and would present the views
of that committee to the advisory committee.

As I read his report, Professor Kennedy
expected the committee to be a technical
advisory body to the authority-that it
would consist of people who were moving
about outside the authority and the
Mental Hygiene Branch, and who would
be able to advise on the various ramifications of the Department and its
problems.
The Bill refers to an advisory committee, which as I have said, is something totally different. SUb-dause (2)
of clause 16 opr,ovidesThe advisory committee shall consist of
eight members apPOinted by the Governor
in CouIlIcil o'f wthom(a) one shall be a senior medical officer
in the Mental Hygiene Branch;
(b) one
shall be a legally-qualified
medical practiti'oner engaged in
ipractice as a consultant in psychiatry;
(c) two shall be appointed as representing mental hospital auxiliaries and
sinvilar voluntary
organiza.tions
working for the mentally sick;
(d) one shall be appointed as representing the Victorian Branch of the
Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia;
(e) three shall be appOinted as representing respedively the staff of the
Mental Hygiene Branch, the University of MeLbourne, and the
nursing profession.
In s·ulb-clause (9), it is provided(1) The functions of the advisory committee shall be(a) generally to advise the authority on
all matters relating to the Mental
Hygiene Branch; and
(b) to report to the authority o.n any particular matter referred to it by the
authodty.

r suggest tlh:a t paI'agraph (b) of subclause (9) need not have been included
in the Bill be/dause t!he advisory oommittee will do merely what it is asked
to do. 1!f the authority does not wanlt:
the ad:visory committee to do anyitlling,
ilt win not refer any,paf!ticuI:ar matter to
it, therefore, the oom·mittee's pOIWers will
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be confined to the proviSlion in paragraph
l(a). I suogges1t that that is not the type
of committee tha t Professor Kennedy
had in mind. The Government proposes
Ito appoint some eXjperts and some
interested laymen, but they would not
constitute the type of technical advisory
committee that Professor Kennedy has
recom'mended. For that reason, I should
say that the authority would not be
as strong as Professor Kennedy would
have it.
However, I agree that the problem of
caring for the mentally afflicted is such
that any Bill is better than no Bill. No
doubt the Governm'ent appreciates that
the measure can be improved and Opposition members will assist in that direction. The Bill aims at giving a new
charter to the unfortunate inmates of
mental institutions, and I support it.
I trust that the Government having heard
the opinions of different members, will
take them for what they are worth.
If it is felt that some suggestions should
be adopted, to the advantage of the
people about whom we are most concerned, I suggest that it should have
no difficulty in taking appropriate action.
Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-I commenQ the Government for having introduced this Bill which emJbraces the best
principles incorporated in the three important reports on this subject that are
in the hands of the Government. I refer
to Professor Kennedy's report, to the
J ones report of 1948, and to the report
of the Australian Association of p.sychiatrists, headed "The Mental Health
Problem of To-day" Which was issued
in Niovemiber, 1949. 'Dhe Government
has been quite selective and has picked
out the best points in those reports. It
is easy for members to be critical, but
when we realize that we are building
on practically nothing, it will be appreciated that the task of introducing
legislation relative to the mental hygiene
services of the State is difficult. The
Government has done a good job in this
Bill.
There has been much discussion OT,
the various reports submitted. Some
members have quoted PI'ofessor Ker.nedy's report as gospel; others have
preferred the Jones report; but they boil
down to what the experts consider is
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most desirable. When members discuss
the Kennedy report, I think they realize
tha t Professor Kennedy came on the
scene with an open mind. I do not think
he expected the Government to carry
out everything that he suggested. In fact,
in the preface of his report, Professor
Kennedy saidI have no doubt that my suggestions will
need modification in detail in the light of
local knowledge and experience of lOCal
problems but it is my hope that the general
principles in this report will serve as a
guide during the process of reorganization
which I believe to be necessary.
We must consider that statement. Obviously the Government has done so
and it has used the three reports to
which I have referred as a guide in the
preparation in this Bill. It is not fair
for members t'O extract one small portion of any particular report and say,
"Professor Kennedy recommended so
and so; why has not the Government done
that?" Professor Kennedy did not expect the Government 'to accept his report
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ence to that aspect of the Bill. However,
sub-clause (4) of clause 4 clearly provides that the authority win not be subject to the provisions of the Public Service Act. Its members will have the right
to be reinstated as members of the Public SeI'>vi'ce, but I wish to correct the
impression left by the remarks of the
honorable member for Barwon that the
Public Service Board will control the
authol'ity.
The honorable member also contended
that it was ridiculous to provide that
the three persons comprIsmg the
authority could be removed from office
only if both Houses of Parliament agreed
to that course.. He said that such a provision applied only to Judges and was
unnecessary in this Bill.
However,
simHar procedure applies to the chairman of the Public Service Board
and the Director of Mental Hygiene.
Those officers can be removed from their
present positions only if both Houses of
Parliament agree to that being done. I
feel that the honorable member made a
in toto.
mistake in his comment because
genuine
The history of this problem has been
well traversed by other members and I there is nothing unusual about the prDshall not unduly enlar:ge on it. I desire posal, for which there is ample precedent.
I am ,interested in the composition of
to refer t'O one or two specific points
the
authority. The chairman is to be an
and for the purpose I shall read an
extract from page 6 of the report pre- expert in psychiatry and will pay 'partisented to the Tasmanian conference of cular regard to all forms of psychiatric
the Australian Association of Psychia- treatment in mental institutions and outtrists headed "Mental Health Problem patient clinics. When commenting on
the duties of the second member, the
of To-day." It is as follows:Minister of Health explained that the
It must be conceded that since the commencement of civilization in Australia the deputy chairman wHl not be a psychiafacilities for dealing with mental invalids trist but a medical practitioner with
have been inadequate. Accommodation had knowledge of psychiatry. In the course of
always lagged, thereby creating an increas- his ,speech, the honorable gent·leman
ing amount of overcrowding.
saidThat feature must be borne in. mind.
The deputy chairman will be primarily inMany difficulties must be overcome be- terested in the well-being of the patients
cause nothing much has been done to im- housed in mental institutions, with particular reference to those who unfortunately
prove conditions for more than 100 years. do not respond to known methods of trea tThe present Government has given a ment.
lead in respect of other matters and now That is a contradiction. The. member
it is giving a lead in this direction; I am who is not a psychiatrist will have the
happy about the situation generally. I task of looking after patients who do not
listened with interest to the speech of respond to known methods of psychiatric
the honorable member for Barwon who treatment. The Minister's. speech conwas critical of the proposed Mental tinuedHygiene Authority. I may be mistaken
His interests could include the developbut I presume that the honorable mem- ment of occupational therapy as a curative
ber understood that the authority measure, and the extension of all forms of
diversional therapy for those patients who
would be controlled by the Public Service must remain in mental hospitals for long
Board, because he made pointed refer- periods.
Mr. Daube.
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I understand that work of that description is considered to be part of the
functions of a psychiatrist, and I direct
attention to what appears to me to be an
anomaly. My idea is that both members of the authority should be qualified
psychia trists.
Cri ticism ha'S been levelled against the
proposed advisory committee, but, as I
have already pointed out, Professor
Kennedy did not expect all his recommendations to be adopted without their
being altered to fit in with local conditions.
The advisory committee will
have power to co-opt assistance, and
when one considers the type of people
who are to be appoin!ted to the committee, I feel certain that they will be
keenly interested -in the welfare of
patients and will not hesitalte to seek
expert assistance whenever it is required.
In an indirect way therefore, a further
recommendation of Professor Kennedy
will be implemented. I congr,atulate the
Government on the proposal to permit
the clinical officer to engage in teaching
and lecturing work outside the institution, which aspect is mentioned in the
report of the Australia Association of
Psychia try and also stressed by Professor
Kennedy. Psychiatry is a comparatively
new science and experts should be given
every opportunity to practise and teach.
The honorable member for BarwoI'l
complained that the duties of official
visitors were not pres'cribed in the Bill.
However, their powers and duties are
fully outlined in the 1928 Act. There
is no doubt that an official visitor may
enter any mental institution as often as
he likes. Doubtless the honorable member for Barwon overlooked the fact
that the principal Act prescribes the
functions of official visitors. Professor
Kennedy pointed out that no person who
had held office in the Department should
be appointed as an official visitor and
his recommen'dation should be borne in
mind. Sub-clause (6) of clause 22 provides that no person shall be appointed
to any panel .of official visi tors(a) If he holds any 'appointment or employment (other than as offici-al visitor) in
the Mental Hygiene Branch.'
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The words "'or has held" should be
inserted after " holds " in paragraph (a)
so as to bring it into line with Professor
Kennedy's recommendation.
Clause 20 provides that no female
attendant or nurse shall be employed to
take charge of or attend on male
pa tien ts, and there are certain specified
exceptions. I suppose that occupational
therapists and other persons doing
similar work will be among the exceptions. If they are classified as " female
attendants" or "nurses" they will not
be allowed to attend male patients, but
they may not be so classified. During
the debate yesterday the subject of returned soldier patients was mentioned.
I think the report presented in 1948
pointed out that there were 205 returned
soldiers at Bundoora and 302 in other
State institutions. I suggest that this
is a matter which the Minister could
take up with the Commonwealth authorities to see whether these patients can be
transferred to repatriation hospitals. I
know that the returned soldiers' league
has been anxious to have that done.
Mr. FuLTON.-They are patients whom
the Commonwealth Government will not
accept.
Mr. DOUBE.-It is unfair that they
sh.ould be in Victorian men1Ja1 hospitals
when their disabilities are due to war
service. I am glad that the Government
is making provision for the care of
mentally retarded children. It appears
to me that the wording of the Bill is
somewhat old fashioned. I do not think
we should refer to "problem children,"
which is not an exact term. I suggest
that it would be better to call them
"children suffering from psychia tric
disorders." In other respects some of
the words used in the Bill are out-dated.
I congratulate tlhe Government on the
provisions relating to mentally retarded
children. Previously the work has been
left largely to voluntary organizations.
which we should congratulate on theIr
magnificent efforts.
.
The Bill is largely the result of pressure br-ought to bear on Governments by
interested people. I certainly take off my
hat to all of them. AnQther group due
for congratulation consists of doctors
who have devoted themselves to this
kind of work.' Some - of them have
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special qualifications, apart from their
ordinary medical degrees. They have refrained from going into private practice,
where they might make fortunes, and it
is quite pleasing to note that some of
them have remained with the Department amI devoted the best years of their
lives to this necessary but not highly
paid work. I congratulate the Government on the Bill, and hope that the
proposals contained in it will become
law as soon as possible.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-The debate has been kept at a
very high level indeed, and I should
think the Government realizes that all
honorable members are intent on obtaining the best legislation possible for the
reorganization of the Mental Hygiene
Branch. Members of the Opposition feel
that even if there are proposals in the
Bill that could be altered, and even if
the Government cannot see its way to
agree to the amendment of them, the
Bill in some form should be passed and
later amended in the light of experience.
There are some matters, however, to
which I think I can profitably refer.
Most of. the Bill relates to the setting
up of a mental hygiene authority and
to the details of its constitution. If
honorable members fail to find a proper
basis for this legislation they will be
failing in their duty, and our ,mistakes will have to be paid for in future.
The Bill provides that the authority shall
consist of three members.
Honorable members have quoted from
the 1948 report of a committee over
which Dr. Ernest Jones presided, and
also from Professor Kennedy's report. I
think the honorable member for Carlton
had something to say about the qualifications of Professor Kennedy who has had
considera1b'le experience in administration and has been in touch with all types
of men, apart from those suffering from
mental disease. That is why, when he
was in this State, he was asked to investigate the Mental Hygiene Branch, and
particularly to criticize a Bin that had
been prepared. All members will agree
that he is an authority on mental
disease. He has high degrees, and has
had wide experience and, what is more
important, he brings to bear a mind
whic,p is free from departmental bias.
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As a paratrooper in the last war he saw
active service and has had wide experience of mental disease.
Mr. BARRY.-Was he ever associated
with an institution?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-He has a
general knowledge of the mentally ill.
I do not think the honorable member for
Carlton will disagree with that.
Mr. BARRY.-I wondered what institution he had been connected with.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Must he
have worked in an institution to possess
knowledge of the treatment of the
mentally ill? The best psychiatrists in
Melbourne have not worked in institutions, but they have wide knowledge of
men tal diseases.
Mr. GALVIN.-Does the honorable member think that a man who was in this
State for only five weeks was competent
to submit a report on the Mental Hygiene
Branch?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I do.
I
think he is a competent authority to give
advice.
Mr. FuLToN.-Had Professor Kennedy the riglht to say what he did about
Dr. Catarinich?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Professor
Kennedy had a perfect right to express
any opinion he desired, but whether the
Minister of Health agrees with him is
a different matter. I do not wish my
remarks to be taken in a spirit of contention.
Professor Kennedy is an
authority on the subject. I do not say
t!ha t his advice should be accepted in its
entirety, but it should certainly be considered. The part of his report which
relates to the constitution of the authority is good advice. Commenting on the
report submitted by the -committee
under the chairmanship of Dr. W.
Ernest
J ones,
Professor
Kennedy
statedThe only Iprofessional member was the
chairman, Dr. J ones, who was himself
Director of Mental Hygit;me, until his
retirement. Since at the time of his retirement the Department was clearly very
much behind current developments, it is
hardly likely tha.t constructive suggestions
could have been expected from this source.
Nonetheless, a great deal of good evidently
did:: result from.: their work, especially with
regard to the feeding of the patients and
the development of occupational therapy.
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Professor Kennedy then stated that he
associated himself definitely with that
part of the committee's report.
Professor Kennedy's suggestion, which has
been quoted so often that it should be
well known, is that a part-time authority should be established consisting of
six or eight members. I contend that,
with the setting up of a full-time authority of three members, the same position
will be reached as that which operates
under the present constitution of the
Mental Hygiene Branch, in which the
Director of Mental Hygiene cont,rols all
the ramifications of that Branch.
Mr. FULToN.-What would be the
posi'tion if part-time members were
appointed and they took little interest
in· the~r duties?
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-If those
men were to deal with the institutions,
the position might be different, but they
would be controlling the work of the
Director, the assistant director, the
medical officer, and the clini'cal officer.
Mr. RYLAH.-Why should the Government assume th;;tt part-time members
would take only a perfunctory interest
in their duties?
Mr. BARRY.-Evidence of that has
been found in the past.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I submit
that part-time members of the authority
would dev'Ote much time to their duties.
In our hospitals to-day, the greater part
of the ,work is performed by honorary
surgeons and physicians, Who save the
State a considerable sum of money. In
addition to attending to the needs of
pa tients, they teach students. The high
reputation enjoyed by the medical profession in Victoria is due in a large
measure to the honorary services provided in hospitals.
Mr. BARRY.-I do not think the
honoraries do more than does the staff
employed in the hospitals all the time.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-They are
at least in touch with the latest developments in medical science.
Mr. BARRY.-I agree with that.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-If there
are on the authority members who
keep a1breast of new developments, a
fresh impetus will be given to
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the authority, whereas there may
be a tendency for full-time members
not to keep themselves up to date or
to familiarize themselves with advances
in mental science. I suggest that the
Government would do better by having
on the authority men who would bring
in fresh blood to keep the authority
moving. The lack of such m'en has been
a disability of the Mental Hygiene Branch
for some time past. That Branch also
has been frustrated by the Department
of Health. I ask the Minister of Health
whether the authority will be subject
to the control of the Department of
Health. Will recommendations be made
direct to the Minister of Health or will
they pass through the secretary of the
Department of Health?
Mr. BARRY.-Provision is made in the
schedule of the Bill that recommendations will be made to the Minister of
Health.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I desire
an assurance from the honorable gentleman.
Mr. FULToN.-That point is covered
by sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph (b)
of clause 4 of Part B of the schedule,
which readsin sUb-section (4) for the words" Director
of Mental Hygiene" there shall be substituted the words "chairman of the Mental
Hygiene Authority."

The Director of Mental Hygiene to-day
has direct access to the Minister of
Health.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-If the
director desires to have something done
in his hospitals can he achieve that
without going through the secretary of
the Department of Health?
Mr. FULToN.-The recommendation
comes t'O the Minister of Health. The
secretary of the Department of Health
is in between. That is necessary and
essential.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I desire to
ascertain whether the Minister of Health
at present deals directly with the Director
of Mental Hygiene, or with the secretary
of the Department of Health. In other
words, does the director ever place upon
the table of the honorable gentleman,
papers containing suggestions of what
should be done?
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Mr. FULTON.-The director has direct
access to the Minister.
Lieut ..,Colonel LEGGATT.-I do not
deny that. Will recommendations be
made by the Director of Mental Hygiene
direct to the Minister of Health, or will
they go through the secretary of the
Department of Health?
Mr. FULToN.-They will go through
the proper channel--through the secretary of the Department of Health.
lJieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That is
wha t I want to know. The Minister will
realize that as time goes on, the
authority must become autonomous and
ap'art f~om having direct access to the
Minister, the chairman of the authority
should be free to channel communications direct to the Minister, instead of
having to send them through the head
of the Department.
Mr. BARRY.-The point is covered in
the schedule.
Lieut..JColonel
UEGGA TT. - The
schedule
merely
says
tha t
the
" !autiho.rity" shaH take the place of the
"Director." The MiniSiter has sVated that
a!t presen.t, the channel of communication is through the secreta,ry of the Depar.tment O'f Health, and :that there is no
reason why the proceduresh'ould no:t be
the ,same in future. I :suggest that the
Minister consider whether the channel
of communica't'ion should be through
the ch'airm'an of the authority, instead
of through the secretary of the Deipartment of Health. I consider the matter
is of some importance. There should be
a direct channel O'f oommunication from
the authority to the Minister, and it
should be unnecessary to go through the
DepaI'!tment of Health.
Mr. BARRY.-That may be done.
Lieut.-Colonel
LEGGATT. - The
Minister has not said so.
Mr. FULTON.-If the Minister. of
Health is absent, as on many occasions he will be, there must be some
ch'anne!l through which all these m1atters
could be handl:ed both to and from the
Minister.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.--"I take it
then that ttltat channel wi'll be through
the secreta,ry of the Department of
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Health. Am I correct in understandiin1g
that the p&1lianen:t head of the Department wiLl deal with rna'tters in the
rubsence of the Minister?
lMr. FULToN.-Yes.
Lieut.-iQolonel LEGGATT.-Thiat is
wha t I wlanted to know.
Mr. FuLToN.-I told you that previously.
Lieut.~Colonel
LEGGATT.~o.
I
understand that the autihority will hJave
direct alccess to uhe Minister at any
time, but that theordilfllary channel oli
communication, in respect of recommendations and other matters, wiH be
from the auH~'oTity to the secretary of
the De,partment. I sugge,st that there
should lbe direct communication from the
chairm:an of the authority to the
Minister. In a file whioh is n'ow on the
table of the Library, the DiTector df
Mental Hygiene has suggested the procedure whieh I faVlour, but that is not
necessarily the reason why I have m'ade
the inquir-y. I suggest that, in the past,
the Mental Hygiene Branch has been
frustrated in its functioning, because it
bias had to channel its communicationS
thTough the secretary of the Department
of Health.
I shall n'ow deal with another matter
which is of lesser importance. I r~fer
to the removal of m~mbers of the
authority fuom office. Under the BiN,
they are to be given the sa'me immunity
as is enjoyed by Judges. Therefore,
although members of the authority might
be suspended frOom office, they could not
be dismissed until the expiration of the
period O'f their appointment, namely, five
years, and then a resolution of both
Houses of Pal'liam'ent would be necessary. Under the Hospitals and Charities
Aiet, the Governor in Council may dismiss a member of the Hospital1s and
Ch'arities Commission. That Commission
consists of three ,memibers, and it is constliotuted on si.milar lines to those proposed in respect of the projected Mental
Hygiene Authority.
,Mr. FULTON.-What is your suggestion?
Lieut.-Colonel LEG,GATr.-I think the
position should be that members may
be dismissed by the Governor in Council.
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In my opinion, they are to be given too
great a degree .of immunity.
Mr. GALVIN.-You beHeve in the law
of hire and fire.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-I think I
should have the right to make my speech
without interruption.
The
DEPUTY SPEAKER
(Mr.
Mibus).-The honorable member for
Mornington should ignore iTiiterjections
and address the Chair. I th'ink he has
encouraged interjeotions.
lJEGGATT.
I
Lieut.-Colonel
apologize to the Chair because I do not
Wlislh to lower the tone of the deiba teo I
should like the Minister to consider the
points I have raised.
The Opposition
desires to assils,t in the pass1age of the
Bill, but it feels that the mea'Sure could
be improved. Therefore, I suggest th'at
the points raised during the second-reading debate shoU1ld be fully cons1dered by
the Minister.
Mr.
HOLT
(Portland).-The Bill
has already been fuHy discussed, and for
tJha t reason I do nOli wish to traverse
ground already covered by other members. Therefore, I shall confine my ;remarks to two aspects. They wHI relate
first to dause 16, and secondly to a
criticism af the meaSUTe from the point
of view of its negative rather than its
positive aspects. The whole accent in
the past in regard to mental hygiene has
been on prevention rather than on cure.
That is borne out by comments in the
reports submitted by Dr. Jones and Professor Kennedy. Even· within the confines of insfi tutional care, in the past
treatment has been short of what is
required because the whole idea governing institutional treatment has been one
of welfare rather than cure. The accent
on the aspect of curative treatment
ignores the whole incidence of preventive
treatment, which saves costly institutional care and also preserves to society
a person who otherwise may reach the
eventual stage of not being recoverable.
That applies part'icularly to juveniles.
Generally I think it is admitted
medically
that
the
incidence
of
serious mental derangement at a
la tel' stage of life can be detected by
the time a child reaches the age of eight
or nine. If no cognizance is taken of
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this symptom and appropriate action is
not taken at that stage the stable door
has to be locked after the horse has
bolted. In other words, crimes of various
types or anti-social acts have to be committed before the existence of mental
derangement is noticeable.
That is
obvious to anyone who has had an opportunity of studying the evidence that was
submitted by Dr. Ellery in the Sodeman
case. In order to detec:t at an early s'tage
mental deficiency in juveniles it is necessary to have a means of detecting that
deficiency or the symptoms that will
ultima tely betray a serious form of
mental breakup.
All the influences
affecting a child from the day it is born
up to the age of seven have to be considered, namely the parents, the home
influence, the health centre, the preschool kindergarten influence and the
educational aspect; then there is the
phase covering children's courts, which is
the concern of the Chief Secretary's Department. For that reason there must
be .recourse to Departments outside the
Department of Health.
Clause 16 of the Bin provides for the
establishment of an advisory committee
to advise the proposed Mental Hygiene
Authority. The qualifications of the
eight appointees whom the Governor in
Council may appoint to the committee
are laid down. Without going into
detail into a recommendation made by
Dr. Schumacher at the Governor's Conference on Mental ~giene in California in 1949. It was suggested that
a standing committee should be set up on
which would be representatives of the different Departments across which the
adequate treatment of mental disruption
applied. I consider that on the proposed
advisory committee there should be representatives of the Education Department, the Chief Secretary's Department,
and any other Departments concerned
wi th the welfare of children in their
various stages of development.
Early detection of mental deficiency
implies also that there is a capable staff.
Many medical officers in country areas
have had no training whatever in mental
hygiene; to them psychiatry is a highly
specialized and technical subject, and
cases coming under their notice are
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always referred to Melbourne. In the treatment are required S.o that there
country there are not the faci'lities for can be avoided the soei'al injustice which
early detection and early treatment. I is caused by waiting until a mentally
suggest that clause 16 should be amended deranged person has advanced to such
to include the various Departments I a stage that he ils required to do some
have mentioned. Sub-clause (4) of clause drastic anti-social act or to commit a
16 provides that the advisory committee crrme, such as infanticide, murder, Dr a
may co-opt 'any expellt person as it sexual crime which springs very often
deems advisable.
However, I contend from nervous disorders, before he rethat officers of the Departments I ceives treatment. It is also neces,sary,
have mentioned, and any others found so that children and parents in country
necessary, should be appointed perman- areas will be given access to preventive
ently to 'the 'committee to 'advise the care and treatment, which is available
authority or the Minister, if necessary. to city dwellers.
The Minister, alt his discretion, should
The necessity in the country is just
have the power to 'appoint anyone per- as real as in the city. The need to
manently to the commfttee if he con- send young people showing early signs
siders lit advisable.
of mental break-up to Melbourne for
I should now like to refer to the neces- highly speci1alized and costly institusity for preventive treatment. In my tional treatment quite often debars them
opening remarks I mentioned that stress from having that opportunity, and they
has been laid on institutional treatment, are allowed to deteriorate to the stage
which is costly. It is necessary to have where they are absolutely useless to
extramural treatment with a system society. The need, therefore, ils, great.
of out-patients, which would be less The fact that this measure is carrying
costly and be of greater benefit to out a recommendation made by a Royal
society as a Whole. Towards thi's end CommIssion in, I think, 1886 is unthe author.ity should insist-JI think it fortunately to a large extent indicative
should be mandatory in the Bill-that )f the attitude that we in Parliament
at least one member of the staff in any adopt towards those people who are not
base hospital or centrally situated franchised, namely, children and mencountry hospital should be highly trained tally afflicted people. Those two sections
and specialize in mental hygiene. That are tied together; one cannot be divorced
would give every country community a from the other.
consultative nucleus to advise the parents,
Anyone who reads the evidence subschool teachers, doctor, and everybody
else concerned in the treat'ment of the mitted in the Sodeman case, apart from
child. Once there was est'ablished in local feeling that the over-all need in this
hospitals one expert on mental hygiene State iiS for an adequate system of
the necessity would then arise for the eugenics, will realize that it is perfectly
establishment at logically situated areas obvious that grea'ter accent must be laid
throughout the cDuntry of mobile clinics on prevention, early detection, and preunder the command O'f a psychiatrist. ventive mental hygiene than on a highly
Those clinics would visit centres and specialized and costly system of insticorrelate and co-'Ordinate the a'ctions tutionalized curative mental hyg,iene. I
taken by the local specialis1ts in mental should like a mandatory provision included in the Bill to provide for mobile
hygiene.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Do you think clinics, situated at strategically located
the Bill makes sufficient provision for points, and capable of treating country
personnel. Power should be included
clinical research?
in
the Bill to enable the Governor
Mr. HOLT.-There is no necessity for
the Bill to make provision for clinical in Council to make additional permanent
research, in detail provided that power appointments to the advisory committee
resides in the authority created under from those Departments which are conthis Bill.
I am stressing this cerned with the handling of young
matter in the hope that the authority offenders whose offences arise, in many
will not overlook it when it is con- cases, from mental disorders. The Bill
stituted. Early detection and early is worthy of the closest consideration
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of members. If it serves no other purpose, at least it is a foundation and the
principal Act can be amended as the
need arises. Any difficulties not readily
discernible in the Bill can soon be rectified.
Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick).-The
debate on this measure has been conducted on a very high plane and it is
refreshing to realize that major issues
of this kind can be considered in such
a way, without being dragged down to
the level of party politics. Recently I
read a book which referred to the case
of a patient in one of our mental hospitals and I found it both enlightening
and frightening. It was written by a
former inmate and it contains descriptions that are applicable to many of the
Victorian mental institutions. It is
frightening when one reaHzes the minute
thread between a sound and an unsound
mind. The mind at present is still an
unexplored continent and we know little
about it. Unless we grope and seek we
will never discover the answers.
For too long has a stigma lpeen attached
to the mentally ill and their relatives,
although we are assured by medical
opinion that mental diseases are not
hereditary. It is because of that stigma
that Governments in the past, and the
people at large, have been willing to
adopt a policy of "out of sight, out of
mind." Fortunately, that policy has not
been pursued by the relatives of the
patients, or by those who constitute the
valuable auxiliaries which are attached
to the various institutions. I have no
doubt that it is because of the pleadings
and agitations of such bodies that the
present measure has been submitted for
our considemtion.
Clause 3 relates to the constitution of
the proposed Mental Hygiene Authority
and in sub-clause (2) it is prlOvidedThe authority shall consist of three
members appointed by the Governor in
Council of whom(a) one
shall be a legally qualified
medical practitioner being an expert in psychiatry who shall be
appoin.ted as chairman of the
authority;
(b) one
shall be a legally qualified
medical practiUoner being a physician with exper,ience in psychiatry
who shall be ap,pointed as deputychairman of the authority;
(c) one shall be a person with administrative skill and experience.
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The fact that the Government is setting
up an authority of that description indicates that this State is taking a pro ..
gressive step towards curative as well
as preventive treatment of mentally ill
patients. I compliment the former Minister of Health, the honorable member for
Carlton, on his valuable contrilbution to
the debate. His speech indicated that
he has the welfare of these unfortunate
people at heart, and that he has undertaken considerable research to enable
him to inform members on the need
for a new deal for the mentally ill.
Another welcome provision in the Bill
is contained in clause 16. Under that
clause it is proposed that the Governor
in Council may appoint an advisory committee to the ,authority. The proposed
personnel is to consist of persons from
various walks of life, including a senior
medica'l officer, a doctor engaged in
practice as a consultant in psy,chiatry,
two representatives of mental hospital
auxiliaries, a representative of the
Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's
Imperial League of Australia, and three
representinlg the staff of the Mental
Hygiene Branch, the University of Melbourne, and the nUrsing profession.
I welcome the provision for the
appointment of a representative of exservicemen. I have visited Bundoora
with the Brunswick branch of the
Returned Sailors Soldiers and Airmen's
Imperial League of Australia and the
local Dad's Association. My personal
view is that the ex-servicemen at Bundoora have received a better deal than
have patients in other State mental
institutions. I believe that is due to the
frequent visits by representatives of
branches of the Returned Sailors Soldiers
and Airmen',s Imperial League of Australia, the Dad's Association and other
ex-servicemen organizations. Members
of those ,associations 'tVisit Bundoora
weekly and provide comforts and entertainment for the patients; so they are
able to see the conditions there. The
league is a powerful organization and
if conditions were not satisfactory at
Bundoora they would be brought to the
notice of thousands of people in a very
short !period. In the ordinary mental
institUtions, however, because of the
sti:gma attached to relatives of patients,
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visiting relatives are loth to report any
undesirable practices witnessed in the
institutions. They do not like to announce
publicly that. a father, mother, sister or
brother is an inmate of a mental institution. Our thanks are due to the constant visitors to patients at Bundoora in
particular for the valuable work they
are doing.
I know it has 'been troubling the
minds of some ex-servi'cemen's associations that former servicemen are inmates of ordinary mental institutions.
Unfortunately there 'is no Commonwealth lunacy legislation, and, although
the Bundoora institution is financed by
the Commonwealth Government, it is
conducted by the State. Clause 20 sets
out the duties of female attendants, in
mental institutions. No female attendant or nurse is to be employed to take
charge of or attend on male patients
except as a nurse in the case of sickness
or as a nurse directing the activities of
male attendants. Other exceptions are
included to ensure that a female attendant or nurse can take' charge of children or of patients 'Certified by the
superintendent to be of cleanly and unobjectionable habi'ts. No member would
expect a fem'ale attendant or nurse to
pit her strength against a male patient
who might become violent.
I would ask 'the Government to provide a special allowance for the female
attendants who are doing sterling work
in our mental institutions. Under the
provisions of the Public Service Act
they are paid les's than the male attendants' rates. The females are doing very
good work under conditions which are,
in the main, trying and at' times
objectionable. It is useless for members
to close their eyes to the facts.
Female attendants, as well as male
attendants, should receive a special
allowan'Ce. 'This is necessary if men and
women are to be attracted to the profession, and it will also materially assist
those who are following the occupation.
Clause 22 has reference to a panel of
official visitors for mental hospitals. I
was impressed by the personnel proposed. On the panel of six, one person
is to be a legally qualified medical practitioner. When he visits an institution
he will know what he is looking for; it
Mr. Randles.
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would be useless ~or anyone to try to
put anything over him. The second
official visitor is to be a practising barrister or solicitor, and the third a
woman. It is pleasing to note that at
last we are realizing that a woman can
do the type of work that normally falls
to the lot of official visitors. Anotller
member of the panel is to be appointed
as representiing voluntary organizations
working for the si'ck or mentally sick in
the neighbourhood of the hospital. We'
aU agree that the people most concerned
wi th the welfare of inmates of mental
institutions-either relatives or others
who voluntarily take an in1terest in that
work-should be suitably recognized.
They are ram'iliar with what goes on in
these institutions and can keep a constant watch on what i,s happening.
If
an a ttendan t becomes a little too zealous
in his work or is not dioing it properly,
there should be some one available to
correct him, or to bring the facts to the
notice of the appropriate authorities.
The official visitors will be able to transmi t any comments or suggestions they
desire to ma,ke, to the competent authorities who, in turn, will have power to
deal with any complaints that might
arise.
Mr. FEWSTER (E~sendon).-I support the measure and congratulate the
Government on bringing down such important legislation. I have listened with
great interest to the debate, and from
both sides of the House have heard
speeches which have been to me and to
other mempers a source of 'enlightenm'ent. There has been criticism of many
aspects of the Bill, and that, I
assume, is because honorable m'embers
are anxious
tha t
the legisla tion
shoultl be made ! as lperfect as
possible before it is put into operation.
A serious effort is at last being made to
do something for the poor unfortunate
people afflicted with mental disease, and
a'll members are keen to do it in the best
possible manner. I accept all the criticisms in that spirit, as being constructive
rather than destructive.
Reference has been made to the history
of this subject during the last hundred
years, and it should cause us to bow our
heads in shame when we recall the treatment inflicted on the mentally sick. I do
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not think, however, that we should waste
much time discussing what has ha'ppened
in the past, but should rather regard it
merely as a guide for the future. The
,present outlook has been brought about
largely by the recognition of the fact
that the methods of the past were wrong.
It has been customary to regard mentally
afflicted people as social outcasts, who
should be placed in cells and tied down as
inefficient. It has even been suggested in
some quarters that they are of no value
to humanity, and that their lives should
be ended. I hold that that is a horrible
a tUtude to take and is repugnant to any
Christian social order.
We should regard mentally afflicted
people merely as being iU mentally, just
as other patients are ill physically.
Mental disease like physica'l disease may
be acute, chronic or incurable. It is unfortunate that patients, for their own
preservation, sometimes have to be placed
in straight jackets. One cannot say that
such treatment is inhuman, because it
must be used in order to preserve the
patients' lives-lives which some people
,say are useless and should be ended. I
subm,it that we who are not so afflicted
owe an obligation to all mental patients.
With all due respect, I ask honorable
members to bear in mind that mental
patients are ill, and to do everything
possible to relieve and cure their illnesses.
Several methods to that end have been
mentioned. I was particularly interested
in references by the honorable member
for Kew to occupational therapy. I
'have for a considerable time been interested as a layman in the treatment of
mentally afflicted people, and I have seen
some wonderful results achieved by occu-pational therapy. Last evening I saw
the father of a 23-year-old son who had
been mentally ill. The father, who is a
'manufacturer of handbags, brought him
'home on leave from Sunbury institution.
'The young man had been educated to the
stage when the father could take him
-home and set him to work cutting out
scraps of leather for handbags. It has
'been a great source of satisfaction to the
father to know that his son could be
trusted with knives and other sharp instruments for cutting leather, and
that by occupational therapy his son's
'mind was being advanced on the way to
-recovery. The results achieved speak
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volumes for the means employed. The
Government should look seriously at
occupational therapy, which can do much
to relieve and cure mentally afflicted
people.
Another case relates to a young man
who was also at the institution at Sunbury. At the right time he was taken
in hand by visitors from the Australian
A'ssociation of Rel'atives and Friends of
the Mentally.TIl. He was given trips at
week-ends, and as a result of the kindness he received his outlook and his
mentality were improved. In due course
he reached the stage when the superintendent assigned him to a particular
visitor, who obtained employment for
him with a firm in Melbourne. He
opened a bank account, and l'ater went
to his benefactor and said he intended
to buy a business at Mordialloc. The
benefactor reported the facts to the
superintendent at Sunbury. The day
arrived when the patient, who had now
recovered, bought the business he had
in mind. He is still in it. I bring these
facts under the notice of the Government
to show that occupational therapy can,
in some cases, provide a complete cure.
Clause 16 provides for the creation
of an advisory committee, which will
include two representatives of mental
hospital auxiliaries and similar voluntary
organiza tions devoted to the care of the
men'tally ill. I do not know whether
honorable members realize what a great
source O'f satisfaction that provision is
to people who have given years of their
lives in a voluntary capacity to serve
mentally ill patients. Neglecting their
homes and sometimes their businesses,
they go day after day to the mental
hospitals to do what they can for the
patients. Now that they have received
recognition by being granted representation on the advisory committee, their
appreciation has been conveyed to me
by members O'f several organizations.
Clause 17 provides for the appoint-,
ment of a medical superintendent's committee, which should be of very great
value. It will enable medical officers to
come together in the discussion of the
treatment of different types of patients.
Important benefits to the patients should
ensue. I am pleased to see that something will be done for mentally retarded
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children. The State has already achieved
important results at Travancore Development Centre. At that institution children
receive treatment and expert attentiO'n
with the view O'f pl'acing them in industries and making them self-supporting.
Many of them eventually leave the institution and take their places in sO'ciety.
It is gratifying to' know that children
who have been a charge on the State
can be made self-supporting. I believe
that the Bill will inaugurate a new era
in the lives of retarded children, whO'
for the past 100 years have lived under
a cloud. It is certainly a step in the
right direction. Whatever may be said
~bout the dark ages of the past, I suggest that now is the time to look to the
future, while making the past merely a
stepping stone to better things. We
should bear in mind that mental patients,
through no fault of their own, are
deprived of the ability to become norm'al
citizens. The State should do all in its
power to give them relief. I congratulate the Government, and trust ilia t the
House will give the Bill a speedy passage.
No time should be lost in bringing its
wonderful provisions into operation.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I wish to
expres's myself briefly on this humane
proposal. I have' 'seen ,some mental
institutions and their unfortunate inn:tates, and I am convinced that the
proposed mental hygiene authority has
much work ahead of it. I suggest that
Qne of the most desirable things it could
do would be to' adopt a'S far as possible
the boarding-out system. Many patients
could be boarded out. I knew a young
lady who had been in an institution
from the age of two years until she
was in her early twenties. She was
boarded out to a parth...Jlarly well ...to-do
family and performed household duties
~or whkh she received a weekly wage.
The person to whom she was boarded out,
upon receiving promotion, had to' leave
the State. One of my oonstituents desired
to take over the iboardi,ng 'Out of the
young woman. I made representations
on hilS behalrf to the Mental Hygiene
Branch, which was not agreeable to the
transfer. The young woman was sent
.to Tra vancore special school. I learned
that the young woman, although more
than twenty years of age, PQssess'ed the
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meniali ty of a child of eight years. I
received a letter from Dr. Catarinich
intim'ating that it would be unwise for
such a person to' 'be bO'arded O'ut because
she might find her way on to' the street!S.
In realHy, she had been a good s!-ave in
an insti turtion. For many years she had
been a useful servant at J anefield because she could wash and scrub the
other children and take them out for
walks. This is an authentic case. The
young woman concerned was admitted to
the in~titution at the age of two years.
It was stalted that she was suffering from
sYIPhilitic imbecility. To me, that is all
moonshine. Many patients could be
board~d out, under proper guardianship.
The Kew cottages are a standing disg'race toO this and previous Governments.
When visiting them, I a'Siked whether any
Ministers of Health had inspected the
premises. I wa1s told that those honorable gentlemen got no further than the
office and, after being served with aftern'Oon tea, went away again. Inspection
of the premises would have occupied
three or four hours. F'rom my inspection of the Kew cottages, I concluded
tha t much could be done for the inmates.
There should be segregation of patients.
I congratulate the Slt,aff of that institution. Vi'ctorianlS do not realize the
yeoman seI'IVice rendered by the male
and female attendants. At the time of
my visi t- there was an acute shortage of
labour. The reason was that no inducement: was offered to either males or
females to become employees of the
Men tal Hygiene Bran~h.
WhellJ I
visited the Kew cottages, I witnessed a
man of between eighteen and twenty
years 'Of
a1ge
deJilberately strike·
a lad 'aged between mght and
ten years. The lad fell motionless
to the ground.
Some Qne shQuld
be
avaitlahle
to
:preverut
'Such
ha:ppenings. It is utterly impossible toexpect a half-starved .staff to carry out
all the duties connected with the in~
stitution. Some inducement should be
offered, over and above those applicable'
to ordinary industry, to induce persons'
to 'enter the service of the ~ental
Hygiene Branch.
A few days ago a fniend of minerelated a,n· incident at the Kew cottages
in which a youth, nineteen years of age,.
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was cri-minally assaulted. Upon removing the bed!clDthes he wa's shocked to find
there wias congealed blood all over the
lad's body. The information was elicited
that the doctor had viewed the patient
ea'rlier in the day burt: his appearan<:e
suggested that he had not been looked
at at all.
IMr. FULTON.---,Will you give me par"ti'culars of tha t case?
Mr. MUTrON.-Yes. I have never
made a sta'tement in this Chamber which
I could nOit substantiate. The children
in those cottages shQuld be c1as'sified.
Some requi:I~e segregation. Som~ could
be boarded out, as was suggested by the
honorable member for HawthoI'ln. Many
respected citizens would be delighted to
take some of the inmates. At the time of
my visit I noti-ced that one inmate was a
nicely-clressed lad, wearing a college cap,
who evidently had come from a well-todo famHy. I claim that there sbould be
proper scientific segregation and classifi.cation of patients. I h'atVe 'been told
that a previous Minister of Health who
visited the cottages for a few minutes
s;aid~ in effect. "Yiou had b~ter take me
out O'f this as soon as you can, or I will
break down m)"sel'f."
The position ils
serious. Much needs to be done. I hope
it will be achieved by the setting up of
the propos'ed Mental Hygiene Authority.
lin s-ome instances the mental affliction
of patients is hereditary. At the Kaw
cottages there is a f'amily of five hoys.
That proves that the mental condition
can be herediltary. At those cottages
there are also babies who are from t,wa
to. three days old. I convi'nced myself
that those children had been senlt to the
institutiJon by dDCtOr:S immediately after
birth and th'aIt: the parents had been told
that the cl1ildren were still-born. Although the Bill provides for the setting
up of an authority, wi.th a s'iLpul'ation
that annual reportts will be laid upon
the table of fue House, I wanlt to know if
the reoommendations contained in those
reports win be adopted by this or su<:ceeding Governments if they involve fue
expenditure O'f <:on:sideraJble sumS' of
mDney. The quest10n arises in my mind
whether this measoce i:s merely someth'ing served up by a new GO'vernmenlt to
make people outside Parliament beli'eve
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it is doing something. WHI there be an

obHgatiDn on any succeeding Government to iimplem"ent recom'menda-tio11Js
that may be m'ade by fue authority? Iii
not, the Bill contains nothing but a
preten'ce to do something in regaord to
mental hygiene.
If the authority reoo mm ends the
erection of a new building on modern
Almeri'can Hnes, will a suoceeding
Governmen t be prepa'red to implement
that recommendation, or will it say,
" Weare nDt responsible for the a<:tiDns
of the previous Government"? That is
what I am conlcerned about. Honorable
members have been told that, each year,
the authDrity will present a repDrt to the
Minister of Health, who in turn will
present it to the GDvernor in Council,
and that it will be laid upon the table
of the House.
For what purpo:se?
If the authority displays intelligence
it will provide more up-to-date wearing
apparel for patients. At present mental
patients are made to appea,r much worse
than they really are.
Unless patients
live under proper conditions their cure
cannot be expected.
At present tlhey
sleep in long dormitories; they are provided with tin plates and pannikins, and
made to feel not much superior to pigs.
That is not the best environment for
patients undergoing curative treatment.
During a certain phase of her life a
woman may suffer a mental illness
necessitating a short confinement in a
mental institution. Nothing is done for
those cases.
Women suffering from
mental affliction as a result of female
complaints are placed in institutions
among patients with other mental disDrders, instead of being kept apart and
properly treated. There are 'certain
cases on record where female patients
at Sunbury have been discharged as
cured. Unfortunately some women have
been driven into mental institutions as
a result of the conduct of the'ir husbands. Similarly, men have become
mentally unbalanced because of ,the
actions of their wives.
Those patients
are capable of being cured, but they do
not receive the proper benefit when they
are placed with other patients suffering
from violent mental disorders. I have
discussed this matter With a number of
att~ndants in the male and female
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sectlons at Sunbury. Those attendants
know how some of these people can be
cured, but when they are mixed up with
all kinds of other patients 'and are
dressed in the garments at present provided their recovery is not assisted. All
these things are not to the credit of
past Governments.
This Bill proposes the setting up of
an authority, but I am concerned to
know whether or not the recommendations of that body will be implemented.
If the authority carries out ,us job, and
I believe it will, its next hurdle will be
the Government of the day. If the
Government is nat prepared to implement the first recommendation made to
assist patients in mental hospitals the
members of the authority ought to
resign their positions.
If the Government is sincere in presenting this measure I wish it every success.
This is an urgent and humane Bill, and
the job cannot be undertaken quickly
enough. r hope that if the Government
retains office it will 'implement the
recommendations of
the
proposed
authority. I trust that conditions in
mental hospitals wJll not be allowed to
slide back any further.
They are a
standing disgrace to Governments of the
past.
Let us hope that the pres en t
Government will do something in the
interests of mental patients. If it does
it will win the respect of all the people
of Victoria.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
MEDIOAL BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
24) on the motion o'f Mr. Fu~ton
(Minister of Health) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell)-The
Opposition offers no substantial criticism to this measure and regards lit as
very desirable. All the provisions 9f
the Bill were clearly outlined in the
second-reading speech of the Minister
of Health. I wish to comment on the
prov,ision, which is obviously desirable,
thait sets out the penalties inflicted on

Bill.

registered medical practitioners when
they do something unworthy of their
profession. The Bill provides that they
may be suspended from practice but
shall have the right of appeal to a court
against such suspension. Tha t is in
accordance with the present practice
tha t if a doctor 'is deregistered he may
appeal. Further, provision is made in
the Bill that in the event of suspension
for a temporary period a doctor shall
not be placed at a disadvantage When
his name is restored to the register.
That means that he will not be disadvantaged as a result of changing circumstances, for example, with regard
to the loss of reciprocity with a country
such as Italy, which is now not granting redprocity in connect,ion wHh medical degrees obtained in Victoria.
Clause 3 reads in a rather strange
manner at first sight. It proposes an
addition to .section 14 of l1he principal
Act which provides that no person shall
be registered as a medical practitioner
unless he can prove that he has passed
through a medical course lasting not
less than five years, in Victoria or
in a country which has reciprocIty
with Victoria; or that he has had
experience partly in Victoria and partly
in some other State or country associa ted with Victoria under reciprocal
rights. Now new paragraph (d) is to
be added by this Bill.
For
the
pUTpose
O'f
dralfting,
the clause has been so arr·anged that the
cart has been placed before the horse.
The provision is that a person may
qual'ify in the first three years of his
course in any university, but for the remainder of the course he must qualify
in an Australian university. As the outcome of this double experience, he wiU
receive the degree of Bachelor of Medicine or Bachelor of Surgery. When one
considers the amendment in conjunction
with the principal Act, the wording does
not appear to follow clearly, but it does
so when one takes into consideration
the phrases "-at that university," that
is an AustraHan university, and "-in
any other country or countries whatsoever." It is a matter of individual
opinion as to whether that proVoision is
too harsh or too kind.
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The Bill sets out to give advantages to
.persons trained in European universities,
and most of them speak languages other
than our own. No matter what course
they :may ha ve taken abroad they
suffer
Ithe
disadvantage
of
not
being familiar with :our hosPital
practice. I had occasion to discuss this
subject with a pharm'acist, who said that
although a f'oreign chemist may 'be
highly qualified in his own country, he is
at a disadvantage in Australia for a considerable time. Such a man thinks in his
own language and transla tes his
thought's in;to ,E)nglish.
There
is
the dange'r of his making mistakes un til he can think in the English language. I repeat that no matter
how 'e,ffective may have been the training of a medical student in a European
country, it is desirable that he should
walk our hospitals so as to learn our
language and the significance of what his
colleagues may be saying and their terminology, particularly slang expressions.
When learning a foreign language, it is
most difficult to pick up the short cuts
that are used. A newcomer should
orient himself in our ways before being
permitted to practise.
The Minister rightly said that a test
was necessary of persons coming from
European countries. He also mentioned
that, in many cases, there is difficulty in
securing exact proof of the courses that
they have pursued in oversea universities,
which are not as comprehensive in their
scientific requirements as are Australian
universities. The main reason is that
at many foreign universities it is possible to learn the fundamentals of
chemistry, anatomy, and physiology,
and then begin to specialize. In Australia attention is paid to other related
subjects, 'such as hio-chemistry, and so
on. In addition time is devoted to training in hospitals so that stUdents will become alcquainted with diseases of all
kinds. In this ·country, a Iperson does not
set himsel'f up as a speci'alist un;til he has
graduated and has Ibeen for some years in
a hospital or in general prac:ti1ce, or both.
In some European countries that comprehensive foundation is not laid, and that
has made the Government cautious in
framing the Bill, which requires that a
period of about two and a half years
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shall be s.pent in the final portion of
our medical 'course. That is reasonable, especially so far as European
doctors are concerned, particularly
when there is doubt as to the comprehensive nature of their former training.
However, greater leniency should be
permitted in cases where there is
no doubt, and that aspect should be
considered in connection with the question of reciprocity.
It is difficult to establish reciprocity
with certain countries because they
register doctors who have passed any
sort of course provided by their own
colleges and universities. Australian
medical authorities would not r·ecognize
those courses because they do not
measure up to our standards. On the
other hand, many universities in the
same countries are famous as being
among the great medical schools of the
world; therefore it follows that we should
aim not so muoh at establishing reciprocity with countries but with catering
for graduates of certain universities.
Well-known schools are the Johns Hopkins Medical School, the Lakeside School
of Cleveland, and other medical colleges
in the United States of America. Their
training is equal to the best in the world.
Obviously we could not recognize all
citizens of the United States of America
who have been registered as medical
practitioners, but we ought to give full
credit for the course that practitioners
have taken in a particular university.

Many years ago, an Australian lady
went t'O America where she practised
successfully as a dentist. With the
development of plastics, she discovered
a better method of making glass eyes.
She has been outstanding in her plastic
work for the dental profession, an(l'
became equally outstanding in the pre.
duction of eyes t'O be inserted in tlu
sockets of those who had lost their
sigh t. After many years she returned
to Australia and was asked to lecture
before the Dental Society of Victoria. Its
members were astounded at the quality
of her work. However, despite her
theoretical foundations and years of
practice, and also despite the contribution she is now making in Australia
she cannot become a registered dentist.
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If .she could be registered, she IW'ould
continue the production of plastic
eyes made perfectly tQ match the
remaining eye of the patient. It
wou1d be pleasant for her to Ibe able
to enjay the fellawship of that
section of the dental society and to be
recagnized as a dentist in this State.
Therefare I suggest that recognition
ought to' be given nat So' much to countries and people registered therein, a~
to the academic work of universities,
the quality of which can be proved.
It wauld assist to develop internatianal
goodwill if competent people from other
cauntries were registered in Victoria
after a brief period.

The remainder of the Bill contains
provisions affecting pharmacists, notably
in connectian with their suspension and
appeals against deregistratian. A mave
is 'also being made to require them to
register each year. That practice applies
to' dentists, nurses, and ather people
gaverned by our legislation. It is desirable to' know where practising pharmacists and dentists are located, and their
annual registration is the anly reliable
means of obtaining the informati'On. I
asked the Minister of Health to' pravide
me with a statement as to the funds af
the Pharmacy Baard. The information
has nat come to' hand, but, in the meantime, I have made inquir,ies of friends in
the profession. They .say that the fee of
£2 2s. that a pharmacist pays as soon 'as
he is admitted to' the professian has become inadequate far variaus reasans.
They paint 'Out that it is necessary to
supervise the practice and methods af
dispensing by druggists thraughaut the
State 'and a1s'Q to' palice the Poisans Act.
In V,ictoria, pO'isons are s'Old nat salely
by pharmacists. In cauntry towns they
are dispensed by variaus other people.
However, the respansibility of checking
the sale af pais'Ons in this State rests
with the Board. In these days of rising
casts, it cannat carry out its functions
successfully unl'ess it has adequate f,unds.
TherefO're it is reasonable to provide that
pharmac.ists shall contribute £1 1s. a
year. It is praiseworthy that the Baard
praposes to devote at least 10 per cent.
af the proceeds of this annual eantribution to foster plharmaceuNcal science and
education.
Mr. Whately.
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I ~ay say tha t the pharmacists in
Victoria are doing notable work in
the development of pharmacolagy. A
number of the pharmacists are real
scientists, who are making contributions to the art of combined remedies.
They are evolving new drugs and
mixtures of drugs for specific purposes.
Indeed, the demand for education among
them is such that many pharmacists feel
that the Pharmacy College shauld not
aperate on its own, but should function
as part of the university and should
issue university degrees. However, I
do not think that a recommendation on
those lines will be adopted.
I understand tha t the pharmacists
want to carryon as at present. They
take the view that they have something
to gain by continuing their work somewhat along the lines of the good oldfashioned British apprenticeship system,
under which a person gains practical experience during the day, or part of it,
and theoretical instruction at the callege, either at night or during the day,
or both. That method provides a fine
type of training; it is the easiest way to'
learn. It is the methad by which facts,
procedures and techniques become part
of the trainee. It is desirable that some
af the pharmacists shauld undertake
research of a nature which is being pursued in countries abroad. Therefore, I
am sure that the pharmacists, not anly
by virtue of paragraph (e) of clause 5,
bu t also as the result of their interest in
their work wil'l cantinue to' develap their
science.
Clause 6 pravides that the Board, with
the approval of the Governor in Council,
may make regulations concerning the
conditions under which" the practice af
a pharmaceutical chemist in any pharmacy is to be conducted," and also as to
haw medicines shall be dispensed, compaunded, or made up. In other words,
pharmacists are to be given a little mare
authority concerning the conditions that
shall aperate in the practice of pharmacy.
Clause 6 will alsO' empower the Baard to'
make regulations for
the training of apprentices. That is an important
functian, because, as has been p'reviausly
stated, pharmacists in Victoria' are very
largely trained on the job. Therefore, it
is important that those who conduct
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shops. should have all the necessary
equipment, and a wide range of drugs,
also that they should be competent practical teachers, who will be subject to inspection by the Board. Members of the
Opposition do not wish to make any
alterations to the Bill, and they congratulate the Government on bringing
the measure forward.
The sitting was suspended at 5.50 p.m.
until 7.15 p.m.

On the motion of Mr. BARRY (Carlton) the debate was adjourned until
next day.
TALLANGATI'A TOWNSHIP
(REMOVAL) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September
26) on the motion of Mr. Brose (Minister
of Water Supply) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-This is a
small Bill to enable the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission to carry out
certain functions to effect a project that
wiH beoome histockal in Australia. The
measure is really the outcome of a decision to raise the storage capacity of the
Hume weir to 2,000,000 acre-feet, and
that involves the removal of the township of Tallangatta from its present
site.
The matter was investigated
by the 'Public Works Committee,
and its terms of reference mentioned an increase in the storage capacity
of the Hume weir to 2,000,000 acre-feet,
but later the committee investigated the
probability of further increasing its
capacity to 3,500,000 acre-feet. It also
inquired into other matters arising out
of the projected increase in the storage
capacity of the weir.
Since that investigation was made, the
Snowy river hydro project has come into
being, and in that connection agreement
has been reached between the Commonwealth and the State Governments concerned. The work is now being proceeded with, and it will be necessary to
provide additional storage of 1,500,000
acre-feet on the upper reaches of the
Murray beyond the site of the Hume
weir. The honorable member for Bendigo recently has chided me for not
having authorized new projects while I
wa~ Minister of Water Supply. I wish
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to inform members that I represented the
then Government at the conference held
in Canberra to discuss the Snowy river
project. A proposition was made which
was not acceptable to this State, and I
insisted that Victoria should receive
1,000,000 acre-feet of Snowy river water,
and that a storage should be built in the
upper reaches of the Murray to retain not
less than 1,500,000 acre-feet of water.
It was specifically agreed that a new
storage would be built. Future generations may deeide that the Hume weir
capacity must be increased to store
3,500,000 acre-feet of water, but I do not
recommend the proposal.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-If the idea
was practiCaible, would you favour it?
Mr. BOLTE.-I am not certain that I
would do so.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-You do not
favour irrigation schemes?
Mr. BOLTE.-I do. The State should
receive the maximum quantity of water
that it can obtain from the River Murray.
That would involve the construction of
a storage capacity of 3,500,000 acre-feet.
The water should be conserved in areas
where the least amount of damage will
be done. I do not believe all suitable
sites have been investigated in the upper
reaches of the Murray where it may be
necessary to build two or three small
storages to equal the proposed additional
increase in the Hume weir of 1,500,000
acre-feet.
Acting on the proposition that the
Hume weir would be increased to carry
3,500,000 acre-feet of water, the Public
Works Committee recommended the
removal of the township of Tallangatta
to the selected site at Bolga. I do not
disagree with the recommendation because it is possible that it was supported
by the 'evidence submitted to the committee. However, I take strong excepNoon to the Government saying to the
TaUangatta people, "You must do this
or that." Have we reached 'the stage
where .the people must serve the State?
The Government should not be arbitrary
and disregard tihe wishes of the Local
people in this matter. They are to be dispossessed of their property and will lose
their present means of liveUhood. It is
true that they will receive some compensation, but they will have no choice
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in the matter. They will receive only the
usual amount tha't is paid following the
acquisition of property. Some 700 or
800 persons are living in the Mitta valley,
and they should be given the right to
settle where they choose. They should
not be pushed around by the Government.
As I have already stated, the people
of Tallangatta will be dispossessed of
their property and told to go to the Bolga
site. They will receive a certain amount
of compensation. However, when water
is being reticula ted to the properties of
irriga tors 'the cost of the project is not
taken into accoun't, and water is supplied
to those producers at less than cost price.
In effect, ,the State subsidizes irrigaItors.
However, the people of Tallangatta will
receive merely an arbitrary payment by
way of compensation. lIf the Government believes it should supply water at
less !than 'co~t toO irrigatO'I's, oit should
agree that the Tallangatta people should
be 'treated ·on a different :b'alsis ~f:rom other
persons whose land has been acquired.
Recently a peUtion containing 432
Signatures was prepared in twoQ days in
Tallang'a tta and forwarded to the
Minister. However. that appeal has been
disregarded. In effect, the Government
has said, "This is no't a problem because
we can si't behind the recommendations
of ,the Public Work!s Comm·ittee, and
everything will be all right." I strongly
deplore that attitude. The stage has not
been reached when the lives of people
are to be directed at the whim of the
Government. If the residents of Tallanga tta desire Toorak to be the site of the
new township their wishes should be
respected.
Mr. GALvIN.-In making that statement are you serious?
Mr. BOLTE.--I ·am. If these people
desire to transfer to the Toorak site,
why should they be prevented fr·om
doing -8'O? If t!he Government decided to
m·ove Bendigo a distance from its
present sUe, would the honorable member agree to be pushed out to the new
loca'tion?
Mr. GALVIN.-A comparison of Tallanga tta with Bendigo is as ridiculous as a
comparison of New York with Camperdown.
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Mr.
BOLTE. - The
interjection
strengthens my case, because the size of
an area does nat enter into the rna tter ;
I am discussing the principle that is'
involved. The Tallangatta people are
not to be given any choice and they must
do as the Government directs.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-What did the
Government of which you were a member do ·about the matter?
Mr. BOL'DE.-As Minister of Water
Supply I did not agree wilth the recommendaU-on of the Public Works Committe·e, and I had a ipl~isdte ,oo·ken dn the
district. It demonstrated that local
residents did not desire to transfer to
the Bolga site. The question revolved
arOUNd ,the issue a'S to whether the 'Hume
weir was to be increased to hold 3,500,000
acre-feet of water. I understand that
tha t fear has since been dispelled.
Mr. WHITE {Allendale).-You did not
accept the evidence of the St'ate Rivers
and Water Supply Commission.
Mr. BOLTE.-That was technical
evidence. I do not believe in the Governmenit's dire~ting these people as to what
they must do. When the Federal Government tried to direct the honorable
member for Allendale to bank with a
certain instituti'on, he objected most
strongly. Now I ·am objecting on behalf
of tJhe Tallanga ita people. Their member
is tongue-tied on this subject because he
is a member of Cabinet. The proposal
foHows tJhe policy of the Labour party
whose members believe planning will
bring about Ut-opi'a. The Labour party
wishes to say to individuals "You must
do this or that." Its policy is submitted
to the Government, and then it comes
before Parliament in the legislation that
is brought down by the present Governmenlt. Since it h'as been illl office, members have deal't wi!th a suocession of
Bills, but in suppor:t of each measure
;there has been ,only one speaker to represen't the vliews of the Ministry. If there
has been any further debate from the
Government side of the House i,t has
come from the .Ministerial corner, but
the 'members who .sit there are again
sadly lacking. They are now merely
"Yes" men, and they will continue to
be "Yes" men so long as they obtain
the leglslation they want. In that connection reference has been made to
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ring-ins." It is futile for the Government to say that members are hiding
behind the report of the Publir. Works
Committee. Recently I saw an article
in a newspaper stating that the State
Developmen t Committee had reported
on a project to spend £10,000 to extend
electric power to the Wood's Point area.
This Government has decided not to
give effect to the report.

H

Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-How do you
know what the Government did?
Mr. BOLT-E.-It was stated over the
air. The people of Tallangatta should
have some say in this matter. If honor··
able members are content to sit here and
say, "This is not a problem," then pity
help us! I understand tha't Towong
Shire Council, as a responsible body, has
issued an emphatic protest against the
way in which it is being treated. Again
the protest is disregarded. The people
in the distriat unfortunately have no
representative in this House other than
the Attorney-General, who has to remain silent. Surely on a question which
concerns 700 or 800 people in his electorate, he should have something to say.
I hope ·that he will be the second speaker
from the Government side of the House.
The question of the enlargement of
the Hume weir is linked with the
recent -agreement 'that Vilctori'a has
entered inlo with the New South Wales
and Commonwealth Governments for
control of the waters of the Snowy river.
I have heaId the 'Md.nis<ter of Agriculture
s'ay several times in this House, referring to the previous Government, "You
sold Victoria at that conference." The
Murray valley will receive 400,000 acrefeet of water, of which 100,000 acrefeet will be used on the Victorian side
and 300,000 acre-feet on the New South
The new storage, which
W·ales side.
will affect Tallangatta area, will distribute 430,000 acre-feet, m~king a
total of 830,000 acre-feet to go into the
Murray valley. Of that volume, 315,000
acre-feet will be used by VJ.ctoria and
515,000 acre-feet by New South Wales.
Because Melbourne is the natural port
for the shipm~ent of produce from the
Riverina, Victoria will receive a greater
part of the benefit.
That is why
Tallanga tta has to be moved.
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I admit that portions of Tallangatta
must be moved, but it should be donp
kindly and sympathe1Jieally. Tallangatta
is a community with a community interest, and I suggest that it cannot be
transplanted and reproduced anywhere
else. If a man has a home of a markp.t
value of £1,500 to £1,700, he would have
to find an additional £1,000 or more to
provide a new home in the new }ocation.
He must of necessity contract a debt so
that the rest of Australia will benefit
from a national work. The people o.f
Tallangatta should be treated better
than those who will receive the extra
water. The Government knows very
well that the people who will receive the
water will fare better than those who
have to make way for iit.
The people of Tallanga tta should
be allow~d to choose the site of their
future ,home, and no Government should
say to them, "Y,ou must goO there, and
if you do not you will nolt receive the
same trea tment as .you otherwIse
would." It was never my intention when
I was Minis'ter of Water Supply to act
against the wishes of tlle people who 'are
affected, and who wil'l have toO commit
themselves to debts on their new bomes.
Mr. BROsE.-That is a specdous
argumenl.
Mr. BOLTE.-The people of Tallangatta believe that it lis a real a,rgument.
Members of the Opposition consider that
the time ha,s not yet arrived when the
Sta te should direct the people.
We
believe that the people should direct the
State.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I feel that
to-night we have listened to what may
be des'cribed as a tragic feat by one who
formerly occupied the high position of
Minister of Water Supply in this State,
and who administered a Department
which contributes more to national
development, particularly to the development of latent resources, than any other
Department does. I was astounded to
hear the m-isrepresentations he made in
his approach to the subjeot under discussion. Of course he can be excused,
because the Hollway Government comprised men who had no experience of
the dry areas oOf the State. There was
not a Minister in it who lived more than
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80 miles from the seaboard. None of
them had any experience of the living
conditions of people in fue northern
parts ,of the IState, or were familiar with
the problems -associated w'ltlh lack of
water.
It has become evident to-night that
the honorable member for Hampden
lives in an area which receives more
than the average r,ainfall of the State.
The dearth of country representation in
the Cabinet was the reason for much of
the criticism levelled at the Hollway
Government when it assumed offi,ce.
The criticism was so severe that the
Government brought into its fold the
honorable member for Swan Hill, and
appointed him Honorary Minister. That
would have proved an excellent choice
if he had not been made subservient to
the Minister of Housing and the Minister
in Charge of Electrical Undertakings.
He was co-opted to give the honorable
member for Hampden some advice regarding the irrigation and dry areas.
Therefore, the honorable member can be
excused on account of his lack of practical experience. Much has been said
about regimentation by members of my
party who have been described as
Socialists. Not one person living in Tallanga tta will be forced to shift to Holga.
If they so desire, Tallangatta residents
may transfer to Beeac, Camperdown, or
Bungaree. If they wish to come to
Bendigo, I shall welcoOme them there.
They may go to Toorak, outJSJide
Tallangatta, if they desire.· AU that
the
Parliamenrtary
Public
W.orks
Committee did was to say that, in its
opinion, Bolga was the most suitable
site which could be developed by the
Government as the location for the new
township. If Mr. Fisher and Mr. Ronan
desire to shift to Toorak, they may do so.
,Much has been heard also about the
plebisoite which the honorable member
for Hampden conducted when he was
Minister of Water Supply. The Parliamentary Public Works Committee consists of representatives of all political
parties in this Parliament and it functions in a non-political way. It submUted a unanimous report recommending
the Bolga site, but after receiving that
report the honorable member for Hampden, who was then Minister of Water
Mr. Galvi1t.
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Supply, got into political difficulty. I
regret to say that he was inveigled into
a difficult position because the Liberal
party's approach to the question of the
translfer of Tal'langaitta was purely a
polit,ical one.
In the plebiscite about which so much
has been said, 1,550 people did not avail
themselves of the opportunity to vote.
They preferred to leave a decision in the
hands of those best qualified to make
one. Those 1,550 people r,epresented 62
per cent. of the residents who were
entitled to vote. Of the remaining 38
per cent. who recorded a vote, 569,
persons, Il'epresenting :22 per cent. of :the
people, voted in 'favoOur of Toorak, and
400, representing 16 per cent. of the
people, deCtided in favour of Holga.
Mr. BOLTE.-They were the people in
the area.
Mr. GALVIN.-Did the honorable
member not decide who would vote?
Mr. BOLTE.-No.
,Mr. GA!LVlIN.-If a plebiscite was to
be held and I was Minister, I would not
be merely a rubber stamp. I would define
the area in which the plebiscite was to
be taken. I should have thought that
the honorable member, when he was
Mlinister, would have doOne likewise.
H he aBoiW,ed somebody else to
decide the question, he was recreant
to his oath of office. Much has been
said about the 62 per cent. of the persons
who, as was suggested by the honorable
member fOor Hampden, should have voted
to overr,ide the recommendation of the
statutory authority appointed by Parliament to investigate the proposal, because
the recommendaNon did not suit the
political aims of certain people associated with a certain pa-r.ty. It was not
a fair and r~asonable plebiSICite.
The last State election in the Benambra electorate was fought largely on the
question of Tallangatta and the raising
of the Hume weir, and that election may
be regarded as a fair and reasonable
plebiscite of the people. In that plebiscite there was no log-rolling and no
signing of petitions. At that election
the Attorney-General was opposed by
Councillor Ronan.
The propaganda
i·ssued on that occasion related mainly
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to the alternative sites of Toorak and
Bolga, and it gave a true reflection of
public opiniun in relation to Bolga. If
a petition is signed by 2,500 persons in
the Tallangatta subdivision, but H only
340 people voted in !favour 'Of Bolga and
280 against it, thart: is an incli'cation that
petitions and plelbiscites do not necessarily give a true reflection of public
opinion.
At the time of which I speak the
Attorney-General agreed with the recommendation of the Public Works Committee. Councillor Ronan, the endorsed
Liberal party candidate, was the leader
of the fight against him. He has vested
interests in the area. However, the
Attorney-General was returned by a
majority oJ about 16,000 Vlotes. In my
opinion, that is a true reflection
because
the
of
public
opinion,
people
beUeve
in
Parliamentary
government. The honorable member for
Hampden advocates the principle that
not one person should be inconvenienced
in a project of this kind. The Liberal
and Country party did not subscribe to
the policy under which an individual
should not be inconvenienced in a
democracy.
Mr. BOLTE.-I never said that.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member
said that he did not believe in compulsion. I asked him to repeat the statement, and I asked him did he honestly
believe in it, and he said, "Yes." In
a democracy, one must do the greatest
good for the greatest number of people.
If the honorable member's viewpoint is
accepted, not one reservoir will be built
in Victoria, unless it is constructed in
the mountainous areas.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is nonsense.
Mr. GALVIN.-My statement is correct. If reservoirs ·are to be built
some individuals must be inconvenienced,
because their land must be taken over.
The honorable member spoke about
smaller reservoirs, and said that nobody
should be co~elled to relinquish his
land.
Mr. BOLTE.-I never said that.
Mr. GALVIN.-He said that there had
not been any investigation of the proposal to build smaller reservoirs.
Session 1950.-[72]
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Mr. BOLTE.-I said people affected
should have the choice where they should
go.
,Mr. GALVIN.-There is nothing in
the Bill to compel Tallanga tta people to
shiH either to Bolga ,or to Bendigo, or
to the electorate of Hampden. I point
out to the honorable member that he
did not initiate the scheme under discussion. The proposal had been discussed for many years-before the
honorable member was born. All that
he did Was to achieve something which
had been ·conceived long before he
a ttained office as Minister of Wa ter
Supply. I attended three conferences
at Canberra in relation to the Snowy
river scheme.
Mr. BOLTE.-That has nothing to do
with new water storages.
Mr. GALVIN.-With my Leader I
attended the conference in 1947 in regard to the building of water storages.
The honorable member for Hampden is
interested only in the 25-inch and 35-inch
rainfall areas. He does not understand
the posi tJion of people 'in the northern
areas. I suggest that he should make
himself ,conversant with the discussions
tha t took place regarding the bUilding
of storages in the upper reaches of the
River Murray and the Snowy river
scheme by referring to the files and
records of the conferences.
Mr. BOLTE.-YOU ,were letting New
South Wales get away with it.
Mr.
GALVIN.-When
the Cain
Government took office, New South
Wales was getting aw,ay with something.
As I previously said, the Leader of my
party and I attended a Premier's conference in 1947, although I played only a
minor part. We were accompanied by
the chairman of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission; aliSO Mr.
Bate of the Sta'te Electridty Commission.
Mr. 'McKell, who was then
Premier of New South Wales, was also
present. A resolution was moved by the
Victorian representatives, as a result of
which lit was decided to submH the proposal for the diversion of 'the Snowy
river waters to a committee to report
upon the greater utilization of those
waters.
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That was the occasion when the
utilization of the waters for the development of hydro-electric power was first
seriously discussed. The V,ilctorian delegates did not advocate the policy that
all the Snowy Diver waters should be
diverted ihto the River !Murray to bank
up the Hurne weir.
The Victorian
representa'tives said, "Let us have a
thorough investigation with a view to
the water being utilized in the best interests of 'the nation." The New South
Wales Governmen't had decided to proceed with its works, but after the conference was held it was decided to
divert some of the water into the
Murrumbidgee river. The records, the
files, 'and the press cuttings will prove
the truth of my statement. Let me now
consider the rna tter of the small storages
mentioned by the honorable member for
Hampden who 'said that they should be
constructed.
.Mr. BOLTE.-I said that the construction of smaller stor,ages ,should be
investiga ted.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member advocated that not one person
should be inconvenienced. He also in
this House took full credit for the enlarged 'Eildon weir .project. He gave no
credit to his predecessors who started
the Eildon weir project ,on 'the way.
Mr. BOLTE.-I said that I speeded up
the project.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member is a nation f.ounder and benefactor.
He is the MesS'iah of the irrigators. In
his opinion, he is the only man who
ever thought of enlarging the Eildon
weir. If he believes in the const.ruction
of smaller 'storages and considers
that no' person should be inconvenienced,
why did he approve of the cal1ing 0f
tenders for the enlarged Eildon weir
propo'sition, when smaller dams could
have been ·constructed on the Goulburn,
the Howqua, the Delatite, ,and 'the
Jamieson rivers? As Minister, he was
not concerned with individuals, but only
with national development, Ibut when he
went in'to Opposition, he forgot his
national viewpoint and started to play the
filthy political game.
Mr. BOLTE.-Your statements are incorrect.
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Mr. GALVIN.-I know the viewpoint
of the honorable member, and I commend him for what he did in relation
to the Eildon weir. I ask him to discuss
the Bill 'on the same basis as that on'
which he discussed the Eildon weir project when he was Minister of Water
Supply. He has been whipped into line
by his party to play politics in the
interes'ts of the Liberal and Country
party candidate'who opposed the present
Attorney-General at the last election
campaign. The Hume weir was first
conceived to impound 2,000,000 acre-feet.
The economic mission led by Sir Otto
Niemeyer stated, however, that the State
could not afford to build a reservoir to
impound that quantity of water. The
maximum figure was set at 1,250,000
acre-feet. That was a direc'tion!
Mr. BOLTE.-The water could not be
sold then.
Mr. GALVIN.-The time would come
when the water could be sold.
Mr. BOLTE.-We did not want to give
it away.
,Mr. GALVIN.-Even had the water
been given away, the return in productivity would have been manifold.
Mr. CAIN.-At that time, thousands of
men were idle.
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes, they were receivHad the
ing sustenance payments.
decision to shift Tallanga tta been made
at that time, the cost would have been
£1,000,000 less than ilt is to-day. II ask
honorable members to contemplate what
the existence of the Hume weir, with a
capacity of 2,000,000 acre-feet, would
have meant to Australia, in food production, during the war years. Let us not
reach the position When we will jeopardize, stultify or hamper in any way the
full utilization of the waters of the River
Murray. I repeat what I have previoUlsly
said that if we do not, within the next
ten years, double our present production
from the ,soil of 'certain !ba'Si'c necessities
such as beef, lambs, and milk, we will
be importing those products instead of
exporting them. The only way in which
we can stand up to our obligations is to
get on with a vast and quickly developing scheme of water cOll'serva'tion.
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There has been much misrepresentation relative to the raising of the Hume
weir. Councillor Ronan of Tallangatta
sta ted that I was the most insulting
Minister of Water Supply who ever
visited the district. I went there in
1946, at the direction of my Leader, after
having been in office for only nine weeks.
The reason which impelled my visit was
a feeling that something was radically
wrong with the position at Tallangatta.
I quote from the Upper Murray and
Mitta Herald of the 21st February,
1946Mr. Galvin, who was well 'recei,ved, said
that his visit was brought about primarily
because of the fact that the people were
somewhat similar to Mahomet's coffinsuspended· between heaven and earth.

At that time, no decision had been
reached whether 'the weir would be
raised to 2,000,000 acre-feet. The object
of my visit was to ascertain the attitude
of the local people in relation to the
problem.
'Mr. Ronan, who had vested
in1tereslts in the district, stated thal I fWirus
insulting. I go a little further. I was
with the late Roy Paton who, all honorable members will agree, was an
ornament to this House. No one in his
company could be offensive to his
constituents. The newspaper report also
statedMr. Galvin said he was particularly
pleased at the atmosphere and the broad
view of the 'People; they wanted to know
where they stood-they can't plan on anything. He assured them that there would
be no quibbling regarding compensation, and
promised to do all he could for them.

Only a distorted mind could construe
from that report that 'I had adopted
an inlsullHng attitUde.
Yet, the :aUegation was made at a public meeting in
the district a week or two ago. Some
Tallangatta residents holding vested
interests had' VISIOns of developing
and capitalizing the Toorak area in
their own selfish :interests. They were
willing that the Tallangatta township
should be tranferred to Toorak area not
in the interests of residents, but in the
interests of land subdivision and sales.
No Government could be interested in
that scheme. Unbecoming statements
relative to br,ibing of members of the
Parliamentary Public Works Committee
who heard· evidence in the district have
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emanated from persons who occupy a
lowly position in public life. The suggestion has been made that certain
members of the committee were undel
the influence of liquor ,and that my col
league, the honorable m,ember for Mel,
bourne, made £35,000 out of the project.'
Those stories have been retaHed in the
Tallangatta district by irresponsible
individuals.
I regret that politics have intruded
into a project of such national importance as the raising of the Hume
weir. Owing to limited water resources,
Australia must impound as many acrefeet as possible. This country is not as
privileged as are India, China, Egypt,
and the so-much discussed Tennessee
valley, where dams have to be constructed
not to conserve water but to combat the
flood menace. Our difficulties arise because the mountain ranges are close to
the sea ,and our best flowing rivers have
short courses. Consequently, those few
rivers which have a great length of flow
should be utilized to the full extent.
Mr. BOLTE.-N 0 one is arguing about
that.
•
Mr. GALVIN.-Let us cast back our
minds to the time of the decision to
build the Waranga basin. Although all
the other residents in the district accepted the compensation offered by the
State Rivers and 'W·ater Supply Commission and left the district, one dear old
lady refused to do so. Could it be contended that the Waranga basin scheme
should not have proceeded because of
. the attitude of one person?
Mr. WHATELY.-The people at Tallangatta are being directed where to go.
Mr. GALVIN.-Under this Bill, no one
will be directed where to go. The township will be planned by the authority.
That does not mean that Tallangatta
residents ,must live at Bolga. If I remember correctly, when the Hume weir was
built, some local residents, When they
reeeived compensation, bought properties
in the Hampden electorate.
Mr. BOLTE.-They exhibited good
judgment.
Mr. GALVIN.-They showed bad judgment in placing their faith in the
honorable member as an authority on
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water supply. I repeat that there is
nothing to prevent Tallangatta residents
from claiming compensation and then
living in any locality which they may
choose.
I shall summarize my arguments
as follows in order to disabuse the minds
of people of misconceptions:-(a) We
must utilize the rivers of this State .in
the national interest, and not for the
benefit of a selfish few; (b) compulsion
is not being placed on the Tallangatta
people as to where they must live; when
the storage capacity of the Hume weir
is increased they win obtain compensation, and can go where they like;
(c) important Bills will be brought down
within the next two or three years, but
not one of them will be more important
than a measure providing !for the generation of additional electric power and the
conservation of our water resources.
Last week pressure was brought to
bear upon certain members, and it was
proposed to hold a public meeting at
Tallanga tta to discuss this issue. In the
Border Mail of the 26th of October, the
honorable JIlember for Hampden is reported as having said that the Government would not discuss the subject.
However, on Wednesday of last week the
Premier received a deputation of representatives from Tallangatta and they
spent two hours with him in his office.
Brigadier TovELL.----'We did not hear
the debate.
Mr. GALVIN.-I did not hear discussions when the honorable member
received deputations in his capacity of
Minister of Educa tion.
Everyone
interested cannot attend a deputation to
a Minister. People from Tallangatta
made a request to see the Premier and
he saw them.
Mr. WHATELY.-A deputation should
not be received in Parliament House.
Mr. GALVIN.-A deputation should be
heard at whatever location suits the
Minister concerned. Ministers of the
previous Government will inform the
honorable member that they were able
to spend only a little time -in their offices.
On their return to Tallanga tta, members
of the deputation criticized the Premier
most strongly. For instance, Councillor
Ronan said that he would not live at
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Bolga, and he has sold his business in
Tallangatta. It is a pity he did not sell
it 30 years ago. In the first place, he
was opposed to the Toorak sHe, which
he claimed was too hilly. Then he found
that Mr. Fisher, a former shire engineer,
was interested in a certain area there. He
thought the main highway should pass
the area in which Mr. Fisher was interested and that the bridge over the
weir should be bui'lt near the property,
and also the business section of the new
township. When Councillor Ronan and
Mr. Fisher appeared before the Public
Works Committee they objected to give
evidence on oath, or to be cross-examined.
The real opinion of the Tallanga tta people
on this matter was expressed at the last
Assembly election in the number of votes
recorded for the Attorney-General. That
was the voice of democracy. Notice
should not be taken of the plebiscite
mentioned by the honorable member for
Hampden.
There has been strong criticism of the
proposal to pay compensation. I would
point out that in the 46 years that the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission has been functioning under its Act,
there has been only one appeal against
the compensation that has been awarded,
and in that case the appellant lost his
case. Thousands of other persons were
sa tisfied with the payments that they
received. That demonstrates that the
compensation payments of the Commission are fair and reasonable. If an
honorable member desired to claim compensation, I am sure that he would
rather deal with the Government than
private individuals or companies. He
would receive fair treatment from the
Government.
That assertion is proved
by the 'excellent record of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Dissatisfied persons can appeal
against the sum awarded either under
the Land Act or the Water Act. If they
are still dissatisfied they can make a
further appeal to a Judge.
Some memberS' appear to be concerned
about the interests of the avaricious
people who are trying to make money
out of this project. I suggest that they
should read the local paper published at
Mansfield and 'Study the compensation
that is being paid to persons in that area
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whose property is affected by the extension of the Eildon weir. I appeal to
members to forget the views of Councillor Ronan and to consider water conservation apart froOm party politics so
that the greatest good will be done for
the greatest number. I regret that the
honorable member for Hampden did not
approach this subject in the same way as
he approached other matters when he
was Minister of Water Supply. if withdraw my charge that he did not initiate
any worthy object during his term of
office. One of his actions was uniquehe held a plebiscite in this area in an
endeavour to override the decision of the
statutory committee which he, in his
Ministerial capacity, had requested to
conduct an investigation and to submit
a report on the proposal to move the
township of Tallangatta from its present
site.
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Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-You ran
away from the Countl'yparty.
Mr. FRASER.-I was pleased to do
so, because the Country party ran away
from its prinCiples.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Order! The principles of
the Country party are not included in
the Bill.
Mr. FRASER.-The honorable member for Bendigo said that Tallangatta
people will not be compelled to live at
the Bolga site. When a man has been in
business in Tallanga tta for- more than
30 years, he may be compelled to reside
at Bolga. I was sorry to hear the reference of the honorable member for
Bendigo to Councillor Ronan; his remarks were not edifying.

Mr. GALVIN.-I did not say as much as
Mr. FRASER (Grant) .-The im- I coOuld have said about Councillor Ronan.
portance of this measure arises from
Mr. FRASER.-I would be more imthe opposition of a large number of pressed if the remarks of the honorable
Tallangatta residents to the proposal to member for Bendigo had been made to
move the township from its present Councillor Ronan outside the precincts
location to Bolga. They urge that a . of the House. The recommendation of
portion of the township should be moved the Public Works Committee was that
to the area called Toorak. They feel the township of Tallangatta should be
that they have been unjustly treated. I moved to the Bolga site. ;r agree that
support the remarks of the honorable when such a recommendation is made
member for Hampden and I am raising it is hard to argue that the proposal is
my voice on behalf of Tallangatta people wrong. I have had experience of conto try to secure British justice for them. ducting inquiries, and I have found that,
r was disappointed at the tone of the in many instances, local people have not
remarks of the honorable member for understood the import of an investigaBendigo. Any virtue in the thoughts tion. If there are one or two people
that he expressed was largely discounted in an area who are intent on reaching
by the bullying attitude he adopted to- an ultimate ,objective, they can easily
wards the honorable member for arrange for their v.iew to be sta t,ed while
Hampden, whom he accused of mis- the views of other people are not heapd
representation: that was most unjust. to the same 'extent. The people in the
He said that members of the previous area known as Toora'k will share with
Governmen t had no know ledge of dry the people ,of Tallanga tta the view that
areas. The reply to that comment is Toorak is the answer to the present
tha t the record of the Hollway Govern- problem, and believing that the site itself
ment speaks for itself. It was a most would settle all argument, it is probable
progressive Administration and initiated that the people who favour Toorak area
many water conservation schemes.
did not doO justi1ce to this view before the
Mr. GALvIN.-When that Government Public Works Committee. I feel that
was in office, you were a supporteT of because of the strong publ1ic opinion now
evident a't Tallangatta it woOuld be only
the Country party.
Mr. FRASER.-The honorable mem- justice toO suggest that these people b@
now heard.
ber for Bendigo runs away the moment
I start to reply to his remarks.
Mr. HAYEs.-They have been heard.
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Mr. FRASER.-I do not think they
have been heard to -the extent they
desire. The subject is of such importance to the people concerned and to the
people of Vktoria that it -should 'be reopened. We agree that the dam should
be enlarged, but when action is taken
in the interests of the people as a whole
and -certain individuals are adversely
affected, it .is always the British custom
to endeavour to protect the interests of
those individuals as ~ar as possible. We
want to be fair, not only in the matter
of compensation, but also in other
matters. We should make sure that we
are not alcting harshly in deciding on
the new site. Let us look at the question first from the standpoint of the
interests of the people of VictoI1ia. To
move the township as ,proposed will involve the State in heavy expenditure.
Mr. HAYEs.-Who said that?
Mr. FRASER.-It is quite obvious.
Mr. HAYEs.-The Commonwealth will
pay three-f.ourths of it.
Mr. FRASER.-The people will pay
just the same. The same taxpayers find
the money.
I want to atta-ck this'
proposition from the angle of what is
I
best in the interests .of the State.
suggest that 'the saving -of a large sum
of money would be in the interests of
the State, particularly in these days
when finances are strained.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-What amount would
be saved by leaving the present buildings
in the northern part of the Toor'ak
area?
Mr. FRASER.-I should not :be surprised if i,t was in the neighbourhood of
£500,000. A number of public buildings
would have to be moved in any case. The
chief local industry is a butter factory,
and if the township was moved to Bolga
it is possible that the factory would
have to go there also. The expenses
involved would be in the vicinHy of
£80,000, but that would not be all. I
am told by a person who is in a posiNon to know that the extra mileage involved would amount to no less than
400,000 miles 'Per annum. That would
entail an extra cost which w.ould be
borne by the primary producers in the
area. At Tal1angatta, in the Toorak
area above high water mark, is a well
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equipped hospital. It would have to be
moved, or alternatively the township
would be the 'best part of 10 miles from
the hospital. That would again involve
large public expenditure.
Because o'f the -contour of the area
roads run in most instances up the
valley.
If the township were moved
from Tallangatta to Bolga a number of
producers in the valleys would be
isolated and/or would have to travel
farther to their market and banking
town. They would have to transfer
some of their custom to as far away as
W.odonga. At a time such as this, when
we are talking about decentralization, we
should endeavour in any movement in
which the Government is involved to
keep that policy in mind. In the pres en t
instance we should provide that Tallangatta township is reconstructed in an
area that would not bring it too closely
into conflict with other towns. If it
should go to Bolga the townspeople
would be very adversely affected, because
when people from the back areas had
travelled as far as Bolga they might as
well continue to Albury. Much of the
trading would go in that direction, and
again a valuable country town would
begin to decline.
I referred a moment or two ago to the
necessity for moving the butter factory
from its present site to Bolga. If that
were done it would mean duplicating a
butter factory that already exists at
Kiewa, again involving overlapping. I
emphasize the f.act that, because of these
things, there is every justification in the
agitation that is forthcoming from the
people of Tallanga tta that they should
be ·further heard before a final decision
is reached. What will happen when the
transfer of the township is in progress?
Mr. GALVlN.-Are they talking of
going to the High Court?
Mr. FRASER.----.J: think they would
prefer to obtain British justice from
P.arliament. All they are asking for is
that the matter be re-opened and the
Public Works Committee hear further
evidence. They would then have an opportunity to educate the minds of members of the committee and assist them
to reach a sound judgment.
There is
no doubt in the minds of a large number
of the people of TaUangatta that the
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decision already given by the committee
is unsound. I have pointed out that if
the township is moved nearer to
Wodonga the goodwill of bUsinesses in
Tallangatta will be greatly ai'f.ected, so
it is hoped that if the present proposal
is persisted in the people prejudiced will
be granted adequate compensation. Some
of the things that are agitating the minds
of the people of Tallangatta can be conveyed in the following questions which
they are anxious to have answered. I
suggest that the Minister might give a
reply to some of them. The first question
is " Can any person in a house which is
above water level receive compensation ?"
Mr. BROSE.-Why should he ne~ compensation if he does not leave his home?
Mr. FRASER.-These people have
been associated together in a progressive
township in the novth-east. It is Dne of
the most picturesque townships in Victoria. A man who has a house there
has a business centre at his door, and has
good roads and every facility he desires.
He is in an environment to which he has
been ,accustomed since his childhood. The
Government is going to destroy all that,
and remove his shopping centre, his bank,
and his doctor six or seven mUes away.
Then the Government says, "We refuse
compensation.' ,
Mr. BRosE.-He will be compensated
if he leaves.
Mr. FRASER.-That attitude is
grDssly unfair. If this. proposal is persisted in the value of his property will
immediately decline. Is he not entitled
to compensation? If the Minister's interjections represent the general approach
of the Government to the problem, it
is no wonder that the people feel they
have been unjustly treated. The next
question is, can the owner of a property
accept cDmpensation and leave the area,
although he does not intend to erect a
new home at Bolga? That is a natural
question. A persDn whose whDle life
has been spent in the area, who is
attached to it, and who dDes not goO to
Bolga, might be like those people
referred to by the honorable member for
Bendigo. He might want to live ~ome
where elf:e. Can he get compensatiDn
without accepting a new residence at
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Bolga? What would be the position of
an owner of a house above the water
level who, having accepted cDmpensation,
did not desire to move?
Mr. ,MERRIFIELD.-He would not retain
his interest in the prDperty once he had
taken compensation.
Mr. FRASER.-Is the honorable member fDr Moonee Ponds speaking Dn behalf
of the Minister of Water Supply? Does
the Government propose to pay full CDmpensation?
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The owner's equity
in the property would be vested in the
Commission before he was paid compensatiDn.
Mr. FRASER.-I referred particularly
to buildings above the water line, the
owners of which will 'be affected by the
removal of the township. The owner
might say, "I do not want to shift; give
me my compensation and I will remain
here." What would happen to that building; would it remain on the site, be
removed, or sold to some one else? I
can hear several Labour party members
endeavouring to answer my questiDns;
everyone will answer except the
Minister.
Mr. BROSE.-You are making the
speech. When you have concluded I will
answer later.
Mr. FRASER.~It is the answers to
those questions that aggrieved people in
the district are seeking. In the absence
of answers from the Government, one
can understand the agitated state of the
minds of local residents, who feel that
they have a just grievance. On what
basis will compensation of business goodwill be paid if the owner of the business
is not going to set up in the new town?
That is a pertinent question, and it must
be answered sooner or later--the sooner
the better for all concerned. Are the
people to be fully compensated for the
full cost of the removal of the township,
the construction of new roads, nature
strips, and so on, or are they going to
be involved in some capital outlay? If
a local resident at present living in a
four-roomed house decides that he requires a six-roomed house at the new
township site. will the Government cover
his needs in full, or will the owner be
asked to contribute something to the
additional capital cost? If the ow ners
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are to contribute, will they be accommo- other necessary amenities must be prodated with terms and, if so, at what rate vided at the new site, and many new
of interest? Will they be loaned money homes will have to be erected. I believe
at not more than 2 per cent?
it is proposed to transfer houses from
Because of the transfer of the town- Tallangatta to the new site, but what
ship, the goodwill of a number of busi- will happen to residents while the homes
nesses will be affected.
The value are being transferred? With half the
of the assets will be ass'essed, and township at Tallangatta and the other
it is suggested that the Victorian half at Bolga adequa te transport will
Government should take up with have to be provided.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-You know
the CommonweaLth Government the
question of taxation on compensation. Is that the main stre~t will be inundated
it proposed that a local appeal Board when the weir is enlarged to the
will be set up in the district so that the 2,000,000 acre-feet mark.
people will have the free right of appeal
Mr. FRASER.-I am aware of that,
if they are not satisfied with the basis but what is to happen about the transfer
of compensation suggested by the Com- of the people from one site to another
mission, or will they have to go through when the bank is not moved and traders
some lengthy procedure to have their have to travel 5 or 10 miles daily?
cases adjusted? How will the premises
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-SimHar diffiof business people be transferred? Will culties would arise if another site were
garage owners have a right to shift chosen.
petrol bowsers and be given a licence in
Mr. FRASER.-They would not arise
the new area? I believe that matter will
if
the township were transferred to the
be easily adjusted with the oil companies.
Toorak area.
The next question with which local
Mr. HAYEs.-Every local resident of
people are concerned is the source of
Tallanga'Ha
cannot own land in the
water supply for the new township. Will
Toorak
area.
the water eome from the Hume reserMr. FRASER.-There is sufficient
voir or will it be taken from higher up
land
there to accommoda'te all the people
the river than the weir? I should think
it would be drawn from higher up the of Tatllangatta who desire to stay in the
river, where the water is free from pol- , distric:t.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-If the land
lution. I think it proper that the people
vitally concerned, who will have to use speculators will sell.
this water for domestic purposes, should
Mr. FRASER.-If that is the only
be thoroughly informed on the matter. argument why cann'Ot the Government
One point of considerable importance is do at Toor,ak what it ,is doing elsewhere,
what right of appeal will property owners acquire the land for the purposes of the
have against the allocation of unsatis- State and ,compensate accordingly? The
factory sites in the new township, and Toorak site is desirable and I feel that
on what basis will the appeals be decided? local people have a strong claim for reThere are many people in the present opening Ithe question and having the
township who feel that they occupy the proposal considered de novo. The next
best sites in the town. When the transfer question that arises is whether the new
to Bolga is effected, there may be a shopp'ing area is to be declared a brick
number of applicants for the choicest area. There are numerous ,other quessites. If a transferee feels aggrieved, will tions dealing mainly with domestic
he have the right of appeal, and to whom? matters which are agitating the minds
If so, how long will it take for him to of local residents.
For 'that reason
ha ve his claim adjusted?
alone, somebody should talk with them.
What is going to happen to the people
The Minister of Water Supply should
of Tallangatta during the transfer discuss this rna tter with Tallanga tta
period? Their homes cannot just be residents on the spot so that they can
picked up over ni.ght in Tallangatta and obtain an appreciation of what the
dumped down on the new site at Government has in mind. There ds at
Bolga. Considerable road work and present an acute shortage of building
Mr. Fraser.
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materials for houses and labour; therefore it is necessary to eliminate any
waste of effort in the directi'on of creating new homes in Ithe new township.
Having regard to the facts as I understand them, with my local ,knowledge of
the area and the information gliven to
me by people m,ore familiar with the
subject than I am, I .suggest that the
Government should reconsider this
scheme. Local residents at Tallangatta
are greatly agitated about the Government's proposal.
Mr. HAYES.-Why did not they vote
a t the poll that was a·rranged by the
former Minister of Water Supply-the
honorable member for Hampden?
Mr. FRASER.-Probably it is the old
story, that they are just beginning to
realize what it is 'all aboU't. If a vote
were taken now the resulot would be
different.·
Mr. GALVIN.-The Attorney-General
did not do a bad job at the Assembly
general election in that area, when
Councillor Ronan w,as his opponent.
Mr. FRASER.-All that the Tallangatta people desire is that they be
treat~d fairly and given British justice.
I ask that the whole question be reopened so that further evidence can be
submitted to the Parliamentary Public
Works Committee before this Bill is proceeded with. I identify myself with the
remarks m,ade by the honorable member for Hampden; I, too, feel that these
people are not being fairly treated and
there is virtue in the representations
that are being made to the Governmen t
on their behalf.
Mr. HAYES (Melbourne).-This is a
Bin for the removal of the township of
Tallangatta to a new site, .and for other
purposes. I am surprised at the opposiNon .in this Chamber to the Bill. It is
not a new scheme, it has been under
consideration for years. I should have
thought that the people of Tallangatta
would have been pleased to know that
a t last some decision had been made on
the future of the township. This proposal has been considered by various
Governments.
The Government finally decided that
an inquiry should be conducted by the
Public Works Committee into the question of the enlargement of the reservoir.
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As honorable members are aware, that
committee is non-party and non-politicaL
It may be said that because the Labour
party and the Goun try party are
associated to-day, they form a com-,
bined party. When the enlargement of
the Hume reservoir was under consideration those parties were in separate camps,
and it cannot be contended that there has
been any affiliation between them regarding this proposal. The chaTacter of the
inquiry regarding the enlargement of
the reservoir and the position of Tallangatta was rather different from the
average inquiry undertaken by the Public
Works Committee. Questions relating to
rivers, railways and other subjects do not
come into the same category. The proposed enlargement of the Hume reservoir
was a matter affecting the township and
the people residing there. The position
was that should the Public Works Committee recommend the enla·rgement of
the reservoir, the removal of the township and the people to another part of
the' district would be involved. In the
circumstances the committee felt obliged
to give consideration to the question
from an angle altogether different from
that associated with any other type of
inquiry.
The committee left no stone un turned
to ensure that all information was obtainable from and available to the people
likely to be 'affected, and to reach a
decision uninfluenced by political views
or sectional interests either in Taliangatta or elsewhere. I consider that the
decision of the Public Works Committee
represents a step in the right direction.
Various ways and means were adopted
to obtain the views of Tallangatta people,
and an opportunity was taken to secure
a large volume of evidence from the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Railways Construction Branch,
the Country Roads Boar'd, the Town and
Country Planning Board, and representatives of the municipality in which Tallan':
gatta is situated. The local progress
association and various private individuals also submitted evidence, and I
desire to emphasize that all such evidence
was given on oath. The witnesses expressed their views on the proposition
and what they thought should be q.one
to overcome difficulties - tha t :w~uld be
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associated with the removal of the
Tallangatta township, should the recommendation of the committee involve it.
lt was realized from the very beginning
that Tallangatta would be affeded by
flooding, either to a small extent or
,seriously, according to the final outcome
of the inquiry.
[ desire to quote from the report of the
Public Works Committee, more especially
regarding the capacity of the reservoir.
I take the following from page 8It is apparent, therefore, that if future
additional storage of upper Murray waters
is provided by the further enlargement of
Hume reservoir, it is possible that the level
of the reservoir may some day be r,aised by
as much as 26 feet above the level now
under consideration. The extent of the
encroachment of water upon Tallangatta
and surrounding district from a reservoir of
3,500,000 acre-feet capacity is delineated in
red on attached Plan No.2.
Present indications are that any enlargement of Hume reservoir beyond 2,000,000
a'Cre-feet will not take place for many years,
but the possibility should nevertheless be
taken into account in deciding the action to
be taken to solve the present problem at
T,allangatta.
I ask honorable members who have criticized the recommendation of the Public
Works Committee to note the following:"The River Murray Commission is of the
opinion that it would be most unwise to
carry out any township works which would
not make provision for the ultimate capacity
of 3,500,000 acre-feet at Hume reservoir."
It will be seen, that the committee's
recommendation is on that basis. It was
felt that while the intention of the
Government was to increase the capacity
to 2,000,000 acre-feet, as the inquiry
proceeded, it became evident that consideration would have to be given to what
would be the maximum capacity. It was
found that the greatest economically
practicable capacity would be in the
vicinity of 3,500,000 acre-feet. That is
one of the factors which the majority of
the people who are opposing this scheme
and criticizing the Public Works Committee have failed to take into account.
In the light of the possibility of. the
larger storage eventuating, the scope of
the inquiry was naturally amended, because it became necessary to devote
attention to the point that, as far as
Tallangatta was concerned, the recommendation could not be based merely on
/I
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a storage of 2,000,000 acre-feet of water
in the reservoir. The committee felt that
it had to look to the future and that it
was desirable to protect the interests of
the people -in the years to come.
It would be of no use making arrangements for the transfer of the people of
Tallangatta to another locality on the
assumption that the capacity of the
reservoir would be 2,000,000 acre-feet, if
a few years la'ter that capacity was
enlarged to 3,500,000 acre-feet, because
that would mean another transfer of the
township.
That point of view was
stressed to the various witnesses who
gave evidence, irrespective of whether
they were representatives of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission or
Tallangatta residents. It can be appreciated that the Public Works Committee
had no alternative to recommending the
transfer of the township to a site that
would be well above the high water level,
and that the committee had to keep in
mind that, in the event of a transfer
taking place, it should be in accordance
with a possible extension of the capacity
to 3,500,000 acre-feet. I realize that on
the question of the transfer of the township there are different points of view
among various people. In its wisdom
the Public Works Committee recommended that the transfer should be to
Bolga, the only suitable place in the district for the establishment of a. new
township in relation to a storage capacity
of 3,500,000 acre-feet.
.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-It was a
unanimous decision.
Mr. HAYES.-It was. I realize that
some people will suffer, but endeavours
should be made to compensate them as
far as possible. Other sites than Bolga
were suggested by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, by Tallangatta people and by others who were
naturally interested in the proposition.
All those sites were considered upon
their merits. One of the proposals was
the transfer of the township to a part
known as Toorak. A ,further proposal
was that an embankment should be constructed around the area, and by that
means obviate the removal of the township, but that suggestion received little
or no support from the townspeople. At
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one stage it was thought that the embankment proposition might be suitable, but
it was eventually found to be unworkable.
Having taken every factor into consideration and inspected the area for themselves, the members of the Public Works
Committee were satisfied to bring forward a unanimous recommendation that
the township should be transferred to
Bolga.
The members of the committee had
nothing to gain and were completely
unbia,sed. Their recommenda'tion was
the result of most careful inquiry, and
I do not think fua t the allegations made
againlst them are fair.
I appreciate
tha t the decision will affect a large
number of people. As honorable members will realize, associated questions are the transfer of the township
and compensation.
Another point is
whether 'people who do not take advantage of the transfer or stay in the
Taolr,ark alrea will be entitled rto receive
Up to the time when
compensation.
the committee submitted its report on
the matter a most understanding attitude had been adopted, nat only by the
peaple of Tallangatta but by an athers
interested. However, immediately the
commit'tee's repart was made availablp
an 'agi ta tian was begun in Tallanga tt.a
concerning the cammittee's reeammenda tions and asserting that they were on
the wrong lines.
I say quite frankly that certain people
at Tallangatta went out of their way to
do everything to discredit the work of
the committee, and I ma'ke no apology
f.or that statement.
It is easy for
people to make al'legations; they are not
called upon for proof. The man in the
street or even local coun:cillars may declare that the cammit'iee is not taking
the right :course in regard to Tallangatta, but such statemen'ts are not made
upan aath, althaugh those whO' uttered
them had an oppartunity of submitting
similar views in evidence to the commfttee. Certain persons who appeared
before the committee objected to' being
cross-examined regarding their private
affairs. Why did they take that attitude?
They attended to' give eviden!Ce on oath
and the cammittee had a right to crossexamine them, with the view .of obtaining the best p'ossible informa!tion.
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Disappointed witlh the report of the
committee, :those to whom I am referring went around making unfounded
allegations against the eommittee. If
such statements were made elsewhere,
a different point of view would be taken
regarding them. In quoting remarks by
certain peo.ple in Tallanga tta I shall be
em the safe side. On one occasion when
I made 'a certain statement in this House
the person on whose behalf I did so got
into trouble.
One of the allegations
made against the members of the Public
Works Committee at meetings at TaHangatta was that certain of its members
secured an offer or a bribe to the extent
af £30,000. One councillor went so far
as to say that he knew that a member of
the committee obtained £35,000, but
that is just loose talk. Anyone having
common sense realizes that the com·mittee was not in any way influenced
in its decision. When the committee revisited Tallangatta at 'a later date
Coundllor Ronan, chaHenged regarding
his allegations against the committee,
said he was not 'Prepa,red rto be examined.
Mr. WHITE (Mentane}.-It was a
"back down."
Mr. HAYES.-It was.
When the
former Minister of Water Supply, the
honorable
member
for
Hampden,
attended a public meeting -at Tallan·
ga tta certain allegp. tions were made.
All innuendoes against the committee
have been unfair. fhey have done that
body harm, to say noth,ing of the
Government, and they a'recausing discon tent among Tallanga tta townspeople
generally. Thpre have been statements
by irresponsibJ~ people at Tallangatta,
and thase statements are definitely unfounded. When the present AttorneyGeneral attended a public meeting at
Tallanga tta on the 30th of Octaber last,
CauncE Dr Ronan again refeI'lI'ed to
bribery charges, and criticism was
levelled against the honorable member
for
Bendig'o,
Mr.
East ,OJ
the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Honorable Trevor Harvey
(Minister af Labour), and the PubLic
Works Committee. Councillor Ronan
stated that he had no confidence in the
Public Works Committee right from the
start. Previously he had stated, after
the first meeting of the Public Works:
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Committee he attended in Melbourne,
that he was quite satisfied he had the
committee and the honorable member for
Allendale (Mr. White) who was chairman, in his pocket. Those statements
were unfounded, and were serious
charges for a responsible citizen to make.
He also said that the members of the
Public Works Committee were never
interested in Tallangatta, and in any case
they were so well entertained in the
town that they would not recollect what
took place.
That is the type of man the honorable
member for Grant tried to defend. I
contend that such a man has no right
to he defended. He slandered a committee which was appointed by the Government to do a certain job, and which did
its best on the evidence submitted. The
allegation that the members of the
Public Works Committee were more or
less under the influence of liquor is
wrong. Of the six members of the then
committee four were teetotallers. Councillor Ronan'did not say who entertained
the commi,ttee, but he made a general
allegation to bolster up his own case.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-A man who
makes such a statement ought to be
brought to the Bar of the House.
Mr. HAYES.-The matter was discussed by the Public Works Committee
at the time but we were advised that no
action could be taken because no statement was made in regard to any
particular person.
It was a broad
innuendo which included anybody and
everybody.
Mr. WHATELY.-On what points were
the people cross-examined?
Mr. HAYES.-The committee crossexamined the witnesses in regard to the
property they owned in the different
areas. That is one of the difficulties
and the reason for the present agitation
to transfer Tallangatta to Toorak and
not to Bolga. Certain people own land
in Toorak and wish to sell it at high
prices.
Mr. WHATELY.-I understand that only
one person owns more than two blocks
in that area.
Mr. HAYES.-The Public Works Committee understood differently. The people
who own the land in the Toorak area
cannot give it away now.
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Mr. WHATELy.-Wbat are the facts?
Mr. HAYES.-I am presenting the
facts as I know them. This agitation
has developed to a large extent into a
vendetta against the Public Works Committee. When the report was submitted
to the Government of which the honorable member for Hampden was a member, he went to Tallangatta and allowed
the people at a public meeting to make
arrangements to take a plebiscite. That
was unfair and unjust. No Minister of
any Government should try to pacify
people in regard to a matter which he
knows is not in accordance with facts.
In effect, the then Minister of Water
Supply went to Tallangatta and told the
residents that if their vote conflicted
with the recommendations of the Public
Works Committee the position would be
considered.
The
following
report
appeared in the Argus newspaper:The people of Tallangatta would hold a
plebiscite on April 15, to decide whether to
support the recommendation that the township should be moved four miles to Bolga,
Mr. Bolte, Water Supply Minister, said
yesterday.
Mr. Bolte said the Government would
make no further move until it learned the
people's views.

What about the views of those people
who submitted sworn evidence to the
committee? Were their views not to be
considered merely because at a public
meeting ceI'ltain peop1e who said they
were !being robbed endeavoured to get
the Gov€l!'nment Ito Ichange its views?
The local paper contained the follow~
ing report about the same meeting:The Shire President (Councillor T. D.
Ronan), thanked the Minister and Mr. East
for their attendance.
In thanking Mr.
Mitchell, Mr. Ronan said that they looked
forward to support from him in any way.
Thanking the chairman, Mr. Bolte told
the people of Tallangatta that if he were
in their position "he would fight like hell!"

He was a Minister dealing with the
repolit of the PuIbHc Wotrks Oommittee.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-What is the
da te of that report?
Mr. HAYES.-April of this year.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Before the
election?
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Mr. HAYES.-That is so.
continued-

The report

He realized how the people were affected
and if it was at all possible to accede to
their requests he would do so. In any case
he would see it was made as easy as
possible. He said he felt most sincerely for
them.

The members of the Public Works Committee also felt sincerely for them. However, I do not think any Minister of the
Crown, after having received a report of
the Public Works Committee, should have
endeavoured to appease people and made
prop'osals which he knew could not be
given effect. The Minister had no right
to tell the residents of Tallangatta that
if the vote they took was 'favourable to
a certain course the report of the Public
Works Committee would be reconsidered.
The then Government was playing politics
at that particular time.
I should like to quote the figures of the
pol'l, because they clearly show that
despite the statements made by the
honorable member for Hampden and the
honorable member for Grant the people
of Tallangatta were not vitally interested.
Mr. BOLTE.-Is a Minister bound to
accept the report of the Public Works
Committee?
Mr. HAYES.-He is not bound to
accept it, but he should at least consider
it, instead of informing people that if
they voted against that recommendation
he might change his view. The plebiscite
was conducted on the 15th of April, 1950,
when at the poll all ratepayers over
the age of 21 in the shire of Towong
were given the opportunity of declaring
which site they preferred, Bolga or
Toorak. On what grounds could the
honorable member for Hampden say that
the to'wn should !be ttans1fer.red to
Toorak? He knew ,that if the storage
was increased to 3,'500,000 acre-lfeet or
more, Toorak would be flooded to its
back door.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is not so.
Mr. HAYES.-The honorable member
for Hampden knows that as well as I do.
The poll that was taken indicated the
interest of the people. Of the 2,500
persons eligible to vote, only 966 voted,
and of that number 400 preferred Bolga
and 566 Toorak. The balance of 1,544
did not seem to care where the town
went and they failed to vote.
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Mr. BOLTE.-Those who did not vote
were from outlying areas. The vote in
Tallangatta was equivalent to an electoral vote.
Mr. HAYES.-The honorable member
stated in his speech that this decision
affected people many miles from Tallangatta.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is correct.
Mr. HAYES.-In that event, would not
they have the same interest in the poll
as the 'residents in the town? It can be
seen that the people were not as interested in the matter as members have
tried to make out. Irrespective of the
result of any poll, it would not have been
proper for any Government to have
accepted it .against an unbiased recommendation of a non-party committee. If
the Government of which the honorable
member for Hampden was a member had
done the proper thil1lg, it would have
decided this question before it went out
of office, but it was not game to do so.
lt passed over the question and allowed
another Government to make a decision.
Apparently the then Minister of Water
Supply was not prepared to present the
report of the Public Works Committee
to Cabinet. I feel quite sure that if an
election had not been imminent, the
Minister would not have been so anxious
about the matter.
The campaign by the residents of Tallangatta is not yet finished.
Only
recently people whose names have been
mentioned to-day were in the gallery of
the House after having interviewed the
Premier, the Minister of Water Supply,
members of the Labour party and members of the Liberal party. They tried to
influence Parliament to alter the decision
of the Public Works Committee, which
was appointed to do a specific job.
'MT. BOLTE.-Is that unusual?
Mr. HAYES.-It is very unusual. The
Public Works Committee reached the following conclusion thatIn order to avoid a continuance of the
state of uncertainty which has, for many
years, existed in the minds of Tallangatta
residents, any decision as to the future
location of the township should be based
upon the assumption that the Hume reservoir may eventually be enlarged to the
maximum capacity which is economically
practicable.
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That was the idea Df the cDmmittee as
SDDn as it was able to. ascertain what
was in the minds Df the peDple cDncerned.
In view olf that decisJon, there was no
alternative but to. recDmmend the transfer Df Tallangatta to. a site that wDuld
be abDve water level. If it were transferred to Toorak, another Government ·in
five or ten years' time might decide to.
enlarge the reservDir by anDther 1,000,000
acre-feet. Al'l thDse matters are Df great
importance. The recommendation of the
Public WDrks CDmmittee was, inter
aliaThat legislation be enacted to provide
for(a) The acquisition of land necessary
for the proper planning and
development of the new council.
(b)

Payment of compensation to owners
of submerged land, residences,
and buildings at market value of
such properties at the date of
transfer, plus a f.air and equitable amount for the ,compulsory
taking over of their properties
in the interests of the State.

That recDmmendatiDn is fairly wide and
it wHI allDw the prDperty Df the peDple
who. transfer to. be resumed by the State
fDr the purpDse Df the enlargement of
the reservDir, and the owners will be
fully compensated. I am satisfied that
the owners will be happy to know that
for the determination of the compensation they will be dealing with the State
Rivers and Water Supply CDmmission
and not with a private individuaL
The honorable member for Grant
asked why was the t·ransfer being made
to Bolga and why were 'people being
compelled to tran1sfer to. that site. There
is nothing in the Bill compelling residents to. live at BDlga. In future, they
may live in the hDnorable member's
electorate or anywhere else. It is a
matter whkh the peDple themselves will
decide. If they do ndt w.ish to take
compensatiDn, and reside at BDlga, that
will be 1iheir respDnsibility. The people
who will transfer .to Bolga are the Dnes
who will be compensated. The honorable member for Grant suggested that
anDther inquiry ShDUld 'be held. I point
out that the matter was thoroughly investigated by the Parliament·ary Public
W10rks CDmmittee, and I do. not knDW
from whom further evidence could be
Mr. Hayes.
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Dbtained. Every 'OppDrtunity was given
to. the IDcal residents and all cDncerned
to give evidence. I 'Contend tha·t no
oommittee could have done more than
was dDne by the PubHc Works Committee. Its recDmmendatiDns have become part and paI'lcel Dfthe Bill The
members of the Public Works Committee
had no personal interest in Tallangatta.
They were cDncerned only with a matter
of natiDna'l impDrtance.
It must be
realized that some persons must make a
sacrifi'ce if the iinterests of the State are
,to. be served. It .is perhaps unfDrtunate
that the people Df Tallangatta have to
make the sacrifice.
Mr. WHATELY.-Then, why should they
not be pr,operly compensated?
Mr. HAYES.-They will be.
Mr. ·WHATELY.-Then, if they are being properly compensated, they are not
making any sacrifice.
Mr: HAYES.-In its recommendations, 1ihe 'committee expressed the view
that all faCtor'S should be taken into consideration in allocating the 'compensation to be granted to those persons who
would be required to make a sacrifice
in the interests of the State. Some residents do not desire 1:0 leave Tallangatta.
They have gone beyond the stage where
they wish to make a fresh start in life
in a new townSh'ip. If they so. desire,
however, they may come down and live
in Camberwell, but that is their business. All that the Government says is
that the township has to be shifted to a
new site and that is the purpose of the
Bill.
The State Rivers and Water
Supply Commissi'on is the authority
whi'ch will handle the transfer. I do
not think a better body could have been
selec'ted for the work
I realize that it might be disheartening for some old residents who have
lived in Tallanga'tta for 40 or 50 years
to have to transfer elsewhere, but by the
enlargement of the Hume reservoir the
Stale has an opportunity to impound
3,500,000 acre-feet of water. There is no
alternative project to the one now under
considera tion if the weir is to be enlarged.
It is necessary to look ahead and provide
for the future. 'Dhe State has not left the
people of Tallangatta in any state of
uncertainty because the site to which the
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town is to be transferred has been determined. Some people have criUcized the
findings of the Public Workls Committee
and they have made unfounded statements.
However, the Governmen't is
not interested in -allegaU.ons that are
not true. The Government is confident
that the House wi'll accept the recommendations of the committee, which
has done a good job.
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).This honorable House is asked to make
a decision regarding the removal of the
township 'of Tallanga tta to another site.
The Opposition has, as usual, been
treated in a most cavalier fashion by
the Government which has submitted
the 'measure in a " take-it" or
" le~ve-it" attitude.
The Opposition
has been given practically no information 'or reasons in support of tthe introduction of the Bill. The measure is an
important one, because it will h'ave a
very big effect on the Hves, proper,ty,
welfare, and future of 'some 800 people
or famiHes in Tallanga tta.
Mr. GALVIN.-The report of the Public
Works Oommittee containls all the information tha't you require.
Brigadier TOVELL.-The Minister of
Water Supply delivered a second-reading
speech, which he read from notes. We
know th'at the notes were prepared for
him by offiai-als tin the Department which
he controls. However, his second-reading
address ,contained little information. It
began with a recital of the history of
the movement, going back to 1919. The
Minister treated members of the Opposition, who asked for information, wirth
a stony silence. In bI1inging forward an
important Bill of this kind and not
making available the information desired, the Government is treating the
Opposition and the public unfairly.
Mr. BROSE.-You know th:at the Committee 'stage is the right ,time to ask fDr
addi tional inf.ormation.
Brigadier TOVEIL.-I do not, otherwise there would be no reason for a
debate on the motion of the second
reading of the Bill. I do not criticize the
Bill, but I complain that the questions of
Opposition members have not been
answered. I expected that the honorable
member for Benambra would have spoken
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on the Btll, but it is obvious that he has
no personal interest in the matter. He
is not even in the Chamber.
Mr. HAYEs.-He has been in the House
most of the night; he is a busy man.
Brigadier TOVELL.-It appears that
the honorable member for Benambra does
not intend to help the Opposition to
understand the Bill and to enable it to
come to a logical decision before a vote
is taken. The honorable member has
been intimately connected with the movement for the transfer of Tallangatta for
a considerable time, and I thought he
would have submitted some illuminating
informa tion. The fact that he holds a
portfolio should not prevent him from
speaking on the Bill. He was elected to
this House by a large majority 01 people,
including residents of Tallangatta, but,
although their interests are concerned,
he does not even attend in the Chamber
to hear the debate.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Be fair.
Brigadier TOVELL.--<Members of the
Opposition are entitled to all the information they require. Up to the present,
they have heard a speech read by the
Minister. The only information Opposition members have been given was
submitted by the honorable member for
Melbourne, who did throw some light on
the subject, but it was not very interesting. The preamble to the Minister's
second-reading speech on the Bill may
be overlooked, because it means very
little. Then, the Minister said that the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission would have power to acquire all the
urban area around Tallanga tta.
When the honorable member for Grant
raised the subject earlier this evening, he
was told rudely and disorderly that the
Tallanga tta people' need not move if they
did not desire to transfer, but that they
could live in Toorak if they wished. The
Bill gives the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission power compulsorily
to acquire land in the Toorak area.
People who desire to live there will first
have their land compulsorily acquired,
and later they will have the privilege of
buying it back. In his speech, the
Minister saidAlthough this Bill is simple, it will arouse
a great deal of interest, and so it will be
just as well to explain the clauses.
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I am glad that the honorable member for
Benambra has returned to the Chamber.
The Minister realizes that the Bill win
create a good deal of interest; yet he has
not answered the questions asked of him.
He devoted about two columns of
Hansard to the reading of the clausessomething Which any member could
have done for himself. His explanation
.of the 'Clauses was very meagre. The
Minister concluded his speech with the
following statement:-

Mr. SHEPHERD.-Have the experts
differed from the report submitted by
the Parliamentary Public Works Committee?
Brigadier TOVELL.-I do not know
whether that is relevant. The statement has been made that the committee
tabled an extensive report. I do not
regard the report as extensive. I direct
attention to the terms of reference laid
down by the Governor in Council. They
are--

The Parliamentary Public Works Committee tabled an extensive report last year,
and I strongly urge all honorable members
to make a close study of it.

(a) The effect of the Hume reservoir on
the town of Tallangatta in the event of the
capacity of the storage being increased to
2,000,000 acre-feet.
(b) 'Whether the whole town should be
transferred to another site or whether it
should as far as practicable be developed
around its present location.
(c) In the event of the latter the nature
and probable cost of the measures which
should be taken to protect or transfer that
portion of the town which would be affected
by the raised level of the reservoir.
(d) The nature and cost of road and railway deviations.
(e) What authority or authorities should
be required to undertake the planning and
construction of the various works involved,
and what special legislation, if any, will be
required to ensure proper planning and
development of the town.
(j) Any other matters arising out of the
above questions.

That was equivalent to saying, "I have
merely accepted Ithe report of the Public
Works Committee; if you do not like it
we cannot help it."
I shall now discuss the report of the
Public Works Committee, and I shall
refer first toO its personnel. One member
was the honorable member for Melbourne.
He said that the transfer of the township of TaHangatta to permit of the
enlargement of the Hume reservoir was
a most unusual subject to be discussed
by the Public Works Committee. I agree
entirely with him. It is not only a most
unusual subject, but a most improper
subject for consideration by that committee because its members were not
qualified to investigate such a project.
A matter of this nature should have been
entrusted to an expert committee, with
the capacity to understand the whole of
the circumstances surrounding the
project.
Mr. FULTON.-You were a member of
the Cabinet which approved of the
appointment of that committee.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Another member of the committee was the honorable
member for Port Melbourne, who would
have no local knowledge of the project.
The previous member for EssendQn (Mr.
Ha,teman) who wa1s a member of the
committee had very little knowledge of
the prolblem. I do not know the qualificatiQns which would entitle the honorable member :fQr Allendale, another
memiber, ItO. 'oonsider the question on
which the 'committee repQrted. Neither
were our two colleagues in the other
House who were on the committee particularly quaLified.

Apparently the committee provided its
own terms of reference and submitted
its report on the plausible but highly
improbable basis of increasing the
capacity of the dam to 3,500,000 acrefeet. I claim the report is entirely out
of order because it did not deal with
the terms of reference submitted to it.
On page 8 of the report it is statedThe site selected by Mr. Everett as the
most favourable and economical for the
layout and construction of the new town
on the assumption that the weir would be
enlarged to hold 2,000,000 acre-feet of water
adjoins the eastern boundary of the Toorak
area.

That is entirely in order, but the ultimate
findings of the committee are based on
prem~ses other than those submitted
to it. The report goes on to state that
evidence was taken from certain persons.
It readsSworn evidence was tendered by Mr.
L. R. East, Chairman, Mr. E. D. Shaw,

Chief Construction Engineer, Mr. R. G.
Knight, Chief Designing Engineer, Mr. M. G.
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Speedie, Senior Designing Engineer for
Dams, and Mr. A. F. Ronalds, Senior Research Engineer, State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.

The chief of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission is mentioned, with
a list of supporting officers. It may
safely be assumed that the views of the
chief are shared by his subordinates.
Consequently, the evidence t,endered
by them would lean in one direction.
Mr. BRosE.-Are they not experts?
Brigadier TOVELL.-They are all experts in one particular Department. It
is highly improbable that there would
be any deviation in the evidence of the
subordinat,e officers from that submitted
by the ohief of the Department. The
report also states that sworn evidence
was taken fromMr. R. W. lVlicCall, Chief Engineer for
Railway Construction, Mr. H. S. Gibbs
Divisional Engineer, Country Roads Board:
and Mr. H. George, Technical Officer, Town
and Country Planning Board,

All of those officers are eX!perts. The
remainder are brushed aside with the
statementand by sixteen witnesses at Tallangatta.

The report does not say whether they
were Tallangatta residents, whether they
were personally interested in the
proposition, or whether they would be
divested of their property. The report
does not indicate the nature of the
evidence they tendered-whether fifteen
witnesses favoured the scheme and one
opposed it, or vice versa. It is only fair
that honorable members should be given
some details of the evidence submitted
by those witnesses when the House is
being asked to accept an important Bill
of this character. The report is very
interesting, but factual. Many of the
facts contained in it are well known.
11he report contains thirteen conclusions,
some of which are divided into paragraphs. The sixth conclusion states,
baldlyThe most suitable site for the new township would be in the ·vicinity of Bolga.

No reasons 'are given why tha't is the
mos't sui'table site. No alternative sHes
are recommended.
Apparently the
Govern-men t has decided that Bolga is
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the only suitable site, and the one
tha t is to be adopted. Last week
deputation
waited
upon
the
a
Premier.
The honorable member
for Bendigo has st'ated that members
of that deputation m'ade strong protests
against the site for the new township.
Mr. GALVIN.-Some of them protested.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Apparently the
members of the deputation were brushed
aside 'in the same way as have been
members of the Opposition, as though
they did not exist. I understand that,
wi,th'in a short 'time, nearly 500 signatures were secured to a petition asking for 'a variation of the site selected
for the new township.
Therefore, I
claim that the House is en titled to additional information. My lengthy speech
apparen'tly has driven from the Chamber the honorable member for Benambra
who, in his inImitable style, could throw
on this subject more light than could
any other honorable member. An 'Outburst has been heard from the honorable member for Bendigo Who did not
touch on the ·main subject at all but
protested most vehemently against the
allegations made by !certain persons.
The h'Onorab'le member for Melbourne
made a valuable icontribution to the
debate. Other members of the Parllamentary Public W'orks Oommittee could,
if they were allowed by the Government,
furnish much information.
But, no
Government member is prepared to contribute ,to the debate. The Minister of
Wa'ter Supply merely read a statement
that had been handed to hi-m, wi,thout
making any personal explanation.
I hope the position will be elucidated
before the Committee ·stage is reached.
Unless the Gov,ernment is prepared to
be frank and open with Opposition members, the debate dU['Iing the Committee
stage wiH 'Occupy much time.
Many
foreshadowed amendments could be
eliminated if the Government would be
frank, and tell honorable members what
it has "up its sleeve."
It seems
to me there is something sinister about
all this. My only reason for that remark
is the absence of any willingness on the
part of the Government to enlighten the
House. Government members know they
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have the numbers, with 1!he ,support of
their colleagues
corner benches.

on the Ministerial
They know that

the Bill will eventually pass. But,
the
interests
of
dem'Ocratic
in
g.overnmen t and the Parliamentary
system,
the Government members
should at least follow the procedure
adopted by their predecessors of being
frank, honest, and 'Open with the ,opposition. The reason why the House has
been asked .to pass the Bill should be
revealed in detail. I have no doubt that,
in the minds of those who understand
it, this is a good Bill. The Minister of
Water Supply is content merely t::>
present it. P.ossibly he is ,the only member of Cabine.t w}}lo has seen it. That
would appear to be so, because hils ,colleagues have offer,ed no suggestions.
My conten'tion, in the first place, is
that the repoflt of the Parliamentary
Public Works Committee, upon which
this Bill is based, is entirely .out of
'Order because the ,committee has not
reported on the terms of reference submi tted to it. The report was based on
entirely different premises. It contains
certain factual statements. But there
is no informati'On, either in the report
or in the second-reading speech by the
Minister of Water Supply to justify the
drastic step that is proposed to be taken.
Furthermore, no information has been
revealed by the honorable gentleman
why Tallanga't'ta residents have not been
given a reasonable 'Opportunity of stating
their 'case.
Mr.
WHITE
(Allendale).-The
honorable
member
f.or
Brighton
w,ondered what was the reason f'Or the
inuroductlion of the Bill. The measure
was brnught down at the earliest possible
moment, with the idea of UJndefltaking a
project to conserve an enorm,ous quantity
of w,a ter in the interests of the State. I
ask honorable members to bear that fact
in mind when they are diS'cUlSsing the
measure. The Pulbli'C Wor,ks Committee
investitgated this question and 11:s terms
of reference were supploied /by the former
Government.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Why did the committee not follow the terms of reference?
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Mr. WHJITE (Allendale).-The interjeotiO'n ,proves th'a,t the honorable member
knows nothing about the subject. For
his 'benefit I shaH interpret the temlS of
reference. They were as :folLows:(a)

The effect of .the Hume reservoir on
the town of Tallangatta in the
event of the capacity of the storage
being increased to 2,000,000 'acrefeet.

(b)

Whether the whole town should
,transfer,red to another site
whether it should as far
practicable be de,veloped around
present location.

(c)

In the event of the latter the nature
and probable cost of the measures
which should be taken to protect or
transfer that portion of the town
which would be affected by the
raised level of the reserv;oir.

(d)

The nature and cost of road and railway deviations.

(e)

What authority or authorities should
be required to under,take the planningand construction of the
vaDioUtS works invo.}ved, and what
spec':al legislation, if any, will be
required to ensure proper planning
and development of the town.

(j)

Any other matters arising out of the
above questions.

be
or
as
its

I stress the last-mentioned instruction
to the committee "to inves-Uigate any
other matters arising out of the above
pr,oposal
to
inquestions."
The
crease the sto:rage capadty of the
Hume weir by an additional 1,600,000
acre-lfeelt of water in the interesrt:s
of f.nod pr,oduction wla's definitely a
sulbje.ct coming under that item. On the
'One hand, the Government boa's been requested to increase primary production;
on the other hand, Opposition members
desJre to. carry out their party'lS policy
of restricting production. If the storage
eapadty of the Hume weir is raised to
3,500,000 acre-feet, the State will reap
a wondeflful :benefit. The Opposition has
no inlten tion of diSlcus~siTIlg that aspect.
When representatives Q1f the Liberal
party next visit the Benambra electorate
and repeat the story that they have told
uS' In the House to-night, they wHl /be
defeated l8.t the ,pon /by 'a majority of
more than three to one, 'and I feel certain
that the Opposition 'Candidate will net be
Coun'Cilolor Ronan.
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I repeat that the Bill was hrought
dOlWn expeditiously in Jthe national

in~

terests and also in the ,interests OIf the
people af TaHanga'Ha. If the comments
of the Op;posHion are not ,answered,
they will convey a false imlpression. I
would remind memlbeI'lS that the Public
Works Committee is comprised of
two
members
of
each
of
the
three
major
parties.
Opposition
speakers did a grave injusHce to
their representative on the committee.
I was its chairman during the time when
this matter was investigated. I would
point out that the subject has been under
discussion 'by the peolPle of Tallangatta
for more than twent'Y years. PreVlious
Governments w.ere remJiss in not disposing of the questi.on and it was le£,t to a
truly Country party Government to
finaBze the issue.
The evidence submitted to the commi ttee covered more than 175 typewritten pages, and sworn ev.idence was
submitted by men who have since tried
toO find loopholes to prevent the project
from being brought to fruiltion. Residents of the area were given opportunities to submit evidence 'in Tallangatta or in the office of the Public
Works Committee in this building.
Evidence was also submitted by Mr.
East, chairman of the State Rivers and
'iVater Supply Commission, Mr. Shaw,
Mr. Knight, and other expert officers of
the authority.
The terms of reference were widened
because the committee was advised by
these expert:s ,that it was possihle to increase the storage capacity of the Hume
reservoir from 2,000,000 to 3,500,000
acre-feet. When the former Government
found that it had to face the electors, it
thought that by using the proposal to
move the township O'f Tallangatta as
po.litical propaganda, it would have a
chance of defeating the presen t
At/torney-General in his electorate of
Benambra; but the scheme was not successful. Members of the Hollway Government went into the district and played
politics of a very low order in their
endeavouI'ls to ensure. that their candidate
would be successful. Two members of
the Government party were members of
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the Public Works Committee, 'and I
believe one of them, the former member
for Essendon, was probably crucified
because of the excellent job he did on
that committee, with which I was proud
to be assO'ciated.
The honorable member for Brighton
asked why there was a need for this particular Bill. I think it will be agreed
that no section of the community has
played its part more than primary producers, who have never let the people
down. To-day production is probably as
good as ever it was, with much less
labour than was available in the past.
If Australia, and particularly Victoria,
is to cater for the future population every
gallon of water must be conserved.
The honorable member for Brighton
queried my qualifications as a member of
the Public Works Committee to investigate the terms of reference relating to
the Hume weir. I leave that to the
judgment of members on both sides of
the House. l\fy experience as a primary
producer was of some value to the
Committee when it dealt with this
particular subject. W'hen the honorable
member for Brighton has produced as
much primary produce for his country
as I have he will have done his jdb.
LEGGATT.-He
has
Lieu t. -Colonel
been overseas.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-I do not like
that comment.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-You were
speaking about what you had done for
your country.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-I was speaking of primary production. I do not
want anyone to try to interpret my statement to suit himself, but that is the way
of the Opposition. Unless we are prepared to adopt the proposal contained
in this BiB quickly it will not be possible
to feed the population in the future. I
make that statement fully understanding the position. Wherever one may go
throughout the country one sees less
fodder being conserved at present, despite
the fact that there have been four or five
excellent seasons, than at any time in
the last 50 years. That is a major reason
why the Bill has been brought forwar~.
When it is said that the Government IS
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happen. It has been said that TaHangatta residents will suffer because of the
niggardly a'ction of this Government,
but they will receive fair compensation.
The figures of the last election in the
The honorable member for Brighton Benambra electorate prove what the
stated that no one on the Government electors think of this Government, and
side of the House was game to speak on the same thing will occur when the next
this important subject.
The lengthy election takes pIa,ce.
speeches of the Opposition did not enBrigadier TOVELL.-Too right it will!
lighten the House a's to how water should
,Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Probab'ly
be conserved or the great need there is
for further conservation. Most members the honorable member for Brighton will
of the Opposition do not understand the not be game to visit Benambra and
subject. The honorable member for attack the Attorney-General as he did
Swan Hill and certain other members to-night, because if he does the honorwho know something about this matter able gentleman will receive a much
have not spoken but have left it to the larger majority than he did on the last
I stress the fact that the
metropolitan farmers, who represent occasion.
Collins-street, to explain the meaning of Government will render a great service to
the BiU. I know that members o,f the the people of Tallanga tta. When this
Opposition do not like the story to be proposal is finally acted upon and the
told, but I wish to inform the people why township is transferred to Bolga I venit is necessary to expedi te the passage ture to say that at some time in the
of this particular measure. References future the honorable member for Brighhave been made to bribery and other ton will acknowledge that he made a misthings, but possibly when those remarks take. The people of Tallanga tta will be
II have he'ard the
\?cre made at TaUangatta they were perfectly satisfied.
The vote
introduced to cloud the issue in an en- word "plebiscite" to-night.
deavour to stall the presentation of the was taken at a packed meeting an the
2.000,OOOacre"feet proposal. It was
Bill for son~e time.
no't expladned that the gentlemen who
When it was suggested that further de- were there had purchased land in
putations should be received from resi- the To()ra.k area.
They bought it for
dents of Tallangatta, the present Minister about £20 an acre. Toorak means someof Water Supply, instead of going to that thing in Melbourne, and the other Toorak
centre, said he had made his decision. means something to the people of TallanThat was a proper thing to do. He did gatta.
The Government will play the
not adopt the same attitude as game with the people of Tallangatta.
was 2..dopted by the previous MiniIf members of the Opp'Osi tion would
ster of Water Supply who said, in effect,
study the Bill they would see that
only
to the Tallangatta people, "I will be
up next week.
Get your meeting even as a result of the 3,000,000-acrestacked and I will fix it up; feet scheme the whole town would be
everything will be all right." After inundated. I't was the same Public
the present Mini'ster studied the Works Committee tha t recommended
evidence
and
obtained
a
clear the enlargement of the Ei'1don weir.
picture of what was required he broached What does the !ex-iMinister of Water
the matter to Cabinet and two or three Supply say to thaJt? I have heard ham
weeks later presented this measure to the say that it was one of 1lhe m'ost wonderful recommenda tions he had heard.
House.
That was because he hi'mself was then
This problem has been confront- on the committee. Later he was elevated
ing Tallangatta for 30 or 40 years. The to office as Minister of Waiter Supply,
whale of the evidence submitted to the and some one succeeded him on the comPublic Works Committee discloses that mittee.
Even at 'Eildon g.yeat oppothe residents of Tallangatta wanted to sition was encountered from a Jew with
know what their position would be. This vested interests. He owns thousands of
Government is telling them what will acres of beautiful river flats.
not honest and is presenting a measure
not in the best interests of the people it
shows how ignorant some members are
in regard to this important question.

Mr. White.
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I could mention one man at Tallan.gatta in particular who thought he had
.me in the bag. He extended great
hospitality to the members of the
Public Works Committee.
He drove
us over the river flats and said
to me, "Mr. White, are you in favour
of inundating all these river flats?" I
asked him, "How much have you?" and
he replied, "'Thvo thousand acres."
I
asked, "Wha't are you running on
them?" and he s'aid, "Y.ou can see the
Hereford steers." I said, "How many
of them?" and hIs answer to that was,
" I cannot tell you how many." I said,
"My advke 1:0 you 'is, get 'Out of it,
because .if I tell this story as it should
be told ~t will be held that you have no
right to hold the land." The land was
in the same condition as when it was
taken fr,om the aborigines.
It would
carry a cow to the a'cre if managed by
a man wh'O wanted to produce.
The
man was squeal'ing because the Government wanted to enlarge the weir.
A reservoir cannot be bunt anywhere
without treading on some one's toes. The
Government has asked Parliament to
pass the Bill to conserve 3,500,000-acrefeet of water. The Government did not
worry whether the Public Works Committee consiS'ted of Liberal, Labour, or
Country party members. It saw that
the recommendaNon was excellent and,
instead of procras'tinating, as the previous Government did, it decIded to proceed with the scheme immediately. In
less than four months a Bill whii'ch will
mean millions of pounds .to the people
of this country has been brought
before the House.
The ex-Minister
of Water Supply went to Tallangatta
to whip up enthusiasm in favour of
a plebiscite.
The vote was taken
of people who were told that fne
scheme would provide only 2,000,000
acre-feet. I thoughit it was my duty as
a member of 'the Publi'c Works Commitlee to deny the statements -of members of the Opposition. I believe lowe
a duty to the commi.ttee, of which I have
been ch'a'irman, to tell the people of
Victoria of the efforts ,it had made.
People will come down from Tallanga!tta to-morrow tv plead with members, and there will be plenty of lawyers
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who win be able to tell them how to
go about appealing to the High Court.
There will be Councillor Ronan and
others like him. They ,came here 'Only
to influence the committee.
I believe
that they are of such low intelligence that
they thought they might be able to bribe
the committee Dr to do something else
with it, but they came the proverbial "gutzer." The Attorney-General
attended the meeting. Here is a report
handed to me by the honorable member
Lor Melbourne-When, as Attorney-General, the Honorable
T. W. Mitchell, M.L.A., attended a public'
meeting in Tallangrutta on 13th of October,
1950, the shire president (Councillor A.
SUitherland) aga,in referred to bribery, and
Councillor Ronan concluded an attack on
Mr. W. Galvin, M.L.A.; Mr. L. R. East, of
the Water Commission; Mr. Trevor Harvey,
M.L.C.; and the Public Wlorks Committee
with the 'words, "I had no confidence in the
Public Works Committee right from the
start," although he had reported after the
first meeting of the committee in Melbourne on 21st of April, 1949, that he had
the committee and its chairman, Mr.
Russell White, M.L.A., .in his pocket."

He is the man whom members of the
Liberal party endorsed as the candidate
to oppose the honorable member for
Benambra at the last election. The report indicates the mentality of the
people who are pressing the Government
to postpone the passage of the Bill, not
with a view to assisting in the development of the State by the enlargement of
the Hume reservoir, but in consideration
of persons who have vested interests in
the Tallangatta district. Certain persons
purchased land at the Toorak site at a
low figure, and they said, "Here is a
glorious opportunity to cash in." That
is the story. The report goes further,
and it is stated that I was under the influence of drink. He also mentioned that
other members of the Public Works
Committee were in a similar state.
Doubtless, he would know from experience what it means to be under the influence of liquor.
Mr. LIND.-I thought you were" on the
water waggon."
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-I always
have been, and in another sense, I am trying to conserve water in the interests of
the nation. I conclude on this note. I
have heard that it is the intention of the
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Opposition to move amendments to the
Bill in Committee. I challenge members
of the Opposition to cali for a division
when a vote is taken on the motion for
the second reading of the Bill.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Why?
,Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Because
you have 'condemned the Bill.
Brigadier TOVELL.-I have not.
Mr. WHITE (Al'lendale).-I heard the
honorable member say less than half an
hour ago that there was no use for the
Bill, and that it did not mean anything.
Brigadier TOVELL.-I was not criticizing the Bill.
Mr. WHITE (AHendale).-Even if the
honorable member for Brighton calls for
a division, he will still vote with Government supporters for the second reading
of the Bin, because it will react in the
interests not only of the metropolitan
·area, but also of the State as a whole.
Members on the Opposition side of the
House, particularly the honorable member for Korong, who -lives in a dry area,
know only too well the benefits of a good
water suppply. He realizes that if water
can be conserved in the good catchment
areas, it will be of immense value to the
State and that his own interests will be
safeguarded. I hope that he ,appreciates
the importance of the measure. If he
does, it will not be long before he
transfers to the Government side of
the Hlouse.
The Country party
Administration will continue to bring
forward legislation as quickly as
possible in the interests of all
sections of the community, including the
people of Tallanga tta.
l\'lr. CREAN (Prahran) .-1 have never
been in the township of Tallangatta, and
I do not propose to discuss the merits of
the alternative sites for the new township. However, there are certain physical problems arising out of the Bill to
which I should like to direct the attention of the Minister. The Bill briefly
'describes what is known as the old township site as the" Tallangatta urban area,"
and then very vaguely defines the " New
township site." During the debate, there
has been frequent mention of the "Bolga"
and "Toorak "sites. In fact, neither of
those places is mentioned in the Bill.
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The" new township site" is merely defined as the place to which residents of
the Tallangatta urban area may move.
There are two other points to. which I
should direct attention. In paragra:ph
(a) .of sub-cLause (1) of clause 3 of the
Bill, power is too be given to the State
Rivers and Water Supply Oomm1ssion to
"acquire any land within the ThHangatta urban area." The point I wish to
br.ing for.ward is this: What would !be
the position if LoT any reason the Commission did not want too acquire any
portion of the land within the proclaimed
" Tal1angattJa unban area?" Wba1t would
the 'posit'ion of an owner of land in tha't
area be? Should not some provision be
contained in the Bill to the effect that
while the Commission could treat with
an owner, an option ought to be available to that individual to force the Commission to exercise its r;ight to pur.chase
wi thin a stipulated period.
The other matter with which I wished
to deal relates to the payment Q1f oompensation to the owners od: land whose
property is acquired by the Commission.
It appears to me that the word, "compensation" is not the ex:pression which
ough t to be used. I understand that the
scheme is different from anything which
has previously taken plaice in ViCttoria
or AustraHa, in that a township is to be
trans,ferred from its existing site to
ano:ther locality. The questi'On Q1f 'Compensation is largely determined under
the provisions of the Lands Compensation Ac:t and the Water Acts. Under the
Bill, certain powers relating to compensa tian are to be given' to the State
Rivers and Wa'ter Supply Commission,
but it is not clear whether those powers
are to be complementary to existing
legisla\TIion o·r whether in fact, the PlQlWers
residing in sub-clause ('2) of clause 7
are to be mandat'Ory over the other Acts
which I have mentioned.
H it is not possible to determine the
question of compen:sation effectively
under the provisions of the LJands Compensation Act, the Water Acts, or under
this Bill, when it becomes an Act, it win
be competent in the last analysis to f.all
back on certain recognized precedents in
the determination of compensation
according to circumstances. Actually,
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what it is proposed to do is not to compensate the owners of land in TaUangatta, 'but to give them ·an equivalent
property at another site. In effect, it is
impossible, physically, to idenUfy a site
in the new township with one in the old
town. An at1tempt could be made to get
as near as possible t.o a similar site in
the new township area. I am satis'fied
that the State River,s and Water Supply
Commission wHI ,carry out its task
fairly. H was prolba'bly intended under
this cl'ause to provide a is,hn/ple .procedure which would obviate the usual
recourse to aTiblitra,tion or to the courts
to det'er,mine the question of compensation.
I suggest that the Government
should consider, e~ther in the Committee
stage, or when the Bill reaches the other
House, whether the powers proposed to
be given to the State Rivers and Water
Supply Comm1isswn under sU'b-lclause (2)
of cLause 7 should be more a.mply defined.
When :the Bill relating to the Metropolitan Gas Company was under consideration, an attempt was made to
insert ·certain compensation provisions
and to lay down la procedure which
would guide an arbitrator in assessing
compensation. It would appear that the
Commission will attempt to determine
the !physical value of a site which
a resident wiU be vacating in
comparison with that of the new
site which he will select as his
future place of residence, and compensation will be assessed according to the
circumstanoes of the case. It seems
to me that that was not intended and
it was not what the people of Tallangatta
desired. They want to be transferred
from the old site to the new site, without
incurring any financial liability. If a
person who owned a weatherboard house
in the o1d township desired to build a
brick house in the new township he
should, no doubt, be asked to pay some
of the difference in the cost. Residents
who are between 50 and 60 years of age
and who have paid for their homes,
would not desire at their time of life to
enter into a new mortgage. The values
of properties when they were built many
years ago and the present values are
altogether different. All I suggest is that
the clause does give a more ample provision than is usual in a compensation
enactment.
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It is not necessary to rely on the Lands
Compensation Act, the River Murray
Waters Act or the Water Act; there is
an alterna,tive and I think it could be
more ,carefully defined in the circumstances. The honoTable memlber
for Grant has asked what would
happen
to
people
outside
the
scheme. The Bill provides compensation only for those places which are
acquired. An important social problem
is involved in the compensation provisions. If certain people are dispossessed
of their rights they should be compensated, but there are others who gain
financially from social deve10pment
in the way o'f a new project
sU'ch as this. Appa:rently no alttelIltion
has been given to the possibility
of imposing a betterment tax on the
jncrement gained in many cases. A
similar ·problem has arisen in Great
Britain as a result of war devastation.
New towns have been created, towns have
been shifted from existing sites and the
areas have been blanketed. The Govern- .
ment of Great Britain realized that
al though some would gain by the changes
others would lose. The logical thing to
do is to attempt to amaLgamate in one
common BHl the social gain .and the offsetting of social losses.
Mr. BOLTE.-Are you thinking of those
who will gain by obtaining water for
irrigation purposes; and do you suggest
they should pay?
Mr. CREAN.-Yes, in effect, there
could be a betterment tax to off-set
the loss'es which might occur.
Mr. HAYEs.-The former Minister of
Water Supply would not support that
proposal.
Mr. CREAN.-That is obvious. This
is primarily a social problem, different
from that associated ,with any other
scheme that Parliament has discussed.
Normally, whelfe a.cquisition o'f land is
being considered, the Government has
taken a few homeS' or f.arms from here or
there. In this instance, however, it is
proposed to demolish a township and
establish a new township in a different
area. Values will be determined by what
is agricultural, what is residential, and
what is business land in the new area.
The new township area should be more
adequately defined in the schedule in the
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same way as is the old area. Clause
3 empowers the Commission to acquire
any land and gives it the right to treat,
but should there not be a right on the
part of an individual to ask that the Commission should act within a certain
period? The owner m:itght remain .there
for years only to find that his block will
not be bought. Finally, on the question
O'f compensation, ~consider.ation should be
given to more adequately defining for
the benefit olf fue water Commission
some guiding principles which would
actua te it in determin1ng the amount
allotted, not 'as 'compensation, but by
w'ay of suitably re'insta 1Jing people who
have been removed ·from the old township into the neW one.
Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
SU'Pply).-By leave, may I state that I
have followed the debate with in'terest
and some disappointment in regard 1.')
the attitude of certain members to the
Bill.
The purpose of this important
measure is to remove the township of
Tallangatta to a new site. I shall not
retraverse the ground so ably covered
by previous speakers, but I direct attenHon to the fact that what is happening
has been brougtht about by legislation
which affects several States as ,well as
the Comm'Onwealth. The increasing of
the C'apacity of the Hume reservoir will
lead to the inundation of the township
of TallangaHa. The New South Wales
Government has the job of raising uhe
weir.
The Victorian Government's
obligation is to remove thds township
to another site.
Many speakers have referred to the
suggested new site, which has been a
much discussed question for some time.
The Parliamentary Public W:orks Com·mit'tee investigated the proposal. That
committee consisted of representatives of
all partlies; it called expert evidence and
came to irs decision. An election was
fought on the problem, and when I
became Minister of Water Supply a
solution had still to be 'found. To do
justice to the people in the district, I
visited Tallangatta because I felt it was
an obligation on me to make a decision.
I went there with an unbiased mind; I
had not been a member of any committee and I did no't take long toO ascertain to my satisf,ac'tion that the decision
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of the Public Works Commit'tee was the
only decision that any unbiased person
or persons could make. It is not a pleasant job for any Government to do what
we have to do at Tallangatta. It is a
nice town and i't is a shame, that because
of the advancemen'1: of the water conserva Hon schemes of ,the State, local
resident'S have to be penalized.
I inspected 'the various slites suggested~
induding TO'oraik, and tihere is no doubt
in my mind th'a t Bolga is the most suitable area. The Toorak district lies
across the water from Tallanga tta; it is
on the wrong side from the railway and
the hIghway. In fact, Toorak is out on
a limb, on high rising ground with only
a small area avaUable for housing.
Should the time come, as is posSlible, for
the weir to be increased to 3,500,000
acre-feet capacity, the impounded water
would cover much of the Toor,ak area.
The remaining section of the land is of
a steep rising nature. There would be
grave difficulty in finding a suitable playing field for school children. Those are
some of the factors which influenced me
in announcing that the new township
would be located at Bolga. I am pleased
that there has been very little opposition
to the location. The honorable member
for Grant stated that the new township
would be situated in a hilly area, divided
by deep valleys. The main one is the
Mitta valley. While there may be certain disabilities, taking all things into
considera tion, Bolga should prove to be
a good selection. It should be possible to
establish there a market to take the place
of the stock market at Tallangatta.
The subject matter of the Bill has
barely been touched upon during the debate. The measure was introduced because of the necessity to find a new site
for the Tallangatta township. That is
The Government is
fundamental.
anxious to remove the present residents
to a new location wirh as little inconI
venience to them as possible.
sympathize with them in their predicament because the area in which they
now reside will eventually be flooded.
To the honorable member for Prahran,
who mentioned that the Bolga site was
unspecified in the report submitted by the
Parliamentary Public Works Committee,
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1 say that the: site was not specified,

deliberately, because at present there is
{)fficially no such place as Bolga.
The moti'On was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
.committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
PUBLIC OONTRACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the Coundl and, on the motion of Mr. HYLAND
(Minister of Transport), was read a first
time.
ADJOURNMENT.
TRAMWAY FARES: PROPOSED 1NCREASEHAMILTON HOSPITAL: FINANCIAL POSITION-PRICES REGULATION: COST OF
COMMODITIES-EMERGENCY HOUSING
ACCOMMODATION: NEED FOR FURTHER
FACILITIES - AMUSEMENTS
TAX:
CASE OF THEATRETTE.
Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
Supply) .-1 moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow, at half-past Ten o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BROSE (Minister of
Supply).-I move-

Water

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-1 noticed
in the newspapers, yesterday, a statement that an increase in tram fares was
proposed. The honorable member for
Glen Iris has expressed the view that
those who travel during off peak periods
should receive special consideration. I
am more concerned about ,those unfortunate persons who have to travel early
in the morning and late at night, particularly those on the basic wage or close
to it. I voice strong protest against any
increase in tram fares. One heartening
aspect is that the newspaper report
stated that the Premier was not satisfied
that the increase was absolutely necessary and hoped it could be avoided. I
add my plea that the Government should
find some way of overcoming the difficul'ty anld ()If ensur.ing that an -increase in
tram fares does not eventuate. The increase which took place a few months
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ago raised from 3d. to 4d. the fare paid
by Richmond residents to reach
the city by tram. The bulk of the
revenue Q.f the MeLbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board comes from
those districts wlhd'ch are dose to
the city. If one penny is added to the
fare now being paid, the fare will have
been increa'sed by 66~ per cent., representing a considerable sum over a
period of twelve months. Taking into
consideration six trips to and from the
city each week, the extra yearly expenditure would be £5 4s. For any person who
had the misfortune to work on the other
side of Melbourne the increase would
approximate £10 8s. per annum. To a
large extent, that would swallow any
henefit tQ be derived from the proposed
basic wage increase.
A suggestion has also been made that
some concessions should be provided for
those living in 'Outer districts. I do
not agree with that. If any concessions
are contemplated they should be made
available to residents in industrial areas
who are least able to bear the high cost
of fares rather than to residents in outer
suburban areas who, in the main, can
afford the higher fares. The House has
passed legislation extending price con tro 1
and I now ask that every endeavour
should be made to ensure that there
shall be no increase in tram fares. The
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board claims that it is bound to make
contributions to the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board. I ask the Government
to takes steps to relieve the tra'miWay
Board of its responsilbiH ty in that d..kection. The fire insurance companies, who
are making hug,e profits at present,
should bear the full responsibility of
those contributions. As the honorable
member for Sunshine PQints out, the
fire insurance companies could easily
carry the burden. Every avenue should
be explored in an effort to prevent an
increase in tram fares which would
result in the imposi tiQn of a fur,ther
burden on that section of the com'munity
which is least able to bear it.
(Dundas).-I
Mr.
McDONALD
wish tOo direct the attention oli the
Minister of Health ,to the deterioraltion in
the fina'Illciial :position od: the Hamu'1tOll1
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Base Hos.pital. Its balance-sheet t·o the
31st of Manch of this year discloses a

maintenanJce

of
and
loss
ma'intenanlce
a·ccount
shows
that the income foil' the twelve
months
was
£76,2'55.
The
estimated income for the current year is
£79,075, while the estimated eJepend'iture
suJbm"itted
to
the
Hospitials
and
Charities Commission is £90,200. Therefore, the es.timated defidt for the current year is £11,125. I wish to know
whether the Minister is aw:are of the
deterliora tion in the hospit'al's finances
and what a1ction the Government proposes to' take.
In the Argus) Mr.
McVilly, the ch(l'iTman of the Commission, is reported as having s 'ald that
Vi Citlor,ian hospitals owe the banks
£1,100,000 and he is' accredited with
making this statement-

£23,337

3.s.

account

2d.

The

o v,el!' draft

profit

I wonder how much sense there is in
building new hospitals when we have not
got enough money to keep existing hospitals
financialrly stable.
This Parliament cannot a·ccept such
"wonderinlg" on the pant of Mr. McViUy.
Hospitals muslt be builrt, st1aff·ed, and run
effi1cienltly.
The Government should
know how it proposes to finance these
institutions, particuLarly the defi·cit of
the Hamilton hospital. Members wil'l be
interested tlo be i'flliolrmed on this matlter.
]f the Government has no scheme in
mind, rit should adjourn these sittings of
ParrJ.iament in order to dis'cuss this subject fully, because it is of no use blaming
Canberra for tlhe !posirtion. This Government is responsible for the finanlCing of
these ins1titutions.
In the Age) Mr. MicVilly was rejported
as advdCating the repeal of the "free "
provlsi.on of the Hospital Benefits Act,
which would mean £8,000 a year
for the Hamilton hospital. I wish
the Minister to infoI'lm t:he House
whether he agrees with the desire to
repeal the provisi'On of the Act. Action
is urg·ently neceS'sar·y because the a11lSwer
to this problem must be found immediately.
I do not think it is contained in a cIlI"cular leHer r.eceived by the
Hamilton hospital from the Hospitals
and Charities Commission.
It bears
Mr. McDonald.
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the number 27/50 (1), which appears
to indicate that other letters may
foUow and poin1ts out thatThe budget statement submitted by you in
May, 1950, has now been considered and
having regard to the funds available for
allocation the Commission has decided to
recommend grants to your institution as
follows:For gener·a,l items the a,mount S'ta1:'ed is
£37,300. In addition, there will be the 25
per cent. of collective borrowing expendituJ'e thrlough the Victorian Hospitals
Associa tion
and a
prolportion
of
the cost of renovations,
repairs,
and so on.
In the case of the
Ha'mHton hospital the 25 per cent. would
mean a sum of less than £500 and major
building repairs would be caJpital expenditure.
Then appear certain conditions under wh~eh the Government is
prepared to make this money avai'lable.
I
ask
members
to
take notice
of thlis paragraph, whieh is marked,
" impoT.tant."As Governmental funds available for distribution are limited and, of course, on
grounds of appropri'ate economy, the Commission suggests that a survey be made
immediately within your institution to ensure that non-essential expenditure is not
incurred, but in any case that expenditure
does not exceed income.
If that instruction is put into force the
Hamilton hospital must close its doors.
The paragraph continuesWhere grants now indicated from governmental funds together with other budgetted
income are believed to be insufficient to
meet essential expenditure for the current
year, your benefiting community and others
interested should be invited to contribute.
The Commission intends to examine the
financial position of all subsidized institutions in February, 1951; before that time
you will be requested to supply information
for such purpose.
Tha t applied last year, and in February
last to meet the hospital's estimated
deficit of £8,300. the Commission made
a donation of £3,000. That meant that
the hospital had to write off £5,000.
No realistic attempt is being made to
meet the situation. The present bank
overdraft is £23,000 and next year it
will be £34,000. Accumulated interest
will soon bring it to an impossible limit.
The bank cannot keep the overdraft
going indefinitely, and I have no doubt
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tha t members will be in teres ted to learn
what the Government intends to do in
these matters.
Mr. WHITE (Mentone).-I again desire to direct attention to price control
and a campaign by opponents of the
Government to counter the rising tide
of violent indignation of the public
against the ridiculous and unjust prices
charged for many items from which
price control has been removed.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
The honorable
Michaelis) .-Order !
member must confine his remarks to
matters affecting the administration of
vhe Government. If the . honorable
member desires to relate his remarks to
certain action \vhich he considers the
Government should take he will be in
order.
Mr. WHITE (Mentone) .-At the conclusion of my remarks I intend to m;ake
a spec'ific request to the Government.
The SPEAKER.-Tha t will be in
order.
Mr. WHITE (Mentone).-In yesterday's Age was a report headed," Federal
Price Control Futile. " That heading was
based on the remarks of Senator Spicer
of the Federal Senate, who stated that
the proposal that price control should
revert from the States to the Commonwealth-The SPEAKER.-I't is nol in order
for the honorable member to refer to
statements made by a member of
another Parliamen't. At this stage he
can mention only mat'ters of Government admin'i'Stration.
Mr. 'WHI'J1E ('Mentone).-Very well,
Mr. Speaker. I ask the Government to
counter thalt propaganda, which is a
campaign against ,the restqra:tion of
pri'ce eon trol, and proposes la policy 'Of
con'tinued price decontrol. In 10-day's
Age the following report appears:The majority of non-ferrous metals and
alloys produced by O. T. Lempriere and
Company Limited are subject to price contrOl, and because of cumbersome administration increases in prices are cancelled out
by increases of costs before they are
approved.

'.Dhat is a red herring, and I trust that
the Government will not 'be delerred
from seeing that justice is done to
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buyers of consumer goods. However, I
do not desire to detain the House wi th
what some members and people outside
may th'ink is a pet theory of mine. Lel
me produce the evidence.
I think it
wiill be admitted that there is no shortage of suit--cases; stores seem to have
ample supplies. I have in Parliament
HOll'se a 28-inch suit-case which I purchased yesterday a t a Bourke-street
store f'Or 54s. 6d. A 30-inch suit-case of
the same make, in a store 50 yards from
the one in which I made my purchase
Wlas marlked t'O-day at 81s. Surely
the additional 2 inches is not worth 26s.
ed.extra.
I ean quote an even more glaring example of Ithat 'type o'f explo'itation which
I consider is thieving within the law. Of
course, the opponents of price control
call it open competition. However, let
us see how it acts. The retailers of the
article I shall now men't'ion are the same
two Bourke-street storekeepers. In store
No.1 a 28-inch suit-case which, according ,to the advertisement, is suitable for
air travel, was marked at 78s. In store
No. 2 a suit-case of the same size and
make was marked at 105s. Is it any
wonder that manufacturers and sellers of
decontrolled lines say that price control
is futile? They contend that it is, because
decon trol affords them a marvellous
opportun'ity to carryon such exploitation. 1:s it any wonder that the purchasing power of the Australian £1
has deteriorated toO such an extent that
the wage earner is unable to pay his
way?
I should like the Minister in Charge
of Prices to taike steps to see that
officers of the Prokes Branch are employed to check up on dec:on'trolled items
with a view to collecting irrefutable
evidence--there 'is plenty available
similar to that I have just related~and
to considering t4e restoration of price
coOntrol on many items that have
been decontrolled and are to-day
being sold at prices beyond the purchasing power of the family wage earner.
When there is a variati'On of 27s. in the
price of a suitcase, it is time something
was done to cause such exploitation to be
discontinued.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
- I wish to direct the attention of the

Minister of Housing to a matter concerning emergency accommodation. Over
the years Mr. Frawley, the 'Officer in
charge of emergency accommodation, has
done an exceedingly fine job but now
finds that there are virtually no vacancies
in emergency accommodation areas such
as Camp Pell and Watsonia. Bad as the
conditions are at those camps, at least
temporary homes are provided. Recently
the honorable member for Carlton suggested by inference that the former and
the present Governments had reduced the
number of houses allotted by the Housing Commission to occupants of emergency accommodation. I was pleased to
learn as a result of an answer to a quesHon that his information was ill-founded
and that the allotment of 20 per cent.
established by the Labour party has been
continued.
However, I asked also whether there
were any recorded instances of families
in emergency housing camps being given
access to Housing Commission homes and
refusing to take advantage of the offer.
To my surprise the answer was "Yes."
When that happens apparently the
only action taken is that the person concerned is made no longer eligible to take
part in a Housing Commission ballot.
I suggest that with the present increase
in our population from so many causes
the Government should make certain
that residents of emergency housing
camps who are offered Housing CommissIon houses either accept them or vacate
their present accommodation. I am sure
that if a family were involved in financial
hardship the Government of the day
would provide reasonable assistance.
Provision is made for that to be done.

It seems manifestly unfair that people
should be using emergency camps as permanent residences. I am quite certain
that the average family occupying emergency accommodation is only too anxious
to obtain a permanent home in proper
surroundings. However a more important
question is involved, and I hope that
the Government wil'l have the courage
to deal with it. In my opinion, additional, and perhaps even better camp
facilities should be provided for unfortunate people who are being evicted from

Adjournment.

their homes or, because of various circumstances, find themselves unable to
continue living in their present quarters.
Th'is is an urgent m:altter, so urgent that
it is becoming a nightmare to the men
who, under the direction of Mr. Frawley,
a're doing their utmost to provide emergency accommodation, although nO
a,ccommodation e~i'Sts. We a:re failing
in our duty if we allow present conditions to conNnue. I think I s'Peak for
every member when I say that ilf the
Go.vernment will tackle the problem it
will have the support and gratitude of
every member of tlhe House.
Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick) .-1 commend the Government for its firm refusal to allow price inlcreases in 'bus
faTes to private bus prOtprietors.
Its
a'ction wiU be of great 'benefit toO the
community. Do we all realize that the
Government is in:s,isting on the ilIlistallation of machines to check the income of
bus proprietors? I should like to .bring
under the notice of the Government ho:w
necessary that is in other businesses. At
the ;present ti'me a bare-falced ra:mp is
taking place in theatrettes. The theatrette
to which I par:ti'cularly refer is in
Collins-street. The pdce of admission is
1s. 6d., and when a client has paid he
is entitled to receive a tiocket olf adIt has happened to me on
mittance.
several occasions in the past few months
that I ha've paid the 1s. 6d., ibut the girl
'in the ticket office has not issued me
with a ticket, on which the proprietor is
taxed. If the girl is withholding tickets
with the consent of the management, the
Governmen t
is
being
del'iiberately
defrauded.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-1 think the honorable member is t'alkiing about a Commonwealth
tax which does not come within the purview either of the GoveTnment or the
House.
iMr. RANDLES.~I am dir~crting the
Government's attention to' the ram'P that
is taking ,pl,alce, and I am endeavouf'ing
to show how necessary it is that people
who are a1sking to be allow·ed to increase
their charges should be required to prove
their case. I urge the Government to
bring the m'atter under the notice of the
Commonwealth Government. If these
.people paid their prnper tax, men and
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women drawing taxable inicomes would
LEGISL.A.TIVE ASSEl\{DL t.
not have to pay s.o much t,ax as they pay
Thursday) November 2) 1950.
at present.
It looks to me like a
deliberate taxation fraud. I am wining
to give the nB.!me of the theatrette to the
Government if I am deslired t.o do so.
The :SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water l\lichaelis) took the chair at 11.11 a.m.,
Supply).-The honorable memJber for and read the prayer.
Richmond mentioned tram f.ares~ I can
assure him that the Government has not
BUSINBSS OF THE HOUSE.
yet a,greed to an increase. I know that
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
st'atements have been made in the ,press,
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treabut at the present moment the Minister
concerned ,and the Government as a surer).-I moveThat the consideration of Notices of
whole are giving som.e consideration
to the finances .of the <tramways Motion, General Business, be postponed
until after Orders of the Day, Government
Board.
The Government does not Business.
want to increase any fares.
Similar
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-While not
considerations apply to the question
raised by the honorable member for oppos~ng this motion, I think the Premier
Mentone
regarding
price
control. might clarify the position and announce
I shall bring the m,a tters referred whether it is the Government's intention
to under the notice of the Minister to make an immediate sta temen t to the
House in relation to the railway strike
.
in Charge of Pri'Ces.
The provision of emer1gency housing, and other threatened stoppages in Vicr,eferred to by the honorable member for toria.
Dandenong, is, I admit, difficult. I shall
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trearetfer the honorab1le memlber's remarks surer).-I intend to ask the Minister of
to the Minister of Housing.
Transport to make a statement on the
I am wondering where to place the railway strike.
question raised by the honorable memThe motion was agreed to.
ber for Brunswi'ck.
I shall ask the
A,ttorney-General to as'certain whether
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.
it is a matter for the State or the Commonwealth Admindstra tion, and to refer
RAILWAY STRIKE.
it to the appropriate authoJ'ity.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister O'f Transport).
Mr. FUI~TON (Minister of Health).- -By leave, I desire to make a statement
The honorable member for Dundas to the House on the railway strike. The
brough t before the House the question latest reports in the daily newspapers
of hosp.ital finance, and referred parti- on the strike cover the situation fairly
cularly to the difficulties experienced by . accurately in most cases, but not in all.
the Hamilton Base Hospital. He also Yesterday, iMr. Conciliation Commi,smentioned a statement made by the sioner HaJtl again refused to ratify the
Hospital'S and Charit,ies Commission, and agreement that had been entered into
a letter sent to the Hamilton Base Hos- between the R'atilways Commissioners and
pi tal. I assure him that the subject of the men. As stated in the pr.ess, aI,so, the
hospital finance is engaging the attention Premier, the Deputy Premier, and I,
of the Government, and particularly oj with the chairman of the Railways Comthe Treasurer, and of myself. As the missioners, Mr. Wishart, and Mr. Frank
'Chairman of the Hospitals and Charities Menzies and Mr. Winneke, K.C., as our
Commission has sent a notice to the legal advisers, had a long conference
Hamilton hospital, with which the honor- last night with Mr. Monk and Mr.
'able member is chiefly concerned, I shaH Broadby of the Trades Hall Council.
raise the m'atter with him and have 'it At that conference it was made clear
investigated.
that the Government would rely upon
The mo.tion was agreed t,o.
the Commonwealth Arbitration Court to
The House adjourned at 11.27. p.m.
handle the dispute. The Government
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regrets very much that SD far no solution
of the problem has been found. I do
not think any blame for the position
can be passed to the Government. All
members must realize that the proper
authority to settle this dispute is the
Arbitration Court. The Government will
continue to endeavour to find a solution.
A conference of nineteen unions and
-others interested in the dispute is taking
place at the Trades Hall to-day in an
endeavour to work out a solution. The
suggestion has been made by the Government that the unions should approach
the Arbitration Court on the matter.
It wouLd be useless to return to Mr.
Conciliation Commissioner Hall or Mr.
CondH~t:ion Commissioner Austin. They
have definitely stated that the agreement
is in oonflict with public interest.
I should like honDrable members to
know the number of employees affected
by the strike. There are 3,000 employees
covered by the claim for passive time
and the payment of overtime on a daily
basis. The tot'al oost of meeting those
claims, if granted, would be £48,000
per annum, and the average financial
benefit to each man would be £16 per
annum. The average weekly wage of
those men is £13 lOs. The loss of wages
tD each' of the 3,000 men, to date, is
£33 15s. Therefore, it will he seen that
. well over two years' possible gain has
already been lost in wages.
The total nUmiber of employees on
strike or stood down in the Railway
Department is 24,000. The total loss
of wages of those 24,000 employees is
£252,000 a week. The total loss to date'
by those on strike and stood downthis is the eighteenth day of the strike
-'i:s £630,000. The loss of wages by the
21,000 employees who will gain nothing
if the claims are approved by either the
Conciliation Commissioner or the Arbitration Court, amounts to £529,250, to
date. Those 21,000 employees cannot
possibly gain anything from the strike.
Honorable members on both sides of
the Chamber must realize that the strike
is disastrous not only to the country at
large and to primary producers, but to
the employees themselves-particularly
those who can gain nothing from it. I
assure honorable members that the
Mr. Hyland.
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GDvernment will continue to try to find
some solution to the trouble, but that
solution will have to be within the ambit
of the arbitration system.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) . -The Minister of Transport

having made his statement by leave,
I shall clarify the position fo.r the guidance of honorable members. There is no
motion before the House at the moment.
When a member of the Government
makes a statement by leave on an important matter, the practice in this House
has always been for the Speaker to allow
the Leader of each party also to make
a statement by leave. I propose to adopt
that course, but I point out that a general
debate cannot be permitted.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .--By leave, may I say that
Opposition members sympathize with the
Government in regard to the disastrous
railway strike that is taking place at
the present time. I do not propose to
discuss what has already occurred. The
Government must accept the responsibility for the actio.n taken by the Railways Commissioners.
I believe the
Commissioners were entirely wrong in
even canvassing an agreement without
cDnsulting the Arbitration CDurt or the
Concilia tion Commissioners. However,
it is no use now to cry over spilt milk.
The Railways Commissioners made the
initial mistake which was responsible
for the strike. Nothing will be gained
from discussing what might have been,
or what should have been.
AltJhoU'gh th!e Governmenlt is ading
correctly in stipulating that any settlement must be within the amlbit of the
arbitration system, a point which might
ha,ve been overlooked in the stress of the
occasion is that, throughout the State,
primary producers and persons living in
country areas are being feriously handicapped. Unless something is done in a
fairly short time there wi'll be complete
chaos, not only in country districts but
also in the metropolitan area. Much
primary produce has to be taken care of
-this is the season of the wheat harvest
-and unless the Government adopts
more vigorous measures the consequences
will be serious.
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Mr. HYLAND.-What would you suggest?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Government'has
to consider very carefully the question
of the proclamation and implementation
of the Essential Services Act. This railway strike is not an isolated 'case, but is
part of the Communist war against Australia; it is merely one example of that
war. It is not the first strike that the
Communists have engaged in with the
idea of trying to disintegrate the whole
of the Australian economy, and it will
not be the last. Even to-day in Melbourne there is an example of arrant
defiance of the law by Communists in
the threatened cessation of work on the
Swan-street bridge. It may be that members of the Labour party would not care
very much whether work on that bridge
was stopped or not, but 'I want to point
out the principle involved. The Melbourne City Council refused to the Communists the use of the Melbourne Town
Hall for one of their bogus peace meetings.
Mr. MORTON.-Is that the cause of the
railway strike?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-H the honorable
member for Ripon had enough brains he
would recognize the seriousness of this
situation. If I had the brains he has I
would be McCackie. The Country Roads
Board and the Melbourne City Council
are supposed to be building that bridge.
Members of the BuHding Trades Federation, led by Mr. Don Thomson, a Communist, propose to leave the job after
knocking-off time to-night, and they will
not go back to it until they have been
granted the use of the Melbourne Town
Hall. Any reason is good enough for
the Communists to disrupt the national
life and the national economy. I say to
the Government that it should seriously
consider the application of tb.e Essential
Services Act to the present disturbance.
When members of the Government were
in Opposition they complained-and I
think this is why they got into Opposition-that the Act was insufficient for
its purpose. I now pledge the Opposition, if the Government desires to tighten
the A ct. to support it in doing so.
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Mr. HYLAND.-Have you changed your
opinion?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Yes, because of the
change in circumstances. Members of
the Country party wanted my Government to take steps to tighten the Act at
a time of industrial peace, and the argumen t between us was not as to the desirability of doing that, but as to the suitability of the time for doing it.
Mr. HYLAND.-Why did you not do it
during the tram strike?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Because Parliament
was not sitting, and furthermore, the
damage done by the tram strike was infini tesimal as com pared with the damage
that is being done, and will be done, by
the disastrous railway strike. I do not
want to turn this discussion into any
sort of party quarrel. I merely want to
know from the Government what it intends to do. Does it intend merely to
sit down and do nothing, or is it prepared
to grasp the nettle? Will it accept the
support of members of the Opposition in
any .worth-while move to provide additional emergency transport? There was
a time when the Army was called in to
drive trucks, and I am perfec'tly certain
that if the Government at the present
time asked for the support of Army
units, that support would be forlhcoming.
The Government has not, so
far as I know, asked for Commonwealth
support, but if it did so I would be
wholeheartedly behind the request.
The situation is bad,and it must
de'teriora teo Already there are ugly
reports of pickelling some of the emergency tr,ansport. What is the Government going to do by way of defending
the emergency transport? I remember
tha t when both the Premier and I were
in Opposition, and the Leader of the
Labour party Was PremIer, the Government was atta·cked more savagely by
members of the Country party than by
members of the Ltberal party on this
very issue whether piciketing was to be
permi tted. Th'i'S bridge stri'ke is part of
a general Communist plot.
I remind
members of the Country party of a
resolution that they passed in their
party room at the end of 1948, when a
strike had been settled on fair and
reasonaJble terms. This is the resolution
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which was passed unanimously, as
reported in the A rgus of the 2nd of
December,1948That this party is definitely of opinion
that appeasement methods only strengthen
the hands of the Communists and disruptionists, and cannot result in any permanent industrial peace.

What I want to do to-day is to find out
from the Government whether it intends
to sit quietly do'ing nothing.
Mr. HYLAND.-Do you say that we
are appeasing the Communists now?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do not say that
the Government is appeasing them, but
it is trying to do so.
I blame the
Government entirely for the mess it has
got into. I want to try to help not so
much the Government, 'but the community. This question is far more impor'tan t than the Hfe of thi'S or any
other Government. If the Government's
pol'icy i'S to do nothing, I can foresee
wji thin a short space of time complete
chaos in country districts-particularly
in country districts-and also in the
metropolitan area. Already a large
amount of transport equipment which
should be used to bring firewood to
Melbourne is ·carrying other commodities.
The effect of the strike will be
fel t not only lin the immediate present,
but al'So for many months to come unless
the Government uses the powers contained in the Essential Services A,ct and
invokes the assistance of the Commonwealth
Government.
Failing
such
action the strike will continue indefinitely, and, although the Government
may be safe in office, it will inflict great
hardship on the people of Victoria, and
do enormous damage to the national
economy not only .of Victoria, but also
of Australia.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-By leave,
may I say that, unftO~tunately, I did not
hear the sta tement made by the'
MiniS'ter o'f T.raTiisport, but I assume
that it was a recitall of what !has
happened up to the present in connection with the ratliway strike.
We
all apprecira te tlh,a t S'trikes are undesirable at any time, but the settlement of str.ikes m;ises another pI'oiblem
altogether. The Leader of the Opposition has asked the Government to state
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wha tit in tends to do to sett1e the present trouble. Victoria has had some experience of the Leader of the Opposition,
when he was the Leader of a Government, in the settlement O'f strikes. We
have' h1ad experience O'f the way he
utilized the provisions of the Essential
SeI'V'ices Arct.
Members can recall a
tra'mways strike which occurred early
this year When the Leader Qlf the
Opposition was P,remi'er, and laS'ted
for 60 days. His Ipo~ilcy at that time was
to allow the st~ike to continue until the
union 'approached the Arbitration Court.
The Leader of the Opposition said that
the men should accept the decision O[ the
court.
Mr. TYAcK.-The tramiWlay strike did
not extend.
Mr. OAUN .-l see li tN·e difference bet/ween the a Hitude adolpted by the present Government from the course that
was taken by the Hollway Government.
IMr. HOLLWAY.-'Dhe tramway strike
did not occur last year, it was this year.
IMr. OAiliN.----J]t was during the regime
of the HollJway GoveI'nment. The attitude of the Government is that this railway strike must be settled 'by the esuablished industrial tribunals of 1:!be country.
That is what the Leader of the Opposition said was the correct procedure to
follow when his Government was cal1~d
upon to deal with the tra'mway strike.
He now asks the Government Wlby it
does not utilize the provisions of the
Essential Servi:ces Act.
Members can
recall the bitter fight that occurred between tlhe Country paTty and the Liberal
party, toward the end of 1948, over the
tmplementation of the Essential Servkes
Act. Both the Leader ott the Government at that time and the then AlttorneyGeneral--4he honorable memlber for
Malvern-informed the House that the
Essential Services Act was ineffective
legisl1a Hon that required amendment.
The Leader of the Opposition has repeated the same statement to""day. Barly
in 1949 the HoHway Governmenrt: had
pllaced on a Notice Paper of this
House a Bin to amend the Essential
Ser,vilces A'Ct. It remained on the Notice
Pa1per fo.r at 'least sJx months.
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,Mr. DODGsHuN.-The present Leader
O'f the Opposiltion then satd that the Act

was as full of h.oles as a. colander.
'Mr. HOLLWAY.-During t1he whole of
that period there were no strikes.
'MT.
CAJN.-While
the HoHway
Government occupied the Treasury
bench it was aware that .on the statuve
book there was an Act which, it was
claimed, wals as full of holes as a
colander, but it did n.othing aib-out it.
'Mr. HOLLWAY.-There were no strikes
in VietOld'a' at that time, which is a most
imp.ortanlt point.
,Mr. C:A,IN.-As Premier, the Leader
of the Oppositi.on remained silerut dur,inrg
tha t time. He now claims th;at there
w,ere no sltrikes, but there was a tramway strike which lasted for at least
eigh't weeks. He knOlWs that when his
Govel'inment im'P~emeilited the E:ssential
Serviices .A:ct it caused a major dispute
between the Country party and the
Li'ber,ail party. It was on tha't issue that
they panted. The charges he laid under
the Essentilall Serv'dces Alct were not
algainst Coonmuni:st:s, which lWas unf,ortunate; they were laid a'gainst bona
fide trade unionists.
'Mr. HYLAND.-The Act caught every
one but the Communists.
,Mr. CMN.-Thalt is so, and it a'liways
will. The Government, under the legislation, cannot proceed aga'inst MIT. J. J.
BroIWn who is the Communist lleader of
the Australian R'aHlWays Union, and he
knows it.
In the cirrcumstances tfue
Opposition is not honest, and surely some
honesty i'S' required in these matiters.
!Mr. HOLLWAY.--<lf you showed some
honesty you wouLd not be tallking the
tripe that you are now uttering.
Mr. OA[N.-The Opposition is now
doing what it a'liways does-it is attempting to make politicaJ capital out of this
trouble. The Leader of the Opposition
sadd, "I do not want to injure th.e
Government." Perish the thought! He
claims that he .onJy wants to look a,fter
the we1:f,a~e of the people. To the Leader
of the Oppositi.on, to his par:ty, and to
the people of Voictaria I say thalt they
know, a'S everyone knows, that the
Essential Services A'Ct Icann.ot !be
effectively utHized..
Session 1950.-[73]
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Mr. TYACK.---1WHi· you assist us in our
efforts to. ha,ve j t amended.
Mr. HOLLWAY.--Of course he willi. n.ot.
'Mr. OA[()N.~I do not believe in the
Essential ServJces Alct.
M,r. OLDHAM.-Of course you do not.
IMr. HOLLWAY.-Th'at is why this
Government does not believe in it.
'Mr. OAIN.~I do not consider that Act
will provide the solution Q1f our pr.oblems.
Let us exa'mine the background of this
strike and its cause. Unfortunately it
wa-s 'hr,ought about, as every member
knows, not by Communists in the Australian Rai'liwayrs Union, but by bona' fide
trade undoTIlists who are n.ot Com,muniSits.
, Mr. HOLLWAY.-It was brought about
by the stupidity of the Railways Commissioners and the Government.
Mr. CAIN.-I have indicated how the
strike originated. Whether the agreement that was entered into between the
Railways Commissioners and the AustraHan Railways Union was the right or
the wrong thing to do I am not here to
argue. That is something for the Railways Commissioners to justify. They entered into an agreement and as a result
a dispute has arisen. I repeat, it was not
caused by the Communist section of the
union, it was caused by the moderate
goods guards' division of the union.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The agreement was approved by the Government.
Mr. CAIN.-The agreement was entered into by the Railways 'Commissioners.
.Mr. OLDHAM.-With the approval of
the Government, as was stated in the
court in ,Sydney yesterday.
Mr. CAIN.-No one is disputing for a
moment that the Government did not say
to the Railways Commissioners, " You
are managing the railways, that is your
job. If you enter into an agreement
and you are satisfied with it we are
definitely happy that you should present
it to the court for ratification."
,Mr. HOLLwAY.-What part did you
play in it?
Mr. CAIN.-I did not take any part.
I am only attempting to put the facts as
I see them, and I think I amenti tled
to do so. It is true that the Leader of
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the Opposition and others attacked me
bitterly on this question over the air;
but that was all political. It has gone
and is forgotten, and I do not bear any
maHce. They were trying to get me out
and they succeeded.
Mr. OLDHAM.-YoU have never done
that to us, have you?
Mr. CAIN.-I am not complaining
about it. The facts are that this agreement was entered into subject to ratification by the Conciliation Commissioners. As a result of that agreement
the unions approached the 'court and the.
case was heard by Mr. Commissioner
Hall in Melbourne. He is supposed to be
a Conciliation Commissioner. I always
thought that the job of a Conciliation
CommissiDner was to be conciliatory and
not to be provocative. Mr. Hall came to·
Melbourne and entered into an attack on
the merits or demerits 'Of this strike.
He refused tD rat'ify the agreement. I
do not cavil at that because it is the
duty oIf a CDnoiliation Commissioner to
refuse to ratify agreements which he
thinks infringe the provisions of the Commonweal1th industrial legislation. However, Mr. Commissioner Hall announced
that he did not have the power tD ratify
the agreement between the Railways
Commissioners and the uni'Dn, and later
sta ted that he would nDt ratify it, even
if he had the power to dD so. Conciliation C'Dmmissioner Austin adopted quite
a differen't attitude; he s'aid that he did
n'Dt haVe th!e :power to a'ccewt the arrangement. The continuation of the trDuble
is due' exclusively to the prDvocative
way -in which Mr. Commissioner Hall
has approached the matter on every
occasion.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! I am afraid that
honorable members are beginning to
trespass intD the field of criticism of
person's acting in a judicial capacity. I
am not certain whether a Conciliation
Oonimis'sioner of 'the Commonwealth
Anbitra tion Court is to be deemed to be
a member of the judiciary or n'Dt. However, I think it will be better t'D discontinue adverse crIticism of a Commissioner. I am gravely concerned as to
whether I have permitted comment to
go too far in that direction.
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Mr. CA'IN.-I have previously criticized Condlia tion Commissioner Hall in
this House. If you, Sir, had listened last
even'ing to the remarks of Mr. Leonard,
the broadcasting commentator for the
Herald newspaiper, you would have to
agree that he then levelled stronger
criticism against Mr. Hall than I have.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Order! I am not responsible for what may be said by a press
commentator when broadcasting. I am
only in control of procedure in this House.
,Mr. CAIN.-H is the considered view
of all thoughtful people in the commun'ity that Mr. Commissioner Hall is
responsible fDr the prolongation of the
railway strike. What surprises me is
the fact that, in Sydney yesterday, he
ratified an agreement between the New
South Wales Railways Commissioners
and the New South Wales branch of the
union on the questions of overtime and
passive time, yet he still refuses to
a,c-cept a propoSial of the Victorian Railways Commissioners to settle the strike.
The attitude of the Government is that
the questIon must be determined within
the ambit of the Commonwealth anbitration system; it is adopting an a tUtude
similar to that adOlpted by the previous
Governmen t. The Leader of the Opposition alCts wi'th bad grace when he proffers advice on the means of settling
strikes. He is not qualified to adwse
anyone on that question. I repeat that
this Government believes in the principle of ar,hitration whiclh implies that
it can do no more than leave the settlement of industria'l disputes to the Commonwealth Arbitration Court.
Following the known policy of the
Government, the Railways Commissioners and the union sought the aid
of the Com,monwealtJh Ar.bitration Court
to have their troubles settled by a Concilia'tion CDmmissioner. In effect, the
Government s'aid to the Railways Commissioners, "Y;ou are the managers of
the railways so you must settle this
tr.ouble. We will nDt instruct or order
you in any way." Th'at was the correct
attitude for the Government to adopt.
As Mr. Commissioner Hall pointed out
in 'one of his judgments, it is within
the province of the Government to have
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the agreement ratified, but the Government is not adop·ting that course and,
I repeat, it has asked the Commonwealth Arbitration Court to resolve the
issues involved.
There has been much talk of unions
being led by Communists. I wish to
remind members that the Australian
Railways Union is not the only oI'lganiza tion conoerned in this m·a tter. The
Aus'tral1ian Federated Union of Locomotive Enginemen is not led by Communists, and the same remark applies
to its branches in South Australia and
New South Wales. In fact, the leader
of the New South W.ales branch of the
organizaoti-on is Mr. J. Ferguson; he is
an outstanding opponent Qf Commun1sm. He led the recent cam paign
against the activities .of Communists
during the coal strike. No other Commonwealth Government will be able tQ
a'ct in a way simHar to tha t ()If the
Oommonwealth Labour Government in
1949. As Prime Minister, Mr. Chiftey
was supported by all thoughtful members of the trades union mQvementparticularly 'by Mr. Ferguson-and he
was enabled to reach a settlement of the
coal strike.
The po~i tical colleagues of Opposi tion
members have been in power in the
Commonwealth
sphere f·or
twelve
months, but industrial stoppages have
oocurred during that period. The wlinning of coal in New South W'ales has
nQt been increased in the period and
there have been many other industrial
outbreaks. It is only natural that such
troubles should arise in view of the
spiraUing of prices of commodities when
the purchasing power of the £1 is decreasing daily. The presen't Commonwealth Government ha'S said, "Let us
put value ba1ck into the £1."
Mr. NORMAN.-Is this a pre-Federal
election speech?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, the same as the
speeches that a're made on behalf of tihe
Opposition. The economi:c position of
the people is detedora'ting day by day.
Mr. BOLTE.-Are you trying to instigale further strikes ?
Mr. CAIN.-I am merely placing the
.facts before the House. In view of all
the circumstances, Opposition members
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are not capalble of stopping or settling
strikes; they ,cannot solve these problems. In relation to the .tramway strike,
the previous Government did what the
present Government is now doing to
settle the railway stoppage.
Brigadier TovELL.~But what is the
present Government doing to try to
overcome the trouble?
l\1lr. CAIN.-I repeat that it is adopting an attitude similar to that which
was adopted by the Liberal Government.
When the latter Administration was in
power, Melbourne experienced a tram
strike that lasted for ten weeks. The
then Premier said, "I will let the grass
grow in Collins-street." Ultimately that
strike really settled itself.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It did not.
Mr. CAIN.-As soon as the Liberal
Government went ·out of office everything was all right.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 rise to a point of order. I
take strong exception to the remarks
of the Leader of the Labour party, who
has said that the tram strike was sentled
only when my Government went out of
office. He knows that his statement is
untrue. I did not go out of office. I
applied for a dissolution of the Assembly,
and my request was granted; but I was
still the Leader of the Government .. The
Leader of the Labour party has been
repeating his untruths throughrut the
countryside in an endeavour to make
poliltical capital out of the matter. Now
I will pin him down to a true startement
of the position: I was Leader of the
Government and the tramway strike was
not settled. The tra,mway employees went
back to work on the terms against which
they went on strike.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-There is no point of order.
I will regard the rem·arks of the Leader
of the OpposiNon as being a pensonal
explanation.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I repeat my
comment that the tramway strike ended
immediately the Leader of the Opposition went out of office as Leader of the
Government.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I did not go out of
office.
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Mr. CAIN.-At the moment a Government .is gmnted a diss'olution of Parliament' it exists only -in order to authorize
the ensuing election. When the Leader
of the Hollway Government was granted
a di'ssolution of the House, his Government was really in the pOSition of a
caretaker of the ·affairs of the State.
As soon as tramwaymen realized that
the Government was in that position,
they agreed to sett·le the strike because
they knew that the Liberal party would
be defeated at the polls. Now the State
has in office a Government that is able
to achieve many things for the benefit
of all c'itizens.
( Honorable members interjecting.)
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order! There are too many
interjections. Honorable members must
give and take in debate; they must not
try to shout down the member who is
addressing the Chair.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I appreciate
the natural feelings of the Opposition
which, when the Government, was a total
failure not only in its ability to settle
strikes but also in its administration of
the affa:jtr"s olf the St,ate. Everyone lmOiWIS
tha t the previous Government collapsed.
It rushed out of office with a strike on its
hands, but as soon as the then Premier
tendered his resignation and asked for a
dissolution the strike was over.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is absolutely untrue.
Mr. CAIN.-In those circumstances I
contend that the Governmenrt and the
peopfe of Victoria would be extremely
unwise to accept the co-operation. of the
group of members in Opposition to-day.
If their co-operation is accepted the
State will find that chaos will reign
as was the case when the Liberal party
comprised the Government. That will
always be so while the present group of
incomlPetents in the Opposition have anything to do with the government of Victoria.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern). ---' Mr.
Speaker-'Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Mr. Speaker it is not right
that the Opposition should take.
the business o·f the House out of the
hands olf the Government. As ~[er I
have been fair.

Statement.

Mr. OLDHAM.-Are you speaking by
leave?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .---'1 am objecting to any further
debate on this particular matter. I have
been fair and have allowed the Leaders
of the parties and the Minister of Transport to make an explanation to the House.
Mr. NORMAN.-There are 65 members
in the House.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-Perhaps the Premier was
not present when I eXlpla1ned the position after the Minister of TranSjport had
made a statement by leave. For as long
as I can remember when a Minister
makes a statement on an important
matter by leave it has always been the
practice to permit the Leaders of the
other parties to speak by leave. As there
is nothing before the Chair the debate
then closes. It is 'my intention strictly
to follow that course on this occasion.
However, a moment ago it was intimated
that the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
desired to raise another point.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I object. I refuse leave.
The S'PEAKER.-It is not a matter of
leave.
Mr.
OLDHAM
(Malvern). - Mr.
Speaker-Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-On a point
of order, is the honorable member for
Malvern speaking by leave?
The SPEAKER.-No.
,Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-On a point of order, Mr.
Speaker, I desire to seek your ruling.
Government business is now before the
House, and the honorable member for
Malvern is certain[y not dealing with
Government 'business. You have st'a t·ed,
Sir that when a Minister makes a statem·e~t to the House it has been the custom
for the Leaders O'f the respective parties
to be given an opportunity of speaking
by leave. You have ruled that the deba·te
then closes.
The SPEAKER.-Definitely.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).---,My point of order is that the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition cannot
speak without leave, and I refuse him

leave.
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Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 desire to
move the adjournment of the HouseThe SPEAKER.-1 will hear the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition on a
point of order.
-Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The honorable member must not
read any motion.
Mr. OLDHA'M.-On a point of order,
I desire to move the adjournment of the
House to discuss a subject of public importance and I claim that I have a right
to do so. It was my desire to discuss the
Minister's statement in the same way as
other members have been permitted to
do so. If I am not allowed to do that I
must use the rights that are provided by
the Standing Orders.
Mr. HOLT.-You cannot do that.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is a matter for
the Speaker to decide.
Government
Business-Orders of the Day, have not
been called on, therefore I claim the right
to move the adjournment of the House
and I seek leave to do so.
The SPEAKER.-What is the motion?
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derks, what the position really is. As
far as I can Igather, and J: am.
fortified by a ruling given on a simHar
question, the pos'i tion is that when the
House ha's a-greed by motion to the postponement of General Business until a-liter
t'he Orders of tihe Day-Governmen:t
Business, but an Order of the Day has
not been caUed on, it is in order-,Mr. CAIN.-Mr. Speaker, wiH you
listen to my submission before you ma-ke
a deCision?
The SlPEAKBR.~I now intend to give
my ruling, Which is 'based on a precedent. I shaH !be quite ;prepared to have
my ruling dis-agreed with, ilf that is
desired.
The case I intend to quote
occurred in 1926 under the Speakersh~'P
of the Honorable John Bo.wser, and
covered a similar situation to that nolW
being discussed. The report con 1:ained
in Hansard readsMr. EGGLESTON
(Attorney-General>
and Mr. PRENDERGAST rose to spe.ak.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser).
-The practice in a case like this is tihat a
statement is made by a Minister by leave,
and the Leader of the Opposition is allowed
to reply. There is now nothing before the

Mr. OLDHAM.-1 desire to moveMr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-On a point of order, Mr. ChaJ.r.
Speaker, the actual position is that the
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire to put
House is now under your control. It has something before the Chair. I wish to move
the adjournment of the House to discuss a
been the custom, after a debate on a . definite
matter of public importance.
specific subject has been closed, to caB
SPEAKER.-I would poin.t out that,
on Orders of the Day-Government Busi- as The
the Orders of the Day h1ave been entered
ness. I am not instructing you, but I upon, the honora:ble member for North
respecMuTIy put the view trha t the Deputy Melbourne canno,t move the adjournment of
Leader of the Opposition is endeavouring the House in that way; nor can a motion be
to move the adjournment of the House moved without notice.
when Government business is being con- Ttha t was after the Orders of the Day
sidered. He ought to have moved the had been entered upon, and that was the
adjournment of the House prior to the fuling of the Speaker. Later he saidmotion submitted by myself being agreed
The practice of this House has been that
to. I respectfully suggest that the De- a motion for the adjournment -of the House
puty Leaaer of the Opposition is out of for discussing a defini,te matter of urgent
order in attemptling to move the adjourn- public importJance should be made before
the commencement of Government business.
ment of the House at this stage.
The practice in the House of Commons is
The SPIEAKER.-This is a very fine that a motion for the adjournment of the
House for discussing a matter of urgent
point.
public importance may be made oniy . . . .
Mr. CAIN.---.It is a sUck trick.
before the commencement of Government
Th'e SPEAKER.----Drder! A very fine business.
point of procedure has been raised and On this occasion Government business
I am endeavouring to deall willi it fa1irly has not been taken. I am tryling to be
and juridicaHy in accordance with pre- fail!' to both sides. As Speaker I regard
cedent. I haye had only a few minutes it my duty to -allow discussion on a
to ascertain, a,fter discussion with the rna tter of public imtportance, provided
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that the motion is in order. It is a very
moot point. ,My ruling is b!ased on a precedent.
N at many similar oclcasions
appea,r to have arisen. Apparently, the
pra;ctice has heen th'at if Government
busines'S has not been entered upon-Mr. MoDoNALD (PreITIlier and Treasurer) .-But it has.
The SPEAKlER.-Oriders of the Day
have not been entered upon; therefore
I rule that it is in o~der for the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition to move the
adjournment of the House.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I should like to point out the
exact position. I moved that Genera'l
Business be postponed until after the
consideration Q1f Orders of the DayGovernment business.
The staternen;t
submUted by the Miniister of ~ransport
was Government business.
I wish to
raise a point of order.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Speaker has
given a ruNng.
IMr. MoDONALD -(P,remier and Treasurer).-The Minister's statement was
Government business. You have stated,
Mr. Speaker, that it has been the custom
in the past that when a Minister makes
a statement Leaders of the other ,parties
are given an opportunity of speaking,
but then the deb!a'te ts closed.
The SPEAKER.-There is no motion
before the Chair now.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and. Treasurer).-That is so.
An honorable
member may not rise and bring something new before the Chair, unless he
is granted leave by the House to do so.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Of course he can.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) (By leave).~A motion was
agreed to Iby the House. Thien the
Minister of Transport spoke on a maHer
of Government Business. The Leade:ns
of the other two parties in the House
were given an opportunity to reply. Then,
Mr. Speaker, you closed the deba,te. The
pos,ition now is that no member of the
House, including myself-unless he desires no raise a point of order-is entitled
to speak on the same subJect without
leave. That is the procedure which has
always . been followed, in accordance
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with the practice of the House and the
Standing Orders. I therefore object to
leave being granted to the honorable
member to speak If he desires to submit a motion, he must give noNce of it,
but he has not done that. I am indicating the attitude of the Government. If
the motion which the honorable member
desires to move is submitted, the business
of the House will be taken out of the
hands ,of the Government, and it is not
the usual practice for that to be done.
I have no objection to' the business of
the House being taken out of the hands
of the Government if it is done in
accordance with the usual practice and
the Standing Orders of this House. As
I have ~already said, the honorable member may now speak only by leave, and
I object to leave being granted.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-Mr. Speaker,
before you make a decision-The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis}.-Order! The whole situation
arose frOim an unfortunate set of circumstances.
. Mr. CAIN.-It was a slick trick.
The SPEAKER.-Order!
Mr. GALVIN.-It wa,s a sly trick.
The SPEAKER.-I intended to call on
the Minister of Transport to make his
sta tement before the Premier moved the
motion that Government business take
precedence over all other. business.
However, the Prem'ier anticipated 'that
he would be called upon to move that
motion, and he did so before I had the
opportunity to call on the Minister of
Transport. Inadvertently, that was the
order of the proceedings. In the ordinary
course of events, the Opposition would
have had an opportunity to move ,for .the
adjournment of the House. 'Following
the precedent which I have quotedw.hich dates back many years-and also
be'ing fortified by advice which I do not
necessarily have to rely upon-although
I do take ,notice of it-I think justice
wHl be done by following the ruling I
have given, which is that, in the circumstances, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition may move the adjournment of the
House. That is ,my ruling. It is open to
any member to disagr·ee with my ruling
and it is the privilege of members to
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do so. I have had to give a ruling in
rather unfortunate eircumstances. I try
to be fair and to ,see that members on
both sides of the House have an opportunity to submit a case in accordance
with ihe usual procedure of the House.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -The last thing I would wish
to do would be to suggest any partiality
by you, Mr. Speaker. I suggest that the
protection of the rights of honorable
members in this House involves the
question of speak.ing by leave. If your
decision stands, it will be quoted as a
precedent, and at any stage of debate
it will be possible, other than by the
process of the Standing Orders, for a
member to say that he desires to move
the adjournment of the House.
Mr. NORMAN.-No.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) . -The point I wish to stress is
that at this ,stage, an honorable member
may speak on the subject of the raHway
strike only by leave.
Mr. HOLLWAY (to the P.remier).-You
cannot question the Speaker's decision.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I sU!bmit that, at this stage, a
member may speak only by leave of the
House.
Mr. OLDHAM.--Are you questioning
the Speaker's ruling?
Mr. ,McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Iam not. I asked the Speaker
for a ruling.
:Mr. OLDHAM.~And he ruled on the
point you raised.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-No, Mr. Speaker, you ruled on
another point.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You should accept the
umpire's verdict.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I contend that at this stage
a member may not speak without being
granted the leave of the House. I ask
for your ruling, "Mr. Speaker, on the
point whether a member may speak by
leave at this stage.
Mr.

CAIN

(Northcote).-By leave,

Mr. Speaker-
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Mr. HYLAND (Minister O'f TranspoI'lt).
~I

rise to a point of order. You, Mr.
Speaker, sa,id that at fue time the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition rose to move
a motion, Government business had
not been entered upon. Then why did
you call on me? 'I did not rise to speaK.
You called me.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-Mr. Speaker,
I point out, by leave, that you have given
a ruling. Any member could have disagreed with your ruling, as you indicated.
I am not questioning your impartiality.
I say to the Par Hamen t and to this
coun'try that the attempt of the Opposition to move a motion is a trick.
Yesterd'ay, the Opposition asked the
Minister of Transport to make a sta'tement on the r.aHway strike, and that
s'tatement was made. 'Dhe Opposition
were previously informed tha t they
could move the adjournment of the
House to discuss this subject if they so
desired, but they did not want to do
that. They desired that the Minister
should first make a sta temen1. The
Minister spoke -on the railway strike,
and then you, Mr. Speaker, ruled tihat
the leaders of the two parties of this
House ndt form'ing the Governmen t
could make statements. The position
was clear. First, the o.pposition were
given a statement by a member of the
Governmen t. The Leader of the Opposiltion then spOke, and following that
I spoke ,as Leader of the Labour party.
That was in a1ccordance with ordinary
practice. At that s'tage, Mr. Speaker,
you ruled that no other member could
discuss the matter. If the Opposition
is now permiltted to submit the motion
which it has in mind, you wou1d be permttting a discussion on the same issue.
Mr. OLDHAM.-How do you know
what members ,of the Opposition intend
to do?
Mr. CAIN.-I know.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You do not.
Mr. CAIN.-Why are not o.pposition
members honest? If they desired to
discuss the rna 1Jter. they should have
been decent enough to move a motion
for the adjournment of the· House.
They are now trying to start a discussion on the same issue.
Mr. FRASER.-Do not get excited.
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Mr. CAIN.-I am ndt; I am speaking
the tru'th.
In ,those circumstances,
members of the Opposition have played
a trkk on you, Mr. Speaker, and on this
House.
Mr. BOLTE.-YoU cannot take it.
Mr. CAIN.-A decision by Sir John
Bowser when he was Speaker was not
given in the same circumstances.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Oppositi.on) .-On a point of order, Mr.
Speaker, 1 demand a wi:thdrawal of the
words used by the Leader of the Labour
party when he said that this is a trick
play~d on you and on this House. Coming from anybody other than the Leader
of the Labour party, wh'O is notori.ous
for his knowledge of trickery-The SPEAKER.-Order!
Mr.
CAIN
(Northcote).-If
the
Leader of the Opposition wishes me lto
withdraw, 1 Ido so w'ilth ,pleasure, Jbut I
stiU have my ,own opinion, and members
of the 'Public wHI have theirs.
The ISPEAKER.-Order! The Leader
of the LaJbour party sh'ould Im'ake an
unqualified Withdrawal.
Mr. CAIN .----1 do not mind making an
unqualified withdralWal. What really
happened was th'is: The Opposition first
obtained a statement from the Minister
of Transport. Tha t was followed by
statements by the Leaders of the other
tw·o parties. Now the Opposi ti'on is
seeking to start a discussion on the same
sUlbject. If your ruling is given, Mr.
Spea'ker, 1 do not take e~ception' t.o it,
but we will live to fight another day.
This game of politIcs should be c.onducted ona reason'ably high plane, but
the Opposition is getting down to a low,
tdcky plane. I express those views as
one who has had much ,parliamentary
expe:r:ience. 1 have been a member of
th'is House a long time. 1 do not remember everything about the incident
when Sir John Bowser gave his ruling,
but I have some knowledge of it. 1 say
thalt the Opposition is playing the game
very low and wasting the time of the
House. The ,motion which ,the Opposition
desires t.o move is !based on -the same
issue as the subject of the lMinisterial
statemenrt:.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I desire to make it clear
tha t, when r 'announced that only the
Leaders of the two parties other than
the Government party 'Would be permitted to ,di:Slcuss the Ministerial statement, I had no idea that an attempt
would' !be made to' submit a motion [or
the adjournment of the House. Within
the short time at my disposal I have
endeavoured to ascertain what the relevant precedents are. I can now say that
until the Orders of the Day have been
called on, there is an opportunity for a
motion for the adjournment of the House
to be submitted. The relevant Standing
Order readsNo motion for the adjournment :of the
House shall .be made except Iby a Minister
of the Crown, or unless a member rising in
his place shall propose to move the adjournment for the ,purpose of discussing a definite
matter of urgent public importance (which
he shaH then state and hand in, in writing,
to Mr. Speaker), and unless twelve members shall thereupon rise in their 'Places, as
dndicating approval of the proposed discussion. The membe.r proJposing the motion
for adjournment shall not be allowed to
address the House on such motion until
Mr. Speaker shall have ascertained that
twelve members approve of the proposed
motion.

The Premier has submitted that it is not
competent at this stage for an honorable member to move a ·motion -f.or the
adj.ournment of the House. That is not
so. Under the Standing Orders, the only
time the motion can he moved is before
the calling on of the Orders of the Day.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I desire to obtain a ~uling, Mr.
Spea'ker, because I feel it is my duty to
protect the rights of members of the
House. The fundamental point at issue
is that the honorable member for Ma'lvern 'cannot speak !Without leave being
gran ted.
I aSk, you, Sir, to examine
the Standing Orders. I claim ilia t the
honorable member cannot speak M this
stage of the debate because I refuse him
leave. I desire to know whether he is
permitted to do so.
The SPEA'KIE'R.-I can be guided Dnly
by the 'St'anding Orders. I rule that the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition is in
order in 'mov-ing his motion for the
adjournment of the H9Use~ .'
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RA[LWAY STRffiKE.
ESSENTIAL SERVICES ACT.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-I desire
to move the adjournment of the House
to discuss a matter of ur.gent public impOl!'tance, namely-Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I desire to move that the honorable member for Malvern be no longer heard.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-That is a matter for the
Speaker to determine, after he has
made sure that full opportunity for discussion has been 'afforded.
This is a
much too early sta'ge for the motion iproposed 'by the Chief Secretary.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).--<I direct your attention, Mr.
Speaker, to the fa,ct tlha t the Chief Secretary has m·oved a motion tliat the thonorable member Ifor 'Malvern !be no longer
heard. That motion cannot b~ discussed;
it ·must :be put to a vote.
The SPE)AK'ER.-The relevant Standing Order statesA motion, without notice, may be made,
that a member who is speakin.g, .. Be not
further heard," and if it shall appear to the
Speaker or Chairman that such member has
already had full oppor.tunity of stating his
views on the question and is using his right
to speak in such a manner as ,to be an
abuse of the rules and forms of the House
or for the purpose of obstrUicting business,
and that such motion, if carried, would not
be an infringement of the rights of the
minority, the motion, that the member who
is speaking .. Be not fur,ther heard," shall
be put forthwith, and decided without
amendment or debate, and no other motion
shall be made or q uest10n of order raised
until such motion has been disposed of.
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!Mr. BOLTE (to Mr. DodgS'hun).-Put
that in your pipe and smoke it.
The SPEAK7ER.-Order! I do not
desire that my ruling shou1d 'be ques-.
tioned 'by honorable members on either
side of the Chamiber.
Mr. HYLAND.-1We have a pedect ri'g'ht
to queslDion your rU'ling.
The SPEAKER.-Order! [do not
want to name the honorable gentleman.
He is not in order in commenting audibly
on my ruling. If an honorable member
disagrees with my ruling the appropriate
action may be taken.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-I desire
to move the adjournment of the House
to discuss a matter of urgent public importance, namely, "the necessity of the
immediate proclamation of the relevant
sections of the Essential Services Act
1948 in relation to the various existing
and threatened industrial stoppages in
Victoria."
Approval of the proposed discussion
was indicated by the required number of
members rising in their places, as specified in the Standing Order.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-On a point of order, Mr.
Speaker, I point out that the Essential
Services Act has been proclaimed; therefore, this motion is out of order.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I ask the Premier to
read the text of the motion.
The SPEAKER.-I desire to satisfy
myself regarding the point of order
raised by the honorable gentleman.

lt is for the Speaker to decide whether
the rights of members are being Ipresprv:ed.

Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-On a point
of order--

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).Before you, Mr. Speaker, give a rUling.
The SPEAKER.~ ha've given a ruling.

surer).~Mr.

Mr. DODGSHUN.--On a· IPoint
order, my motion was not that
honorable member for ;Malvern 'be
further hea·rd; I moved that he be
heard.
The SPEAKER.---lI 'Cannot accept
motion.

of
the
not
not
the

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreaSpeaker--

The SPEAKER.-I will hear the honorable member for Malvern on a point of
order relating to the validity of the
motion he has submitted.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-The Premier has raised a point of order--'
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-Is the honorable member for
Malvern in order in discussing a point of
order raised by me?
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The SPEAKER.-Certainly. He is
quite in order.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-On a point
of order, the Premier has queried the
wording of the motion I have submitted
for the adjournment of the House, on the
ground-Mr. HYLAND.-YoU must be fair.
Mr. OLDHAM.-N 0 one could be
fairer than I.' As I can understand the
position, the Premier's contention is that
the Essential Services Act has been proClaimed. If the honorable gentleman
will read the proposed motion he will see
that it is carefully phrased. It refers
tothe necessity of the immediate proclamation
of the relevant sections of the Essential Services Act 1948 in relation to the various
existing and threatened industrial stoppages
in Victoria.

In the Essential Services Act there are
provisions for various proclamations;
first, for the proclamation of the Act,
and then for the proclamation of different
sections to enable various powers to be
exercised in regard to industry, to portions of industry, to portions of periods,
and otherwise.
The ISPEAKER.-The relevant Act is
No. 5263, which states:
This Act may be cited as the Essential
SerViices Act 1948 and ,shall come into operation on a day to be fixed by proclamation
of the Governor in Council published in the

qovernment Gazette.

That, I understand, has been done. Section 3 of the' Act is in these terms(1) Where at any time it appears to the
Governor in Council that any action has
been taken or is immediately threatened by
any persons or body of persons whereby any
essential service is or is likely to be interrupted or dislocated the Governor in Council may by proclamation published in the
Government Gazette (in this Act referred
to as a proclamation of emergency) declare
that a state of emergency exists in relation
t-o that service.
(2) Any such proclamation in relation to
any essential service may be limited therein
as to time place and circumstance.
(3) No such proclamation shall be in force
for more than one month--

and so on. Therefore, it seems to me to
be clear that apart from the Act being
proclaimed it is i'n. order for the Government at any time to proclaim any section
of it.
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Mr. McDON,A.LD (Premier and Treasurer).-I submit, Mr. Speaker, that it is
not necessary for the Government to
proclaim the relevant sections of the Act.
That is not what the motion means.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is what I want to
discuss.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).~The honorable member for Malvern desires to move
the adjournment of the House to discuss
a matter of urgent public importance,
namely, " The necessity of the immediate
proclama tion of the relevant sections of
the Essential Services Act 1948 in relation' to the various existing and
threatened industrial stoppages in
Victoria."
The Premier has raised
a question regarding the proclamation, which is dealt with in section
1 of the Act.
The other provision
on which I presume the honorable member for Malvern relies· is suh-tsection (1)
of section 3, which readsWhere at any time it appears to the Governor in Council that any action has been
taken or is immediately. threatened by any
persons or body of persons whereby any
essential service is or is likely to be interrupted or dislocated the Governor in Council may by tproclamation publdshed in the
Government Gazette (in this Act referred to
as a proclamation of emergency) delcare
that a state of emergency exists in relation
to that service.

The point is that the motion does not
comply with the provisions of the Act.
The honorable member has said that the
Government can proclaim the relevant
sections.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Look at sub-section (2)
of section 3.
Mr. CAlN.-That relates only to the
matter of time. The honorable member
seeks to have proclaimed what has
already been proclaimed.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You have not heard me
yet.
Mr. CAIN.-I think the point raised by
the Premier is sound.
The SPEAKER.-The Act has already
been proclaimed, and under section 3 it
is open to the Government of the day to
proclai'm any relevant section. Sub ..
section (3) of sec~ion 3 states:
No such proclamation shall be in force for
more than one month, without prejudice to
the issue of another proclamation of emergency before at. or after the end of that
period.
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In other words, it is open to the Government to proclaim a section so long as the
Act itself is in operation.
LEMMON
(Williamstown).Mr.
The section on which the honorable member for Malvern is relying, I submit, is
not relevant to an anticipated interruption. The interruption has a'lready
taken place.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Not the one I want to
talk about.
M.r. LEMMON.·--The Leader of the
Labour party read the section on which
the honorable member for Malvern
ag.reed he relied. I heard the Leader of
the Labour party say that if the Governor
in Counoil is of opinion that an interruption of essential services i-s about
to take place, and so on. Unfortunately
the interruption has already taken p"lace.
Mr. OLDHAM.-No, not the one I have
in mind.
Mr. LEMMON.-Unless there has been
an act of administration by the Government in this matter, the Standing Orders
prescribe that the adjournment of the
House to discuss the subjeot cannot be
moved. That is· to say, the motion should
relate to some administrative act of the
Government of the day, but as it does
not it is, I submit, out of order.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier ahd Treasurer).-J wish to draw your attention,
Mr. Speaker, to the terms of the motion.
It m'eans that the Government ought to
proclaim certain sections of the Act. The
relevant section on which the honorable
member for Malvern relies is se.otion 3.
Mr. OLDHAM.-No. In fairness to me,
you have not heard me.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea.surer).-Sub-section (1) of sect-ion 3
statesWhere at any time it appears to the
Governor in Council that any action has
been taken or is immediately threatened
by any persons or .bodr of p~rso?s whereby
any essential serVIce IS or IS lIkely to be
interrupted--

There is no need to proclaim any section
of the Act. The Act is already law.
The proclamation would relate to a condiltion or a state of emergency.
The SPEAKER.-~I think the motion
is in order from that point of view. It
cumplies with the conditions in which
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a motion may be moved; one is that
the maHer must be one of urgency, and
another is that it must relate to an act
of administration by the Government.
It is for the Government of the day to
decide whether it will or will not proclaim a certain Act. Whether it does
or does not proclaim sections of this
Act is a matter of Government -administration, and therefore its action or
omission to act is open for discussion
by the House.
Mr. McDONA,DD (Premier and Treasurer).-I say, with respect, that -the
Act has been proclaimed. r am not
·objecting Ito what you say, Mr. :Speaker,
but I think we are at cross purposes.
My point of order 'is ,thait Jthe Act has
been proclaimed and there is no need
to proclaim any section of the Act.
Mr. OLDHAM.-There is a need, as I
shall point out.
Mr..McDONAILD (Premier and Treasurer).-There is not. The honorable
member for Malvern has suggeSted that
the Government 'must proclaim certain
sections of the Ac't.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I 'intend to suggest
that.
Mr. ·McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Tbe Government claims th'at the
first step is to proclaim a state of emergen.cy due tocondiUons existing in Victoria. The Act "is quite in order; it is
purely a question of Government administration and ·t'he motion does not
cover tha·t. It merely states that the
Government should procl.aim certain
sections 'Of the Ad, ·but there is no
necessit'y for that action because section 3 makes it dear that if an emergency arises, !because of the condi'tions
then existing, the Government may issue
a proclamation dealing with that emergency.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I have previously read section 3 of the Essen1tial Services Act, and
I rule 'that ,the honorable member for
Malvern may proceed with his motion.
Mr. HOLT (Portland).-On a point of
order, I submit that you, Mr. Speaker,
have not yet 'answered Ithe point of
order raised by the honorable member
for Williamstown.
Insofar as the
motion refers to indtistr·ial di'sputes
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I have not submitted my motion in a
pending and threatening, I ,think the
honorable member for Malvern is cavilling sense but from a sense of duty.
a ttem-pting to use the proclamation of There are many ma tteI'!S in this
the Essential Services Act as a subter- connection whidh I rthiI1Jk deserve
fuge to enter upon a debate upon some- the urgent attention OIf the Governth'ing which is a't present sub judice. ment. Because of the limited time
at my disposal, and because of rfue
That matter is pending before a court.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You do not know what f.act that my colleagues wil1 desire to
speak to thi'S motion, I shall be brief.
I am going 'to say.
Mr. HOLT.---'I can judge that only I shall come straight to the poin;t in
from the wording ,of the motion, which regard to the maHer covered by the
refers t'O ,industrial disputes ,at present mo'tion, namely the necessity for the
proclamation of the Essential Services
existing in 'this State.
Mr. OLDHAM.-And :to industrial dis- Act in relation to threatened industr'ial
stoppages in Victoria.
In section 2
putes that :are threatened.
Mr. HOLT.-If the honorable member a n umber of eSlSenltial services are
intends to dis'cuss ,the present industrial specified, including the Railway Decrisis, whioh I presume will be his line partment, tra'mways, electr~city, and so
of action in 'suggesting the proclamation on, but there IS also a prov'ision that
of the Essential Services AC't, then he will enable the Governor in Council to
is Icommen ting on a 'rna titer that is sub include other services which, in the
judice; he 'is therefore out of ,order, in opinion of the Governor in Council,are
aocordance wiotha ruling of Sir Erskine essential services.
May.
In all the m.orning newspapers Ito-day
'The SPEAKER.--Should a member
there
appeared a sta1tement from Mr.
attempt to deal wioth a matter th~t is
Don Thomson, ,a proved Communist
sub judice I would be tthe first to see
that he did not proceed along those who was mentioned in the report oli the
lines. At present the motion is in Royal Comm'ission on the Communist
general terms. I have ruled that it is party, and is secretary of the Building
in order so 'far as the Essen tia1 Services Trades Federation. He ,has announced
Act Is concerned, and I naw call on the that it is his intention to caB out the
honorable member for Malvern t'O s-peak members 'Of his Federation who are engaged upon the construct.ion of the Swanto his motion.
street bri'dge. That bridge is being conMr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-As was struC'ted by the Country Roads Board
said by an eminent gentleman on an- and the Melbourne CHy Council in conother occasion, at last 'I have a chance junction; it is an essential service to the
·to say something. I shall not comment community and it is desirable that the
upon any disC'Ussion which has taken bridge ,should be Clonstructed. The work
place on points of .order, but I shall is being undertaken under t!he authority
make this 'One general observation, that of an A'Clt of Parliament and is a work
this is a House of Parliament, bound
that is ab'solutely essential to the welby constitutional precedents and rules, fare of the ,community.
illlCluding rules to protect the righ:ts of
the -minority. The Opposition party, of
,Mr. LEMMON.-Is that the basis oli
which I am Deputy Leader, has 27 your motion?
members in thi'S House, and I am glad
Mr. OLDHAM.-There is a tbreatened
that 'Once again ,the wisdom of past
Parliaments has asserted itself, by /Way strike in thM industry. If a proclamaof ,the Standing Orders and .practices, tion is iJmmediately ~ssued covering the
to enable honorable members, if they services lemployed in the construcmon oif
happen to be in the minority, to have that bridge, and a strike then takes
their say on matters of :public import- place, it wil:l be in contravention of the
ance. My party has never been slow in secret lb'allot provisions of the Essential
coming to the .a'id of minorities in this Services Alct. But if the Government
HoU'se ,in order to see tha;t their rights pradaim's those services whi'Ch are emand privileges are protected.
ployed upon the construotion of the
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bridge to Ibe es:sential services after Ithe
strike Ol(:fcurs then that provision will not
apply.
IMr. LEMMON.~It is not the mourutain
but the ,mouse with whkh you propose
to deal.
IMr. OLDHAM.--.JLt is a threatened
strike.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is tripe. ,]jt i'S
not an essential service.
Mr. OLDHA!M.----It is a strike definitely
inspired 'by Com·mun'ists in an attempt
to take poliN'oal advantage of a situation
whkh has no relation to hours of duty,
conditions O'f work, pay, or anything of
an industrial nature. It is an attempt
by the Communist party to wreak vengeance upon the cO'mmunity because, 1n
its discretion, the Melbourne City Council
wiH not give some pale-:pink organiz'ation
the right to use the Me~bourne Town Hall
for ·a 'meeting. If ever there w,as a strike
entirely pO'liticaiJ. in Us contemplation
then this is it. It is a Communist move
by a proved Communist, 'Mr. Thomson,
and it is something of which the Government must (talke notice. There can be no
doubt about the facts, regarding
which ever.y morning newspaper is
in agr,eemen t, and I am prepared
to
accept
them.
Iit
is
clearly
stated :that Thomson has intimated tJhat
wo:r:k will stop on the ,swan-street
bridge 'because the Melbourne City
Council will not allow the Me~bourne
Town Hall to be used f-or the purpose of
a meeting.
This is a contemplated
stoppage of a servJce :which 'is essential
to the communi1ty. It could be nipp.ed dn
the bud by Government action to-day,
almost ·at this hour. If it is not taken.
to-day, then the Government can 'be
justly accused O'f appeasing Communist
activity.
Tha t is the reason Why I -raised
these issues, and I am entitled to move
for the adjournment of the House to
discuss these most important problems.
Does any member feel that Communistcontrolled unions should be allowed to
force demands of a political nature upon
Governments by delaying essential
community services?
That is the
point on which the House has to
make a decision.
If the Government .is not prepared immediately
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to proclaim the relevant sections of the
Essential Services Act--iso as to make
a strike illegal unless a ballot is previously held by the BuHding Trades
Federation-it will be recreant to its
trust. The Act ·appears upon the statutebook of Victoria, and there has been
no move by the present Government to
repeal it. So far aJS this particular
matter is concerned, the Act is waterUgh t. Regul'a tions for the conducting
of a secret ballot before the holding of
a strike were proclaimed at a meeting
of the Executive Council, held on the
15th of Novemher, 1948. H was attended
by His Excellency the Governor of Victoria, the present Premier and the Minister of Transport, and myself. The regulations were drawn up in the Department
of the Chief Secretary, which was then
under the supervision of the present
Chief Secretary. I repeat that the
machinery to cope with this outhreak
is in existence; that the Act needs no
amendment, ,and is ready for implementation, provided that the services I have
men tioned are proclaimed as being
within the ambit of the legislation.
Attention has been directed to the
raiLway strike and other industrial
stoppages but they have' overshadowed
an industrial dispute in the cold storage
industry. That may lead to the ruin of
thousands of pounds wonth of perishable
goods.
Mr. CAIN.-According to the press that
stoppage has been settled.
Mr. OLDHAM.-The strike in that
industry existed yesterday. . The Leader
of the Labour party has' used every
device available to him to stop me from
b~ing heard but I trust that he will inform members as to whether there is
a valid reason why Communists in the
Building Trades Federation, led by Mr.
Thomson, should be allowed to car,ry
out a planned course of action without
any attempt being made by the Governmen t to frustrate their intentions. A
sim'ple remedy is available to the Government. All it needs to do is to eXltend
the provisions of Section 2 of the Essential Services Act to cover the building services employed in the construction of
the Swan-street bridge. If a strike
occurs before a secret ballot is held.
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the stoppage will be illegal. If members
of the org'anization are given an opportunity to vote secretly, I am ceI"tain that
they will oppose striking for the
trumpery reason that the Melbourne
Town Hall authodties refused the use
of the building by a "pink" organization-if it is not a Communist concern.
In this matter, members have before
them facts that are not clouded by issues
relatjng to the paYiment of overtime,
passive time, or the provision of other
working conditions .. For poHtical reasons, Com'munists desire to hold up the
construction of a bridge that is essential
to the community. Every member should
state where he stands in regard to this
matter, declaring whether he is on the
side of the Communists or whetlher he
supports the upholding of law and order.
As the outcom'e of the railway strike,
the time is foast approaching when the
community will be called upon to suffer
tremendous hardships. The wheat and
oat harvests will commence in a few
weeks, but silos have not been cleared of
grain.
Many types of essential work
must be done, and the transport resources
of the State, apart from the railways,
should be properly directed by the
Government under the powers of the
Essential Services Act. In order to
achieve that objecUve, proclamations
must be made. Colleagues on this (the
Opposition) side of the House-they
represent a greater number of rural
electorates than do the members of other
parties-will discuss the effects of the
railway strike upon rural industries. As
the Leader of the Opposition pointed out,
the community is already experiencing
picketing and sabotage of emergency
transport-evils with which the Essential Services Act was designed to deal.
If members of Cabinet are not false to
the oaths that they have taken, they
will press for the implementation of
those powers.
The honorable member for Portland
foreshadowed that I would discuss the
actions of a Conciliation Commissioner
in relation to the railways strike, but it
is not my intention to do so. The Essential Services Act was designed to shield
the community against the actions of
Communists, who wish to wreck our way
Mr. Oldham.
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of life. It would protect essential services. Proceedings before the Commonwealth Arbitration Court come within
the province of the Railways Commissioners and Opposition members have no
quarrel on that ground because the
matters in the dispute will be dealt with
by the proper authorities. However, the
Government should not remain passive
and contend that it has discharged its
duty by merely saying "We will leave
the settlement of the dispute to the Railways Commissioners." That is all very
well so far as the railways strike is concerned, but the Government should take
immedia te action to overcome industrial
upheavals in the wider sphere of the
affairs of the State. It should bring the
dispute in the building trades industry
within the ambit of the Essential Services Act. That will nip any strike in
the bud and will frustrate one more outbr~ak on the "red front."
Stoppages
here and there are not sporadic but are
part of a general plan that will develop
within the next few months. The sooner
the community takes a definite stand
against outbreaks of this nature, the
better it will be for the defence of the
Commonwealth against the "Red" onslaught. Why shou~d the authority of
the State be flouted at the will of a few
Communists when the Government has
at its disposal all· the powers of a
sovereign State? The Government must
be supported by all who are opposed to .
the activities of the Communists.
By its promise that in no circumstances would it use !the pI"ovisions O!f the
Essential Services Act, the Government
has tied one of its strong arms behind
its ba'ck. The law is being impeded by
tha t promise, and it. is the du.ty of the
Government to review immediately its
decision not to proclaim the Act, which
is applicable to the threatened dispute
and has no loop holes requiring to !be
closed. 'H is a Communist-inspired dispUite of the lowest and most despicable
type, and unless the Government takes
immediate and strong action it wi1l be
giving a ·green I'Lght to similar Communist incursions. I moved the adjournment of the House in order to give all
members an opportunity to di~cuss these
e:h1tremely urgent matters.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 am amazed and somewhalt:
disgusted that the Opposition should
ha ve submitted this motion. It was
rather st'range to hear the remarks olf
the Leader olf the Opposition and then
the ,statements lof his Deputy. This
morning the Leader of the Opposition
said that he would not 'criticize the
correctness of the Government's attitude toward's the raiLway strike.
He
stated that the GovernJrnent had done the
pro'per thing up to ·the :presen,t stag.e..
The Deputy Leader of the o.pposition,
however, criticized the supposed failure
of the Government to deal wifh the
problem. He based the necessity for h~s
mo:tion on the fact .that Don Thomson 'IS
delaying the construction of the Swanstreet bridge. The Deputy Leader of the
Op.posiHon considers that the people of
Victoria and the members of this House,
should get "all worked up" and that a
sta:te of emergency should be proclaimed
beoause work on the Sw.an-street 'bridge
is being sto.pped. That /Was the burden
of his speech.
The Leader of the Opposition praised
the stand ta'ken by the Government in
admiHedly difficult circumstances. However, acording to his Deputy, the importan t thing is not the railway strike
but that ,wOI'lk on the SWaDoistreet bridge
has stopped 'as a resu1t of the Melbourne
City Council ,refusing to hire the Melbourne TolWn HaM to a Communist
oy,ganiza tion. Iff ,that is the Liberall
party's idea of a state of emergency and
a r,eason why the Government should
proclaim the Act, I thinlk its correct
plaice is in Opposition. I am sure that
after the speech of the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition to-day, the Liberal
party will remain in Opposition for a
long time. Apparenrtly, he has little faith
in the Federa'l Government to deal with
Communists. He suggested that a Communist war is 'being waged in ithis city,
and Slpolke O'f the "Red" onslaught on
Australia. He is aware that if there is
any question of war or an onslaught by
anyone on the IpeolPle of Australia it is
th~
responsibility of the Common:wealth Government, which has persisted
wi th certain appropriate legisla;tion.
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Mr. OLDHAM.--Because of that you are
wipdnlg your hands of the matter.
'Mr. MdDONALD (!Premier and Treasurer).-1 ,am not wipIng my hands of
any.thing. The honorable member has so
li ttle 'faith in the Leader of his party in
the Federal Isphere that he is not pr~
pared to trust him to handle the " Red"
or Communist w.ar or the II Red" onsla ught of which he 'Spoke.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You are afraid to fight
this particular strike.
'
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I am not af.ra.id to fight anything or anylbody, especially the Deputy
Leader of the o.pposition-,the honorClIble member for Malvern. 'l am concerned ahout the hypocrisy and the oomplete and albject foolishness of the
Opposition in submitting this motionwhich in my opinion was not in orderand suggesting tha t the Government
should implement certain sections of the
Essential Services Act.
IMr. CAIN.~It is just a·s well the debate
was permitted.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I am quite hCllPPY that it has
taken pla,ce, becaus'e it illustrates that
the Opposition is 'in its pTo,per place.
Mr. OLDHAM.---It shows who are the
friends of the Communists.
IMr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The remarks of the honorable
member for Ma1vern are an inspira Hon to
the Communists toO :carry on; because
they w.in be led to think they are 1mportant. The hon1oralble member said, in
,effect, that they were so important that
the Government should declare a state
of emergency in regard to their actions
over work on the Swan-street bridJge.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Y.oU ,are 'afraid to do so.
Mr. McDONALD (Premlier and Treasurer) .--I remind the honorable member
that I am not easily scared. He is aware
of my record over the last two .and a
half years, during which time I stood up,
to everything that he and his fr-iendis,
with all their wea'Ith, 'could -do. As a
resuIlt the Government of whi'ch he was
a member was defeated, and it will stay
in' Opposition for some time.
'
'
, Mr. OLDHAM.-You stii! do -not answer
the questiori about' coininunists.
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IMr. McDONALD (IPremier and TreaBrigadier TovELL.-That is not yet
surer):-I am replying to that statement over.
when I say that, by ma,gnifying the imMr. McDONALD (Premier and Treaportance of the stoppage of ,work on the surer).-Based on the case presented by
Swan-s,treert bridge, the honorable mem- the Deputy Leader of the Opposition I
ber has given them the greatest inspira- am asked to proclaim a state of emertion to carry .on'. He suggests that the gency in Victoria. I assure honorable
Government should take all kinds of members and the people of Victoria that
emergency steps, even to calling on the the Government is thoroughly capable of
Commonwealth for a supply of army deaUng with emergency conditions when
waggons. An interesting fact is that for they arise. So faT as possible, the in2! years the honorable member for Mal- convenience to, an(j the disahilities
vern was in a Government which did suffered by ~he public as a result of the
nothing at all about the Swan-street railway strike have been minimized to
bridge. Work on that bridge has been the ex-tent that the affairs of the country
proceeding for three years. N ow the are proceeding. Fear regarding a sta;te
Opposition has decided to get "all hot of emergency or of danger exi1sts only
and bothered" about that work.
in the mind of the honorable member
While I disagree with your point of for Malvern. TherefDre, I say that no
view, Mr. Speaker, 'and .I say that member of the Opposition is sincere if
respectfully, it is just as well that you he supports the m:otion. I hope that
over-ruled my submission and allowed . when the vote is taken on it, a division
this discussion to proceed, because it wiU be called for. Members of the
shows the hypocrisy, inanity and the Opposition must admit that they are not
They are merely seeking
complete lack of capacity of the Opposi- sincere.
tiDn properly to examine a situation. I political pUblicity and endeavouring to
wish to remind the honorable' member embarrass the Government.
for Ma'lvern that the Government has
Mr. OLDHAM.-We are pointing out
taken every possible step in regard to your duty, but you are afraid to fulfil
the railway strike.
Of course, there it.
must be some inconvenience and addiMIr. McDONALD (Premier and Treationalcost associated with the present
surer).-I
think I have already dealt
emergency arrangements. The Governmen t regrets that that has occupred. effectively with the points which the
However, it has handled this difficulty honorable member claims are matters of
Government duty. I have.nothin.g more
with far greater capacity and with less
to add, except to say that the public
inconvenience to the public than the Opare
quite capable of assessin'g the reposition handled problems of a similar
sponsibilities of the Government and of
character when it was in power.
giving a f.aiT judgment on the action it
Mr. OLDHAM.-Apparently you have has taken. They will not be misled by
not been around the country very much. the poliNcal propaganda which .the
honorable member for Malvern has
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- tried t.o disseminate to-day. The public,
surer).--Certain recent events indicate knowing which is the responsible party
how little inconvenience has resulted in this House, will decide in favour of
from the railway strike. At one race- the Government.
meeting, for example, an almost record
The sitting was suspended at 1.3 p.m.
crowd attended. Yesterday one .of the until 2.22 p.m.
largest sales of stock for some weeks
Mr. CAIN
(Northcote).-I have
was held at Newmarket. Despite the
always
been
one
of t'hose--and I hope I
bold assertions of the Opposition, these
are the fundamental facts. The honor- always shaH be--who in this Parliament
able member for Malvern also spoke believe in the right of minorities to exabout the cool stores strike. He is so press their views, whether those views
interested in the public affairs of Vic- be right or wrong. The Standing Orders
toria that he did not know the Govern- of this House have been drawn to give
honorable members certain rights, and
ment had settled that dispute.
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they· are the basis of the system of Par- time to time by order of the Governor in
liamentary government existing through- Council published in the Government
out the British Empire. There was noth- Gazette. The honorable member took
ing to prevent the Opposition from exception to workmen being called off
coming into the House to-day and mov- the Swan-street bridge by their Coming the adjournment of the House to munist leader. The bridge has been
discuss any matter of Government ad- under construction for three or four
ministration. If that had been done I years, and will probably be under conshould have taken no objection, but I do struction for another ten years. When
take objection in the present cir- the Liberal party was in office f.or two
cumstances· In the first place, a years the Government did not take any
Government statement on the raH- action about the bridge. rt would not
way strike :was requested, and that matter if the bridge were not finished for
gave to all members an oppor- many years. There are much more
tunity to discuss the question, including essential works in this State.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Are you defending Mr.
the bearing on it of the Essential Services Act, the Crimes Act, and other Thomson?
legislation. The Deputy Leader of the
-Mr. CAIN.--I ha've never defended
Opposition-the honorable member for him, but have fought him everywhere.
Malvern-then sought to move the ad- My party has fought him, in a proper
journment of the House to discuss the way, more than any other party has.
Essential Services Act.
- The motion now being discussed is a
In my opinion the Opposition should tragic waste of time. Victoria has been
have been strictly honest and opened its without a Swan-street bridge for 100
own case. By the tactics Opposition years, and little harm would be done if
members adopted, they managed to make the construction was not completed for
the Government open the case. The way another ten years. The Liberal party
it has been done has been a little bit dis- is sinking deeper into oblivion simply
honest, and I have said that it was a because its members refuse to face facts.
rather tricky method. When the Deputy They have voiced no criticism whatever
Leader of the Opposition reached the of the Government in its handling of the
stage of presenting the case it was found strike; they are quite happy about it.
that he had no case to present. Never The Leader of the Opposition said the
was any case more hopeless. It has been other day 'vhat if the Government prosaid that members of the Liberal party ceeded to act as it had done, the Opposiare out of their place when in Opposi- tion would give unlimited support. In
tion. Judging by the speeches made to- 1948 the Country party and the Liberal
day, they certainly are. They believe party were in conflict about giving effect
that they have a divine right to govern, to the Essential Services Act. While the
and that they should be on the Govern- Leader of the Opposition, who was then
ment side of the House for ever. Because Premier, was absent abroad- I was with
they have been on the Government side him-the Government proclaimed the
for most of the life of this Parliament, Essential Services Act to deal with a gas
they have yet to learn how to behave in strike.
Mr. OLDHAM.-Do not forget that the
opposition.
The honorable member for Malvern gas strike stopped immediately we prohas moved the adjournment of the House claimed the Act.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not want to wash in
to indicate to the Government the opinion
of . the Opposition that certain sections public the dirty linen of the Country
of the Essential Services Act should be party and the Liberal party. That
put into operation to settle a strike that composite Government, under the prowas settled yesterday. The honorable visions of the Essential Services Act,
member was so well informed that he prosecuted eight or nine people,
did not know the strike had ended. The not one of whom was a ComAct says that" essential services" means munist. In its present form the Act
transport, fuel. light. power. water, does not empdwer :the GOvernment to
sewerage, ~nd any service specified from prosecute Mr. Thomson.
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-Mr. OLDHAM.-U could insist on a
secret IbaUot be:tore the strike start,s
to-night.
'Mr. CAIN.--iLate in 1948, aJlter a dispute had occurred, the honorable member f.or Ma'lvern, who was then A ttorneyGeneral, prlOposed the in1lroduction of a
Bill to amend the EssenNai Services Act.
AUhough the Hollw,ay Government was
in office -for more than a· year it never
attempted to proceed wi vh that Bill.
-Mr. OLDHAM.-During that Ume we
did not haVie a strike in Vktoria.
Mr. CMN.-There were d!ozens of
strikes, including the tr-a:mway strike
earlier this year.
Mr. OLDHAM.-There were no strikes
in 1949.
Sir- THOMAS MALTBY (to Mr. Cain).Stick tlO the falcts.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable m-ember
f.or Malvern is not honest either with
himself or his. pa1rty when he says that
this Alct :should be prodaimed; he ha's
admitted that it has as many holes in it
as has a colander.
Mr. OLDHAM.-I did not say that.
Mr. CAm.-The honorable member
knOlWls it is full <Yf hol'Bs. The previeus
Government had to withdraw summonses that ,were issued because it had
prosecuted the wrong people.
As a
memlber of that Government the honorabl,e member had an opportunity to
amend the A'ct but took no action. ~n the
circumstances, the Opposition should be
the last section of the House no talk
abeut implementing the Essential Servkes Ad. H knolws the weaknesses O'f
the Act, and that neither a Communist
union leader, nor anylbody else who is a
tr,ade union official can Ibe !prosecuted
under it. This Government 'cannot prose.cute BrolWn:, Thomsen, O':Shea or any
'other union leader who is an acknowledlged Communist.
Mr. OLDHAM.-We could almend the
A,ct . .
Mr. CAIIN.-The Opposition is pretending te fight Communisns, !but I bellieve that -the object of ·the Essential
Servilces Alct is to fight the trade union
mo.vement.
--
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Brigadier TOVELL.-You should be
ashamed of y.ourseU for that statement.
Mr. CAIN.-J wowd inform the honorable member that I do 11Iot want an~
furtJher evidence than the Ifact that the
mien who w1ere prosecuted in connection
wHh the strike which took place during
the HolllWlay regime wer,e not memlbers
of the Communist ,party. Ul'timately the
prosecutions were withdrawn.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-That was
when the present Premier was in office.
Mr. CAIN.-OppO'sition memlbers have
the rilg.ht ,to rebut what ,I am saying, but
ther·e can be no r·efuutbalof it. They cannot deny that first of ·aill they knew the
Act ·W1as wea:k; secondly, that when they
had the opiPortunity te amenld it they
did not do so; and thirdly, that they have
used tlhe Alct to prosecute onJy non-Communists. For those reasons the Opposition . stands condemned - by Us olWn
actions. I leave it there, kn'ClIWing that
in the. l'ast analysis the launching df the
adjournment motion in the terms expressed is mer·ely political pro:palgJanda
and something !With which t9 tidde the
ears of their constituents. It has been
admitted that Oppostition -members are
not complaoining about the Government',s
handl'ing O'f th'e railway strlike; their
Leader said so l:ast week. The Opposition
is merely indu[;ging in time wasting. Its
desire is to I'Iemove the :presen:t Govern-'
ment from offilce in the hope that the
Liberal paTty can return to power, but
that event is a long way off. The Opposition may 'be perturibed, but the present
comillinliltiO'n on the Government S'ide of
the House has come to stay for some
ti'me because it is the only combination
that can enSure the future progress of
this State.
Brigadier TOVELL.-That is anadmISSIon-a
Labour-Socialistic-Country
party Government.
Mr. MIBUS (Borong).--:-Because of a
certain position which .I hold in thiS'
House I am reluctant to take part in a
debate whioh deals with a s~ewhCiJt
contentious subject, but- a·s -a country
member I feel th'a't I should avail myself
of the opportunity of expressing my
opinion.-
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Mr. LEMMON.~To deal with the
metr-opo[j1tan bridge issue.
iMr. IMI8US.-Disrupt10n ca,used by
Com'munists in Victoria seems to occur
with almostm9notonous regularity and
al,ways at a time most op,portune to
the!m 1<0 create disruption. I represent
what is essentially a wiheat-growing electorate and I am perturlbed about the
handJ,il1lg of the wheat harvest. The Parliamenw.ry Public Works Committee
made a complete survey oli bulk handling
of wheat. It was probalbly one of the
mOls't 'important inquiries ever undertaken by a Public Works Com'mittee.
-Mr. CAIN.---iIn the same way that committee made a survey of the TaHanga tta' township.
Mr. MllBUS.-The PulbUc Works Committee submitted a' very good report
on that subject and I compli~ent the
Government for accepting the report and
introducing the necessary legislation to
implement it. To-day we are confronted
with the fact that the forthcoming wheat
harvest might not be handled as it
should be.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-You should wait and see.
Mr. MIBUS.-To my knowledge, there
has not been a complete clearance of all
the silos and bulkheads cont,aining last
year's harvest. A!lter they have been
cleared, they must be fumigated against
weavel infestation. Parliament must be
up and doing to see that this key industry
of the State is nOit neglected just a week
or so prior to harve~lting. - It is appropriate to mention the difficulties that will
be experienced by primary producers
in obtaining delivery OIf sUp'erphosphates.
Undoubtedly the Chief Secreta'ry is aware
of the seriousness of this matter because
he is a diredtor of a superphosphate
company. The companies advise primary
producers to take delivery of superphosphate supplies, portion in the old
year and portion in the new year. The
presenit hold-up in the State's transport
services will undoubtedly mean that
priomary producers will experience great
difficul1ty in obtaining super.phosphate
for the forthcoming sowing season.
I do not think it is necessary for me
to say anything at this juncture about
the hold-up of the transport of wool
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and of fat lambs and sheep at this time
of the year. It is high time that we,
as Australians, and Viotorians in particular, played our part in assisting to lop
off the long arm of Stalin which has
reached out with evil inltent to this State.
Mr. LEMMON (Williamstown) .-1
am astounded at the aotion taken to-day
by His Majesty's Opposition, and I
cannot recall an occasion on which a
more deplorable use has been made of
the privileges of Parlialment. 1 would
say that the complaint of the honorable
member for Borung has nothing to do
wi th the purpose of the motion for the
adjournment of the House submitted by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.
That honorable member sought to adjourn the House on a threatened hold-up
of work on the Swan-street bridge, and
the cold storage works str-ike. Apparently
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
does not know that the latter strike has
already been settled and the men have
returned to work
Mr. OLDHAM.-I also referred to the
railway strike.
Mr. L:8MMON.-The honorable member did not mention it, except as an
afterthought, and even that was a breach
of an undertaking tlha t only the Leaders
of the parties in the House would speak
on the railway issue. It was used
by the honorable 'member -as a "red
herring" to justify the moving of the
motion. The Leader of the Labour party
discussed the underlying purpose of the
motion, and intimated that the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition had announced that its members were not
condemning the Government for its
administration. The Government may
accept that as commendation from
the enemy. But is that the Alpha
and Omega of His Majesty's Opposition in this Parliament in view of the
crisis that is affecting the means of
liveliho.od pf thousands of primary producers, when the fact is that the human
element has failed in its administration
of the principles of arbitration?
One individual has given a decision for
which there is no precedent. Every week
chairmen of Wages Boards must sanction
findings of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court in order to make them applicable to all employees working under
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Wages Board determinations. Tha t is
necessary because of the absence of a
common rule in industry. If the chairmen presumed that they had the right of
dissent from the Court's decisions, only
a few employers would be compelled to
obey awards of the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court; the majority would
be free to do as they wished. Is that the
type of policy favoured by this Conciliation Commissioner from New South
Wales? -He said that the agreement
between the Railways Commissioners and
the union was made under duress. He
insulted the administrators of -our railways because he implied that they did
not consider the merits of the case. Then
the Conciliation Commissioner changed
his attitude and spoke about the need
to safeguard public policy. Surely this
threat to the economy of the State is a
matter of public policy. I am sure that
all members desire 'to protect the welfare
of the State, which is being challenged
to-day.
Opposition members have spoken about
Communists being in control of the
trades union movement, but those members well know that trade union leaders
are meeting continuously in an endeavour to solve the problem's of the railway workers. Why do Opposition members wish to use the big stick when
thoughtful men in the community are
trying to find a way out of the present
impasse? Members of the Opposition
contend that they are the custodians of
the principles of conciliation and arbitration. Yet when one studies the history
of the forerunners of the present Opposition party, one finds that they were the
enemies of arbitration.

helped to destroy the excellent work done
by the late Sir Alexander Peacock and
those who supported him. Yet to-day, I
repeat, Opposition members claim to be
the protectors of the ami tmItion system!
I am not so much concerned with
quarrels between the Government and
the Opposition as I am about the welfare
of the country which gave me birth. I
am fearful tha t the decision of
one individual from New South Wales
has set up such a position in
this
State
as
will
force
the
trade union movement to protect the
principles for the establishment and
maintenance of which it has fought
Federal and State Governments.
I
cannot conceive a better opportunity
being available to members of the Communist party to implement their policy.
That party stands for revolution and for
the abolition of our way of life. With
great respect. I submit that the Government should intervene in this matter in
the same way as it did in the recent
strike of firemen. The Opposition was
about to condemn the Government for
its action on that occasion, but dhanged
its t'ClIcHes.
Now it is attacking the
Government for what it is doing in
reI a tion to the railway strike. I am
convinced of the grave danger that is
facing the community. If I were leading
a Government, I would advocate the
setting up of a State authority to settle
the issue because the hum'an element
in conciliation and arbitration has failed.
Tha t would restore to the people the
transpol't service that they should receive.

The late Sir Alexander Peacock was
supported by members of the Labour
party in this Parliament when he
introduced the· principle of conciliation and arbitration to ensure fair
play between employer and employee.
However, two' or three
years later the party that was the prototype of the present Opposition destroyed
the work that he did by providing that
a Wages Board could not fix a minimum
wage unless a majority of seven-tenths
of its members was in favour of the proposal and that reputable employers in
industry agreed to the amount. That

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
-When the Deputy Leader of the Opposition moved his motion for the adjournment of the House, debate ensued as to
whether the motion was in order and
came within the ambit of our Standing
Orders. We bow to your ruling on that
issue, Mr. Speaker. The Opposition
appears to have adopted a strange attitude. From the inception of the railway
stoppage, acting in my capacity as Minister of Transport, I :have gone out of my
way to inform members of every move
that has been made. I have sought the
co-operation of members of the Opposition and of the Labour party in order
to dis'covffi' means oli solv'il'll.g the problem.
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Conference after conference has been
held with representatives of the Trades
Hall Di,sputes Committee and other per.sons who it was thought could assist
to get the railwaymen back to work.
Unfortunately, our efforts so fa~bave
failed.
Time after time, the Government has
announced that it will ahide by the
decisions of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court. I should not like that instrumentaUty to be destroyed.
Certain
elements wish that to be done as part
of an organized plan of attack upon
·our way of life. I know that the majority
of thoughtful people support the principle of conciliation and arbitration. In
.days gone by, a Com'monwealth Government tried to annul the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court but it was taught such
a severe lesson that no further attempt
has been made in that direction. I
repeat that the Government has done
everything that it can to overcome the
present difficulty.
This morning the Premier told me that
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition had
aSked for a ,statement on ,the railway
stri~e.
I informed hi'm that we had
nothing to hide and that I was pre-'
.palred to m,ake 'a sta1tement, whi'ch I did.
I B.lm not concerned about any SlcraJp that
is taking place wi,thin the Libera,l party
·as to whetftler the Leader of the Opposition or the honorable member fOT Malvern should have the say.
I do not
inltenld to en.ter into tlha't fi'gh t.
The
'members of the Libera[ party can settle
their own differences.
Such important measures' as the Water
Supply Loan and AtppH~a Hon Bill and
the Water Bill appear on the Notice
Paper, and it is absolutely essential
to the country people Ithat they
should be passed at the earliest
possible moment. However, since 11
o'clock -this mornin1g the House has
been dis1cussing this particular topic,
and the debate !Will ,probalb-Iy coo.tinue untlH 3.30 p.m.
Ev.ery one
knows .the pros and cons of the ra'i'1JWay
strike. The Swan-street b~idge will not
be completed 'On\e day earliel' ·and the
raiLw:aymen wil11 not return to work one
da'Y sooner as a result of our discussdon to-lday. Moreover, the Government's legisl'ative progr:amme has been
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delayed. Much has been said in this
d~bate B.lbout the Es'sentilal Services AlCt.
The D~uty Leader of the Opposition, as
Attorney-Gene~al, was responsible for
the preparation of that- ~egi:slation.
Briga'p,ier TOVELL.-He was a very
goad Attorney-Gen!eral.
'Mr. HYiLANiD.-I hB.lve never said
anything to the contrary, and I hlave not
hea~d one person say he was no.t.
He
issued inst'ructions to the Pa·rliamentary
Dra:Hsman to prepare the Bin. It was'
pres'en ted to Pa:riUament and was pushed
through.
Later, when the Act was
p:roclailmed, trouble occurred between
the Liberal party and the Country party .
llhe Deputy Leader of the Opposition
and the other members of that Government know what was said.
Mr.

BA~RY.-We

do not; tell us.

Mr. HYLAND.-The members of the
Country party in the Government were
told that we ha'!i made a " bloody mess "
of it i'n putting it through. Those !Were
th~e exact wo~ds used.
Mr. ShOIN, K.C.,
now M:r. Justice Sholl, and Mr. Stanley,
Lewi,s, attended a Cabinet meeti-ng and
infovmed us that the legisiation was as
full of holes a:s a colander. As a result
of their ad¥i'ce, an amending Bill was
prepared. Wh!en the leglslaNon was put
int,u operaNon, everyone was caught
but the "Commo~." Perfectly innocent
people were charged, and it was proved
that not only were they not Communists,
but they had been fighting the Communists all the time.
They were
actually on our side in the fight.
If there was no Federal legislation
dealing with Communists, and the Essential Services Act was in operation in
Victoria, the J. J. Browns, the O'Sheas
and the HealeY'S c-ould go to Allbury and
cause just as much trouble in Victorian
unions as they are now doing, and they
could not be touched by the Victorian
Act. That was the position with regard
to the Seamen's Union. Arrangements
were made for that union to be controlled
from Sydney, 'because the Victorian legislation had .no application whatever in
New South Wales. Although my friends
in the Ministerial corner wdll not agree
with me, the sensible thing has been
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done, and the Federa,l Government has
secured the passage of legislation to deal
with Communists.

Mr. DON.-Why not put through complemen tary legislation in this State?
Mr. HYlLAND.-That has .not been
aSlked for. Does the honorable member
think that this Government should run
cap in hand to the Right Honnralble R.
G. Menzies and s'ay, "You do not know
anything about this. You I'Iequire complementar,y legislati!on, therefore we wiU
pass it for you." A man wilth the legal
albi'~i ty of the Prime Minilster surely
knows what is right or wrong with reference to this particular problem. He has
never asked any oille for a,ss,istance on this
matter. During the whole of the debate
in the Commonwealth Parliament there
was not one sugg€stion that complementary Sta te legis~a:tion would be required
to make it effective. For that reason,
one can assume that complementary
legislation is not necessary. I could give
more information about the Essential
Services Act, but I do not intend to do
so, because I believe that it should be
the duty of every member of this House
to try to solve 'the problem of the railway strike and not to aggravate it. It
is our job to see if we can persuade the
men to return to work.
It has been said by some members, including the Leader of the Opposition,
that the Government ordered the Railways Commissioners to do certain things.
That is not correct. The Commissioners
are in charge of the railways under the
Railways Act, and if they act wrongly
that is their own concern. The same
posi1tion olbtains with the State Electricity Commission and other organizations
which
have
been
given
cha~ters ,to carryon under various
It would be a
sad day
Acts.
indeed if the Government tried to run
the railways by ordering the Commissioners to do certain things. We would
never get anywhere at all.
"Certain moves ha ve been made
a t the Trades Hall. It has been
reported in tJhe press that a res'Olution
has been carried to the effect 'that the
Railways Union considers that the Railways Commissioners should make an
application to the court for a variation
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of the award. That matter will have to
be investigated, because, actually the
uniorn should a'PIProach the court. The
union approached the Conciliation Com-·
missioner for the certification of the·
agreement it had entered into with theRailways Commissioners. Later, the·
Railways Commissioners did approach
the Conciliation Commissioner in Sydney.
I t has been agreed in relation to certain
specific matters that if the union approaches the Arbitration Court or the
Conciliation Commissioner, the Railways
Commissioners will certify to the agree'mente
The honorable member for Brighton
has stated that the Government is doing
nothing to settle the railway strike. I
made a statement on the strike last week,
and every member of the Opposition who
spoke praised the Government for what
it was doring. Not oneoomplaint
emana ted iI"om the Opposition.
Brigadier TovELL.-That was last
week.
Mr. HY:LAND.-That is so, but the
strike has been proceeding for eighteen
days. We said last week that it was
becoming increasingly necessary to provide alternative services, 'and the
Government has endeavoured ,to do that
wherever possible. It has broken the
back of the job of transporting the
lambs. Everything is ready, as soon as
the men return 'to work, to shift the
2,000 trucks of wheat from the silos,
and then the storages will be fumigated.
The job of transporting superphosphate
is well on the way.
In regard to the railway tracks, ,it is
well known, as I -mentioned yesterday,
tha t between North MeLbourne and
Richmond there ,are hundreds of cross':'
ings, eaoh and every ,one of which has
to be cleaned out, oiled, and cared for.
Some of. those crossings are can'trolled
by motors, and the mechanism of those
motors has to be checked. As many
members know, the lengths of permanent
way rails are joined by the process
known as bonding. Any person with
an elementary knowledge of electricity
knows that when electrical current goes
out, it will return to its starting point
if it can. For that reason the connections and bonding have to be maintained
in perfect order.
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When the trains are running normally,
the rails are smooth and the fish plateS
,are 'in 'Proper order. The ra'ils become
polished as a result of :the friction of
the train wheels. Hawever, when the
connections rust, there is no proper con'nection between the lengths of rails.
For that reason, the railway tra'cks have
to be more carefully watched a't the
present time than if a normal train
,service was running. It is recognized
that electrical current is lazy. 'After it
IS sent out on a job, it will try 'to return
to its starting point, and that .is the
reason why all the 'mechanism and conneCtions h~ve to be so carefully attended.
T-ha't work is in hand in anticipation of
the resu~ption of normal train running.
The assistance of the Transport Regulation Board has been obtained. Some
complaints have been made about
charges that have been made by road
operators, and they are beinginvestigated.
Passenger tr·anspor't services
have been arranged and they are running
from the country into the metropolitan
,area. All conlcerned have been doing a
fair job in that respect. Many people
,complain that as a'resuIt of the strike
the city shops are losing hundreds O'f
thousands of 'pounds ,weekly. But why
not let the suburban shops have a " go tt
for once.
Let the people remain in
their own subuI'bs. If one goes into the
city, one will see thousands of women
carry.ing baskets and parcels, clu'ttering
up the trams and buses which Should be
free for the transport of workers to
and from their employment.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-The loss of
business by ,the city shops is one of the
reasons why members of the Opposition
are 'squealing.
Mr. HYLAND.-U the Women folk
would stay out of the city, particularly
during the peak traffic periods, that
would enable workers to travel to and
from their pla'0es O'f employment in
muoh greater comfort. The trouble is
that many people do not show enough
consideration for the working men who,
through no fault of their 'own, must
travel to the city.
As was mentioned this morning,' a
terrifi'c sum has been lost in wages by
many railwayinen who are not really
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concerned with the strike. They have been
called out by their union to wh'ich they
are loyal. Out of the 24,000 mem!bers
of the Australian Railways Union, only
3,000, roughly speaking, wil'l gain anything if the two points which form the
subject of the dispute are conceded.
Bridagier TOVELL.-You admit that
they will gain something.
Mr. HYLAND.-I said that "if the
points in dispute were conceded, a
number of railwaymen would' gain. If
those employees do not gain anything,
nobody will benefit from the strike. I
do not presume, as does the honorable
member for Brighton, that this is the
end of the matter and that we cannot
do anything. I contend that there is
still hope that the Arbitration Court will
deal with the case. The Government will
do everything possible to hasten the end
of the strike at the earliest possible
moment. It cannot do more than that.
Cabinet has discuss'ed the matter day
and night and it keeps in constant touch
with the parties to the dispute. It has
been stated in the press and elsewhere
that something must be done. The only
suggestion put forward so far by the
Opposition is that the Essential Services
Act, which is as full of holes as a
colander, should be invoked. I i.'egret that
time has been spen t in discussing
the motion for the adjournment of the
House, because it was absolutely unnecessary. It will now be necessary for
the House to sit later to-day to deal
with portion of the legislative programme:
Mr. LECKIE
(Evelyn).-It was
evident during the discussion this morning that the Government and the leaders
of the Government who sit on the corner
benches, were very anxious that there
should be no discussion on the subject of
the Government's industrial record. The
Government was prepared to waste more
than an hour of its time this morning
trying to prevent discussion on the subject of the railway strike, which the
Minister of Transport admits is so important. It was also evident from the
howls and yelps and whines of 'Government supporters, whenever the matter of
the cool stores dispute was raised, that
the Government was not anxious to
discuss that subject. The reason why the
It
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Government desires that the topic
should not be debated is that it is
just another episode in the sorry story
of the appeasement policy of the present
Government in industrial disputes. It is
true that the men have resumed work
at the cool stores, but that is solely due
to the fact that the Govenment gave
way and adopted a policy of appeasement.
Mr. HYLAND.-You do not know that
the Government was not even a party
to the dispute?
Mr. LECKIE.-The Minister well
knows that the Government has agreed
to increase the charges which its cool
stores will make, in accordance with the
formula that will allow the privatelyown.ed cool stores to pay the increased
wages demanded by the unions.
Mr. HYLAND.-Which the State Wages
Board approved of. You should abide
by the umpire's decision.
Mr. NORMAN (to Mr.· Hyland}.-You
were not prepared to do that this morning.
Mr. LECKIE.-The Government has
joined with the private cool stores
proprietors in ganging up with the
unions to pass on the increased cost to
the public. There can be no denial of
that fact. The position is very similar
to that which arose as a result of the
Government's policy in relation to the
railway disput'e, at the time the trouble
started, because the cool stores employees will be paid about £3 a week
more than the wage which is beJng paid
for similar work in New South Wales.
Mr. HYLAND.-The Wages Board determined the rate of pay.
Mr. LECKIE.-Consequently, out of
the Government's policy there will undoubtedly arise further industrial trouble
in other States, but the Government is
not in the least concerned.
Mr. HYLAND.-Of course, you would
not agree to abide by a decision of the
Wages Board.
Mr. LECKIE.-It is obvious that the
attack being made on the Australian
community by the Communists is inspired from overseas. That became
evident during the Premier's speech. He
dismissed as of no account the suggestion that a Communist menace exists.
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The honorable gentleman indicated that
this debate was to be deprecated because
it would make the Communists think they
were of some importance. It is evident
that the Premier considers them to be of
no account. He should have some regard
for public opinion and the views of his
collealgUes who sit em the Ministerial
corner benches. They acknowledge the
public belief that the Communist party
constitutes a serious menace to Australia, but they are afraid to face the
people on that issue. It is well known
and hardly needs discussion in this
Chamber that in Australia there is in
existence a complete programme of disruption by the Communist party. It
would be interesting to determine
whether a similar pattern is displayed
by another party.
The Government has no attitude in
relation to this matter. It is a "Charlie
McCarthy" Government-the lips move
but the voice which comes forth speaks
the words dictated by the Labour party.
The pattern becomes interesting when
we consider that it is part of the policy
of the Labour party, as displayed in its
attitude to Communism. In the Federal
sphere, for more than six months, the
Labour party has held up any effective'
action against the Communists in AustraUa. Now, in this House, there is·
opposition to an attempt to deal with
the menace, which is one of the most
serious causes of the present high prices.
The present disruption of industry is
being caused by Communist organizers·
and fifth column agents of a foreign
power. The Government's attitude is
purely negative. Opposition members
can dee in the deba te which has
ensued to-day not only ineptitude but
inability on the part of the Government
to face up to the present situation~ The'
Government is inspired by those who
direct it from the Ministerial corner of
the Chamber.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo}.-I was
pleased to hear the honorable member·
for Evelyn make one honest statemen~.
He said there was hardly any need to
discuss the fact that much time has been
wasted by this House. That sums up the
position as it appears to members on
this side. Last week I think I mentioned·
that the debate then taking place was: .
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merely a pattern of what could be ex ~
pected in the course of the next few
weeks. I said that the Opposition was
prepared to use the members of any
political party-whether they be Com~
munists or not-to wreck the present
alignment between the Country party
and the Labour party. The honorable
member for Glen Iris agreed that he
would be willing to use even "Jackie"
Brown to wreck that· alignment. Once
again the honorable member is sitting
on the front Opposition bench engaged
in the continual fight for leadership of
the Liberal party. The Leader of that
party is in one corner and the Deputy
Leader in another. They sit like carrioncrows, hoping to pick white the bones
of th'is Government and to wreck it.
There was much talk in Canberra last
week when a member of the Federal
Parliament
left
Canberra-whether
rightly or wrongly-and appeared in the
High Court. The honorable gentleman
was criticized for absenting himself
from the House of Representatives, it
being stated that his first obligation was
to his constituents. Yet, this week the
Prime Minister, the Right Honorable
R. G. Menzies is absenting himself from
the House, explaining that he was feeling a little" testy" and had decided to
meet the English cricket team. I think
he got mixed up with the wrong Brown.
He met Freddie Brown, instead of
" Jackie" Brown. I feel sure what hats
happened is that the ~ight honorable
gentleman has become disgusted with
the leadership of the Liberal party in
this State and the way in which it is
approaching current problems. He has
probably thought to himself, "I had better go to Melbourne to put those people
righ t." Strangely enough, the Prime
Minister's visit coincides with a prediction in the Age newspaper that a
Federal e1ection is in the offing. So, the
Right Honorable " Bob " - The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! I ask the honorable
member not to speak in that way of the
Prime Minister.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I did not intend to speak
. disparagingly of the honorable gentleman, whom I admire as a Leader of the
Liberal party.
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iMr. OLDHAM.--He is the vanquisher of
the Labour party.
Mr. GALVIN.-I realize, Mr. Speaker,
that it is your duty to preserve the traditions of this House but, in the other
House an honorable member refers to
the ~ader of the Labour party in the
Federal s'Phere as " Joe" Chifley.
The SPEAKER.-The names of party
Leaders in the Federal Parliament are
not the subject of debate. The House
is debating a motion for the adjournment of the House. I ask the honorable
member to ignore interjections and to
keep to the point.
'Mr. GAiLV,IN .-----'1 merely desire to pay
my humble tribute, Mr. Speaker, to your
graciousness because you at least
endeavour to ensure that the decencies
of the House are observed. From Canberra comes the Right Honorable R. G.
Menzies and he says to the boys of the
Liberal party, "You are not capitalizin:g
sufficiently the railway strike; there IS
a Federal election coming on; you had
better have a go at the Essential Services Act in Victoria. I realize that
my Bill was only political window dressing. Now let us do a bit of political
window dressing in Victoria."
The
Depu'ty Leader of the Oppositio,:, wh:n
he r·ose to his feet, forgot hIS brIef
rela ting 'to the use of the ~s~en tial
Servi'ces Act in the railway strIke, and
dug up something about men who
wanted a week off f.or ithe Melbourne
Cup.
Noone has objected to the Prime
Minister taking 'a week off because he
is testy. If it is ri.ght for the Prime
Minister to have a week off to see a
cricket match, while still receiving his
pay, it is quite right for workmen to
have a week .off for 'Melbourne Cup week
while they receive no pay. There are in
this country too 'many Pooh Bahs who
sit down and talk about the need for
more 'production, but who produce
nothing. The Opposition suggests that
the Government should give effect· to the
Essential Services Act because some one
has ceased work on the Swan-street
bridge. There is the great strikemaker
Hall who comes from New South Wales.
He 'at least has the "guts" '1.0 say
s.omething but his counterpart, Austin,
says nothing.
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Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).Is it in order, Mr. Speaker, for the
honorable member to speak of a
Conciliation Commissioner in that way?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I raised that point this
morning.' It is .a !border-line case.
I
suggest that honorable members would
be wel'ladvised to refrain ,from poli'tical references to the Conciliation Commissioners, although there would be
nothing wrong in critic'izing their judgments. The critieism should not, however, be personal.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-Present
conditions would not have arisen but for
Mr. Commissioner Hall's actions, and I
think every member will agree that he
has proved himself incompetent. In the
first place' he said he did not have the
power to do .certain things, but later it
was 'Shown that he had the power. Any
man who does not know the ·provisions
of the Commonwealth Conci'lia tion and
Arbitration Act has no right to be in
his position. Some/thing is radically
wrong with the system o'f conciliation.
If we are to have men ,in office who do
not know the Act they are supposed to
administer, we shall never be out of
troUible.

Mr.
DAWNAY-MouLD.-What
will
happen if the Arbitration Court upholds
Mr. Hall's decision?
Mr. GALVIN.-I am not a prophet.
I suggest that the honorable member for
Dandenong should see Franqu'in to-night
on the subject. I have a fair idea what
will happen if the case goes to the
Arbitration Court, and I have a fair idea
what 1W0uid have happened .if it had
gone to the court before Mr. Hall
handled it. The State would not then
have been landed in its present difficulties. The former Cain Government
signed an agreement with the Australian
Workers' Union and the Federated
Engine Drivers' and Firemen's AssociaHon for a 40-hour week. The case went
before Chief Judge Kelly, who critic·ized
us for signing the agreement, but said
he had no oQther course open to him but
toO ratify it.
It was signed by the
Government and the two unions I have
mentioned. If Commissioner Hall is to
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set himself up as a greater authority
than Chief Judge Kelly, he is merely a.
Pooh Bah.
Mr. LECKIE.-The Premier has said
there is no agreement.
Mr. GA:LVIN.-Mr. Hal'! says that he
cannot sign an agreement between the
Commissioners and the union.
The
Railways
Commissioners
are
the
employers.
BRIGADIER
Act!

TOVELL.-Read

the

Riot

Mr. GALVIN.-If any mall should
stand on the steps of Parliament House
and read the Riot Act, he is the honorable member for BrightoQn. No one would
ra ther proclaim martial law than he
and his .party. The members of the
twoQ unions 1 have mentioned were employees of the Government, not of the
Railways Commissioners. The two' cases,
therefore, are different. CommissilJner
Hall decided to make history. He has
made history, but when history looks
back .at his actions it wili find something wrong with the system of conciliationand arbitration. Consider, for
instance, the dispute involving the employees .of Peter's Ice Crea'm Ltd. The
Attorney-General, with all his knowledge
of strikes and intrigues, did not know
of the dispute until last night. It was
brough t abou't because the employers
would not agree to arbitration. When
employers decide to strike against
arbitration, it is a justifiable strike, but
when employees strike because an incompetenit industrial Commissioner refuses to 'adm-inister the Act which he is
supposed to administer, we aTe toid to
read the Riot Act, proclaim martial law,
and tell the woVkers that if they will not
work they must go to gaol.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-1 call on the honorable
member for Box Hill.
Mr. HYLAND.-At what time does the
debate on the adjournment motion end,
Mr. Speaker?

The SPEAKER.-I am informed that
the allotted time will expire at six
minutes to 4 o'clock.
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Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-When I
was speaking earlier, Mr. Speaker, you
informed me that the call had to go
around to the respective parties in turn.
The Chief Secretary rose on his feet but
you called the honorable member for
"Box Hill. I would point out that I
followed a member on the Opposition
side.
The SPEAKER.-During the debate
on this motion there have been five
speakers from the Government side of
the House and three from the Opposition
side. I am endeavouring to ensure that
each party is called in its turn in order
that the debate will continue. I have
called the honorable member for Box
Hill, which I think is the proper course
at the present time.
Mr. GALVIN.-On a point of order;
your ruling to me, Mr. Speaker, was
similar to one given by your predecessor,
Sir Thomas Maltby, when he said that
members were not called in relation to
their being on the Opposition or the
,Government side of the House. When
my party was in Opposition I suggested
that this procedure should be followed.
If there were three speakers from the
Government side there should be at least
three speakers from the Opposition side
,of the House, but the Speaker's ruling
was against me. It was ruled that the
call should go in rotation to the various
parties. It is natural to expect five
speakers from the Government side as
against three on the Opposition side
because there are three parties represented on the Government side of the
House, if we include the party represented by the honorable member for
Coburg. When I first raised this question
the then Speaker's ruling was in accordance with your ruling to-day; the second
time it was against me, and I think the
precedent should be established.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-As the 'time allotted for
the debate on the adjournment motion
will expire shortly I shall not discuss this
question at length. Different Speakers
have given different rulings from time to
time on the Speaker's call, but I think
the determining factor always has been
to see that a relative proportion of members' on each side of the House receive
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a call and that the call alternates from
side to side. I have a Hansard report
which indicates that a similar point was
raised by an old member of the House,
the honorable member for Williamstown, and the then member for Dandenong, Mr. Field, who claimed that that
was the correct procedure to adopt. As
I have said, up to the present five members on the Government side have
participated in the debate as against
three members on the Opposition side,
which indicates that the call has been
fairly evenly distributed.
Mr. GALVIN.-If the honorable member
for Box Hill is now given the call that
will mean that there will have been four
speakers from the Opposition side
against five from the Government side
of the House.
Mr. HYLAND (Mini'ster of Transport).
-On a point of order, Mr. Speaker: You
have mentioned that there have been
five speakers on this motion from the
Government side. The Government is in
charge of the House but it has .only had
the opportunity of two speakers to put
the case for the Government. If the
honorable member for Box Hill is given
the call it will mean that there have been
four speakers against the Government.
I do not think that is just.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-On a point of order, Mr.
Speaker, I desire your ruling on the time
at which the debate on which this motion
will cease. After all, we are the Government and I understand that the Standing
Orders provide that the period of a
debate on an adjournment motion shall
be two hours from the time when the
motion is submitted in the House.
The SPEAKER.-I am taking the time
from when the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition commenced his speech. I
think that is the only way in which it
can be done; otherwise, if points of order
were taken very frequently they could
occupy most of the two hours allotted to
the debate on the motion. The only fair
way is to take the time from the moment
the mover of the motion starts to speak.
The Clerk of the House informs me that
the debate in those circumstances will
cease at six minutes to 4 o'clock.
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Mr. REID (Box Hill).-So far as the
motion is concerned one thing is
apparent; it is that we should respect
the principles of arbitration and should
be .prepared to respect :the Conciliation
Commissioner, or whichever judicial
officer is charged with the duty of implementing the principles of arbitration.
I deprecate some of the comments that
have come from the Government side
of the House during the debate, particularly from responsible members of the
Labour party who have cri~icized the
gentleman who is acting as Conciliation
Commissioner in the present railway
dispute.
Mr. HAYEs.-He is entitled to be
criticized.
Mr. REID.-The interjection from the
honorable member for Melbourne supports what the Deputy Leader of the
Labour party said this afternoon. It
points to the fact that in a subtle way
Labour party members are doing exactly
what the Communists seek to do-to
undermine the principles of arbitration
by showing disrespect to the court.. Recently, according to a report that
appeared in the Sun News-Pictorial on
the 14th of October, a resolution was
carried by the railway guards in these'
termsThe guards' resolution declared that Mr.
Hall's decision "should be brought under
the notice of the Federal Attorney-General
(Senator Spicer), the Federal Minister for
Labour and National Service (Mr. Holt)
and the State Minister of Transport (Mr.
Hyland) with a request that he either be
removed from office or transferred to other
duties."

r would remind members of the Labour
pa~ty that this system of giving increased powers to Con cilia tion Commissioners was the creation of the Chiftey
Federal Government. At the time when
the amendment of the Arbitration Act
was before the Federal Parliament, the
then AHorney-General, Dr. Evatt,
M.B.R., and the then Prime Minister,
Mr. Chiftey, M.H.R., attracted a good
deal of publicity to themselves by referring to the fact that they were streamlining the arbitration sylstem. To-day
members of the Labour party in this
House have criticized the system that
the Federal Labour Government insti-
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tuted and have criticized a man who, t()
the best of my belief, was an appointee
of the Chiftey Government.
Mr. HAYEs.-The system is all right;:
it is the man who is wrong.
Mr. REID.-That interjection leads
one to consider this point: I suggest
that when the Labour party was ,so
anxious to appoint Conciliation Commissioners and transfer arbitration functions
to them, instead of leaving those functions in the hands of the Judges of the
Arbitration Court, what was at the back
of the mind of the party was that it
desired to wreck the arbitration system
because it thought that the Conciliation
Commissioner,s would be more subservient to the Gov,ernment of Ithe day than
would Judges who have the protection
and constitutional privileges of members
of the judiciary. The remarks we have
heard to-day from members of the Labour party, and the resolution of the suburban guards, indica:te what they had
at the back of their minds. Their desire is to remove a Conciliation Commissioner who has had the courage to
make a decision which was unpopUlar
wi th certain unions.
Coming now to the question as to
what action should be taken to settle
the strike I deprecate the attitude
adopted by the present Government. It
is all very well for the Government supporters to say "We respect arbitration
and have no quarrels with the system."
Surely something more is demanded of
the Government than a purely negative
attitude.
Mr. HAYEs.-The same attitude was
adopted by the Hollway Government during the tramway strike.
Mr. REID.-The whole system of arbitra tion depends on the goodwill of the
parties that are prepared to go to the
court and to abide by its decisions.
To-day, various unions are so permeated
with Communist doctrine that it is
necessary for Parliament to ensure that
their affairs are conducted on a proper
basis. The intention of the motion is
to have proclaimed an Act that will
provide for the holding of a ballot by
unions before a' strike occurs. Every
member is aware of the fact that Communism has in1fi1tra ted ,many un10ns,
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but no better witness in tha't regard
could be found than the honorable member for Richmnnd, who could tell the
House what occurred when he was a
member of the Australian Railways
Union and was seeking eleCtion to office.
I shall read a comment from a pamphlet
that was circul,ated at the time. On it
appeared a photograph of the honorable'
member with other prominent personalities in the Labour movement. It said
that the honorable member was1. Expelled from the Australian Railways
Union on a trumped-up ballot charge.
2. Communists informed on him; Communists prosecuted; Communists passed
judgment.
3. Penalty was the severest his judges
could impose.
4. Real reason for expulsion was that, as
Australian Labour Party group secretary,
he led the fight against Communists in the
union.

That is proof positive of the influence
exercised by Communists in unions.
Therefore, I suggest that it is the duty
of the Government to take every action
within its power to provide that the
affairs of unions are conducted on a
proper basis. It is merely negation for
the Minister of Transport to make such
a contribution' to the debate as that
which he made to-day. He suggested
that women should keep out of the
metropolis and not ride on tram-cars.
Tha;tmeans, for example, that many
will not be able tn receive attention at
hospitals-I have seen hospital outpatients forced to travel on crowded
tra'm-·cars. The Government should take
positive a'ction to end the present situation as sp'eedily as possible. I do not
think I can do better than to repeat
what was said on a previous occasion
by a prominent member of the Country
party, when he was discusing the attitude of the Government of the day. On
page 4624 of volume No. 223 of Hansard
appears the following statement:I maintain that the Government has engendered and encouraged the strife with
which we are only too well acquainted
to-day. The Government's programme of
appeasement has not been the result of any
real thought on the part of Ministers; it
is simply putting into effect Labour ideology
under which concessions have been made
involvIng financial increases in certain
industties without conSJideration of their
real effect.
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Tba1t comment was made by the present
Premier when he was Leader of the
Opposition; he was criticizing the Cain
Government. It touches the real crux
of the problem as to why the Premier
and his colleagues desired tha t this
debate should not proceed. They revealed that they were the representatives of the Labour ideology. The
Government's policy of appeasement,
and the absence of desire to take positive action along the lines indicated by
the Deputy Leader of the Oppbsition,
pl'ove that tt has abused the trust
placed in it by the people.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The honorable member for Box Hill
delivered a most remarkable speech, in
which he accused the Government of
appeasement because it is having recourse
to the Commonwealth Arbitration Court.
The motion is nothing but arrogant humbug and insincerity.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-On a point
of order, I do not mind being called
names, but when it is said that I am
an arrogant and insincere humbug, I
think the picture is being overpainted.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-I understood the Chief Secretary to say the honorable member's
motion was insincere and arrogant
humbug.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I do not wish to hurt the susceptibilities
of the honorable member for Malvern.
I well remember the incident referred
to by the honorable member for Box
Hill, which occurred in 1948. One of
the greatest experiences I have had in
public life was my witnessing rthe reactions of men under fire. During the
proceedings in 1948, I saw some peculiar
reactions; members scuttled for cover.
Despite what occurred at that time, the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition has
had the temerity to move his motion,
which has been based on wrong premises. He discussed the building of the
Swan-street bridge, which some of us
believe should not have been started.
Then he spoke about trouble at the
cool stores.
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Mr. OLDHAM.-The settlement .of that
outbreak was a further example of
appeasement.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-A Wages Board
determination was made to cover the
cool stores, but the directors of certain
companies-apparently they are supporters of the Liberal pa~ty-were not
prepared to abide by it. The present
Government followed the example of
previoUis Governments in the matter of
the cool stores; it stood aloof, although
it was prepared to accept the determination. This Government does not appeal
or squeal. The Opposition is trying to
make the Government partisan in disputes, but it will not succeed.
[Honorable members interjecting.]
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.follow a p.olicy of appeasement, but
did not make any recommendation as
to how the railway men could be
persuaded to return to work.
Members of the Oppositi.on were the
ones who scuttled for cover in 1948.
Eleven members of the Cabinet .of the
day agreed that the Essential Services
Act should be proclaimed. That occurred
when the then Premier was in England.
It was not a one-'man decision and there
was no domination of 'opinion. As soon
as the members of the Liberal party saw
anything un toward approaching they
scuttled for cover. If I were outside
the House I would probably say
that they did not! have "the guts
of a louse."
The honorable member for Box Hill prated about
the need fOT a secret bal'lot. Pec\1liarIy
enough, some 'Of the workers come under
State dete~minations and others under
F·ederal awards.
As a legal man the
honorable member should know more
.about the legislation dealing with
ar.bi tra tion than I, but if there is no
p~ovision for a secret ballot in the
Commonwealth Oonciliati.on and Arbitration Act no doubt he can contact
his colleagues in the Federal 'Sphere to
see if it can be inoorporated.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-The honorable
member for Evelyn will lose his seat
in this House if he continues t.o
pursue his pres en t tactics. The speeches
of the honorable member in Hansard record tha t on each occasion
he had adopted the same tactics. He
has referred to the members of the
Labour party and then has attacked the
Premier for not 'telling the truth. It
would be better if he put forward constructive suggestions, a policy followed
by his predeoessor who fought for the
Mr. OLDHAM.-Here is a chance to
small farmers.
stand up :and fight the Communists, but
I was interested to hear the remarks
you ,are not ·game to do so.
of the honorable member for Borung,
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That ,comes well
who emphasized the difficulties of pri·
from the honorable member for Malvern
mary producers. Th'e wool season is at who, in 1948, was one of the first ~o
its peak, and the clip must be trans· scuttle for cover. He knows 'why the
ported by road. The State is, so to Bill to deal with Communists was inspeak, on the threshold of one of its tr.oduced in 1948. Ofc.ourse, from its
biggest wheat harv,ests, and tl\e honor- point of view, the Commonwealth
able member complained that the bulk· Government ha'S now brought the
. heads have not been cleared. He must ma tter to a partial conclusion.
know that only a small quantity of
Brigadier TovELL.-Who is runn'ing
wheat ils now stored in country silos;
for
cover now?
it could be' moved in two days after
IMr. DODGSHUN.-As an ex-army
the railwaymen resume working. The
stored wheat will not affect the o.e- officer, the hon.orable member for
liveries of farmers, because this will not Brighton shouI'd know that the Combe the first occasion on which wheat monwealth legislation was introduced
from two harvests has been stored in under the defence 'Provisions and that
bulkheads. The honorable member also no Icomplement,ary State legislation is
He knows that the St'ate
menti.oned the need to fumigate silos. necessary.
Apparently he does not know that tpe 'introdUiced 'an anti-Communist Bill in
Australian Wheat Board employs a 1948 because the Commonwealth was
staff continually on that work. He .then not interested in legislation of that
implied that the Government should type. Victoria set an example" which
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caused the Commonwealth Government
eventually to introduce its anti-Communist legislation. There has been a lack
of sincerity in the arguments advanced
by the Opposition, :Who have not
attempted to propound any solution that
will set the wheels of industry moving
in this State. As is their usual practice,
they have blatantly criticized those in
authori'ty without saying anything of a
constructive nature.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) . -The time allowed for the
debate has expired.
The House divided on the motion (Mr.
Mi,chaelis in the chair)Ayes
18
Noes
30
Majority
motion

against

the
12

AYES.

Mr. Bolte
Mr. Don
Mr. Fraser
Lieut.-ICol. Hipworth
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Lieut.~Col. Leggatt
Mr. McDonald

(Dundas)

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Norman

Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Tyack
Mr. W'hately.
Tellers:

I Mr. Da~nay-Mould
Mr. ReId.

i

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Barclay
Barry
Brose
Cain
Cook
!Crean
Dodgshun
Doube
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Hayes
Hyland
Lind
Merrifield
Mitchell
Morton

I Mr. Moss

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mutton
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Sutton
Towers
White
(Allendale)

Mr. White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Buckingham
. Mr. Ruthven.
PAIRS.

Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Guye
Mr. Hollway

Mr. Corrigan
Mr. Holt
Mr. McDonald

Sir George Knox
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby

Mr. Holland
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Stoneham
Mr. Cochrane.

Mr. Turnbull

( Shepparton)
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WATER SUPPLY LOAN AND
APPLICATION BILL.
The debate '(adjourned from October
10) on the motion of Mr. Brose (Minister
of Water Supply) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-This is the
annual Water Supply Loan and Application Bill, in the schedule to which are
set out the particulars of ,the various
works to be undertaken or completed, a
sum of £12,020,000 being provided for
vhe purposes specified. The State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission now ranks
with the other important Departments of
the State on account of the huge amount
of expenditure for which it is responsible in connection with various water
supply projects.
I wish to mention the part which the
Hallway Government played in connection with plans for the improvement and
extension of water supply in Victoria.
It can be said that £6,000,000 of the total
sum provided for in this Bill would represent the bread-and-butter lines of works
which have been undertaken during the
past four or five years. Those projects
must necessarily be completed. Approval
of additional works which will entail the
expenditure of the other £6,000,000 is the
direct result of the administration of the
Hollway Government. The highlight of
this BiH is the huge sum of money allocated for the construction of the enlarged
Eildon weir.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-That was
made possible by the investigation and
report of the Public Works Committee.

Mr. BOLTE.-N0 body will argue on
that point. If the Hollway Government
had not departed from tpe practice of
former years it would not be possible
for the present Government to proceed
with some of the major water supply
projects
now
under
consideration .
Adopting a method previously unheard
of, the Hollway Government caHed for
tenders for the extension of the Eildon
weir. If that course had not been followed this Bill would have been providing for an expenditure of a meagre
sum, perhaps £200,000 or £300,000, to
undertake work in connection with only
the preliminary stages of the Eildon weir
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extension. I make no apology for occupying the time of the House in explaining
the action of the Hollway Administration.
As I have already said, early in 1949
the HoHway Government, in its wisdom,
decided to call tenders for the enlargment of the Eildon weir. Before that
could be done it was necessary to obtain
the approval of the Federal Government.
At that time IMr. Chifley was Prime
Minister. I interviewed him in Canberra
and, after a great deal of argument, he
allowed tenders to be called on a worldwide basis, but he gave no undertaking
that if an American contractor was
accepted the contractor would be assisted
by way of dollars, taxation remissions,
or the importation of equipment.
Eventually, is was decided to accept the
tender of an American firm.
Luckily, there was a change of Government in the Federal Parliament. I again
went to Canberra and interviewed Mr.
Casey, Mr. Menzies and Mr. Fadden.
Following a great deal of persuasion on
my part, they agreed-but not on my
first visit-that they would allow the
American contractor to use dollars
in connection with this most important
undertaking. If any member argues
that this is not a very important matter, he should tak'e stock of himself.
Evidence was received by the Public
Works Committee from the chairman of
the IState Rivers and Water Supply Commission, Mr. East, that if the work were
done by local labour ilt would be eleven
y,ears before the extension of the Eildon
weir could be completed, and at the
same time it would be necessary to hold
up all other water supply works in Victoria to enable the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission to concentrate on rthe Eildon weir project.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-Under the
present set-up in V'ictoria.
Mr. BOLTE.-Yes. Under the present
set-up, the staff of the Commission is
controlled by the Public Service Board.
Supported by the Government, I decided
that such a position was intolerable.
Therefore, tenders were called overseas
and a gfleat deal of spade work was done.
It is not my desire to obtain any boost
from the part I played in the negotiations. Any other Minister WQuld have
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acted similarly and would have made
representations to the Commonwealth
Government seeking approval to call
world-wide tenders.
Mr. HYLAND.-We agree that you were
not a bad Minister of Water Supply.
Mr. BOLTE.-It was considered that
the American contractor was the person who could bring to this country the
equipment necessary to reduce considerably the time factor in the cOI1lstruction
of the enlarged Eildon weir. The contract of an American firm has been
accepted, and I say, "Good luck to the
Minister." It is estimated that it will
be possible to complete the work in four
years and 36 weeks. Under th'e other
proposal it would have taken eleven
years rto complete the job. For the
reasons which I have stated, it is now
necessary to approve of the allocation
of a huge sum of money so that the
work may be proceeded with as early as
possible. The State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission must buy all the
equipment which it will be necessary for
the successful tenderer to use in the
first year of operations.
A township of 700 homes is to be
built at Eildon. In future years some
misguided persons may take credit for
that, but I take the opportunity of pointing out that while I was Minister of
Water Supply, many things were done.
The Hollway Government decided to
build a township of 700 homes at Eildon,
with necessary hostels and amenities,
and in every way to establish an ideal
township at Eildon. At that time, the
then Minister of Transport, Colonel
Kent Hughes, had ordered several hundreds of homes from England, for which
action he was criticized. When it was
realized that a favourable tender for the
'construction of the Eildon weir would be
received, the Hollway Government
arranged with the Minister of Transport
for 300 of those homes to be transferred
to the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission. Had that not been done,
the construction of Eildon would have
been delayed by one year. Those homes
have since been delivered. I understand
40 have already been erected and that
the balance will be erected, possibly, by
next March. By that time, the tenderer
will be able to.' bring in hj.stechnical
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staff and the men necessary to perform
the preliminary stages of :the work, and
there will be no hold-up.
All those projects exemplify the foresight of the Hollway Government. Had
that Government not departed from previous procedure and embarked upon a
policy of importing essential materials,
Victoria would be in a state of stagnation to-day. The Hollway Government
decided that it would be impossible to
develop this State, and the Commonwealth, with our own resources.
Mr. HAYEs.-Any other Government
would have taken similar action.
Mr. BOLTE.-I disagree.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-¥our present
attitude differs from that in respect of
Tallangatta.
Mr. BOLTE.-I am now debating the
Water Supply Loan and Application Bill.
I propose to answer the interjection by
the honorable member for Melbourne. I
had the privilege of being present at the
opening of the Snowy mountains hydroelectric project. The Federal Minister
for Housing, the Honorable Nelson
Lemmon-who did a good job-announced that the policy of his
Government was to develop the Snowy
river and the River Murray, also the
Murrumbidgee and its tributaries, so as
to supply irrigation facilities and electric
power from resources within Australia,
by Australian workmen and Australian
materials.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale) .-Did you say
" Hear hear"?
Mr. BOLTE.-I certainly did not. I
have stated the policy enunciated by a
Federal Labour Government. The policy
of the Hollway Government was the
direct opposite of that. That Government
believed that, to develop Victoria, it
would be necessary to go outside Australia f,or m,aterials. The world's best
must be secured. I make no apology
for the fact that the Hlollway Government was instrumental in making
possible this Bill.
The new Eildon
township will -consist of 700 homes,
of which 400 will remain permanently.
It is hoped that,. by the time the
weir is completed, industries will have
been established in the district. The
Session 1950.-[74]
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necessary buildings, such as hostels, will
be available. Alternatively, the district
could be made into an ideal scenic resort.
Mr. DAWNAY-MoULD.-I draw attention to the State of the House.
A quorum was formed.

Mr. BOLTE.-Government members
r.epresent country interests-especially
irrigation interests-but the Government's attitude is indicated by the fact
that only two of its members were
present before a quorum was called
for when the House was debating a
pr~gramme providing for the ex~endi
ture of £12,000,000.
Mr. HAYES.-How many members of
the Liberal party are in the Chamber
at the present time?
Mr. BOLTE.-I am not particularly
worried about that aspect. What concerns me is thalt Government members
are more interested in putting money
into their own pockets. The irrigation
charges have been reduced by 2s. an
acre-foot. The Minister of Water Supply,
the Premier, the Minister of Public
Works, and the Minister of Labour, to
name only four members of the Ministry, are walter users. They are more
interested in saving money for themselves than in being present while the
debate proceeds.
Mr. HYLAND.-Do you object to the
rates being reduced?
Mr. BOLTE.-Yes.
Mr. HYLAND.-Will you have it placed
on n~cord that the Liberal party objects
to the raltes being reduced?
Mr. BOLTE.-I am objecting to the
rates being reduced for this reason. At
the present time. I understand-and I
know this cannot be refuted-Mr.
FuLTON.-How
much
have
Government members put into their
pockets?
Mr. BOLTE.-If a man receives 100
acre-feet of water, the charge for which
is reduced by 2s. an acre-foot, he donates
to himself the sum of £10.
Mr. WHITE (Allendale).-You do not
want production.
Mr. HYLAND ('Minister of Transport).
-Is the honorable member in order in
imputing that the Government reduced
irrigation fees because some Ministers
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happened to be users of water? He
stated thalt the reduction had been made
so that Ministers could put money into
their own pockets. That is a dirty,
despicable act, and the honorable member knows it.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
l\libus).-The honorable member is in
order. If any Minister is offended, he
may ask for a withdrawal of the remark.
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).-1 ask for a withdrawal.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-1 am afraid
I cannot withdraw, because what I said
is the truth.
Mr. FULTON.~I ask for a withdrawal,
because the statement is resented by
those members of the Country party who
are not water users.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-I cannot
compel the honorable member for Hampden to withdraw his remark, but if he
feels so disposed he may do so.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-To reduce
water charges at this stage in the
economy of the State is stupid, and it
will do the irrigators a disservice. I have
no reason to disbelieve the statement
that in several irrigation districts in Victoria the maintenance of the channels is
being abandoned. Equipment has been
withdrawn because there is no money in
the districts to pay for the work. The
irrigators will be the first to complain
about the results of that. If the Government wants to administer the Act and to
justify the expenditure of £12,000,000 on
capital works, it surely must make the
water districts self-supporting to the
extent that they must pay for maintenance and for services rendered to
them.
Mr. HYLAND.-Has it not always been
the policy of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission?
Mr. BOLTE.-No. In this loan Bill I
notice that there is no mention of the
£360,000 deficit which was referred to
in the Premier's policy speech as an
amount which would be written off.
Surely that is a charge against capital,
but there is no indication of it in the
programme of works now before us. I
think I can see why that is so. Water
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charges have been reduced, and the deficit
will therefore become larger next year.
So, from the Government's point of view,
why should the deficit be written down
when next year it may be £460,000,
instead of £360,000? I a;gree that when
I was Minister of Water Supply I said
to the irrigators, "We will write off your
deficit if in future you pay your way."
There was every indication at that time
that they would pay their way with the
new charges operating. Trouble has
arisen where there are water users'
leagues, which agitate and stir up the
people. They are concerned mainly about
their own particular areas. Any persons
in the northern parts of the State who
believe that the Waranga Water Users'
League is working for them will be
disillusioned.
Past Governments made it possible for
half the expendi ture shown in the
schedule to be included in this year's
programme; the other half covers
merely bread-and-butter lines. The work
at Waranga and at the new Eildon weir,
and the sum of £600,000 for materials,
are a direct result of the Hollway Government's policy. The Bill is identical with
one that I would have presented if I had
had the opportunity. I understand that
the Water Bill will be before the House
later. It seems ludicrous to me that last
night we should have the Tallangatta
Township (Removal) Bill before us, now
a loan application Bill for water supply
works, and in a few hours the Water
Bill. I suggest that those three Bills,
which relate to similar matters, should
be spread over the period of the session.
It would be helpful for honorable members to have at least a fortnight's break
between them.
Mr. BROsE.-There is a reason for this
Bill. There will be bank overdrafts in
the water districts i'f it is not passed.
Mr. BOLTE.-If any honorable member in a fortnight's time wants to refer
to something that has broken down in
his irrigation district, he will have no
opportunity because all the relevant Bills
will have been passed. Regarding the
Eildon dam, the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission concentrated on the
designs and producell plans and specifications for a reservoir containing
2,250,000 acre-feet. I cannot say who
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thought of extending it, but it was
decided that if the weir was raised so
that the reservoir would hold an additional 400,000 acre-feet it would be possible to generate a vast amount of electric
power.
Because of that change in the
plans, tenders were delayed for two
months while agreement was reached
between the State Electricity Commission and the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. r am fairly certain
that the difference in cost was estimated
. at £1,000,000. The extra 400,000 acrefeet will be of no advantage to irrigators,
but it will be of inestimable value to
users of power. To metropolitan residents it is of vital interest. Early in
the morning and at about 5 o'clock in
the evening calls are frequently made
over the radio for users of electricity
to suspend the use of electrical appliances
as much as possible because of overloading of the State Electricity Commission generating plant. When the extra
400,000 acre-feet of water is impounded
in ,the new Eildon reservoir, there will
be a sufficient reserve of power to avoid
such calls. The State Electricity Commission Wiill be able to contact the
officer in charge of the hydro station
at Eildon and ask him to switch over
so many kilowatt units for the purpose
of relieving the State Electricity Commission malips f.or a particular period.
That demonstrates the value of the
Eildon extension to users in the metropolitan area who are inclined to take
their electricity supplies for granted.
I wish supply could be taken for granted
in the country. It is to be hoped that
five or six years hence, when the new
Eildon has been completed, there will
not be any excessive loads on the State
Electricity Commission's generating
plant. It is also hoped that the reserve
storage of water at Eildon will enable
power to be generalted for sh'Ort intervals
in order to supplement electricity supplies
throughout the Sta,te.

r make no apology for the Hollway
Government delaying the calling of
tenders for the new EiIdon for two
months, even if it did mean that r was
not the fortunate Minister of Water
Supply at the time when the tenders
ultimately were opened and one
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accepted. No irrigator in northern Victoria can expect Ito ,obtain any of that
400,000 acre-feet of water s:tored at
Eildon by way of additional supplies
for irriga Hon purposes under ,wa ter
righ ts. It may be possible in some years
to utilize part of the storage for water
sales, but not for extra water righlts.
Mr. FULToN.-The water that will be
released for power generating purposes
will not be wasted.
Mr. 'BOLTE.-It could be wasted in
certain circumstances. If the Waranga
basin was at a reduced level in late
aUitumn when it was necessary to release
water from EiIdon for power making
purposes, that ,water could be used to
supplement the Waranga storage, because it wou1d then be released in the
irrigating period. But if the water is
released in mid-winter, possibly it will
go Ito waste. Under the present set-up,
it cannot be diverted to any other
storage. The annual flow of the Goulburn river is well known; it has been
tested over many years and the available supplies for irrigation purposes
will never suffer because of the release
of water from Eildon for power generating purposes.
This Bill covers the whole of the
capital works of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, which is a
vast and wonderfully efficient organization. It w'as my privilege to administer
that Department f.or eighteen months
and r know that money provided by
Parliament for the CommIssion's purposes is entrusted to good hands. It
will be spent wisely and well with one
important object in view, namely, the
development of the northern part of thP
State in particular. When supplies are
av:ailable, greater attention must bp
given to the needs of areas which have
had a low water right in the past and
to other areas which have not been
served at all. r have in mind one district, in the Terrick country, where
many years ago Ithe settlers were
promised water supplies which havp.
never reached them. r hope that thp
Commission, in allocating and duplicating supplies to the north, will give real
consideration to those areas on which
settlers have been Ipromised an adequate
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wart:er right. There will be no quibble
about the cost. We 'all believe that the
northern part of the State should bp
developed and the State ,should pay aU
the capital costs involved.
If i!t is
necessary to take the channels off the
beaten track to supply additional areas,
the taX'payers will not raise any objection
so long as the irrigators in turn wil1
aocept their share of responsibility in
regard to maintenance and upkeep.
In my view, I have shown the way
in which we should approach this
problem. Should it be my privilege tn
return as Minister in charge of the Statf'
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, J
would adopt the same approach as 1
did when in office. As a Parliamen t.
we are answerable to the taxpayers; the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission is answerable to the Government.
and the irrigator is answerable to the
Commission. E-ach lin turn has a particular funotion to perform. If Parliament decides that the Commission should
give one section of the community something for nothing, then I believe in these
times it would be wrong. We should be
realists ,and face up to the faots in order
to justify the expenditure provided for
in the Bill.
It is a privilege to be able to say,
;, VV'e are spending an amount of
£12,000,000
on capital works
to
develop, in particular, ,the northern
parts of the State."
That is not
subsIdizing settlers in the north; it
is developing the area 'and making it
possible for the State to double its proAt a conservative estimate,
duction.
two or three years ago, irrigation districts produced £7,500,000 worth of
primary products which, at to-day's
values,
would
be
worth
nearly
£11,000,000. If it is possible to double
that production, it will mean that the
State indirectly will receive £22,000,000
wor,th of production from the expenditure of £12,500,000 on State Rivers and
W,ater Supply Commission works. In
one year's production, the State will
have returned to it more than the
amount it is expending on irrigation
3.nd other water projects.
The uniform taxation argument
could
be
raised
on
this
issue.
It can be claimed that if the
Mr. Bolte.
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Sta te produces goods to the value of
£22,000,000 and the Commonwealth
derives taxation benefits from that. increased production, then the Commonwealth should pay towards the cost .of
these works. In a sense, the Commonwealth Government is contributing to the
cost, because the work will be financed
by loan money, which will be used
judiciously. We have reached the stage
when we should carefully consider the
expenditure of huge sums on works that
will not be productive for many years.
That argument cannot be applied to such
projects as the extension of the Eildon
weir, because its completion will mean
that an additional £12,000,000 worth of
primary produce will be available; that
will be needed to feed our own people
if the Commonwealth migration policy
is implemented fully.
I do not quibble with the terms of the
Bill, but I wish to emphasize the part
played by the previous Government, and
to assure the Minister that the Opposition will assist in the speedy implementation of these works. The honorable member for Bendigo has often
directed attention to the fact that this
State is really unfortunate because its
mountain ranges are close to the sea,
and there is only a limited amount of
water available. Therefore, we must
,adopt means by which every acrefoot of water can be conserved.
Under the policy that the previous
Government adopted, it will be possible
to proceed with several big projects at
the one time. I do not know how the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission is now faring in the matter of staff,
but I suggest the Minister should 'permit
the chairman to build up the designing
branch of the Commission so that plans
may be prepared for many urgent works.
For instance, the honorable member for
Grant would be delighted if plans were
available for the Cobbledick's weir.
Tenderers who have been unsuccessful
in their effor1s to ohtain the contract for
Eildon should 'be invit'ed toO carry out
other works. Plans and specifications
could be prepared for the Bppallock weir
or the Nillahcootie project.
In eleven years from now, not only
should the Eildon weir be completed but
many other storage schemes should be
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operating. The policy adopted by the
previous Government was really a daring
experiment, as it was exposed to the
criticism of a virile Opposition. If other
large undertakings are not let by tender
within a few months, it will appear as if
something has gone wrong. Parliament
should be informed od: these matters
which, I know, it will vi'€1W sympathetica:lly, because aU water conservation schemes should be g.iven high
prioI1ity among State works· In the
reaLm of rural deveLopment, I place the
supply of fuel and power first, and in
the second place. water conservation
schemes.
I am pleased that the Government is
continuing the policy laid down by the
previous Government, and has set aside
£600,000 to pay for imported materials.
Throughout the State, water trusts have
been desperately short of supplies of
pipes and the Liberal and Country party
Government tried to import materials
from which pipes could be made. A
large manufacturer was asked if he could
double his production, but he replied that
he could not obtain the necessary
materials. When he was told that the
Government would guarantee him continuity of supplies of raw materials, he
said that he would enlarge his staff.
Recently Parliament passed a Bill to
authorize the importation of materials.
They will be distributed to firms, who
will produce articles that are required by
water trusts, whose requirements wiH be
attended to by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. We must use
methods of this description in order to
overtake the lag.
Members devote considerable time to
discuSising the needs of ir,r,iga<tion areas,
but they are prone to overlook the
requirements of urban districts in which
it is desired to institute town water
supplies. I trust that these worthy
projects will be assisted by the importation of materials.
Mr. FULToN.-When you were Minister were you able to induce manufacturers to double their production?
Mr. BOLTE.-If supplies of the necessary ma'terials were guaranteed manufacturers could with absolute confidence
engage more employees and so double
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production. In my opinion, small country towns should be supplied with every
possible amenity. In this period of our
history these facilities can be afforded.
Mr. FULToN.-The money is available
but it is not possible to get the work
done. In a town in my electorate the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission has done no further work during
the last six years.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is correct. The
provision of sewerage in country towns
has not made sufficient progress. Until
recently waterworks trusts were not per'
mHted to let tenders for the seweragf
of towns because of the difficult suppl)
position. As a different type of pipe is
requked f.or this punpose, I believe
materials could be imported to overcome
the present shortage. One could speak
of many .things in discussing this Bill.
For instance, river improvement trusts
could be mentioned. It took a long
time to establish those bodies; in fact.
in the dying hours of the last Government I attended the formation of the
first trust on the King river.
I understand that now three trusts are in existence. When the work performed by
these bodies is realized the people in the
surrounding districts will be anxious to
improve rivers and streams.
Soil and water must be conserved, but
until river improvement trusts and the
Soil Conservation Authority function
properly there will not be gr'eart progress.
Now that the tender has been accepted
for the construction of the new Eildon
weir we should not forget about the
whole thing. It will devolve on the
Minister 'and the State Rivers and WlB.ter
Supply Commission to see that the work
is properly carried out. If the Commission it'self was doing the work it would
know every detail; therefore when the
construction is undertaken by an outside
contract'Jr every part of the work must
be checked.
The welfare of the northern part of VictorIa depends on the
success of the project. The Commission
wiH supervise the construction of the
new dam.
I wish the Government and the
Commission well, because they are
. faced with a huge problem. Itt will be
necessary to build homes for technical
officers and staff. In the first instance
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it was estimated that 2,000 workmen

would be required for eleven years for
constructional work.
However, the
period of construction is now estimated
to be four years and 36 weeks; therefore prob.1bly 3,000 to 4,000 workmen
will be required. Although the plans
to establish homes and a community
centre were well laid, they envisaged an
eight-year programme, but perhaps they
will not be adequate now that the job
is to take only four years.
The Opposition gives the Bill its blessing. It trusts that by this time next year
the first stage of the work will have
been completed. H is an enormous job,
and if at this time next year a similar
amount is requested Parliament will
know thJ.t the money is being well spent,
and that in the years to come big things
can be expected in the northern part of
Victoria.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-I do not propose unduly to detain the House in my
discussion on the Bill, mainly because of
the small number of members present.
However, perhaps there is an advantage
in addressing empty benches.
Mr. FULTON.-Your remarks will be
recorded just the same.
Mr. FRASER.-That is so. The advantage in addressing empty benches is
that one is generally heard with much
more patience than is customary when
the Government benches are occupied.
However, a more representative attendance of Government members would be
justified, because the provision of water
is perhaps the most important matter
that could be discussed in the House at
present. If we are to succeed in our
programme of development, our policy of
decentralization and our efforts to increase our population, it wBI be necessary
to do more than has been ,done in the
past. Water should be conserved and
made freely available not only f.or
domestic purposes but also for irrigation.
If I were to criticize the Bill, it would
be only because of the amount O'f money
being made available, which I consider
is too small. Perhaps I should also say
something about the basis of allotment,
which is indicated in the various
schedules. However, I do not desire to
criticize the measure, because all parties
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realize the importance of d.evelopment of
this nature. We understand that in the
present circumstances more money cannot be made available, and also that
work on hand is being retarded by the
limitation of supplies of material.
I agree with the honorable member for
Hampden that excellent work is being
done by the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. He referred to the
fact that the Commission's energies are
directed more to the development of the
northern areas than the southern portions
of the State. I regret that fact, because
if that position is not corrected it will
rebound against us at an early date.
I have previously mentioned the fact
tha t home building has taken place
in such areas as Moorabbin, Bentleigh,
and Brighton, where in years gone by
large quantities of market garden products for consumption in the metropolitan area were grown.
As a result of
the extension of building, we are dependent for our supplies of market garden
produce from Werribee, Bacchus Marsh,
and Keilor. Because of the development
that has taken place in those areas, land
values have increased. In the main, the
increase has been due to the fact that
the land is irrigated. However, i~riga
tion is of no value unless there is water
to supply to the primary producers.
During recent years the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission has paid
some attention to the serious problem of
erosion that has occurred in some of our
water.shed areas. It has been estimated
that, as the result of erosion, the holding capacity of the M'elton weir ha1s been
seriously depleted during the last five
years. If the present rate of erosion
is allowed to continue, the holding
capadty of that storage will eventually
wholly disappear. That would have a
serious effect not only on the irrigators
of the Bacchus Marsh and Werribee
areas, but also on the State for, in the
first place, an important area of production would be affected. Again, the
produce which is coming forward so
fr,eely during the good seasons from
these irrigated areas, will not be available to the people of the metropolitan
area. Consequently, the cost of living
will increase and, I believe, the health
of the community will be impaired.
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Whilst the Government is to be commended for the programme it proposes
to undertake in connection with water
services, we must not be unmindful of
the part played in those matters by the
Hollway Government, and, by previous
Administrations.
We all sympathize
with the honorable member for Hampden in that he, as Mini'ster of Water
Supply, did not have an opportunity to
bring before the House plans for many
of the projects now contemplated. flowever, the work he did enabled preparations for many works to be advanced
during" his term of office.
Mr. FULTON.-The preliminary stages
were advanced before he attained office.
Mr. FRA.SER.-I was fair enough to
acknowledge that.
Mr. FULToN.----However, he did a good
job.
Mr. FRASER.-I contend that for
many years there has not been a more
energetic or more progressive Minister
of Water Supply than was the honorable member for Hampden.
Mr. FULTON.-Do not say, "for many
years," because the Premier wals Minister of Water Supply in the Hollway
Government, prior to the honorable
member for Hampden being allotted
tha t portfolio.
Mr. FRASER.-If the honorable member for Hampden had not shown initiative and enterprise, Victoria would have
been in a sorry state to-day so far as
water supply is concerned. When the
Premier was Minister of Water Supply,
the same handicaps did not exist as have
obtained during recent years.
Mr. FULToN.-Be your age.
The
DEPUTY
SPEAKER
(Mr.
Mibus).-The honorable member for
Grant must not be side-tracked by interjections.

Mr. FRASER.-I emphasize that when
the Premi'er was Minister of Water Supply, he did not have to contend with
the same handicaps as have existed during the last four or five years.
Mr. FULToN.-During the war, it was
not possible to buy a tire.
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Mr. FRASER.-I repeat that I do not
wish to detract from the work achieved
by the Premier when he was Minister
of Water Supply, and I regret that the
circumstances existing at that time were
not such as to have permitted him to
accomplish more. I return to the point
which I was previously discussing before the Minister of Health interrupted
my speech. \iVhile we are all glad that
the present Minister of Water Supply is
following a progressive programm'e, due
credit must be given for the work accomplished by the Hollway Government.
Perhaps the outstanding feature of the
administration of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission in recent
years has been the preparation of plans
for the extension of the Eildon weir and
the letting of the contract to an overseas contractor.
We would all desire, of cour'se, thalt
circumstances should be such as would
permit of the work being done by local
contractors, but the project of extending the Eildon weir is so pressing that
it is not only desirable but very
necessary, that the contractor who can
do the work most expeditiously should
be given the contract. Having regard to
the need for action of a similar kind in
regard to other works, I feel that the
suggestion of the honorable member for
Hampden should be seriously considered
by the Minister, and that efforts should
be made to persuade other contractors
to undertake lesser but equally important water supply extensions. I am
not sure that I do not agree largely with
the views expressed on more than one
occasion by the honorable member for
Brunswick that it might be wise to
develop some of the smaller schemes
before enlarging the Eildon weir.
I do not wish to be parochial, but having regard to the value of the Bacchus
Marsh and Werribee areas to the State
of Victoria, I feel that I must direct
the attention of the Minister to the
necessity of proceeding as early as possible with the Cobbledick's dam project.
J have referred to the fact that, owing
to erosion, the holding capacity of the
Melton weir has been greatly depleted.
It is possible that, if the present rate
of erosion is not arrested, the Melton
weir will be of little value to the
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irrigators who now depend on that
storage for their supply of water.
Honorable members know the contour of
the country in that area. They are
aware that the Melton weir supplies the
Werribee irrigation system. At a certain
period of the year, the Melton weir is
dependent on Pike's reservoir, which also
supplies the Bacchus Marsh area, for its
water supply for the irrigators whose
properties are situated further down on
the vVerribee irrigation system.
If something can be done to provide
temporary relief-I believe Cobbledick's
ford will be only a temporary measureWerribee irrigators will, for the time
being at any rate, be assured of security
of tenure as also will irrigators in the
Bacch us Marsh district.
When this
matter was raised some time ago, it was
referred to the Public Works Committee
for investigation.
That committee
recommended that the Cobbledick's ford
project be undertaken and the work was
approved.
It has been stated that,
because of the need to proceed with the
enlargement of the Eildon weir, Cobbledick's ford cannot be completed for
eleven years. Now that a contract has
been let for the enlargement of
the Eildon weir within a much
shorter period than originally envisaged, it is hoped that the time limit
for the completion of the Cobbledick's
ford project will be considerably
lessened. Further, efforts should be made
to secure the services of overseas contractors who might undertake this and
other works.
I think I should mention the good
work done by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. The time will
arrive when the area of country controlled by the Board will have to be
extended. The Board has always pursued
a longe-range policy, and it has been
very successful in anticipating the growing requirements of the city of Melbourne. Again, there is at present a
residential and industrial expansion in
every direction. At Deer Park, some
1,200 homes have been erected by the
Housing Commission. There is development towards Laverton and Werribee,
and it will not be long before the population of Melbourne, which is exhibiting
an increasing desire to spread out to
Mr. Fraser.
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broad acres, will be moving along the
Western Highway to places beyond Deer
Park, to Rockbank and Melton. On the
Calder Highway, townships will be
springing up, probably in the vicinity of
Diggers Rest, but progress in that direction will be retarded because there is no
water supply. One wonders whether it
would not be better to allow the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
to increase the scope of its activities and
supply the requirements of that area with
the excellent water it draws from beyond
the Dandenongs than to expend money
in providing for small local schemes,
which, at the best, can only meet requirements for a few years. Three instances
recently came to my notice of the evergrowing need for water supply in
growing districts.
In Geelong there is a population of
about 56,000. That city has been growing
steadily for many years.
Further
developments are anticipated in that
area, and homes are being built there by
the Housing Commission. Very soon the
city of Geelong will have a population of
76,000 or 80,000 people. My experience
during the last year or two has revealed
that, while the Geelong Water and
Sewerage Trust has been doing an excellent job, it will not be able adequately
to provide for the increasing population,
unless it receives greater assistance.
Local water schemes are unable to provide sufficient water for the city's
demands, and there is dependence, in a
great measure, on water made available
by the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission from the Otway scheme.
But the authority is handicapped because
of the smallness of the take-off pipe.
r believe that, before long, it will be
necessary to duplicate that system. At
the moment the Trust is faced with the
necessity of increasing the storage and
the catchment area, also of duplicating
the supply pipe from the catchment area
to the special basin at Geelong. The
Trust's programme of work is being
handicapped not only by a shortage of
funds but by a shortage of labour and
materials.
r suggest to the Minister of Water
Supply that it would be appropriate for
his Department to give serious thought
to those shortages and endeavour to
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make arrangements whereby the needs of
all water supply undertakings will be
assessed. If supplies are not available
locally, efforts should be made to secure
materials overseas. Again, in the allotment of labour, particularly of new Australians, strong representations should
be made to the appropriate Commonwealth authorities for a larger percentage
of new Australians-who are here under
contract for the first two years-to be
directed to works of national importance,
such as this. I appeal to the Minister
of Water Supply, on behalf of the Geelong
Water and Sewerage Trust, which, at
the moment is faced with the necessity
of providing water and sewerage fadlities for about 2,000 h'omes in the N 01'lane arE~a. In addition, there is development taking place along the foreshore
of Corio, where there are located distilleries, phosphate works, International
harvester works, and the Ford motor
works. Here again, water supply will
be required. I can well understand that
many overseas ·organizations which desire to establish industries in this State
encounter difficulties because of the
absence of an adequate walter supply
scheme.
I hope the Minister will give serious
considera tion to the suggestions tha t
have been made and that he will continue to make -as much money available
as possible for this work; .also that he
will give serious ,consideration to speeding up the work of water storage by endeavouring to pursuade more overseas
contractors who are able to bring their
own engineers, workmen, equipment,
and, I hope, materials to this country,
to undertake this very impor1tant work.
I offer no ·cri ticis-m of the BiB, ex,cept
to say I would have been happier had
the amount aUotted to this work been
increased by at least 100 per. cent. I
will not be content until not only have
we completed the programme outlined
in the Bill and the programme which
we know has already been approved, !but
every possible step has been taken to
conserve that water which we have, not
only for present use, but untH such Itime
as adequate provision has been made for
posterity, so that the State may be
properly developed.
.~
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l\'Ir. COOK (Benalla) . -The function
of this Bill is to authorize the raising
of money for irrigation works, water
supply works, drainage flood protection,
river improvement works in -country districts,and so on. The money will be
eXipended on works throughout the
State. The amount mentioned in the
Bill exceeds £12,000,000.
I consider
this is a good investment. It is difficult
to estimate the amount of primary production and real wealth that will be
promoted by the application of water
to. the soH. We have a fine country and
a fine climate, but it is essential to
This
provide irrigation facilities.
Bill will afford an opportunity of extending operations in that direction.
I desire to pay a tribute to the work
carried out by the State Rivers and
Walter Supply Commission.
It is a
large undertaking, which has been raised
to a high standard. Sometimes we take
these matters in our stride, and do not
realize the magnitude of them. There
has been criticism, which I regret, of
some ex-Ministers of Water Supply. The
present Premier, during his period as
Minister of Water Supply, was alleged
not to have done his work satisfactorily.
To my mind, however, there has never
been a Minister who served in that oft1ce
beUer than he did. He obtained excellent results and gave his attention to
the small detaHs as well as to the large
schemes. We owe credit also to the
honorable member for Hampden, who
preceded the present Minister and is in
charge of the Bill for the Opposition.
He, too, was very energetic and did good
work for the State. I came into contact with him as Minister and I found
him atltentive and enthusiastic.
Because of the efforts of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
and successive Ministers, progress has
been made, and the many works in hand
in different parts of the State are now
in a fair way to adding greatly to the
development of the country.
Work on
the Eildon weir has been started. That
is a very large project, and honorable
members all hope that it will be completed in the time specified in the contract. It has been my privilege to inspect Rocklands reservoir during the
past few weeks, and I was impressed
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with the large works that have been
undertaken in that part of the State.
Good progres,s is also being made at
Glenmaggie and in other places. All
these works are desirable, and they are
greatly benefiting the State.
While all honorable members realize
the importance of major works, I am
sometimes inclined to think that the
smaller projects are liable to be for~
gotten, although in their way they are
as necessary as Ithe large works if people
throughout the State are to be settled
and prosperous. I have been agitating
for years for a certain work to be undertaken in my district or to be referred
to the Public Work,s Committee, but up
to date very little has been done in that
connection. The honorable member for
Hampden inspected Nilahcootie weir.
Mr. FRASER.-I direct attention to the
sta te of the House.
A quorum was formed.

Mr. COOK.-After the storm and wind
of to-day, the H'ouse is now getting down,
I hope, to the drops of blessings members
may receive. The debate this afternoon
has been quiet, and the words that have
been spoken will, I hope, be of some
benefit. The need for encouraging the
production of materials has been mentioned. The organizing of supplies of
materials is an important part of the
work that has to be done, and H is a
part that is liable to be forgotten.
I
know that for a certain project in my
constituency there have been years of
delay waHing for the necessary pipes. I
am pleased to see that most of them have
now been delivered on the job. If some
means could be devised for importing
necessary materials, no matter what they
might cost, it would be of great value.
The necessary works cannot be carried
out without materials. I hope that provision will be made so that es'sential
works will not be delayed unduly for that
reason.
Regarding the finances of river improvement trusts, I commend the
Government for Hs policy in that connection. Throughout the State great loss
has been occasio~d because of the siltation of rivers and the lack of snagging
and drainage. The legislation that was
passed by Parliament has been put into
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effect. One of the first 'trusts formed
was the King River Trust. That river
is a very fine one, running through fertile country in the north of Victoria.
Great loss is caused each year by
siltation, and the river badly needs improvement. I notice that a sum of
£15,000 has been allotted to the trust,
and I f.eel that the money will be spent
to good advantage. Mention is made in
the Eighth Part of the ,schedule to surveying investigations, and a sum of
£100,000 is made available for that work.
I should like to see some of the money
used for the sm3.11er projects, of which
there are many throughout the State.
If we wish to further decentralization,
and to retain in the smaller villages and
towns the people who are already there,
we must gIve them supplies of water.
I commend the Bill to the House and I
hope that the money made available to
the State Rivers and W,ater Supply Commission and other Walter trusts will be
judiciously spent. I am confident that
the State will receive full vaLue for the
outlay on the desirable works included
in the schedule.
Mr. IRELAND (Mernda) .-It is not
my intention to unduly delay the
passage of this Bill, bult I desire to pay
tribute to the splendid service that is
being rendered to the State by the State
Rivers and W,ater Supply Commission.
There are tw'o water supply authorities
within Victoria; the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works has charge
of the supply of water and the disposal
of sewage in the metropolitan area, and
outside that area the work is delegated
to the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission.
The schedule to the Bill indicates tha t
no fewer than 116 water trusts are to
be provided with varying sums for expenditure on work to be undertaken during the year. The trusts play an impor.tan t part in the development of the
State, bringing to country people comforts and amenities alm'Ost equal to those
that 'are provided within the metropolitan area. It is gratifying to note that
an amount of £907,000 is to be provided
for this pu~pose. In addition, for sixteen municipal water supply undertakifllgls, the Bill authorizes the extPenditure of a sum of £426,600. I am not
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so much ,concerned about how the money
w.ill be expended as I am ,about obtaining the necessary labour.
Mechanical
equipment, reticulation pipes, and other
materials are in ample supply, but there
is a tremendous shortage in the labour
markert:. Within the last two weeks there
has not been one applicant for a position for a labourer in the employ of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, whereas the water supply
department of that Board could effectively utilize the services of at least
100 workmen. One wonders where it
will all end.
instrumentalities
are
Government
competing with one another for the
available labour offering. I think the
Governmen t will ultimately find it necessary to make specific arrangements in
regard to the employment of labour.
The various instrumen;talities should be
asked to draw up a schedu1e of urgent
works with a view to establishing
priorities in the labour pool. If only
a limiJted number of employees are available, and it is considered, foil' instance,
that the Kiewa project is the most
urgent, then the available labour should
be diveiI'ted to that work Unlesis some
such pra'c'tice is adopted the present
undesirable competition between Government DepaTtmen1ls for labour will
continue.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works estimates that by 1954
there will be no fewer than 54,000 unsewered homes within the metropolitan
a,rea unless the labour becOimBs available.
Reference has been made to the
necessity for providing water for ,the
growing of vegetables to meet the
metropoli tan demand, as the vegetaiblegrowing area is being considerably exIn the past
tended in rural districts.
the major portion of vegetable supplies
for the metropolis came from areas
served by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
With the
extension of home building operations,
however, the availability of land for
vegetable growing has considerably
decreased.
I notice with some satisfaction that
after considerable delay an amount of
£500 is to be spenlt on the Wallan water
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supply scheme.
That district comes
within 'my electorate and there has been
considerable agitation in the past for
this service.
The State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission has agreed
to assiSt by bringing w.ater from the
Kilmore water trust's reservoir through
a pipe line to the raHway station at
Wallan. Reticulation pipes will then
extend in to the Wallan area from that
main pipe line. Unfortunately, there
has been a hold-up in the negotiations
between the engineer of the Shire of
Broadmeadows and the Railway Department, but we are hopeful Ithat this
difficulty will be ovencome in the near
future. I regret that provision has not
been made for the Whittlesea reticulation scheme, which was one of the first
piped stock and domestic schemes to be
approved by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. I give the
Premier credit for supporting the idea
when he was Minister of Water Supply.
The schedule does not provide for it and
the Shire of Whittlesea will be greatly
disappointed at its omission. I congratulate the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission on the excellent work that
it does. It has proved that no project is
beyond the capacity of the officers in its
service.
Lieut.-Colonel HIP WORTH (Swan
Hill).-The expenditure envisaged in the
Bill is warranted in view of the many
major water conservation works that are
being undertaken throughout the State,
and they will return handsome profits in
the future. The State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission has done outstanding work and has displayed remarkable
efficiency. Irrigators have not always
been contented with their lot, and at
times they have criticized the Commission. However, the authority has made
water available to them in lean years
whenever it has been possible to do so.
The distribution of water throughout the
State is one of the most important aspects
of our national life. It is ridiculous that
the expenditure on maintenance work
should be curtailed towards the end of the
financial year, merely owing to lack (.of
finance. I am pleased that the Minister
of Water Supply took steps to make funds
available to carry out maintenance work
on the Waranga channel system in the
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Pyramid Hill district. If the Commis- on those lines, the lag in maintenance
sion is to maintain its channels it must work will be overtaken. Many problems
be allotted sufficient money from Con- must be solved in the western area served
solidated Revenue to finance the work.
by the Waranga system near Boort and
The Government intends to reduce the 'adjacent districts, where headworks
charges for water in irrigation areas at should be extended and dams should be
a time when maintenance work is lag- enlarged. Areas sui table for irrigation
ging. The State has enjoyed a most should be watered in those localities,
bounteous period, and primary producers although I admit that supplies must be
are in a position to pay for water. I used as near as possible to the main
contend that towards the end of the source of supply. Persons who are located
financial year there should be no need on old irrigation systems are entitled to
for members to worry the Minister of receive the quantity of water that they
Water Supply to make funds available to need, or they should be allotted larger
carry out necessary maintenance work areas. At present, many land holders
in certain areas. During the war period, have a water right of one in five, which
maintenance work could not be under- is not sufficient. When the Bill is passed,
taken, and much money has had to be it is hoped that channels will be mainexpended in recent times to overtake the tained and renovated and that town water
lag. In good seasons sufficient revenue supplies will be provided throughout the
should be obtained by the Commission State. After 30 years' experience I have
to permit it to maintain all its projects. a thorough knowledge Qif irrigation, and
Irrigators supplied by the Torrumbarry I cons'ider that a proper survey should
system have suffered loss of water for be made and due consideration given to
which they have paid. That situation finance, administration, and the position
arose owing to lack of maintenance, be- of the settler.
cause insufficient revenue was obtained
Brigadier TOVELL.-The consumer o,f
from the sale of water. That position
the
water does not wish t'O pay; he
should be corrected.
wants it free.
I repeat that steps should be taken by
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-He canthe Government to provide moneys out
of Consolidated Revenue so that it will not be supplied with free water in these
not be necessary for individual members days. One diffi:culty confronts two sets
to harass the Minister of Water Supply of producers in irrigation areas. Water
to make funds available to carry out supplied from pumping sta Hons is at a
maintenance works. The present Minis- higher cost than that supplied through
ter alleviated the position existing at the gravitation system. Fruit growers
Pyramid Hill and I appreciate his action. in the mid-Murray districts are charged
approximately £4 6s. an a'cre-'f,oot for
If channels were maintained properly, I
feel certain that more than 10 per cent. water, whereas irrigators supplied from
of the present wastage would be saved. the gravitation systems are charged lOs.
Waterworks trusts are experiencing an acre-foot. However, the producer paydifficulties, and doubtless the Minister ing the higher rate has to export his
realizes the Government's responsibilities products under the same conditions as
the grower who pays the lower charge.
in that direction.
Even
tually some Government will have
The schedule of the Bill informs memface
up to the question of equaliz,ing
to
bers how the sum of £12,020,000 is to be
the
charges.
Once a person has paid a
allocated. I find that approximately
low
pri'ce
fnr
a
water right it is difficult
£2,600,000 of the amount is the balance
tha t was unexpended of the sum provided to increase it, but until that is done the
by the Bill that was passed in 1949. That producer paying the higher rate will
shows that justice has not been done to be a t a disadvantage.
The pumping system throughout the
0u.!) water supply systems. The money
was not expended owing to the shortage Murray vaHey will have to be invest~ga
of man power and materials. Every effort ted' with a view to making the cost of
In my
should be made to expend the money that pumping more reasonable.
is provided annually. If action is taken opinion, river haulage and the use :>.f
Lieut.-Colonel Hipworth.
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fuel other than briquettes or im'ported
coal would reduce the cost of pumping.
The State Rivers and Water Supply Commission and other governmental ofiganizations have to keep plant operating and
are using imported fue1 for that purp.::se. However, with the resources of
coal in AuS'tralia, particularly Victorian
brown coal, it should not be necessary to
use imported supplies. If river barges
were used to transport brown coal, instead of its being trucked from Morwell
to Mildura, the cost of haulage would be
reduced.
On behalf of irrigators at Tr,esco West
I w.ish to e~press their hearM,elt appreciation to the State Rivers and Water
Supply Oommission which has created
a wa teI'!works trust in the district. Since
1930, the land owners have managed
their own irrigat.ion affairs, and wat,er
has been pumped in two Hfts at the expense of the irriga,tors. Last Saturday
night I attended a meeting in the district at which appreciation was expressed
to the Commission for setting up a waterworks trust under the Commission.
If, finance was available a great deal
could be done. Small dr.ainage systems
could be i-mproved, and addition~l irrigation systems installed. I can 'mention
numerous instances where land is becoming saU,ed. That blame does not lie at
the feet of any partitcular Government
because the benefit. of early drainage was
not formerly realized. If aU the maHers
I have mentioned are considered no one
will have any opposition to the Bill. I
represent more individual irrigators than
any other member of the House and I
realize that they as well as the Government have a responsibility. Now is the
time to make any necessary adjustments
'in regard to charges and maintenance
costs.
Mr. FULTON.-Would you increase or
lower the ,charges?
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-I would
make the irrigators pay their way.
Possibly ,the Minister of Health is refefiring to a recent increase in ,the water
rate. I am satisfied that the irr,igation systems are not all paying their
way. An insufficien t return is being
received to effect their proper maintenance. Until that return is sufficient to
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meet the maintenance costs, bad irrigation systems will continue to the disappointment of the settle~s.
If the
revenue from wa,ter rates and charges
is applied to maintaining the irrigation
systems the irrigators wil'l have no
cause f.or co.mplaint.
Mr. CooK.-Are you in favour of increasing the rate?
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-I favour
the striking of an adequate rate which
will pay for the cost of maintenance.
In my opinion, if the rate operating at
present is not suffident it should be
increased.
Mr. FULTON.-Would you double the
present rate?
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-I would
not.
Mr. FULToN.-The,rate would have to
be doubled if the scheme was .to pay
its way.
Lieut.-Colonel
HlLPWOR'IlH.
The
Min&ster of Health says that it would be
necessary to double the rate, but another
member of the }overnment was reported
yesterday as saying that the rate would
be reduced.
I am satisfied that until
the irrigation systems are run on an
economic bas,is fuey will 'be ·a 'burden to
the taxpayers. I have been an irrigator
for many years, and although last year
the rate was increased 66* percent. 1
did not sustain a loss. I understand the
difficulties experienced by the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
but, un til the irrLgla,tion system is placed
on a proper economic basis the consumer
of primary products and the dry farmer
will have to make up the losses, which
is unfair.
The sitting was suspended at 6 p.m.
~tntil

7 p.m.

Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).This is the type of Bill which is usually
brought before Parliament towards 'the
end of the session. It has many potentialities, but it is introduced m'ainly to
boost the Government. I desire to speak
no t so much on the details of the projects
set out in the schedule to the Bill, but to
make some commen ts in reference to
the principle of the measure. The Bill
contains thirteen pages. It purpor.ts to
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provide for the. expenditure of considerable sums 'Of money durin.g the next
twelve mQnths fQr the develQpment 'Of
the water resources of the State.
In my opinion the Bill is a snare and a
delusiQn. The schedule cQnsislts 'Of eight
Parts containing particulars 'Of many
water supply pr.oject1s, but the Eighth
Part is the important one as it purports
tQ prQvide for the expenditure of a big
sum of money on water storage and
reticula tion systems including the Eildon
weir.
The total expenditure to be
authorized by the Bill amounts to
£12,020,000. That is very gQod windQw
dressing by the Government. Each year
a Bill of a similar type is brought before
Parliament and, after perfunctory debate,
it is passed. Members who have had
Parliamentary experience know very
well that the sums of money provided
in Bills of this kind are not actually
expended during the year in which the
Bill is passed.
In the Education Department, of
which I have some knowledge, estimates
of the cost of necessary works are prepared and approved by ,the Minister.
Subsequently the necessary legislation
autlhorizing the wQrks is passed by
Parliament. TWQ years ago, when I
first became Minister of EdU'ca tion, I
gave authority fQr expenditure to be
incurred in the extension of schools, the
erection of new buildings, shelter sheds,
bicylCle sheds, and Ithe like, aLso for the
installation of electric light and other
amenities for schools, particularly se'ptic tank systems and heating systems.
Now that I have ceased to be Minister of
Education I look around and I see that
many of these works, which were
officially recommended and subsequently
authorized by Parliament, have not been
implemented.
As I have already pointed out, the Bill
contains a lengthy sChedule in whkh the
estimated costs of various water conservation and reticulation projects are set
out, but it is all eyewash so far as the
public are concerned. When Bills of this
nature are automati-cally submitted tQ
this House members are justified in
voicing their protests, although they may
not vote against the motion for the
second reading of the Bill. The First Part
of the schedule contains two and a half
Brigadier Tovell.
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pages 'Of details of works to be implemented but if members referred tQ the
similar Bill presented to Parliament last
year they would find exactly the same
items in that measure.
Mr. HYLAND.-Why are you stonewalling?
Brigadier TOVELL.-I am not.
Mr. HYLAND.-You do not know what
you are talking about.
Brigadier TOVELL.-The Minister of
Transport should not make stupid interjections but should listen tQ what I am
saying. J am not opposing the Bill, and
I have no doubt that it will be passed by
the House to-night.
Mr. HYLAND.-Then why do you not
sit down and allow the Bill to be passed?
Brigadier TOVELL.-The Minister
knows that not 20 per cent. of the works
listed in the First Part 'Of the schedule
will even be touched during the current
financial year. When Bills 'Of this nature
are brought forward, relating to wQrks
in various parts of the State, the hopes
of the electoOrs concerned are raised,' but
as I said before, they are only a snare
and a delusion. Members 'On this (the
Opposition) side of the House hope that
by the act 'Of some gQvernmental Mandrake at least a number of the projects
will be brought to fr:uition.
Mr. TOWERS.-If you consider the Bill
is a snare and a delusion, why do you
propose to support it?
Brigadier TOVELL.-I do so in the
hope that some of the woOrks will be
completed. We ought to be frank and
say straight out what works enumerated
in the schedule will be completed during
the current year. If we say that they
will be done we shoOuld see that they are
carried out. It is no use opposing the
Bill, because the Opposition has nQt
the necessary numbers.
Opposition
members would not oppose it in any
case. Therefore I support the Bill, but
I hope that the people in the districts in
which the works are to be carried out
will understand that it is only a snare
and a delusion which is perpetrated on
them year after year in order to keep up
their hopes.
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Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-Clause 5 of
the Bill relates to the amount which may
be advanced to waterworks trusts. The
trusts to which money may be loaned are
specified in the first part of the schedule
to the Bill. Three are 10cated within the
electorate of EveJyn. They are the
Healesville, Warburton, and Yarra
Junction Waterworks Trusts.
Within
the electora te of Evelyn the major
water service schemes are those
of
the
Melbourne
and
Metropolitan Board of Works. They embrace
the Maroondah reservoir, the new Upper
Yarra dam, which is in process of construction, and the main channel from the
O"Shannassy reservoir.
Healesville is
fortunate in having a separate water
supply, but tthe Y/arra JUI1!ction Waterworks Trust, which has been in existence
for a considerable time, relies primarily
on a small scheme, known as the
Britannia creek' scheme, which is insufficient to provide for the present demand in that area. In dTy weatther, it
has to draw on the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works main channel.
A similar situation exists close to Melbourne, where the possible sources of
water supply are entirely under the control of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works.
In many places where, in ordinary
circumstances, a waterworks trust
would be established, local residents are
not disposed to take the necessary action
because they consider they are within the
jurisdiction of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. In point of fact,
they are beyond that area which is the
direct responsibility of the Board. Consequently, they fall between two stools.
they are not receiving water supply and
have no immediate prospect of doing so
within the next ten years. Such places
as Warrandyte and Mount Evelyn are
developing into areas which are, in
'effect, becoming outer suburbs of Melbourne. It is heartening that many
people, instead of adding to the sprawl
of the metropolis ar~ going out a little
into the country, there making their
homes, and journeying to the city each
day.
That m'ovemenlt: is not encouraged,
however, when in ,those districts, there ~s
an insufficient supply of water 'for
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domestic punposes. The residents should
be able to obtain this amenity on the
same 'basis as it is enjoyed in the
metropolitan area. Taking Mount Evelyn
as an example, although the Board has
been approached on many occasions, it
is unwilling to provide water above its
main channel, which supplies the metropolitan area, on the ground that if water
were so supplied, the channel would
become polluted. Consequently, no water
is being supplied under any scheme to
those residents who live above the
channel. Quite rightly, those people will
not form a wa;teriWorks trust when they
realize that their only source of supply
will be from the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board od: Wm'ks main channel.
The Government does not appear to be
concerned that, because of divided control the supply of water to many rapidlydev~loping areas which are alleviating
to a great degree the increas~ of population in the metropolitan area, IS bemg prevented, irrespectIve of how much Government members may talk about decentralization. That is one aspect to which
attention might well be directed, to ensure that outer areas are supplied in one
way or another with w8Jter, and not
allowed to fall between two stools where
one authority or the other has no responsibility. I direct the attentio? of the
Minister of Water Supply to thIS problem, which is becoming serious.
~ir. BROSE
(Minister of Water
Supply) .-!Speakifllg by leave, I feel I
must make a few remarks in regard to
this impo,rtant Bill·
I consider it
a privilege to intr;odll'ce a m~ure
O'f this character, m'ore partIcUlarly because the amount of mone,Y to
be made available to the St.ate Rlve~s
and Water Supply CommisSIOn constItutes a record. If honorable members
refer to the Bill and the schedule, they
may the bett~r appreciate the extent to
which the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission extends its activities over
the State of Victoria. The Bill envisages,
as has been indicated by the honorable
member for Hampden, many great new
works. Probably, that is the reason for
the amount of money involved being a
record.
Mr. LECKIE.-I direct attention to the
state of the House;
A quorum was formed.
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Mr. BROSE. - Honorable members
have commented tihat there are 116
waterworks trusts under the control of
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Oommission, covering the sup,ply of
water to towns., villages, and cilties.
~hose
tJrusts want to extend thek
activities but are being prevented
fll'om doing so because otf diffi'culty
in oibtaining m·aterials. Within recent days, tthe State Rivers and
Wa ter Supply Commission let a tender to
an overseas firm for 126 miles of pipes
to enable extensions to be made.
Brigadier TOVELL.-When will the
contr,a'ct be completed?
Mr. BROSE.-The material will start
to reach Victoria in the new year.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Perhaps!
Mr. BROSE.-Great difficulties are
being experienced not only in regard to
materials but in respect of staffing. The
loss of important officers is affecting the
efficiency of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. When the imported
pipes arrive we shall be able to carry
out more works. The honorable member
for Hampden mentioned works at Eppalock and Tallarook. I am particularly
concerned about Maryborough, because
in the next dry year that town may be
without water. These things concern the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, and should concern every individual
in this State.
Tohe honorable member for Brighton,
who is an ex-Minister, made a remarkable
speech. When he was Minister he went
through the countryside and made many
promises. I assure the House that the
schedule to the Bill contains a list of
116 waterworks districts. The column
with which members are mostly concerned is that which shows the amount
of money required f.or each work. The
honorable member for Brighton does not
realize that. He made promises which
he could not carry into legislative effect,
and he is now disappointed. The works
men tioned in the schedule will be put
into operation this financial year. The
Bill is not, as he said, " eyewash." I am
surprised to think that the honorable
member, who was an accountant, knew
no better than to make statements that
were not true.
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The honorable member for Evelyn
mentioned, ,=:ts needing water, areas near
those supplied by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. The State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission is
expected to pioneer water supplies in
various towns. Water is being brought
from Gippsland to the Mornington
Peninsula, because the Board of Works
is not able to meet the need there.
When such a project reaches a stage
when the Board can undertake to continue it, the Commission will be happy
to hand the care of it to the Board. The
Commission is endeavouring to supply
water wherever the local people are
ready to co-operate.
The honorable
member for Hampden mentioned, not in
very nice words, the recent reduction of
water rates. However, he told only part
of the story. When he was a Minister,
water rates were increased overnight by
66! per cent. without any indication of
the impending rise having been given in
advance. There was an outcry throughout the country. The present Government has reduced the increase to 50 per
cent. Honorable members know that all
expenses have increased beyond reason
in the past twelve months, but it was the
opinion O'f the Government that a 50 per
cent. increase in water rates would be
sufficient to cover necessary maintenance
in spite of increases in costs. It may be
found at the end of the year that the
50 per cent. increase has not been sufficient. and we may have to make the
increase 100 per cent.
Mr. BOLTE.-You know you will.
Mr. BROSE.-That may be so, and I
cannot dispute it. I am now merely
indicating that the honorable member for
Hampden told only half the story. The
Bill is of great importance to the State,
down to the smallest villages. Water is
the life blood of decentralizdtion, and
Victoria cannot progress unless that
important commodity is supplied over a
wide area.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 14 were agreed to.
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Sched~le-

Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
.Supply) .---Because the status of the
towns o'f Hbrsham, St. Arnaud ,and
Ararat has been raised from towns to
cities verbal a,mendmen'ts are necessary
in the schedule.
The schedule was adopted with verbal
amendments.
The Bill \Va~ reported to the House
with amendments and passed through its
remaining stages.
WATER BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
24) :on the motion of Mr. Brose (Minister of Water Supply) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-It seems
ludicrous that after spending most of
last night on the 4ebate of the Tallangatta Township (Removal) Bill and the
whole of this afternoon on a Wiater
Supply Loan and Application Bill ,mem-'
bers should now be asked to 'resume the
deba te on this measure. Obviously it is
done for one purpose only-to restrict
discussion by Opposition members as
much as possible. The clauses of th~
Bill relate to sUQject matters which I,
as Minister of Water Supply, authorized
to be incorporated in a measure of this
kind. It is much easier to get a Bill
through the 'House as 'a memb~r of the
Opposition than it is as a member of the
Government.
'
I 'have no objection to that portion
of the measure which deals with tw()
more or less is'ola ted areas.
The
Yatchaw Waterworks Trust, constituted
under the Water Act, is to be converted
into a drainage trust under the River
Improvement Act; and the Bendigo Creek
Trust is to be dealt with' in a similar
way.
Local peopl~ will derive benefits
from these changes. Clause 4 relat,es to
the salaries paid to Commissioners of
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. It is proposed to delete from
the principal Act the section relating to
the fixa Hon of ,the salaries ,of Commissioners and insert in lieu thereof a proviSion that' they shall be fixed . by .. the
Gov.ernor in Council., I agree with that
proposal; in fact" when I was' Minister
I .told the· chairman of the Co.m-nlissioh
that the necessary clauses cO,ulq be inSession 1950.-[75]
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eluded when a ,water Bill was in cours,e
of prepar,ation. ,The C'O.untry R.9,a<l~
Board has', taken the' opportunity of
dealing with the salaries of members of
that Board in the same way.
"
The only 'major State instrumentalirty
the Commissioners of which will not
have their salaries fixed py the Governo~
in Council is the Forests Commission.
It was hldicrous that Commissioners of
the State Rivers and Water Supply Com-mission, or of any other State instru~
mentality, should, receive a salary lower
than that paid to some of the {)fficers
under their jurisdiction. It is almost
stupid that it sh'Ould be necessary to
submit a Bill for the purpose of rectifying such' an obvious anomaly.
When
attention is directed to the state of ,the
House and it is necessary to form a
quorum this Government ,finds the
grea nest difficutty in doing so. Alth'Ough
there is only a skeleton House to-night,
the Government insists tha't we must
pass this m'easure, that we must treat it
as just another Bill and get rid of it
before the Houseadjourns~ It does not
matter whether the measure deals with
a most important subject, or ~the most
trivial matter; so long as the Government can induce twenrt:y members to remain in the House it will be passeq.
I suggest Ito the Minister of Forests
that on the next occasion that he intro ..
duces a Bill relating to the F~rests .c~m
mission ,opportunity :should be taken ,to
pJace the sa:taries of Forests CoIllmis, sioners on the same plane a,s those
paid ,to Commissioners in charge of
'other State .instrumentalities. Mr. East,
Mr. Gerraty, and Mr. Darwin are placed
in an invidious position when they find
that .it is necessary for a Bill to be
,passed by Parliament,after members
have debated whether their salaries
should be £2 OOO or £2,500 a year, before
they can ,obt'ain a just return for their
~ervices.
I believe the salaries of all
CommIssioners in charge of, major in.
strumentalitiesshould be under the
'jurisdiction of the. Governor in Cou~ciJ
apd not be subject to the whim of
members 'Of Parliament.
,I am not so much concernedabo~t
what is in the Bill as I am about what
i.~ le,ft ~>ut ot it.
When" the present
Governmen~ wa$ in Opppsi~ion, after ~~
j
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had left the composite Ministry, and I
mtroduced a similar measure I was
asked why Part II o'f the Water Bill

which had been lntroduced by the

Bill.

Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The Eildon weir
project will take many years to complet~~
Mr. BOLTE.-The term of the con,;.

tr.act iJS four years and 36 weeks, but I

present Premier, when he was Minister think we should make allowance for a
of Water Supply in the composite further two years. N ow is the time to
Government, had been deleted from the acquire areas that are to be brought
Bill that I was then sponsoring. Why under the irrigation scheme.
did the Government not decide to remove
Mr. BRosE.-Inquiries are being made
the officers of the Commission from the
in
to
that aspect.
jurisdiction of the Public Service Board?
Mr.
BOLTE.-The northern districts
When it was in Opposition it was
most vocal on that aspect but now that should be developed by the provision of
it is on the Treasury Bench it has not water channels.
approached the subject in a realistic
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-You criticized th~
manner.
purchase of land for soldier settlement
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Your Government purposes ahead of requirements.
had a majority in both Houses, but what
Mr. BOLTE.-I did not. I criticized
did it do about the matter?
.the lag between the acquisition of land
Mr. BOLTE.-I am reminding the and the allotment of blocks. I trust that
present Government of the criticism that the Government will bring down a Bill to
its members levelled against the Bill that permit the Commission to plan new irriI introduced when I was Minister of gation areas so that the quantity of
Water Supply. They said that the water required will be supplied for lamb
officers of the Commission should be production, market gardening, and so on.
removed from the control of the Public For the last eighteen months the Com:Service Board. The irrigation areas in mission has not had on its staff a qual~
the northern di,stricts are to be developed fiedirrigation officer. The Public Service
by doubling the present irrigation. system. Board delayed the appointment of one
That will, mean watering an extra applicant for more than six months. It
300,QOO aCl'es, involving the provilsion of is· necessary tha t an officer with the
major and minor channels, and so on. requi.site qualifications 'should be apThe land must 'be graded and ready' to pointed immediately.
I was criticized
be worked successfully before it is for having appointed Mr. Aird as a
The Government should member of the Commission-he was a
allottedo!
have included in this measure a most competent irrigation officer. I
a provision similar to that appearing accepted the portfolio on the 6th of
in the Bill to authorize the re- December, 1948, and had to make the
moval of the Tallangatta township, appointment before the 31st of that
empowering the Commission to acquire month. The present Premier had been
and dispose of land for irrigation pur- Minister of Water Supply for the preposes in the northern areas. That would vious six months, but he did not recomhave guaranteed channels being con- mend the appointment of a qualified
structed correctly and Isubdivisions to irrigator during his term of office.
I
cater for fruit growing, ~arket garden- make no apologies for appointing Mr.
ing, or other primary productio~ ..
Aird to the Commission. I trust that the
:.. Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Was a prOVISIOn of Bill will pe accorded a speedy passage.
that nature included in the Bin that your
Mr. FRASER (Grant}.-It seems
Government brought down?
.'. Mr. BOLTE.-The present measure re- somewhat unfair that the Government
lates to the water to be supplied from the should introduce such an important Bill
Eildon weir.
Until a tender for its at this late hour, having regard to the
extension had been accepted the issues fact that manymemlbers are suffering
that I have raised were not important. from the effects df a strenuous week. It
'Authority was given for the inclu~ion appears that the Govemm;ent is making
of a clause to implement my suggestIon, a deHbera te attempt to gag discussion
.
on the measure.
but it does not appear in' the Bill.
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Mr. BROsE.~xcept for the action of
the Liberal pal'lty the Bin would have
been introduced after lunch. You have
,to accept some of the blame.
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As certain areas are mentioned in the
Bill it appears that river improvement
works will be given prominence in
those districts. I hope that it will be
only a ,matter ()f time before river imMr. FRAJSE'R.~Possibly that ex- provement schemes apply generally
plains the Government's action.
throughout the State. I shouLd like to
Mr. CAIN.-Yesterday the Leader of bring under the noti~e of the Minister
the Opposition agreed that this Bill and of Water Supply the necessity for river
the previous one would be pa'ssed before improvement works at the mouth of the
Werribee river, where a good deal of
,4 o'clock to-day.
water erosion has taken place. In my
Mr. ~RASER.-I am not complaining opinion a great deal of that erosion
'about that, but I consider that this im- could be alVoided if a breakJWater was
pOortant Bin should not have been constructed where the river flows into
,brought on at such a late hour. If it the sea. My ideas in that regard are inhad been introduced before 4 o'clock this fluenced by representations that have
afternoon memlbers would have been been made by people' who understand
given an opportunity to discuss it. ,It these prolblems, and who have pointed
'is true, as the honorable memJber for out that the erosion wiH ibecome very
Hiampden said, tha,t many olf the pro- serious ilf slOme action is noOt taken. A
visions in the Bill are merely Cihi{!iken fuI'!ther advanta'ge of a Ibrea~a.ter at
'feed. However, it cOontains one or two the mouth of the Werribee river would
important provisions. For instance sub- be that it would provide shelter for Small
fishing craft 'anchoring in the vicinity.
'clause (5) of clause 3 providesSubject to the approval ()If the Governor
At Kellor, as a result of heavy floodin Council the said river improvement trust
ing, valuable and fertile land is lost each
may from time to time determine what
year.
Certain work might be done to
periodical payments Of any) shall be made
protect the land in that district.
to the fund of the said river ianproiVement
trust by any municipality in the municipal
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Do not those streams
district, of which any part of the district of
come under the jurisdiction of the Mel,the river improvement trust is situate; and
bourne and MetrOopolitan Board of
each such municipality shall make such
payments accordingly.
Works?
Tha t proiposal should be studied care'Mr. F~SER.-:Ao;sS'ibly so, but there
'iully, because it gives to a river improve- is no reason why the ,proposals conment trlUst authority to levy ,payments tained in this Bill should not cOlVer those
on municipa1ities. Parliament should streams. As a result of water erosion,
consider the proposal carefully before valuable land is being lost, and that is
agreeing to it.
a serious matter.
I trust that the
Paragraph (b) of clause 9 proposes an Minister will give consideraUon to the
amendment of s'ection 344 of the prin- points I ha,ve ra-ised.
cipal Act by providing that the word
Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-I have no
" letter" should be substituted for the great oibjection to the Bill, but I consider
wDrds "regis.tered letter." If notice of that it will enable differentlal treatment
any consequence is being served it is to be given to one Department. I knOlW
proper that it should be given by regis- tha t if there was a full discuss,ion on the
,tereq. letter to ensure that the cO'mmuni- State Rivers and Water Supply Comcation reaches the party concerned ; mission, the question where the powers
other:wise he might Ibe embarrassed of the Governor in Council should start
seriously as a result O'f any action taken. and finish would be given considerable
In general the Bill must appeal to all attention.
I do not object to the
members, but I consider that it should Governor
in
Council
fixing
the
ha've, been brought on at a time when it salaries 'of worthy officials of the
CQuid have been discussed, at greater .commission.
When I think of the
lengrth and when more members were histocy of that DEU>a'~tment I realize how
present.
fooHsh the Sta'te has been in allowing a
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'to

'pumiber oi iinpol'1tant offlcel's
be lost
Doth to the Com'mission and to the State.
portion o'f the Bill that particularly
hiterests me'.is that which proposes to
:n:and over to, the Governor in Council the
~gh t to determine the salaries of members of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
Although I admit that the Com,mis~~oneI~s will !be entitled to whatever
salaries are in the- mind of the Minister
and .the Governor i'n Council, I should
like some assurance-that the members of
both the Country Roads Boa·rd and the
Forests Commission will receive the
same treatment.
The salaries at
present paid to the members of the
St'ate RiveI'lS and Water Supply Commission are £2,500 for the chairman, and
£1,700 and £1,450 for the two other
members. The chairman of the Forests
Commission receives a salary of £1,500
a year; other members of the Forests
Commission receive £1,100 a year. Those
salaries were authorized by Act of Parliament in 1947. At that time the Commissioners were granted their first
increase since the Commission was
created about 30 years ago.
'Mr. BOLTE.-I could not agree with
you more.

:the

Mr. BARRY.-The honorable member
is embarrassing me by his agreement.
Brigadier TOVELL.-I have wanted to
agree with you, but when I have
attempted to do so, I have been insulted.
Mr. BARRY.-I do not want members
of the Opposition to agree with me. I
want the agreement of my colleagues
on the Government side of the House.
We have not the power nor have we
the right to tell anybody what to do.
Bri.gadier TOVELL.-You have the numbers on your side of the House, and that
is what counts.
Mr. BARRY.-We have a duty to the
people and that is what counts. That
duty js to provide stable government in
the interests of the people. I do not
want to assume the responsibility of tellIng anybody else to do something. I am
asking that consideration be given to my
r~uest, which I think is a fair one. I
consider that there, should be a greater
degree of uniformity in regard to the

sal~ries;' pai~ t6 the officer,S to ~11:om I
have referred. I ask the Government to
conSider the matter. Having done that,
I have done my duty on behalf of the
electors whom I represent. Unless a
member who has had experience of a
particular Departmen t expresses his
views as to'the working of that Department, Parliament will know very little
of what happens.
Mr. BOLTE.-Of the 65 members of this
House, 52 agree with you.
Mr. BA'RRY.-I thank the h~norable
member for his agreement. If the
Government will consider my suggestion
in ref~rence to the other Departments,
I can assure the Minister that it will have
the full support of my colleagues and of
the mouthpiece of the Opposition on this
Bill.
Mr. BROSE.-You were associated with
the' Government which effected a similar
reform in regard to the salaries of members of the Soldier Settlement Commission, and the Hollway Government made
the same altera tion in reference to the
remuneration ,of the personnel of the
ltural Finance Corporation, so we have
tnuch in common.
Mr. BARRY.~That is so, and we could
all have more in common if we tried to
do the right thing. One particular Department should not be singled out for
treatment different' from that accorded
to other Departments of the State. I
do not say that one Department does a
better job than another, or that it consists of a better class of officers, because
I consider that there are no officers in
the employment of the State more competent than those of the Department
controlled by the Minister of Water
Supply. I wish to be fair to officers in
all Departments, who have a particular
job to do in their own various spheres.
(Mr. BOLTE.-As specialists.
Mr. BARRY.-When one studies the
list of officers of the Forests Commission, who have in past years left the
service of Victoria and taken positions
in other States, because of the higher
salaries offering, there is all the mqre
reason why my suggestion should be considered. During past years, the activities
O'f the Forests Commission have been expanded very considerably, particularly iri
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the increased production of timber. The
financial turnover of the Commission has
increased from £200,000 a year to more
than £4,000,000 annually. It is unnecessary to point out how important is the
Commission from a trading point of view.
In addition to that added activity, the
Forests Commission now operates an extensive system for the protection of the
forests against destruction by fire.
Therefore, it is only fair and just that
I should appeal to the Government to
treat the members of that Commission
a:nd also the Country Roads Board in a
similar way, so far as their salaries are
concerned.
Mr. BOLTE.-Those two instrumentalities are the only ones in regard to which
appropriate action has not been taken.
Mr .. BARRY.-Let us therefore make
the conditions of the officers in the
Forests Commission and the Country
Roads Board similar to those of the
administrators of the other Departments.
This Parliament has the responsibility of
fixing the salaries of the administrative
officers of the Public Service, but when
one considers the way in which we have
treated ourselves, we must realize how
unworthy we have been in providing for
the salaries of those public servants. I
ask the appropriate Ministens to consider
raising the salaries of officers of the
Forests Commission and the Country
Roads Board. The Forests Commission
was established, not so much to make
money, as to develop 'forest areas. But
that Com,mission has made money
and it has protected the forests.
Consequently, it has been responsible
for conserving' the water supply
of the city of Melbourne.
During
the 30 years of its existence, the
turnover has risen from £200,000 to
£4,000,000. The salary of the chairman
of the Forests Commission was lifted
during the regime o-f a Labour Government to the. lordly sum of £1,500 a
year. Although I was a member of that
Government, I was ashamed of that
a~t. Had I been able to cony.inlce the
Cabinet, the rate would have been much
higher, but my eloquence fuiled on ,that
occasion. I harpe tiha t, as a result
of years of e~perience, I may !be more
suC'CessfUI
on
this
occa.·sion.
I
ask the· Minister of Water Supply

to bring the matter under the noti'ee of
appropriate Ministers in the hope that
other Departments may be treated
s-imilarly.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
. Clauses 1 to 4 were a,greed to.
Clause 5 (Retention of office in Department on appointment as acting
Commissioner) •
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-During the
second-reading debate, I omitted. to refer to the appointment of an 'acting
Commissioner during the absence of one
of the Commissioners.
I am pleased
that clause 5 has been included in the
Bill. I had the experience of sending
the deputy chairman to England on a
buying commission, and for four or five
months the W·ater Supply Department
had to function with two Commissioners.
I consider provis'ion should be made
that,. in aLl Commissions, when one Commissioner is away, either on account of
illness or on business, an acting Commissioner may be appointed.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill w·as reported to the House
wtthout amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
HOUSING ACCOMMODATION: PLIGHT OF
MERLYNSTON FAMILy-HOUSING COMMISSION: !BALLOT SYSTEM: ALLOCATION OF HOUSES-RAILWAY STRIKE:
EMERGENCY SERVICES: DAMAGE TO Bus
TIRES - EDUCATION
. DEPARTMENT:
ACCOMMODATION
FOR
COUNTRY
TEACHERS PRICES
DECONTltOL
BRANCH: SAFEGUARDING OF MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTION COSTS.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transpoz,t).
move--

~I

That t}:te House, aJt its· riSing, adjourn
until Wedrtesday next at half-past Ten
o'clock.

The 'motion was agreed to.
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Mr. HYLAND (Mini1ster of Transport).
- I move-That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. RANDLES (Brunswick).-I desire to direct attention to the plight of
a woman who could not give me her
address because she was living in a tent
near the football ground at Merlynston.
When she telephoned me, she appeared
to be frantic. A' parently this woman
and her fa·mily wt-.:'re living in a caravan
at Clayton some time ago. The conditions there were 8'0 primitive that the
case received Ipress pUblicity. An exservtceman offered the family accommodation consisting of three rooms, but
eventually he tipped them out. They
then occupied a home in Talbot-street,
West Brunswick. Recently that house
was sold.
These unfortuna,te people,
being unmindful of their legal position,
left the' premises before an eviction
order was issued against them. They
then lived in a tent on land occupied·by
the husband's boss, where they have
been for the last two montJh:s.
The family COI1lsis.ts of man, wife, and
two babies. One of the children has had
pneumonia three times. The boss is
now building a home on the land and,
desiring to take up residence, does not
want these people in his back yard. The
position of the family is desperate. I
have promised the woman to bring the
matter under the notice of Parliament.
I sincerely hope something can be done,
particularly for the two children. I believe the family has already approached
the emergency housing accommodation
authorities. If 1Jhe Government can do
nothing to relieve the situation, I hope
tha t alt least the press will publicize the
pHght Qif the fa,mily, in case some person
who has two or three rooms to spare
may be aJbleto provide temporary
alccom1modation.
Mr REID (Box Hill).-The matter
which I desire to raise concerns also the
Minister of Housing. I am prompted to
make these remarks because at this
season of the year attention is focussed
in many quarters on the turn of fortune's
wheel on various events. People' are
thinking in terms of lotteries and sweepstakes, and as a result there is an upsurge in various officials of moral indignation which has culminated recently

Adjournment.

in raids on promoters of. sweepstakesone on behalf of a well-known religious
orphanage, one on behalf of the returned
soldiers' league, and a third on behalf of
a friendly society lodge. I suggest tha,t
when considering this question of chance,
and when we have before our minds the
fact that the laws of the State are
directed towards condemning lotteries as
public policy, the Housing Commission
ballot should come under review.
I do not wish to enter into a discussion
of the ethics of gambling, and I am not
criticizing the Government. I suggest
that the Housing Commission might turn
its attention to the desirability of discontinuing the system of holding ballots
for houses. While we condemn the idea
of chance in one department of life, we
seem to be doing our best to perpetuate
a systein which depends on the turn of
fortune's wheel to determine whether
certain people shall have a chance' of a
house. If it is right as· a matter of
ethics to condemn lotteries by law, surely
it is wrong for an administration to per'petuate a system in which the initial
move is a draw in a ballot. It is important to note that a winning ticket in a
housing ballot does not confer an immediate right to a house, but only the
right to be considered by housing
officials as eligible to be placed on a waiting list. In short, the person who participates successfully in a housing ballot
obtains only a contingent right to stand
in a queue.
Mr. BARRY.-Do you know of a better
system?
'
Mr. REID.-The honorable member
for Carlton speaks with great experience
as .a former Minister of Housing, and I
defer to his opinion in that connection.
When he established the system .of ballot
a very grave situation was arising. My
point is that it is undesirable to perpetuate the system longer than is reason;ably necessary. To hold a ballot for the
right to have a house is to establish a
precedent in other departments of public
life. There are other Government Departments where the supply is not equal
to the demand. . For instance, in the
Office of Titles there is great congestion.
Surely it would be ridiculous if people
doing business there were depeQdent on
the turn of a.wheel to have. their business
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attended to. To hold a ballot among
gentlemen who apply for a public post,
such as appointment to ,a Board or
authority, would be ridiculous.
Mr. BARRY,-It is a safeguard against
influence.
Mr. REID.-The honorable member
for Carlton thinks a ballot is a reasonable safeguard against influence, but
surely that is a reflection on the Public
Servic.e. Ultimately it comes back to a
public servant having to make a decision,
and so long as a system is perpetuated
which depends in its inital stage
on lottery and chance, .there is
perpetua ted a bad side of public
The only argument
administration.
against abolishing the ballot is that
~t would cast a great responsibility on
public servants. Surely a stage must be
reached when public administrators must
face these responsibilities and decide
questions not by lot but by determining
merit, however onerous it may be to do
so. I submit my suggestion to the
Minister of Housing, and I wish to make
clear .to him that I am not criticizing his
administration any more than I am
criticizing that of any other Minister.
What I have said concerns the Housing
Commission, and I urge that consideration be given to it immediately.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton)-I desire to
ask a question of the Minister who will
give consideration to the question
raised by the honorable member for Box
Hill.
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Mr. BARRY.-I make' an appeal to the
Government on behalf of thousands of
people who a1t the moment are living in
temporary' housing accommodation.
I
ask the Government to continue in their
interests a system whereby at least 20
per cent. of the houses erected by the
Housing Commission are given to the
people in temporary accommoda1tion.
The SPEAKER.-Iask the honorable
'member for Carlton to observe my
ruling. '
. Mr. BARRY.-I shall not say anything about Housing Commission ballots,
Mr. Speaker. I hope that the Government will, in the interests of thousands
of people living in temporary accommodation, continue the system which exists,
and will also make provision for many
of the people spoken of by the
honorable member. for Brunswick who
have no housing accommodation. This
morning I saw a gentleman in the office
of the Leader of the Labour party, and
I was almost tempted to interrupt the
conversation and say to him what I have
been saying to people in my electorate in
the last few days. I have Itold them that
there is no need to look for sleeping
accommodation and to pay for it. There
are empty idle railway carriages to be
found around Melbourne where people
can sleep for a night. If people who are
unable to find homes would take their
wives and families into the idle railway
carriages, they would find comfortable
and free accommodation.
Brigadier TOVELL.-They might wake
up and find themselves in Swan Hill
next day.

" The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Micbaelis).-It has been a rule in this
House for many years not to permit
debate on matters raised on the motion
Mr. BARRY.-Evidently the honorable
for the adjournment of the House. member for Brighton does not know
Strictly, In'embers speaking to that that the trains have stop.ped running. I
motion should deal only with matters appeal to the Government to do someof sudden emergency, which require thing for the people who are looking for
action by the Government in the temporary accommodation. I read a
next day or two; but in recent times, statement recently that the Government
because of the absence of Grievance is alloting 20 per cenrt. of the houses
Day, more latitude has been allowed completed by the Housing Commission
on the motion for the adjourn- to occupants of temporary accommo..
ment of the House.
The other dation camps. In eighteen months only
night permission was refused Ito debate 2.()O people have been taken out of
matters that had been raised.
It has temporary accommodation and placed in
On
been the long-standing practice of all fIousing CQmmi~ion properties.
'Speakers, when a member has raised a "that basis no more than 2,000 Commission homes were built in that' pefiod.
matter, not to allow it to be debated.
I
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I hope the day will never come when it
'will be poss~ble for any member to use
influence to 'get homes for families
who .cannot obtain homes in any
other Wi1Y. I ask the Government to
$'ive. ~ious CQnsideration to 'the subject.
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).I direct attention to the Government's
failure to fill its role and duty as the
protector of the people's rights during
the present railway stJ'like. There was
a long debate to-day on the subject of
imjpleanenting certain sections olf th~
Essential Services A'Ct· That suggestion
was strongly opposed by the Governmenrt and its supporters. Qpposition
members know thai because of an
arrangement Ibetwleen two diametrically
opposed parties in this House the Act
will not be implemented. I direct
attention to section 13 of the Essential
Servi~es Act which providesAny person who, during any period of
emergency, by force threats intimidation or
offensive action of any kind (against whomsoever directed) interferes with molests or
annoys any other person in the course of
or in relation to the performance by such
other person of any duty in respect of any
essential service shall be guilty of an
offence against this Act.

4itiournment.
Brigadier TOVELL.---:It appeared in
this morning's .A.rgus.
Mr. BARRY.-A newspaper that is well
read because it is all "red."
Brigadier TOVELL.-Tne article to
which I refer is as follows:Eltham passenger buses running emergency services to Melbour-ne had fourteen
.tires deliberately punctured yesterday.
This followed an earlier request to the bus
proprietors by strike pickets to keep the
buses from the city during certain periods.

I ask memb~rs to note t}:le words used
were "request to the bus proprietors by
strike pickets." They were appealing to
the proprietors to refrain from doing
their duty to the public. The article
continuesPrompt replacement of the mutilated tires
and tubes by Eltham Bus Service staff
enabled the buses to run after short delays.
Holes in the tires were made with a skewer
or ice pick, while the buses were parked in
Eltham, in the early afternoon.

Possibly, as workers in the ice industry
are on strike, ice picks are at present
plenti'ful. The article continuesTwo of the buses operated between Eltham
and Kinglake for use of school children.

Tha t is the point I desire to stress. There
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).- are 20,000 school children conveyed by
On a point of order, Mr. Speaker; this bus services daily to and from schools,
subject was debated at length earlier and their safety is being jeopardized by
to-day, and I suggest that the honorable the failure of the Government properly
member for Brighton is out of order in to police the efforts ;of bus proprietors to
attem,pting to re-open the debate at this keep an emergency bus service running
during the railway strike. The article
sta'ge.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie continuesMr. Dave Lyon, part proprietor of the bus
Michaelis).-I have listened carefully
and have followedtJhe trend of the service, said last night he had no idea who
responsible for the damage.
rem'arks of the honorable m~mber for was
"A tragedy may have been caused with
Brighton. l must hear what he proposes the school buses if the tires had not been
to discuss before I can dec1de whether noticed in time," he said.
he is out of order. He cannot advert to I direct the attention of the Governa debate whi'Ch took place -in this House men t to the fact that through la.ck of
early to-day, nor can he reflect on the . proper supervision and po~ice protectiop
vote of the House. I am waiting to see of buses that convey school children, the
if the honorable member proposes to safety ,of the children is beiQ,g jeoparintroduce any fresh matter.
. dized. It is the ,<;luty. of the Governmept
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).- to see tl1at proper .protecti~n is given,
I have no intention of transgressing the not ~nly to' bus crews bl,it also to' the
rules 'Of the House. I shaH refer to an 'vehicles that are being llsed for conveyar.ticle that appeared in the morning ing school.children, otherwise there might
newspapers, under the heading, "Tyl"es be a serious· tragedy. Apart from anything that has been said earlier to-day,
cut to stop buses.'"
Mr: BARRY.-In what newspaper did the article to which I have referred iridicates .that t,hrough .the rieglig~~ce of
the report appear?
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the Government the safety and possibly
the lives of children are being jeopardized.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill).-I should like to direct the attention of the Government to an article
which appeared in the Swan Hill Guardian of the 27th of October last dealing
with the problem of a teacher's residence
and a hospital in the Swan Hill district.
Correspondence on this subject had been
dealt with by me and passed on to the
Minister. The article is headed " School
classes forced to close." Without going
through the details of the article, I propose to read the following letter, which
was sent by Mr. D. H. Wheeler, secretary
of the Education Department, to Mr. F.
D. Hart, headmaster, State School No.
1142, Swan Hill:I have to ackno:wledge. receipt of your
letter of the 13th instant and to inform. you
that the Department cannot undertake to
proVJide teachers' hostels in centres such as
Swan Hill. Should suitable accommodation
not be available to teaohers, the Department will have no option but to dismiss certain classes from the school

I contend th'at the secreta·ry of the
Department should not have written in
tha t strain.
Mr. CAIN.-Why did nOit the Government of which you were a member build
hostels?
Lieut.-Colonel
HTPWORTH.-The
former Minister O'f Education made
ar,rangements for hoste}s to aJOCommodalte children and aLso 1il'om .rou~ to six
teachers. The number of children from
-Gutlying districts attending school in
Swan Hill has increased, and now there
is no room for teachers. The previous
Governmen thad accomrrnodrution for
teachers provided at Manangatang, and
Swan Hill should not be restricted in
this respect.
The Department is responsible for the accommodation of
teachers; that can be effected only by
the erection of hostels.
'Mr. SHEPHERD.--HolW many teachers
are invo~ved in this ques·Non?
Lieut.-Colon'el lHPWORnH.-A\t least
twenty teachers are .on the staff, ·and !Six
of them are seeking a'ccommodation.
Through Ithe Education Department,
the Housing Commission should provide
accommodation for country teachers.
Session 1950.-[76]
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Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill)There a·re few permaneni1: officers of the
PubHc Service in the employ of the
Prices Decontrol Bran'Ch, which seeks
valuable information !from m'anufacJturers. If this was dis'Closed publicly,
damage would result.
These manufacturers a're asiked to make available
their production costs, but the branch
cannot positively assure them that the
detaHs will nat be supplied to outsiders.
Temporary employees of the PrIces
Branch from time to time have secured
executive positions with outside organizations and bringing with them knowledge gained which is of great value to
their new employers. As the Branch
will not give a guarantee that inform,a tion gleaned over many years of
trading will not be carried out of the
office it appears most unjust to manufacturers to require them to disclose
guarded secrets of their trade without
adequate protection.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).
~ll 'matters menltio:ned by members in
regard t'O the question of housing will be
referred to .the Minister of Housing. The
request of the honorable member [or
Carlton that '20 per cent. 01f new homes
should be resel've'd Ito accommodate persons living in emergency ihousing camps
wHI be given attention. The honorable
member If'Or Brighton mentioned sect10n
13 of the Essentiall Services Act wthich
covers the picket'ing of buses and the intimidation of bus operators.. I am surprised that the honorable ·member should
reft.ect upon the conduct o[ members of
the Polii!ce Fovce during ,the present industrial upheaval. They have doOne an
excellent job, espedalJy during !peak
hours of travelling.
Brigadier TOVELL.-I blamed the
Governmen t, not the police.
Mr. HYLAND.-The Government cannot be e~e'Ctted to' s.tat,ion a poiice
officer ait every street corner in the
meotrolploili'1:latflt area t'O control motor
traffic. In view of the eX'Cellent work
that the officers have done, I am astounded at the accusations made againS'~
them.
Wi th reg'am: to the provisions of
hostelis at Swan Hill to a:cc()lrnlIJltodate
school teachers, so many promises
had been made in the past that it
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was
impossible
for
the
present
Government
to
honour
them.
When I was a member of the council
of a high school in Gippsland, the
erection of hostels was approved but
no contractor would do the work.
In the letter that has been quoted by
the honorable member for Swan Hill,
the secretary o~ the Depart-men t
stated that certain classes would. be
cLolsed because a'Ccommodation for
teachers was not available. That princ~ple was introduced by the previous
Government. It is the duty of the local
residents to provide accommodation for
school teachers. It is a grave reflection
on the people of Swan Hill if they cannot find sufficient accommodation for
teachers to keep classes open for their
children. However, I shall take up the
matter with the Minister of Education
to see what can be done in that respect.
All officers of the Prices Decontrol
Branch are temporary employees, because
at some time there will be a return to
normal conditions and price control will
be dispensed with. I may be somewhat
optimistic, but eventually there will be
a return to normal conditions. I know
that trouble has been experienced because the staff of the Prices Decontrol
Branch has been coming and going,
but that has been because of the
uncertainty of employment. The Bill
to extend prices regulation was submitted somewhat early, because it was
desired to inform the employees of the
Prices Decontrol Branch that they
would be assured of employment for
another twelve or fourteen months. I
assure the honorable member for Clifton
Hill that I will speak to Mr. Waldron,
the Prices Decontrol Commissioner, in
regard to the matter he raised, to see
what can be done.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 8.53 p.m.,
until Wednesday, November 8.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, November 8, 1950.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the chair at 4.56 p.m., and read
the prayer.

Wrder Bill.
WATER SUPPLY LOAN AND
APPLICATION BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a fi~st time.
WATER BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first rtime.
SHRINE OF REMEMBRANCE SITE
BILL.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
Minister of Housing).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
This is a small Bill, the purpose of
which is to amend the Shrine of Remembrance Site Act 1933. Under that Act
certain land was permanently reserved
as a site for the monument known as the
Shrine of Remembrance. It was granted
to the Shrine trustees who are responsible for the care, management and maintenance of the site and the care 'and protection of the Shrine. The trustees are
given exclusive authority to publish and
sell photographs and booklets relating
to the Shrine. They are also empowered
to receive donations and the proceeds of
sales, and to pay them into funds which
are available only for the purposes of
carrying out the Act.
In 1948 by a special amending Act the
trustees were authorized to apply part
of their funds for the purpose of conducting a competition for thesis and designs
for 'a "Memorial related to the Shrine
and designed to commemorate the sacrifice and fortitude of men and women who
served in the World War of 1939-1945."
This competition was conducted by the
trustees and resulted in the selection of
the idea of a forecourt extending into
the northern approach of the Shrine of
Remembrance. As plans were exhibited
in the Queen's Hall for some weeks,
following a request made to the Premier
when this Bill was before the Assembly,
honorable members are no doubt fully
acquainted with the details.
Subsequently an Empire-wide architectural
competition was sanctioned, by the
Government. This competition closed
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on 31st of October, 1949, and 21 designs
were received, including six from
England. On the 14th of February,
1950, the trustees unanimously endorsed
the award of the assessors, the winning
design being submitted by Mr. E. E.
Milston, of 432 Punt-road, South Yarra.
This amending Bill will enable the
Shrine trustees to proceed with their
plans for incorporating the memorial
in the present Shrine. It is estima ted tha t the construction of the
memorial will cost about £100,000.
Towards this the previous Government
promised a grant of £50,000, and the
Melbourne City Council will contribute
£20,000.
The balance of the funds
required will be raised by means of a
public appeal.
I do not think that the Bill needs any
further explanation.
From the few
remarks I have made I think it must
be clear that the purpose of the Bill is
to give to the trustees of that great
structure, the Shrine of Remembrance,
which was erected following the 1914-18
war, the right to incorporate a memorial
to those who took part in the second
world war, so that their services also
may be suitably recognized. I trust that
honorable members will support this
measure and give it a speedy passage.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province) .-In a Bill of the description
of that now before us there is nothing
much to discuss. As was indicated by
the Minister of Housing, this measure
provides the trustees of the Shrine of
Remembrance with authority to erect a
memorial to those who lost their lives
in the second world war. The Bill
embodies a necessary clause in relation
to funds. No one can take any serious
objection to either the proposals written
into the Bill or the memorial plan. It
is true that originally it was felt in
-certain quarters that the expenditure
involved could be devoted to a more
utilitarian purpose. I recall that the
Government of which I was a member
alloca ted certain funds to make the
Shrine of Remembrance much more
durable by using stone instead of stucco ..
However, the proposed new memorial
will enhance the beauty of the existing
one, which is itself a magnificent sight"
I think that the responsible committee
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was wise in its decision to make an
addition to the Shrine of Remembrance
instead of erecting a separate memorial.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I suppose it is
the wish of all honorable members that
some tribute be paid in the form of a
memorial to those who gave their lives
for their country during the last world
war. I do not think there is one member, either in this or the other House,
who raises any objection to a memorial
for such a purpose, but some of us have
very strong convictions as to the shape
it should take. I believe that the
memorial should be something of more
use than that proposed. Whether the
expense involved were comparatively
gmall or large, I would not be concerned
from that aspect. I am interested, however, in the question of the form of the
memorial.
In that connection, I would mention
that in Victoria to-day the relatives of a
deceased soldier, sailor or airman must
have the same heartrending experiences
as others when they try to obtain bed
accommodation in a public hospital or
even in an exclusive private hospital.
The solution of that problem calls for
the exercise of considerable influence and
does not turn on the money that the
seeker may have at his or her command.
While agreeing that the nation-and
Victorians as part of the nationshould pay a tribute to those who
fell in the last world war, as well
as to those who were fortunate
·enough to return, I was hOlPing that
the recognition w.ould not necessarily
take the form proposed by the Bill.
It appears that the Government will
subscribe £50,000, and that the Melbourne
City Council will provide £20,000, the
trustees of the Shrine of Remembrance
being left to conduct what'ever form of
public appeal it decides upon to obtain
the balance of £30,000. One could say
that one objects to' the meanness of the
proposal. I was hoping that, in view
of the existing situation, the mistake
made following the 1914-18 ,war would
not be repeated in respect of the second
world war. Again I say that I am opposed
not to the provision of a memurial but
to the form it will take. The last war
came closer to the shores of Australia
than did any previous conflict, and one
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cannot make any predictions in that
regard 'for the future. I regret that it
was not decided, as a memorial to those
who served in the 1939-45 struggle, to
assist in a practical fashion those people
who have real ireason to mourn the
loss of close rela1:lives.
The Hon. J. F. KITTSON (Ballarat
Province) .-As one who had service in
both the first and second world wars,
I am pleased to associate myself with
this Bill and, with the Minister, to commend it to all honorable members. The
honorable gentleman has explaJned that
this 'measure amends the Shrine of
Remembrance Site Act of 1933 to enable
the Shrine trustees to proceed with the
plans for incorporating a memorial to
the men and ,women who served lin
the second world war.
Honorable
members generally have probably examined the architectural design which
was exhibited in Queen's Hall. With
other members of this HouSie, I: feel
happy and proud that a ViJctorian
was the winner of the competition, for
which there were 21 entries, including
six from overseas.
I agree with much that Mr. Kennelly
said regarding hospitals and charitable
institutions, which are worthy of all the
consideration that can be igiven to them.
However, I do not think :that the arrangement concerning the proposed memorial,
Whioh, as Mr. Kennelly observed, will
be much less costly than was the
Shrine of Remembrance dtself, will
interfere in the least with the giving
of donations towards the hospitals.
The State'rs conrt:ribution will be £50,000,
£20,000 win come from the Melbourne
City Council, and the remainder will
b~ obtained through puhlic subscriptions.
I do not thJink that the
people's support ''Of hospitals and charities will be in any way affected.
It is pleasing to know that the services
and the sacrifices of the men and women
in the second world war are to be
commemorated in the same place as the
Shrine which, it will be agreed, is a
wonderful sight on St. Kilda-road. The
main material used is to be stone with
a sm·all amount of 'Cement; therefore, building materials which are
so essential will not be used to
any great extent. Last Anzac Day
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a stone cenotaph Wa:rS unveiled in
the city of Ballarat. Although it cost
only £2,000 it represents a fitting addition
to Sturt-street, of which Ballarat residents are justifiably proud. The cenotaph
answers a long-'felt want. With Mr.
Kennelly 'I hope, for obvious reasons,
that the expenditure contemplated by
the Bill will be tJhe last of its kind.
I am. sure that the Bill will meet with
the approval of all members, and I support it most heartily.
The HOD. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province).-For some time it has been
a matter of opinion and controversy
whether memorials should be erected to
men who died in wars. Mr. Kennelly
has expressed a certain opinion with
which to !Some extent we must agree,
and similar views are held by a number
of returned soldiers. Two or three years
ago I fought that opinion in my own
district. I have always believed that
when a memorial is erected to men who
died in a war it should be of a special
nature and not a work that should be
undertaken in normal times. Many
people suggest that hosp1tals should be
erected, or that grants should be made
to estabUsh scholarships; indeed all
sorts of methods ·are suggested to commemorate the sacrifice men have made.
In my opinion those ideas are very wide
of the mark. A.Dter aJI, a memorial to
those who died in war becomes part of
the nation. It might be asked what a
nation is? It consists of the men and
women in it, the traditions they have
inherited from their .forefathers and the
sacrifices made in war. In all countries
monuments are treated with reverence
and respect.
Through history, legends and stories
have been founded on and monuments
have been erected to men who defended
their country in time of need. Recently
I saw a magnificent memorial in the
Russian sector in Berlin; it had been
erected to the memory of Russian
soldiers who died in the second world
war. It was a little different in design
from anything I had !seen previously,
·and I understand it was designed by a
German architect who committed suicide
after it was completed. However, he
left an extraordinary monument, and it
'was impressive to see Russian soldiers,
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as we have, laying wreaths on the monument in memory of their comrades who
had fallen in the war.
I had the good fortune to see the
Abraham Lincoln memorial in the
United States of America which was
erected Ito the memory of possibly one
of the greatest men who ever liVed. If
America had honored Lincoln by the
erection of a wonderful hospital, probably the building would now be out of
date. However, in the heart of Washington to-day there is a magnificent
memorial to one of America's greatest
sons. Thousands of people visit ilt, take
off their' hats as they approach and view
it in silence. They can see inscribed on
the monument Lincoln's own words. All
that must have an effect on future
generations and help to build the character of the nation. Some people may call
monuments heaps of stone, but they are
more than that; they are an inspiration
to the generations that follow.
The proposed memorial in Melbourne
to commemorate those who served and
died in the second world war will be
an inspiration for future Victorian
generations. Beautiful hospitals, scholarships or payments to' the widow:s and
orphans could not possibly have the same'
effect. In 100 years or even 1,000 years,
if this country exists so long, the
memorial in St. Kilda-road will stiLl remain and will be an inspiration to every
generation.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-The Shrine
will never be out of date.
The Han. D. J. WALTERS.-I agree
with Mr. Gartside. If a nation is to be
a good nation it must have tradition.
In England monuments are erected to
the great men of that country, and they
mean as much to Great Britain as the
Shrine and the memorial proposed in
this Bill will mean to Victoria. Nothing
can bring hOIl1e to the people the sacrifices that have been made for them as
much as a memorial, which is something
tangible and lasting. I have heard the
Shrine of Remembrance called a pagan
temple. People may call it what they
like, but when one visits the Shrine and
looks at the names of the men inscribed
in the book or lays a wreath there on
Anzac Day or Armistice Day, one realizes
that the memorial is part of Australia.
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I have never varied in my belief
that the widows and orphans of servicemen should receive the. best of attention.
However, it is my opinion that a
memorial to those who died should be
more than a hospital or financial provision for dependants. In my own district I fought similar opinions to those
that have been expressed to-night, with
the result that to-day we have a beautiful
and lasting memorial. I believe that by
erecting memorials to those who fell in
war Australia is building a tradition,
which will be a great source of inspiration to future generations.
The motion was agreed. to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Moneys paid to trustees for
erection of memorial to be applied for
that purpose.)
Sir FRANK BEAUREPAIRE (Monash
Province) .-It was stated that £100,000
would be required for the building of
the proposed memorial, but it is now
anticipated that the sum of £120,000
will be needed. I think cognizance
should be taken of that fact because
early next year the Shrine of Remembrance trustees may make a further
request for Government assistance.
The Hon. I. A.. SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-When the proposal was placed before the Government
the estimated cost of the memorial was
approximately '£100,000. With the increase in costs it is realized that even
the amount mentioned by Sir Frank
Beaurepaire may be exceeded. It is not
possiQle to say now what the actual cost
of the memorial will be, but the plan
that has been envisaged will be carried
out irrespective of the cost.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
TEACHING SERViCE
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

In introducing this measure I wish to
remind' honorable members that as a
result of legislation passed in 1946 there
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was set up in Victoria the Teachers
,Tribunal to deal with the emoluments,
promotions, and various other matters

as special schools in which special subjects are taught. Occasionally, it has
happened that a head teacher appointed

affecting teachers under the jurisdiction

to such a school was due to retire a few

months arter his appointment.
Any person who has had experience
of the organization of these schools
knows that when a head master is appointed to a high, or a technical, or a
large primary school, it may be some
time before he becomes fully acquainted
with the organization under which that
school works, because teaching does not
involve merely the teaching of the subjects in the curriculum. It includes an
understanding of the pupils, the parents,
and a hundred and one contacts, all of
which go to make up a well-run school.
If a teacher understands his pupils and
their parents, he has a better chance of
being able to carryon his educational
work successfully in the best sense. The
Teachers Tribunal has found that constant changing of teachers in the higher
Clause 2 provides for the abolition of schools has worked to the detriment of
the sub-classes of the classified roll of the 'set-up of those schools, particularly
teachers in the primary schools division. to 'the detriment of the pupils. It must
Under the principal Act, three sub-classes be remembered that it is the welfare and
were created in order to expedHe the progress of the child which must be conpromotion of teachers of outstanding sidered first. '
merit. However, in practice, it was
It may be argued on behalf of teachers
found by the Teachers Tribunal to be that they are entitled to their promotion
better to set aside one-third of the vacan- as it becomes due, but in order to obtain
cies to which would be promoted those the best results a line must be drawn
teachers who had a good classification somewhere. The provision that a teacher
from the inspectors, and who had shown with less than two years' service before
marked ability in their work. it was him shall not receive promotion is not
found that the sub-class system could be new. A similar provision is contained in
ignored. U is of note that there are no the legislation governing promotions in
sub-classes in the secondary and Itechni- the Police Force. In proposing this
cal divisions, but only in the primary amendment, the paramount consideration
division. The amendment will abolish is the education of the child. It is conthe sub-classes and give legal effect to sidered that the organization of 'a, school
the system under which the Department should not be subjected to any upset in
is now working.
this regard.
School committees and mothers' clubs
Clause 3 provides that, except in special
cases, no teacher in any of the various constantly complain to the Department
divisions of the Teaching Service who is tha t too many changes are made in the
within two years of the date of his com- transfer and appointment of new head
pulsory retirement shall be appointed by masters. Therefore, 11 is proposed that
way of promotion to 'a vacant position in future, unless a teacher has moOre
in the special class or by way of transfer than two year1s toO gO' before rewithout promotion to a vacant position til'1ing, he shall not receive proin any class. This amendment is of great motion. However, that arrangement
importance in Ithe educational set-up. will not work very greatly to his
The amount of money
From time to time new head masters are detriment.
appointed to those bigger schools known a teacher might lose would not be

of the Education Department. The
Tribunal has done a great' work on behalf of the teachers. It has established
a system of appointments and promotions which has brought peace and
harmony into the teaching profession
and has, iI believe, given teachers a
reasonable standard. There is satisfaction to-day throughout the Teaching
Servic.e, and now that their positions
are secure teachers are prepared to go
ahead and do the work that is required
of them, that is, the training of our
young people. for future citizenship.
Over the years it has been found that a
number of small amendments are required to make Ithe working of Ithe Tribunal a little smoother. This measure
may be described as an amending Bill.
It is really a "Committee" Bill.

The Hon. P. P. Inchbold.
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large and he would not lose a
great deal of superannuation.
He
might suffer to the extent of one or two
units. Contributions to the superannuation fund are adjusted on an actuarial
basis and, very often, it is necessary
almost -to "buy" additional units. It
may be that the taking out of additional
units would entail such high payments
that it might not really be worth. while.
Therefore, -clause 3 has been included
to provide that a teacher must be able
to give two years' service before being
entitled to promotion to a special group
school. It is felt that there is justification f.or asking Parliament to agree to
this amendment. I might say that a regulation to this effect has been passed
by the Teachers Tribunal and it has been
acted on as much as possible. However,
the Law Department is not satisfied that
the regulation is strictly legal, but the
amendment will put the matter in order.
Continuity in leadership in schools is
essential if ,the best results are to be
attained.
Clause 4 will permit a professional
officer, that is an inspector, a 'lecturer, a
psychologist or a supervisor-persons
who are not actually teachers-to go
back to the teaching branch.
For
instance, a teacher might receive an
appointment as a lecturer at the
Teachers' College, and he might work in
that capacity for, say, five years. Then,
for certain reasons, he might desire to
transfer back to the teaching staff. This
clause will allow him to do that. His
re-entry to the teaching branch might
also be to the good of the Service. It
might also react to the benefit of the
Teachers' College to have a change of
lecturers. The same principle applies
in the case of inspectors, psychologists,
and supervisors.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP.-Will the
principle apply to teachers also?
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-No, the
amendment will apply only to professional officers, that is, to those members
of the Department who are not teachers.
Certainly, teachers are promoted to
positions as inspectors, supervisors and
lecturers. If they desire again to take
up teaching, they may do so. Clause 5
provides for the transfer from the
Teachers Tribunal to the Governor in
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Council of the power to make regulations for the training of student teachers
and students in training. At present,
the Department is conducting a recruiting rally to induce young men and young
women to enter the teaching profession.
Many young folk are being induced to
enter the training schools where they are
given all the assistance possible. Their
education for a term of years is paid
for by the Department, which considers
it should then be entitled to prescribe
some rules and some conditions under
which such tuition is given. It is considered that the Governor in Councilthat is the Minister, with the advice of
the Director-should be able, from time
to time, to alter the regulations and conditions under which these young people
are taught.
One question which arises is that of
binding them to remain in the Service
for a certain number of years. The
question of releasing them from their
bond also arises from time to time. It
might happen that a young woman
might serve for four years and obtain
a university degree, and at the end
of that period decide to marry.
Naturally, she would want to be
released from her bond with the
Department. Then, the Minister must
decide whether he will be indulgent or
not. Clause 5 will give the Governor in
Council the power to make regulations
so that decisions on those points can be
made. It is considered that if these
young people are to receive benefits at
the expense of the State, they should
be prepared to give some service in
return.
A similar principle applies in clause 6
which will authorize the Minister to
enter into agreements not only with
stUdents in training and teachers
nominated for courses at the University
of Melbourne and other institutions, but
also with any persons who are awarded
bursaries, scholarships, studentships, and
the like, for the training of teachers. It
is desired to provide f.acilities which
will raise the teaching profession higher
and higher, so that eventually there will
be a very fine, trained body of men and
women in the Teaching Service. This
clause will give the Department. the
power that is desired to achieve that
result.
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Clause 7 is for the purpose of giving division or the technical schools division
the Teachers Tribunal power to abolish ils filled by way of transfer. This amendclass V. in the various divisions of, the ment will restore a provision made in
Teaching Service, should it so desire, SUb-section (2) of section 138 of the
without providing that all teachers in Public Service Act 1928 as amended by
class IV. shall automatically proceed to the Teachers Act 1933. .A:t times, it
class III. The Act at present provides may be that a teacher's seniority has
for automatic promotion, under certain been overlooked, and this provision will
conditions, from "the lowest class" to enable any teacher desiring to appeal
~'the second lowest class," and so the
against an appointment made by the
tribunal could not abolish the fifth class Tribunal to do so.
without allowing automatic promotion
Clause 10 is for the purpose of enabfrom the lowest class-which would then ling the Teachers Tribunal to m·ake rebe class IV.-to the second lowest class- gulations relating to overtime work and
which would then be class III. The allowances to be paid therefor in respect
intention of the Act was to allow auto- of teachers in the technical schools
matic promotion from class V. to class division for any evening work that they
IV. in the case of efficient teachers with may be required to perform as overtime
the necessary academic qualifications, a t the technical schools of which they
and it may not be considered desirable to are members of the staff. 11 is "Conprovide for automatic promotion above sidered necessary that the Teachers Triclass IV.
bunal should have power to fix rates of
The provision of automatic promotion payment and allowances for teachers in
to class IV. has allowed all teachers who the technical schools division when such
are considered efficient to proceed to the teachers are required to take evening
salary of the fourth class. In the primary classes in the :schools of which they are
schools division, only 110 teachers have members of the staff, and when they canfailed, because of lack of academic not be given time off during the day to
qualifications, to be promoted to class compensate for the evening 'work.
IV. after twelve months' service on the
This amendment will not apply to a
maximum salary of class V. Class V.
teacher
undertaking evening work in a
already might have been abolished but
for the restriction imposed by the technical school other than that in which
automatic promotion provisions of the he is employed by day, nor will it apply
Act. The tribunal win be free to con- to members of staff employed by councils
sider the abolition of class V. if this of technical schools. It will affect only
teachers on the classified roll of the
amendment is accepted.
technical schools division who take evenClause 8 provides for a triennial, in- ing work in the !schools of which they
stead of an annual, revision of the classi- are members of the staff. This provision
fied rolls for the secondary schools will enable those teachers to collect the
division and the technical schools allowances due to them. I should add
division. It has not been possible for ,that it will not apply to a man who
many years to revise and issue an annual comes in from a trade and gives instrucclassified roll of teachers in these tion during an evening.
divisions until some considerable time
Clause 11 provides for an increase in
after the end of the year to which the
the
salary of the chairman of the
roll referred. The clasisfied roll for the
primary schools division is issued tri- Teachers Tribunal from £1,500, to £1,700
ennially, and a triennial revision of the a year. He has become one of the forrolls for the other divisions would be gotten men in regard to an advance in
quite satisfactory, and it would be his emolument. The proposed increase
practicable to issue the roll at a com- is reasonable in view of the type of
paratively early date after the end of the work, done by the chairman and the
responsibilities of his position.
triennial period.
That briefly is the Bill. The GovernClause 9 provides for appeals to the
Teachers Tribunal 'by senior applicants ment wishes to have it passed as quickly
when a vacancy in the secondary schools as possible to have everything in order
The Han. P. P. Inchbold.
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for the new teaching year. The legislation generally meets with the approval
of everyone in the Teaching Service,
including the Director of Education as
well as the Tribunal. It is a machinery
measure making for the better and more
efficient working of the Teachers Tribunal and the teaching staff. If there
is any point that I have not explained
clearly I shall be glad to try to do so
when the measure is in Committee.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-This measure deals with a
very important subject indeed. Health
and education form the foundation on
which modern civilized society is raised.
It is a great advantage that the Minister
of Education is a member of this Chamber, and that he should explain to us
the purport of the measure not only
from h~s personal point of view but also
as it 'affects the Education Department.
This is practically a machinery measure
to aid in the proper working of the
Department. I am not concerned so
much about technical differences of
classifications, or the right of a teacher
to be appointed as a headmaster when
he has less than two years to serve.
Although we must recognize the rights
of the Teaching Service, sight must not
be Jost of the fact that Ithe system is
based primarily on the necessity of educating the children. Members must look
at the subject from the 'pupil's point of
view.
It is the intention of P.arliament to
have provided the type of instruction
tha t will benefit the children and make
them useful citizens. With that purpose
in view we need a satisfied Teaching
Service. The Bill takes us back to 1946
when the Cain Government introduced
a measure constituting for the fil'st time
a Teachers Tribunal. Incidentally, that
Bill established a proper system of classification in the Education Department.
We recognize, as indicated by the Minister of Education, that time and circumstances have disclosed weaknesses in the
original legislation. We know, too, that
for the children to be happy and to be
properly educated there must be an efficientand !satisfied Teaching Service. In
such circumstances, the teachers will be
closer to the children. From ,that point
of v~ew one can commend the measure,
I
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It is only those with an intimate know-

ledge of the work of the Department who
will appreciate the benefits of the classification system. In the old days I used
frequently Ito bring the grievances of
teachers before Parliament, but since the
establishment of the Tribunal with its
system of classifications and an appeal
Board, I have had practically no oomplaints .from the profession. Still, as
stated by the Minister, some amendments
of the Act are required, and as they will
be of benefit to the Teaching Service.,
I cOm'mend the proposals.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-This Bill will amend the
Teaching Service Act, 1946, which has
greatly improved the conditions of the
Teaching 'Service.
For many years
teachers were shamefully underpaid and
were working under conditions that were
no credit to any Government. For a
long period teachers persisted in advocating the formation of a tribunal, and it
was left to a Labour Government in
1946 to bring into force the Teaching
Service Act which provided for the
establishment of such a body. The Tribunal has met with the approval of the
teachers. Before that time, offers of a
tribunal had been made but the proposals
were not accepted. The teachers sought
for a free, independent and unfettered
tribunal, and the 1946 legislation gave
them what they wanted.' As the Minister
of Education has rightly said, it has been
found that some amendments to the Act
are necessary.
Before dealing with the clauses, may
I say that in my opinion we shall never
ha ve a satisfactory body of teachers
until we make their conditions attractive.
As a former Director of Education
pointed out, the results desired will not
be achieved until teachers can 'be handpicked. That can only be done when the
conditions are made sufficiently attractive. For many years there have been
student teachers in Victoria. The material
on which they work is probably tile most
delicate material 'on which anybody can
operate-it is the child's mind. There
is no doubt about the influence that the
teacher has on the pupil. A child spends
much time ,at school, and our teachers
should be hand-picked.
Under the
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student teachers training system, young the Education Department, gave him an
persons were sent out as apprentices , excellent reference, and he was appointed
to wDrk 'On the delicate material that I as a junior teacher, I think at a salary
have mentioned. Now it is proposed of 5s. a week, in a metropolitan school.
under the term,s of this Bill tD abolish The head m'aster there seemed tD be
the student, teacher plan and not before prejudiced against him, and sent an
it is time.
adverse report to the Department, with
In ,the United States of America the the result that the yDung man was told
minimum training period fDr student that his services would not 'be needed
teachers in training is fDur years; after a certain date.
here it is two years.
In many
The lad's father wrote to the Depart-'
of the American States the minimum ment asking why his SDn had been told
qualification for a teacher is a tD resign. The reply was that the head
four-year training course., Probably master had reported that he showed no
in no other country in the wo.rld is the aptitude for teaching. The DirectDr of
value of educatiDn realized as fully as Education at that time was Mr. Frank
it is in that country, where enormous Tate who, in my opinion, was the best
sums of money are spent on education. Director of Education Victoria has ever
My f'Ormer cDlleague, 1\17'. Clarey, visited had. I think honorable members will
many of the technical schools in the appreciate what Mr. Tate did on that
U(Ilited State of America. While he was occasion. The father said he cDuld not
there, he sent me many postcards show- understand why his son had been reing the buildings, and on his return he ported as showing no aptitude fDr teachgave me details of them describing them ing, although the head master under
as something like miniature universities. whom he received his education gave
We have heard a great deal of the him a reference to the effect th~t he
four freedoms. Education might be showed every aptitude for teaching. He
rightly regarded as a fifth freedom-that said he thought it was very unfair that
is freedom from ignDrance. Education the lad's career should be blighted by
is a means by which we shall provide one man's bias against him, and added
that freedDm-the acquisition of know- tha t in fairness to the lad, instead of
}edge and wisdDm to apply it. Education being asked to resign, he should be sent
is a safeguard for our security and it to another school. If the head master alt
makes for progress and prosperity. That that SChDOI reported adversely the father
is seen in the United States of America said he would be satisfied,.
on which country we were dependent
Mr. Tate was at the top of the tree
for our security in the last war.
as Director of Education, and the lad
The first amendment in the Bill pro- was on the lowest ,rung of the ladder
vides f.or the elimination of the sub- at 5s. a week. Mr. Tate visited the
classes. I agree with the Minister of school and saw the lad at wDrk, and
Education that they should be abolished. then replied to the lad's father tD this
A teacher's position in the sub-classes effect: "I have visited the school and
has been dependent to a great extent on r have seen your son at work. lam
the assessment mark given by a district quite satisfied as to his teaching ability.
inspector when he visits the school. I He will not be asked to resign, but will
am of the DpiniDn that ,too much is made be sent to another school in the metroof that official's estimate. M'ay I put politan area." The lad was transferred,
it this way-a teaCher's career may be and. thereafter never lODked! back. I can
made or marred by the judgment of one cite my own experience of 40 years
man? I recall the case of a lad who ago. An inspector then ass1essed a teacher
secured his merit certificate in a country by what wa,s known as a "N.E."SChODI when he was eleven years of age. numerical estimate. The highest number
He remained there for about three years, of marks was 100. I was at a school in the
and during that period the head teacher metropolitan area 'and had a very good
took a keen interest in him and taught numerical estimate. On being transhim algebra, geometry, and latin. The ferred to anDther school the inspector
teacher, who had a high reputation in there reduced my estimate considerably.
The Hon. Paul JOMS.
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Un.der the clause in the Bill I might
have been placed in a sub-class because
of that lowered estimate. 1 knew that
it was reduced because I had a few arguments with the inspector and did not
agree with his point of view. 1 was
transferred to another school and
a different inspector increased my
numerial estimate to one higher than
before it was reduced, and he
was a,sked to revise that estimate. The
inspector told me that that was so.
I wrote to the Department asking why
it requested an inspector, who had
assessed a teacher's worth by seeing
him at work, to revise his estimate and
also whether the other inspector who
had lbwered the estimate was asked to
revise that lowered estimate. I agree
with the Minister and the Tribunal
that the sUb-class should be abolished,
and I heartily approve of the clause
to bring about that change.
[ cannot say that I am in agreement
with the next change proposed, which
will debar a teacher within two years of
his retiring age from being promoted or
transferred to a special class. Teachers
have rights which should be preserved.
The Minister referred to the Police Force
where, I understand, there are certain·
high positions to which no officer can be
appointed within three years of his retiring age. The Police Department, however, deals with lawbreakers and the suppression of crime, and it is in a different
class from the Education Department.
The teachers who will be affected are
those who are likely to bevhe most successfulas teachers.
If promotion is
barred to a teacher within two years of
his retirement there will be no incentive
for him to do his best work. It will not
only deprive him of appointment to
the higher positions, but wiH also
adversely affect his salary and his
pension.
1 should like to give the views of the
Victorian Teachers' Union on this question.
I quote from the Victorian
Teachers' Journal} which is the official
organ .of the union-
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class, particularly in the secondary and
technical divisions, has been successfully;
reduced by union action.

The resolution carried by the union
readsThat all possible steps be taken to have
deleted from the amendment to the Teach~
ing Service Bill the clauses that will debar
teachers who are within two years of retirement from promotion to a special class and
from transfers.

The Teachers' Union wants the Bill,
but does not want this provisi'On. It is
the 'Only contentious clause in the Bill. I
do not approve of it. A teacher who is
striving for promotion will, under this
proposal, have no inducement to put forward his best effort during his last ,two
years of service. Teachers as ,1 know
them are a fine body of men and women,
and will at all times do their best, but
the proposal is an invitation to them to
take life quietly during their las't two
years of service.
The Bill proposes that the Governor
in Council shall have power to prescribe
regulations for training. I hope the day
is not far distant when there will be a
longer period of training. I can remember
Mr. Tate, a former Director of Education,
saying that it was a pity thClit the Department did not have what might be termed
a spiritual thermometer ,to measure a
teacher's characrer before appointment.
The State must have a
body of well-trained teachers who
know their subjects and the best
methods of teaching them. I have said
in this Chamber previously that any
money invested in education is money
soundly invested. Brain power is the
best capital that any country can have.
The means of educating the people exist
in the schools-primary, secondary and
technical-and in the university. Education means increased security for the
nation, increased progress, and greater
prosperity, aU of which will bring contentment and happiness to the people. I
hope that the Bill will lead in that
direction.
[ can remember that many years algo
students at the Teachers Training College had a number of grievances. They
asked ·Mr. Tate to hear them.
One
The union has consistently opposed any
restriction on appointments as set out in the grievance related to the bond that
second amendment above. ·The original stUdents had to· enter into to teach
suggestion of a much longer term of pro- for a number of years a'fter the comspective service for promotion to the special pletion of their trJ:lining:
Mr. Tate
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.replied, "That is no great grievance."
It appeared that male students had
.formed attachments for female students
in training, and desired early marriage.
Mr. Tate said, "If I wanted to marry
()ne of thOtSe young woman teachers I
would certainly buy her out." Under
the measure, the Minister of Educa~
.tion win conclude agreements between
students and other teachers. I think
the abolition of class V. was satisfactorHy
. explained by the honorable gentleman.
As he said, that class is redundant and
should go.
The proposal to revise the classified
rolLs triennially instead of annually is
acceptable because it will bring into line
all divisions of schools-primary, secondary and technical. I am in accord with
the proposed amendment of the principal
Act to give teachers the right of appeal.
If any teacher considers that he hals
been overlooked in regard to an appointment he should be entitled to appeal
to the Teachers Tribunal. The proposed
amendment in relation to overtime payments to teachers in technical schools is
commendable. With regard to the salary of the chairman of the Teachers
Tribunal, I think the Government could
have been a little more generous and
awarded a slightly higher salary than
£1,700 annually, particularly as Mr.
Ellwood, the present chairman, has such
a wonderful record.
In the United States of America in
cities with a population exceeding
30,000 persons, the maximum salary
for moOre than half of the positions
was the equivalent of £1,700, in
Australian currency. In the United
States of America, superintendents
are paid salaries of 10,000 dollars annually, which amount in Australian currency is equivalent to £7,000.
One argument raised against the appointment to headmastership of a teacher
with less than two years' service to go
is that the policy of the school might
be changed. If superintendents were
appointed in Victoria, continuity of
policy could be assured. 'Furthermore,
if teachers with less than two years'
service before retirement were promoted
to special schools they would not lose
the higher salary and super·annuation
allowances to which they would be
entitled.
The H on. Paul J Ofl88.
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I understand that ,the teachers' union
desires the Bill to be passed but wants
clause 3 deleted. I ask the Minister of
Education to heed that request. Clause
3 appears to be the only blot on an otherwise good Bill. I ask ,any honorable
member in this Chamber to picture himself in the position of a teacher who for
m'any years has been climbing up the
ladder of promotion and is within two
years of retirement. When the last
rung is within his grasp, by this mea,sure
he will be debarred from grasping it.
Only in exceptional circumstances will
a teacher wirth two year:s' service to go
be appointed to a special school. I
should like the position to be that only
under exceptional circumstances will
such a teacher, with the requisite qualifications, be debarred from appointment.
I understand thait the Labour party's
education committee is opposed to clause
3. I ask the Minister of Education to
review the position with the view of
deleting that clause, but, if that is not
possible, the only course for me will be
to support the Bill as it is.
On the motion of the Hon. C. E.
ISAAC (South-Eastern Province), the
debate was adjourned until next day.
The sitting was suspended at 6.23 p.m.
until 7.52 p.m.

PUBlJ!C WORKS LOAN AND
APPJ..[CATION BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Wo!1ks).----,I move--That this Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of the Bill is to authorize
the raising of £7,550,000 for the carrying out of various public works, which
may be classified under four headings:
The first relates to the Education Department, and allocates the sum of £4,000,.000
for the purchase of property, the erection,
fitting, . furnishing, equipping, remodelling of and additions to huildings, the
removal and re-erection of existing
buildings, and other new wo~ks in con~
nection with primary, technical, and
higher elementary schools, teachers'
training colleges, and residences. The
second item covers similar work in connection with hospitals and charities and
the amount sought for that purpose is
£3,000,000. The third item deals with
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mental institutions for which the sum
required is £300,000, and the last provides the sum of £250,000, which is
required to carry out urgent work on
public offices and other buildings.

1950.]
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is an important item. The Public Works
Department will prepare the sites and representatives of the overseas corporation
will erect the buildings, which will come
principally from the Bristol Aircraft
Company of England.

The amount of £4,000,000 to cover
I have mentioned the total sum rebuildings to be erected for the Education
Department is a large sum, but the school quired to implement the building propopulation of Victoria is extending gramme of the Education Department
rapidly and there is urgent need to build in order to illustrate the burden that
and equip new buildings on behalf of is being placed upon the Public Works
the Department, the building programme Depar.tment, the officers of which are
of which was estimated some months engaged upon a wide variety of underago to require £10,000,000. As its needs takings. So that honorable members
are growing every day, an estimate made will appreciate the building demands of
at the present time would indicate even the Education Department, I quote the
greater expenditure. In 1949, the Educa- following figures to show the gross' extion Department made' a survey of penditure on school works and buildings
teachers' residences in country areas, for the years mentioned: In 1947-48,
and it was found necessary to provide the total expenditure was £717,568, and
many additional residences. That work in 1948-49 the figure rose to £1,155,941.
will involve the expenditure of a con- In ~949-50, it reached £2,249,812, and if
siderable sum. In some country localities . the present rate of expenditure is mainhouses are being purchased and new tained throughout the year, it will exceed
places are being erected in other centres. £3,000,000.
The staff must be augmented and that
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-Ii is money
involves the building and equipping of well spent.
hostels to accommodate teachers.
The'Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I agree
It has been found impossible to build with that remark, but money is also
all structures for the Education Depart- being well spent in other directions.
ment on the site, and so the Government Although the Minister of Education and
has been forced to obtain prefabricated the Director would like the Public Works
units. In my opinion, the erection of Department to concentrate on the needs
buildings on the site is preferable to of their Department, other uvgent works
importing schoolrooms, but as the total must be completed. However, the Educabuilding requirements of the Department tion Department is being fairly treated
now exceed £10,000,000 it will be im- in the Government's building programme
possible to supply its needs by or.dinary for the State.
building methods for many years, partiUnder the second item of the schedule
cularly when the building requirements
of other Departments are taken into an amount of £3,000,000 is sought for the
consideration. Therefore it has become purchase of land and buildings and for
necessary to import prefabricated units furnishing and equipping of hospitals
of aluminium and glass, and about and institutions registered under the
£2,000,000 is involved. An order has Hospitals and Charities Act 1948. The
been signed for 400 of these units, which Commission is com·mitted to an extensive
will be used in addition to those pur- building and rehabilitation programme
chased by the ,previous Government. covering 82 buildings, which consist of
The units have been tested and proved sixteen completely new. hospitals, fourto be satisfactory. Members of the teen new nurses' homes, twelve new
executive of the English manufacturing service buildings-such as laundries and
concern came to Vi:ctoria two or three boiler houses-38 extensions to existweeks ago to discuss with departmental ing accommodation and two nurses'
architects ways and means of improving schools. Much of this work has advanced
the units to provide details necessary to the stage where good progress is now
and suitable to our climate. The erec- assured. The Government has gone into
tion of these prefabricated structures this question thoroughly and believes it
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has evolved an efficient system. It has
authorized the Hospitals and Charities
Commission to expend an amount of
£3,000,000 on buildings, but not necessarily to complete the job within a year,
because some of the works enumerated.
will cost hundreds of thousands of pounds
to complete.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-U would cost
between £15,000,000 and £20,000,000 to
complete the 82 buildings you have
enumerated.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is
possible that the total cost will be
between £10,000,000 and £15,000,000, but
the amount sought is for the proportion
of the work that will be completed this
financial year. Although considerable
progress has been made on some of the
buildings, the work is not proceeding as
rapidly as the Government would like.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Does the list
of buildings that you have enumerated
include any l'ag from last year's loan
allocations for this purpose?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Last financial year an amount of £l,OOO,QOO was
allocated, and it is possible that the
building programme does include portion
of the lag. I believe that if the Government continues the present rate of expenditure on buildings and institutions
it will be necessary to ask for further
loan allocations for this purpose before
the end of the next financial year. The
third item of the schedule is for a compara tively small sum for works and
buildings at mental hospitals and institutions for mental defectives. Plans and
specifica tions are being prepared by the
Public Works Department for several
big institutions, but the work on the
plans will not be sufficiently advanced
this year to enable much progress to be
made on the actual works. The Government is asking for on:ly the amount that
it will be able t,o spend this financial
vear; it is not seeking authority to obtain
loan money that will not be required
during the year. T feel that no member
would begrudge the expenditure of an
amount of £300,000 on mental hospitals
and -institutions.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is the
Larundel institution at present occupied?
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-J! am not in
a position to answer the questi'On, but I
know that considerable work has been
done at Larundel. Portion of the amount
sought is required for the provision of
staff hostels, which are an important
adjunct towards attracting applicants to
fill vacancies on the nursing staffs at the
various institutions.
The fourth item in the schedule relates to an amount of £250,000 fur the.
provision of public offices and residences.
Portion of this work is at .present in progress, but due to circumstances beyond
the control of the Government the work
is not progressing rapidly. Extensions
of office buildings and the provision of
houses for staff must be undertaken, and
it is necessary for the amount of
£250,000 to be made available. This
Government and previous Governments
have pursued a policy of purchasing
houses in country areas for public
servants who are transferred from Melbourne to the country. In the Education Department and in other Departments it is difficult to obtain applications
from the staff for transfer to the country
unless houses are available.
The
departmental policy has been either to
build or to purchase houses, where
availlable, and that policy will account
lor a considerable portion of the
£250,000 s.:~)Ught under this item.
[ am prepared to answer any questions raised by honorable members on
this Bill. The Public Works Department
is pushing on with the work, but it has
been necessary to employ architects outside the Department in order that the
necessary drawings might be available
without delay for certain essential jobs.
It has been found that outside architects
are as slow as, if not slower than
architects in the Public Works Department.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Has the Department received any plans and specifications from ()'ltside architects of recent
date?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-When Sir
James Kennedy was Minister of Public
Works he let contracts for eighteen jobs
to outside architects in January last,
but only one has been completed.
I let ten contracts last week to
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outside architects, and I directed their
attention to the fact that they were not
making much speed on the work. They
assured me that they would do a good
deal better, but they pointed out the
extreme difficulty that is confronting
architects- in completing their work. I
understand that Sir James Kennedy was
promised that certain plans would be
ready within two or three months.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Outside architects complained about the slowness of
the Public Works Department.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-They did,
but it has been proved that architects
within the Department can hold their
own with architects outside at any time.
Unfortunately, there are not sufficient
architects within the Department to prepare the necessary plans and outside
assistance must be obtained. The Department, however, has not received that
assistance as rapidly as it expected. I
commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-The provision for the importation of prefabricated class rooms is
a subject that could be debated at length,
but as I shaH have an opportunity
of dealing with it when another
Bill is before the House la ter, I shall
reserve my comments for the present.
This Bill is purely a business proposition
and it is remarkable to witness the
cheerful optimism with which Parliament approaches the expenditure of vast
sums of public money. We are much
more careful in spending our own money,
but in this Bill we are asked to sanction
the borrowing of an amount of
£7,500,000.
Over the years various
Parliaments have done little more than
add to the heavy burden that posterity
will have to bear.
When I first became a member of this
Chamber in 1914, the combined public
debt of the Commonwealth and State
Governments amounted to the enormous
total sum of £330,000,000. The people
thought that was a heavy millstone
around their neck, but to-day the public
debt ranges between £4,000,000,000 and
£5,000,000,000, and to-night we are
cheerfully adding to it. I presume the
money will be spent, but I must comment
on the optimistic way in which the
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Government proposes that the State
should spend an amount of £7,500,000 on
buildings in the near future, when one
can hardly get sufficient bricks, mortar
and timber with which to build a
cottage. Our optimism in regard to
building materials also extends to the
obtaining of the necessary labour,
particularly staff for the hospitals that
are to be erected. Lack of staff is the
greatest problem at present confronting
the State in caring for the sick and
infirm. The accommodation is available,
but there are many beds vacant in
various institutions because staff cannot
be obtained.
It is of -interest to note the
present-day attitude towards the structural details of the various institutions.
Nothing but the most ornate appointments will suffice for these establishments, but when we realize that it costs
up to £5,000 a bed to construct a
hospital, it makes one pause and think.
When I was Minister of Health I did not
think in terms of constructing ornate
mansions for the sick and infirm. I
preferred the pavilion type, established
in mountain districts, open to the fresh
air and sunlight, where patients could
obtain the treatment necessary for
diseases such as tuberculosis. Apparently
that is not the attitude adopted to-day.
It is necessary to employ architects, who
are engaged for months in planning these
structures. Doubtless they are usefully
employed, but the Government is practically monopolizing the services of
architects, and it is extremely difficult
for anyone outside Government circles to
get the expert advice and assistance that
they desire in connection with building
opera tions. Money could not be better
spent than in providing buildings for the
educa tion and caring for the health of
the people, and that is why I support this
purely machinery Bill.
As I said,
posterity will have this burden added to
the great burden that already has to be
carried.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-Posterity will
reap the benefit.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I am not
so sure about that. The Government
seeks authority to borrow an amount of
£7,500,000 for the purposes enumerated
in the schedule. When posterity is
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called upon to repay the loan, it is to be Leader who dealt with the value of the
hoped that inflation will have dis- £1. This Bill provides ,for the raising of
appeared and that Australia will have £7,500,000, which it is necessary to exreturned to the stage where its currency pend on the expansion of various Governwill be at least double the value of ment Departments. Of course, when
any difficulties adse the Public Works
present-day money.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You are Department is blamed. For instance,
either an optimist or a pessimist, I am it may be said that certain work for
the Education Department has not been
not ,sure which.
carried
out, but on investigation it is
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I am
neither, because I can hardly consider s.ometimes, revealed ,that no request for
the possibility of our Australian £1 note the work has been received 'by the Public
being debased more than has been done Works Department. There is no doubt
already by Government action, both that expansion of the Education DepartIt is quite
Sta'te and Federal. I remember a crisis , ment is very necessary.
obvious
that
for
a
number
of
years that
in the history of the Commonwealth
Department
was
starved,
and
work that
when it was suggested that the note issue
should
have
been
'carried
out
,many
years
should be increased by a paltry sum of
ago
has
been
done
.only
in
recent
years.
less than £20,000,000.
As has been stated by the unofficial
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager). Leader we have 'become more optimistic
-Does not the unofficial Leader think and are prepared to spend more money
his remarks are remote from the Bill?
on the Department, because it is realized
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I am that education is the greatest asset in
drawing an analogy.
the 'community.
The PRESIDENT.-I think the unIt is unfortunate that because we are
official Leader has been sidetracked 'by unable to produce sufficient buildings
the interjections.
prefabricated aluminium school rooms
The Hon. W. J.BECKETT.-As a rule have to be imported. During the last
I do not take much notice of interjec- few years the sum of £1,750,000 has
tions, but they are pertinent to the p're- been Ispent on those prefabricated buildsent issue.
When the proposal was ings, which, of course, meet an immedmade to increase the note iS'sue the iate need. Only little work is required
economists upon whom we depended for for their' erection. The Public Works
guidance in our financial policy held up Department selects and levels the site;
their hands in pious horror and said " If then a concrete raft is put down on
you go on like that, our £1 note will be which the building is erected. Provided
worth only 16s. or 17s." At present, in that man power can be obtained the
terms of gold, the £1 note is worth only whole process takes only about ten days.
about6s. 2d. Can it sink any lower? Those schools have proved of wonderful
May I say in passing that has oc('urred assistance, because there has been an
largely as a result of political ex- immense growth in the Victorian school
population. As a result of the high
pediency?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-And two birth rate of about six or seven years
ago, all suburban and country sch.ools
very heavy wars.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-I con- are overcrowded, and the prefabricated
gratulate the Government on its aluminium school buildings are affordoptimism. As a result of loan money ing immediate relief.
being spent for the purposes envisaged
There has been a great development
by the Bill posterity will have to bear in obtaining homes for country teachers.
a share of the burden because it will Probably teachers who rent homes from
receive the benefit of these wonderful the Department are very fortuna1e beinstitutions of which we are so proud. I cause they pay only 10 per cent. of their
commend the measure to the House.
salary as rent. A school teacher receivSir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham ing £600 per annum has to pay only £60
Province).-I do not intend to proceed a year rent for a house that cost proalong the same lines as the unofficial bably £2,500. On the other hand, if a
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young married couple finance the building of a home through a co-operative
housing society 'they pay considerably
more in interest charges and repayments.
When the Government decided to purchase residences, some country teachers
discovered available houses. The vendors
of the properties placed the highest possible valuation on them, but teachers
urged tha t they should be purchased.
The Educa'tion Department was so keen
on obtaining residences that in many
cases far too much was paid for secondhand houses.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD.-A limit of
£2,500 has now been set, and that
amount ha1s been exceeded on only very
few occasions.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-There has
been a great development in providing
rteacheI"s' homes in the country, because
in some parts it is impossible to rent
houses. The Public Works Department
has an establishment at Port Melbourne
where prefabricated houses are made.
Two houses a week could be built at
that factory, but unfortunately it was not
possible always to get men to go to the
country to erect them and so the scheme
has not produced as many houses as was
anticipated. It is most essential that
money should be spent to keep our educational system up to date. I am quite
certain that the sum of £4,000,000 will
be spent by the Education Department,
because a great deal of the money win
be expended on imported materials.
I am amazed at the suggested programme of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission; I do not know where it will
finish. About twelve years ago a price
was obtained from an architect for the
erection of a 50-bed hospital at Brighton,
.and the estimated cost was £600 per bed.
It is now estimated that the cost per bed
will be £3,000 or £4,000. It is proposed
to erect suburban hospitals containing
400 beds, and they will cost millions of
pounds. The Minister of Public Works
indicated that it was intended to erect
sixteen completely new hospitals, fourteen new nurses homes-probably each
one will cost about £100,000-twelve new
service buildings, and so on. In all there
was a total of 82 new buildings;
therefore approximately £20,000,000 or
£30,000,000 may have to be spent.
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Everyone realizes that additional hospitals are necessary, but it is hoped
that not too many are erected. It is
proposed that a 400-bed hospital should
be built at Brighton, ,probably at a cost
of £2,000,000. I do not know how much
of that sum the local people will subscribe, but I am sure that the bulk of the
money win have to be provided by the
Government.
Item No. 4 of the schedule provides the
sum of £250,000 for the purchase of property, the erection, fitting, furnishing,
equipping and remodelling of and additions to buildings, and other new works
for public offices and residences. The
Public Works Department is the landlord for all other Government Departments, which are continually worrying
about over-crowded conditions. It is
stated that girls leave the Service because their health suffers as a result of
overcrowding. For example, the Education Department has expressed the
opinion that it has· not sufficient accommodation.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBoLD.-The accounts branch of the Education Department is very badly off for accommodation.
Sir J AMES KENNEDY.~It is essential that money should be spent to provide office accommodation for Government Departments. I have no criticism
to offer against the BiLl; in fact, I am
surprised that it provides for only the
sum of £7,500,000. Probably if that
money can be spent in one financial year
the Government will be fortunate because in most cases estimates of work
to be done in a year are not correct because of hold-ups that occur. About
two years ago when r was Minister of
Public Works, I was asked to stop the
work being carried out on the 'Swanstreet bridge. Recently the builders'
labourers union declared work on that
bridge" black", with the result that one
does not know how long it will be before
the work will be completed. I commend the Bill to the House. I a~ partic41arly pleased with the proposed expenditure on education because I realize
how essential it is and how urgent is
the provision of schools and homes for
teachers.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).-When one examines
the four items in the schedule to the Bill
one realizes that it may be described as a
laudable measure. However, I am constrained to make one ,or two observations,
particularly in view of the remarks of
the unofficial Leader, who pointed out an
important aspect. It is proposed that
£7,550,000 will be raised by way of loan
moneys for expenditure in this financial
year on Government Departments, all
important in their turn. The last item
in the schedule involves the expenditure
of £250,000 on public offices. Sir James
Kennedy, who has had some experience
as Minister of Pliblic Works, stated that
he was pleased to see that expenditure
provided for because it is important that
additional office accommodation should
be provided. He stated that his eJGperience -had shown that the Public. Works
Department has for years been seeking
further space in which to house the
various Government offices so that the
activities of the Government may be
carried on.
In my opinion some balance must be
preserved between Governmental activity
and that of the private individual. If
the Government intends to commandeer
man power and material in order to fulfil its programme I suggest that some
balance ·should be preserved between the
Government and those engaged in ordinary activities.

It is not much good building hospitals
unless homes for the nurses to be employed there are constructed also, and
unless those nurses are provided with
all other facilities necessary for the
performance of their -duties. Let me
approach the matter from another angle.
It is not much good building hospitals
unless fadlities are provided for medical
practiNoners, in the form of rooms and
other requirements that are essential
to their task of attending patients. In
other words, there must be an equal
balance. I do not know how much the
work at the Law Courts is costing, but
the Public Works Department is undertaking a huge job there.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I cannot
understand why the work is not done
in shifts.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It is not
only a 'big job but an important one.
In the remodelling of such a fine
architectural building, one must keep
as close as possible to the original scheme
and ensure that in the finished structure
there will not be any great departure
from the original conception of a splendid
piece of architecture. I have no doubt
tha t f.or that reason the work a t the
Law Courts is taking a much longer time
than it would otherwise. It is not much
good the State providing seven or eight
extra courts without fadlities for those
who will carryon their practice in those
courts on behalf of litigants. Again I
say that there should be some balance
between Governmental activity and private activity.
At the present time the Statute Law
Revision Committee is considering the
question of the abolition of the im-munity
of the Crown in tort. When I look at
the measure now before the House, I
have no doubt that the doctrine of the
immunity of the Crown from the necessity of O'btaining permits is the same
as its prevogative in tort. I shudder
to think what would happen if the
Minister of Public Works went to the
Minister of Housing and said "I want
you to append your signature to this
application."
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
Minister of Housing should "knock"
it back.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Jf he proposes to knock back such applications,
we are just idly talking when we say
that we give our approval to this Bill.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You do not
need to worry about it.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-After all,
there should be some regard for the
individual in the community. In- spite
of the White Paper on Housing prepared
by the last Minister and the fine principles
laid down by him as to why certain
permits should be granted and others
rejected, each case has to be considered
in the light of its own circumstances.
I do not think there can be any hard
and fast rule--that anyone can say
"In no circumstances shall we have this
factory, or these suites of offices."
Having in mind that each case should be
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considered on its own particular circumstances, some balance should be preserved
between the projects in question and the
ordinary subject. The Minister of Housing realizes just to what I am referring.
It is not much good spending so much
money on the work at the Law Courts
if facilities are not provided for those
engaged in the administration of justice,
to enable them to .carry on their profession. In the same way it is not of
much use constructing hospitals unless,
at the same time, proper facilities are
afforded for the members of the medical
and nursing professions.
The iHon. A. G. WARNER.-Everything
will be right if it is socia~ized.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I have
no desire to speak in a strain of levity.
I hope that both the Minister of Public
Works and the Minister of Housing will
pay some a,tteilition to my observations.
Within the last seven or eight weeks I
read a report to the effect that a blue
pencil was being used and that no more
permits would be granted for the erection of factories.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE.-You do
not believe everything you see in the
press?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If what
I read is correct it will ,be completely
futile. I reiterate that it is not much
good establishing an elaborate building
if it is not proposed to provide the
appurtenances that should go with 1t.
The projec.t should be made one comp'lete
whole with the view of ensuring perfect
functioning. What I am saying to the
Minister of Housing is highly important
bec.ause a huge sum of money is being
spent at the Law Courts. I do not suppose that anything is being done with
the dungeons down below. I h'ope it
will not eventuate that there will be
additional courts but no facilities for
legal practitioners to carryon their
work. The administration of justice is
a highly important matter in this
community.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-It is pleasing to note that
there is practically unanimity on the
question of spending the money proposed
to be provided by this Bill on the works
set out in the schedule. On several
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occasions in this Chamber I have directed
'attention to the fact that buildings for
the advancement of education have been
needed. for many years. There are still
buildings which have outlived their usefulness; they may have served their purpose in years gone by, but to-day they
are more like dungeons than anything
else and should have been pulled down
and rebuilt a long time ago when there
was no shortage either of materials or
labour. I agree with Sir James Kennedy
that much of the work has been lagging
for years.
The honorable member
stressed the fact that the number of
children attending schools is constantly
increasing, indicating the need for
additional buildings.
I recall visiting a sch'ool in my
province a few years ago, when Mr.
Hollway was Minister of Education.
Certain local councillors were in attendance. When the visitors had assembled
in his office the head master said, "The
best thing is for all visitors, including
the Minister, to inspect the building.
That will tell the story far more
eloquently than anything that could be
said." On one occasion I asked how many
:schools in the 'metropolitan area were
centrally heated and the reply showed
that the percentage was very small. The
Minister of Education' on another occasion said in answering a question that the
reason why many school buildings were
not centrally heated was that as they
were so old it was considered unwise to
install that system of heating. Actually
that was a strong argument in favour of
the demolition of those buildings and
their replacement with modern structures. I am pleased to see that the
Government proposes to spend £4,000,000
on various school buildings.
The Minister of Education was present
recently at a school in Brunswick when a
number of mothers brought their
children for whom there was no accommodation in the school.
As was
mentioned by the Minister in the course
of his second-reading speech, the prefabricated classrooms are filling the gap
for the time being and providing the
necessary accommodation.
The proposal to extend hospital buildings is also, to be applauded; no one
can take exception to it. Like the
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expenditure on institutions for mental
patients, money applied to education
and hospitals is always well spent,
At different times I have directed
attention to the condition of the
mental institutions at Kew, Beechworth, Sunbury and other places. They
are more like gaols than buildings to
accommodate mentally afflicted per,sons.
A. !ormer Chief Secretary, Mr. Bailey,
VIsIted New Zealand and inspected the
type of building that was being erected
to house mental patients. He said that
~ long as he was Chief Secretary buildmgs to replace those pulled down in
Victoria would follow the design of those
he saw in New Zealand. I would
say,
in
respect
of
a
measure
yet to come before this House,
that environment plays a big part
in bringing mental patients back to
normal. Modern structures should replace
buildings such as those at Beechworth
and Kew which are more like gaols with
their doors and windows bolted and
barred. In New Zealand Mr. Bailey saw
single storied red-brick buildings with
tile roofs, and surrounded by be~utiful
lawns and flower beds. All the doors
and windows were open.
The New Zealand Government aims at
creating an environment that will largely
assist in bringing mentally afflicted
persons back to normal.
I would
suggest to the Minister of Public
Works that when the proposed new
buildings are being erected in Victoria
consideration should be given to the most
modern design with the object the New
Zealand authorities have in mind. 1
commend the Government in regard to
.the expenditure contemplated under the
present measure, and I was pleased to
hear the Minister of Education say that
before this financial year has ended
another Bill concerning Education
Department buildings will be brought
forward. The unofficial Leader said that
the financial obligation would throw a
burden on posterity which, however, will
reap the benefit from these projects.
The Bon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-The schedule
to this Bill is most amazing from one
point of view. I should like the Minister
to say whether the total sum of
£7,550,000 will be spent in the period oftwelve months.
-
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The Ifun. I. A. SWINBURNE.-I think
so.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-1be
Minister is most optimistic.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-YoU would be
amazed to learn what is spent by the
Public Works Department.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Still, I
shall be greatly surprised if the sum of
£7,550,000 is spent in a year.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-YoU do
not get much for £7,550,000 these days.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELY.-That is
not altogether the kind of statement I
would expect from the Minister of Housing. However, I am pleased to note the
proposals embodied in the schedule even
if all the money is not spent in twelve
months. One is led to believe that in
the course of time the State will have
land and buildings approximating in
value the amount specified. What concerns me regarding hospital buildings, is ,
the amount of money and the time involved in drawing up separate plans for
every hospital irrespective of where it is
to be constructed. I 'could never understand why there should not be three or
four set plans. I know that architects
like to prepare specifications. They look
on a project more from an artistic
point of view whereas they should consider the use to which the contemplated
building is to be put.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBRooK.-What
about the suggestion that more pavilion
hospitals should be built?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I believe that country centres must have
them. It is remarkable that architects
outside the Public Works Department
can enter into schemes involving in
the main the expenditure of Government money, and collect about 6
p~r cent. commission in fees.
In my
VIew, three or four designs should be
prepared by the Department, and when
the Government ,sanctions money for the
ere~tion of a hospital in a country town
or In an outer suburban area it should
say to the Department, "Here is a plan.
Go ahead and spend the money."
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Does that
not sound too much like common sense?
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The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I do
not know, but I believe the present
Government is a very common-sense
one. It is well known that members of
hospital committees do a good job and
spend a fair proportion of their own
money. However, when a new wing is
to be added to an institution the costs
go up out of all reason. In this connection, I say that the State has to consider the provision of nurses' quarters in
various hospitals.
The Minister of
Housing 101d us that one of my colleagues had intimated that the building
of a new hospital now cost £3,000 a bed.
The nurses work a 40-hour week. I support that principle. I do not wish to
deprive them of its enjoyment any more
than I do any other person, whether
he is engaged in a profession or in what
might be described as ordinary work.
N eveI'ltheless, in the near future the
State will have to consider whether it
is justified in spending so much money
in providing accommodation for nurses
in hospitals. If a young woman works
for an employer in any other avocation is he expected to find accommodation for her?
The Hon.P. T. BYRNEs.-The nurses
work round the clock.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-They do
shift work. Is it any wonder that it is
practically impossible for a sufferer to
get accommoda tion in a hospi tal,
whether it is an ordinary or the most
exclusive institution, unless he has even
more pull than Comic Court? Even if the
fee is £20 a room per week, puH is necessal-y, or a patient will not be able to
secure a bed. I do not desire to impose
hardships on 1hose who have entered the
nursing profession. I have the utmost
respect for them, but I think a member
should express what he believes to be
right. The provision of accommodation
for nurses works out at four beds for
every patient. It is necessary to provide
beds and a room for every three nurses
on the eight-hour shift. Therefore, a
hospital must provide four beds for
nurses before one sick person has a bed.
How long can that be continued? What
prerogative have those ladies, however
kind they are? The time has come when
hard cold facts must be faced. I do not
wish 10 see the nurses return to the conditions that prevailed in the bad old day,s.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Are you not
wrong when you say that hospitals have
to provide four beds for nurses to one
for a patient?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-No. It
is true that one nurse may not, or does
not, have sole care of one patient. Each
nurse works 40 hours a week. It is not
my intention to ask nurses to work
longer than 40 hours in the week.
However, if !they do, !they are paid overtime rates, and rightly so. In answer to
Sir James Kennedy, i should like to know
how many private houses are owned by
various hospitals for the accommodation
of their staffs. There may be some justification in providing accommodation for
country girls who 'are training in a city
institution. Still, if this system is to be
perpetuated a much larger sum will be
needed for hospitals so that the sick may
receive the care and attention necessary.
I hope that the optimism of the Minister
of Public Works will prove to be correct
and that the Government will be able to
spend this money. Every honorable
member has a good idea of the cost of
building hospitals and schools in this
extraordinary age.
Item 4 of the schedule readsFor the purchase of property, the erection
fitting furnishing equipping and remodelling
of and additions to buildings, and other new
works for Public Offices and residences,
£250,000.

That is most important work. Both the
present Minister of Public Works and
Sir James Kennedy know that a large
amount of money is paid in rent by the
State for various offices. It is true that
it :would cost millions of pounds to rectify
the present conditions; in fact, it would
probably mean the scrapping of what we
know as public offices. Too much space
is not utilized on account of corridors. It
would be an economic advantage 1:0 the
State if thought were given to the demolition of structures now used by the
Government and modern premises were
erected in their place. r am pleased that
a Government building is being erected
near -the present Public Offices. It would
be more satisfactory to have all the
Government offices in one block. I believe that if the State erected a modern
structure millions of pounds would be
saved in the course of time.
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I wish the Government success. When
the money to be raised under the legislation is spent and the proposed works
are completed they will add to the improvement of education and of hospita'ls.
I feel certain that the House will pass
the measure. I have heard that before
long another Bill of this nature will be
submitted. If that is done, I trust that
members will soon have the satisfaction
of knowing that the money provided for
these proposals has been expended and
that the sugges,ted buildings have been
constructed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-I relish the
opportunity of speaking on this measure.
The idea of spending £7,550,000-wealth,
as I always assumed it to be, beyond the
dreams of avarice--is something I could
not let pass without saying a few words
about it. I feel almost in the same class
with some members of the House
who have been talking about " so much
money." While we are talking about
spending it r 'make an 'appeal for just
a small portion of ,that £7,550,000 to be
spent on the Law Courts. I see much
building activ;ity there. at the present
time. I have no doubt that it is all
necessary, and is properly supervised,
but it does Ishock me Ito think that those
gentlemen who are 'accommodated beneath ,the ground are not being ,given
any benefit in the new scheme.
I venture to say that it would shock
honorable members if they went to the
Law Courts-I mean purely as visitors
-and saw the, conditions. They would
observe that persons brought from. the
gaols are placed beneath the ground,
a,nd are left there until one of the Judges
directs that it is time to " .put up " so and
so. It is done much in the same way as
an auctioneer at a sale of old furniture
says, "We will now put up the clock."
The term "put up" means that the
person referred to is brought up from
benea th the surface of the ground into
court. While weare engaged on schemes
of expansion at the Law Cour,ts some
considera,mon should be given to aC'commodating these people in conditions
which are more in keeping with the
modem way of life. I am sure that if
the Minister would check my remarksit is not far to go to the Law Courts-
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he would be shocked by the conddtions
which prevai[ there, not only for
prisoners :but also for those whose duty
it is to be with them. I include in that
class those who have to watch over
them.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Before I ceased
to be Minister of Public Works r saw
a plan which was r~ferred to the Law
Department for approval. I know that
there is a scheme to improve the conditions IMr. Galbally is referring to.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Legal
documents, as legal practitioners know,
have a habit of being lost. I remember,
as Sir J a'mes Kennedy told me at the
time, that he was impressed by what
I said. He said he had checked my
remarks and, curiously enough, he found
'them. to be almost completely accurate.
Whlile theS'e works at the Law Courts
are in hand, we should not be
hidehound by ,the traditions of the
past. 1f one were to go into a law
court in Melbourne, one would find that
modern amenities had passed it by. All
the conveniences of modern civilization
find no place there.
I do not want to cause a shock to any
one, but it seems to me that there is no
good reason why there should not be a
microphone in front of the witness, or
why he should not be seated while giving
his evidence. 'It would entail very little
expense. The witness, instead of -being
constantly heckled: to " speak up," would
be able to speak in a natural tone into
the microphone. There should also be
a microphone in front of the Judge, and
a telephone in front of his associate,
so that he would not be entirely out of
contact with the world. These are small
matters, and they would not make a
very large hole in £7,550,000. I suggest
that they are all worthy of consideration, and that they would improve public
reI a tions. I make bold enough to suggest
that we might almost borrow an idea
from the Railway Department and have
at the La,w Courts a " man in grey."
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-The honorable member is straying
from the Bill.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-If r
am I must express my regret. I ask
the Minister, now that we are called
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upon to sanction the expenditure of
such a large sum of money, whether any
consideration has been given to this
matter. With the growth of the new
Law Courts it is conceivable that some
peOiPle, whose business it is not to go
there every day, might be lost. The
Government'might consider the installation of a public relations officer, or a
"man in g,rey," to direct travel-stained
witnesses, jurymen, .or even accused
persons.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power to rai'se moneys).
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-Honorable members
have raised, several questions.
One
rela1tes to the capacity of the Public
Works Department to spend the large
sum of money referred to in the Bill.
I have not had the figures taken out
this month, but in one period of six
weeks since I took office the Department spent an average of about £94,000
a week. Up to the first week in
September, the expenditure was over
£1,600,000. The Department is engaged
I have
in carrying out public works.
no doubt that at the present rate of
expenditure the Department will spend
the money provided. I believe, furthermore, that the works to be undertaken
will not interfere unduly with the building programme of private industry.
In connection with the hospital
building programme, the Government
appointed three Ministers-the Minister
of Health, the'Minister of Housing, and
myself--to goO thoroughly into it and
allot to the Hospitals and Charities Commission as much money as it could use,
having regard to the materials and labour
available.
That sum approximates
£2,500,000. We believe that the hospitals
and charities can spend that sum of
money this year without unduly affecting the building programmes of other
bodies. I do not know how many millions
of pounds are being spent in Victoria on
all sorts of building projects, but in order
to ease the pressure on the Education
Department, the Government is importing £2,000,000 worth of 'pref.abricated
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units this year. The Overseas Corporation has assured me that it can erect
,from eight to ten classrooms per week.
The standardiza tion of plans has
already been discussed with architects
in order to arrive at standardization of
school buildings, so that one plan, if
successful, can be used in more than
one place. Of course, there must be
modifications according to the site. There
is already a standard ,plan for Public
Service residences, and it is a very good
one.
Mr. Fraser and Mr. Galbally have
referred to improvements at the Law
Courts. Included in the it~m of £250,000
shown in the schedule to the Bill, provision iJs made for that. The Public
Works DepaI'ltment has been handicapped
there by labour problems and other
problems involving materials, and as a
result the work is proceeding more
slowly than was intended.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It would
be easy to provide microphones.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That is
a matter first for the Attorney-General,
and if he will authorize microphones,
the Public Works Depantment will
prom ply install them. Oilier c.omplaints
about the Law Courts are being considered. The Law Department is engaged
in a revision of the plan, and when it
is completed it will be submitted to the
Department and the work will be done.
It is easy, as the unofficial Leader
said, to sit in an office chair and watch
the millions whizz by. Pelisonally, I
want to obtain something like value for
the money spent, and that has been my
attitude in my present position. The
fact that all this money is being spent
does not mean that there is not a careful
scrutiny of it. Every contract entered
into has to be authorized by the Minister,
and I can assure honorable members
that I see every item, ranging from
£20 or £30 to £300,000 or £400,000. I
hav'e the greatest possible confidence in
the staff of the Department, which is
working a considerable amount of overtime to cope with present difficulties.
If the money is not spent, it will not be
the fault of the Departmenrt:. Personally,
I think it will be spent, and more as well.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 and 4.
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Schedule.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
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GRAIN ELEVATORS BILL.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of

Province).-I desire to supplement the Public WDrks).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
remarks of Mr. Paul Jones with regard
to' SChDDls. Ninety per cent. of the State This Bill will amend the Grain ElevaSChODls tD-day are in excellent structural tDrs Act. It incDrpDrates Dne or two
cDndition, but sadly need interiDr renDva- changes in principle, and provides for
tion. The previous Minister of Educa- the allocation of loan funds to the Grain
tion (Brigadier TDvell) had occasion to ElevatDrs BDard -to the eXitent of
visit a State SChODI in RichmDnd re-' £2,000,000. The bulk handling sy1stem
garding much needed repairs. SChDDls came intO' operation in 1939, and has
at Collingwood, Fitzroy, NDrth Mel- proved of inestimable value to those
bourne and West MelbDurne similarly wheat grDwers within carting distance
are in need Df repairs. AnDther aspect Df the silos, particularly since the puris that in most State SChDDls in winter chase Df cDrnsacks frDm India has betime the Dnly means Df heating-a small CDme extremely difficult.
CDrnsacks
fire IDcated in the CDrner Df the rDDm- have become so expensive that the bulk
has little or nO' effeot.
handling system has paid fDr itself time
The HDn. PAUL JONEs.-That is very and again. It is obvious that the sooner
that system is made applicable to every
true.
portion
Df the State the more eCDnomiThe HDn. F. M. THOMAS.-While the
present state Df affairs exists, necessary cally will wheat be handled. The DId
renDvatiDns should be carried Dut be- system Df handling wheat in bags is now
fDre a CDmmencement is made to' build obsolete. Bulk handling has prDved itadditiDnal SChDDls. I desire to' say a self, and it is here to' stay.
The Parliamentary Public Works Comfew wDrds with respect to' hDspitals.
mittee,
in April Df this year, submitted a
Nurses at the RepatriatiDn HDspital at
Caulfield have to' walk a distance Df 300 repDrt on the bulk handling system in
yards dDwn the street frDm their which it was pDinted out that bulk handquarters, at. all hDurs Df the day and ling had saved SO' much labDur, expense
night to' attend their patients. The and anxiety Dn the paI"t of the wheat
nurses' quarters ShDUld be in clDser! grower that, where practicable, the sysproximity to the hDspi'tal wards. A simi· tem should be extended to' present bag
lar state Df affairs exists at Epworth stations. It was suggested that this
HDspital. Mr. Galbally spoke Df the could be dDne by means of improved
conditions at the Law CDurts. Struc- concrete silos or, in the case of smailer
turally, the Law CDurts are magnificent, receiving statiDns, by a cheaper type of
but internally, and particularly in the silo. The committee recommended also
vaults below, cDnditions are equal to' that, where necessary, additional storage
thDse Df the Black HDle Df Calcutta. The space should be prDvided at existing bulk
system of ventilation is the worst of any stations and at sites between the sugbuilding in Australia. The lighting sys- gested statiDns. This report has had the
tem alsO' is bad. When the Law CDurts careful cDnside~ation of the GDvernment
were built, lighting and ventilatiDn were and, after cDnsultation with the Grain
nDt cDnsidered. I claim that the con- ElevatDrs Board, it is prDpDsed that addifinement of prisDners fDr lengthy periods tional elevatDrs each of 100,000 bushels
in thDse dungeDns fDr days, Dr even capacity ShDUld be erected at SDme 35
mDnths, while trials are prDceeding, is stations where annual deliveries of wheat
range between 20,000 and 30,000 bags.
nDt cDnducive to' refDrm. Let us be a
HDwever
to ensure that these silos will
little human and try to' dO' sDmething in
the interest,s of thDse pO' or unfDrtunates have maximum use, it is proposed that
the principal Act shaH be amended to
whO' have fallen by the wayside.
delete the prDvisDs to' sub-sectiDn (2) of
The schedule was agreed to'.
sectiDn 10.
The Bill was repDroted to the House
That section, brDadly, requires every
without amendment, and passed: through wheat grDwer in a defined area served
its remaining stages ..
by an elevator, to deliver his wheat to the-
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Grain Elevators Board. The provisos
to the section permit a wheat grower in
a defined area to deliver his wheat to a
non-elevator station which is nearer to
his farm than the elevator station. It is
provided also that the wheat grower will
be deemed to have complied with the
compulsory delivery provision if he delivers 75 per cenL of his deliveries to the
Grain Elevators .Board. In view of the
fact that under these new proposals,
sHos will be erected at stations where the
average deliveries are less than 30,000
bags, the Government and the Board consider it is essential for the successful
operation of the silos that wheat growers
in the defined area should be required
to deliver the whole of their wheat deliveries to the grain elevators system;
clause 4 of the Bill provides for the
deletion of these provisos.
In ·addi tion to the erection of the
100,000 bushels capacity silos at these
35 stations, the Government considers
there is justification for the erection of
60,000 bushel concrete circular type
annexe bins at 74 stations where grain
elevators are already installed but which
have not sufficient capacity to handle the
wheat delivered to these stations. The
location of the non-delivery 'stations at
which eleva tors will be constructed, and
also the elevator stations at which annexe
bins will be installed, win be decided by
the Government on the recommendation
of the Grain Elevators Board. The
Government has given consideration to
the recommendation of the Public Works
Committee that a Select Committee 'Consisting of one representative each from
the Grain Elevators Board, the Australian
Wheat Board, the Victorian Railways
Commissioners, and two representatives
of the wheat growers be appointed to
decide: the bag stations at which silos
should be constructed and the existing
bulk handling stations at which additional
storage should be provided. That is one
recommendation which has not been included in the Bill. Of the three members of the Grain Elevators Board, one
represents the wheat growers and one,
the Railways Commissioners. Under the
principal Act, the responsibility is placed
on the Grain Elevators Board of submitting recommendations as to where
elevators should be erected.
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Members will probably be interested
to know the total wheat storage
capacity at the present time, and what
the enlarged storage space will be. When
the present proposals are implemented,
the over-all storage position in Victoria
will be that, in the Grain Elevators
Board's own and leased country storages
at the railway stations it will be possible
to hold 24,100,000 bushels of wheat. The
terminal storage at Geelong will hold
4,080,000 bushels. There are also a
number of flour millers who have provided storages which are not leased by
the Board. The capacity of those storages
amounts to 3,000,000 bushels. In all
there will be a total holding capacity
throughout the State of 31,180,000
bushels.
In addition, there are very big
temporary storages, which were constructed during the war. It is doubtful
Whether those temporary storages will
last for many years, although the Grain
Eleva tors Board is doing its best to
maintain them in good condition. I refer
to such storages as exist at Marma Lake,
which holds about 8,000,000 bushels.
Those silos will become part of the
system of the Grain Elevators Board.
Overall the existing emergency storages
have a capacity of 26,600,000 bushels,
so the total storage capacity will
be in the vicinity of 58,000,000
bushels.
That ;will be sufficient
to 'accommodate the biggest crop
likely to be produc,ed in this State.
In order to carry out the proposed
programme, it will be necessary. to increase the borrowing power of the Grain
Elevators Board from £2,500,000 to
£4,500,000.
I shall now explain some of the
clauses. Clause 2 provides that the real
and personal property of the Board shall
be held by the Grain Elevators Board for
and on behalf of the Crown. The reason
for the amendment is that at present the
Board, which is really a semi-governmental authority, has no exemption from
sales taxation.
The Board recently
bought a truck, which it was using as a
workshop for the maintenance of
elevators, and it was required to pay
sales tax on that purchase. The opinion
of the Crown Solicitor was sought on the
implications of the amendment, and in
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particular he was asked to advise
whether it could be construed as conferring on the Grain Elevators Board the
shield of the Crown for all purposes. He
advised that, in his opinion, the amendment would not make the Board a
Department of the Government, and that
it would still be liable for any wrongful
act in respect of the conduct of its undertakings. . In other words, the Grain
Elevators Board would still be regarded
as an independent corporation, liable for
any act of negligence in the carrying out
of its undertakings and bound by any
relevant statute law binding such undertaking.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Will the
Board still be liable for municipal rates?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The
property of the Grain Elevators Board
is mainly at railway stations. Some of
the emergency storages are not built on
railway property, but as most of its
assets are situated on Crown property,
the Board is not liable for the payment
of municipal rates.
The principal Act provides that the
chairman and members of the Board
shall be entitled to receive such remuneration, fees and travelling expenses
as are fixed by the Governor in Council
prior to or at the time of their appoint ..
ment. Because of this it has not been
possible to increase the travelling
expenses of members of the Board during
their tenure of office in spite of
increased costs, which have led to
an increase in the travelling allowances' . granted to members of other
Boards. The Bill will give the Governor
in Council power to amend the existing
prOVISIOn in relation to travelling
expenses, and I think that is only fair.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Can you
inform the House what is in the mind
of that august body, known as the
Governor in Council, in regard to
travelling allowances?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not
know exactly, but public servants are
paid travelling allowances according to
an approved scale, and I am sure that
the allowances to be paid to members of
the Grain Elevators Board will not
exceed the rates set out in that scale
and paid to other State officers occup.y-
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ing comparable positions. Clause 5 contains an amendment to sub-section (1) of
section 32 of the principal Act, which
provides that, except in the case of
emergency, the Board before entering
into any contract to the amount of £100
or upwards shall give at least seven days'
notice in at least two newspapers of its
intention to make the contract and invite
aJ;ly person willing to undertake the
work to submit proposals to the Board.
The Board has found that under the
present conditions of shortages of
materials, this provision hampers it in
obtaining essential supplies. Accordingly, the amendment provides that these
conditions shall not apply except where
the amount of the contract exceeds £~OO.
A similar amendment has been made in
regHrd to the value of contI'lacts let by
other State instrumentalities.
Clause 6 provides f.or the increase
in the borrowing powers of the Board
from £2,500,000 to £4,500,000. Clause 7
incorporates a new idea. It gives the
Board authority to establish a general
reserve fund which is not to exceed
at any time an amount of £500,000. This
amendment was recommended by the
Auditor-General. The dause will also
authorize the setting up of an insurance
reserve fund. That proposal, -t.oo, was
submitted 'by the Auditor-General. Most
of the Board's structures are of concrete,
and they would not burn easily. At the
same time, it is felt desirable to establish an insur,ance reserve fund because
a fire could cause damage to machinery.
The establishment of a general reserve
fund is a departure fr.om an established
practice. Sub-section (2) of section 50
of the principal Act providesIn determining the scales of charges under
this Act, the Board shall fix the said charges
at such amounts as in the opinion of the
Board will enaJble the cost of the operation
of its elevators and other works and undertakings and interest on loans and payments
into sinking funds and the cost of the
administration of this Act, to -be covered.

In other words, the Act provides that
the Board shall recover from the wheat
growers by charges, such amounts as
will defray the cost of operatiJ;lg the
silos. It has been pointed .out that in
seasons when the wheat yield is low, the
normal charges fixed by the Grain
Elevators Board. would not be sufficient
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to meet the e~penditure. In a drought
year, the charge would be prohibitive,
but -in some years there may be a flush
season. For tl1at reason, it is considered
that the charges might be evened out
over a period .of years.
If a reserve fund is established, it
will be possible, more or less, to make
a set annual charge. However, the
amendment will not affect the principle
in the main Act that the wheat industry
will bear the cost of the operation of
silos. It would be fair, however, to even
out the charge over a number of years.
The Bill provides that the reserve fund
shall not exceed £500,000. Therefore,
the Board cannot continue levying
charges for all time, buHding up the
reserve fund above the specified amount.
The reserve fund for this purpose must
not be confused with any other funds
for the amortization of the cost of the
Board's buildings.

The erection of new gvain elevators
throughout the State will take some
time. However, the bulk-handling system
is the modern method of h'ansporting
grain, and the system has proved to be
successful. It is paying for itself and it
is a great labour-saving method. I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT (Melbourne
Province).-This measure is of such import1ance that [ regret I have not had
time oarefully to examine its provisions.
However, I have been helped considerably by the Minister's explanation. I
feel impelled at short notice to· make a
brief criticism of the general prinCiples
of the measure. The Board has been
very successful in its operations. I must
be frank and admit that at the inception
of the operation of the Grain EleViators
Board, I was one of those who douhted
the feasibility of the bulk-handling
system. It was something new, and' it
en tailed the expenditure of large sums
of money. At that time it was also
douhtful whether the bulk system would
be popular with wheat growers, or
whether it would improve their conditions. I am pleased, however, to admit
that since then my doubts have all been
resolved, because the system has been a
striking success. Tha t has been due
largely to the management of the Board.
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Any business undertaking, particularly a .public business venture, depends
largely for its success on' the type of
Board which directs its operations. The
Grain Elevators Board is a model body
consisting of three presons, two of whom
represent interests materially concerned.
The third member is an independent
chairman. If Boards of a similar type
were appointed to administer the operations of other undertakings, I think it
would mean the difference between
success and f,ailure. Mr. Coleman expressed a somewhat similar view in
reference to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. One of the
memhers of the Grain Elevators Board
is a representative of the carriers, who
are responsible for the carting of the
grain from the country to the seaboard.
Another member is a representative-and rightly so--of the people most concerned--the wheat growers. I notice
that in regard to the chairman, subsection (2) of section 5 of the principa[
Act providesOf the members of the Board(a) One shall be a person (not being an
officer of the Public Service or the railway service) having business training and
experience who shall be the chairman.

The State has been fortunate in having
as chairman of the Board a man who was
not only a wheat grower but who also
had business training and was a qualified accountant. Recently the Board
sent its chairman abroad to gain experience. There is no doubt that in matters
involving the expenditure of large sums
of money we can profit by the experience
of other people. No other country has
devoted more ,time and scientific research
to the proper storage of wheat than have
Canada and the United ISta tes of America.
I know from information gained by visiting those countries on several occasions
of the enormous amount that has been
spent to store grain efficiently. When I
heard that the Board had senti ts chairman abroad to study first-hand what was
being done in those countries, I said that
that spoke well for the future handling of
the industry in this !Sta teo I believe information gained by the chairman has
already been responsible for the saving
of many thousands of pounds.
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The Board is practically the agent for
the wheat pool, and under certain sections
of the Act it takes over a proportion of
the wheat grown on a farm and makes a
charge for its storage. On this asset of
the State £2,500,000 has already been
expended, and it is proposed to spend a
further £1,500,000, and so I would like
to know whether under an accurate accounting system, the balance is in favour
of the State. Taken by and large, the
Board has been of tremendous advantage to wheat growers. In bounteous
seasons, farmers have been able to store
their grain and obtain an immediate advance on it. I travelled throughout the
State during the great mouse plague, and
so I realize what a wonderful insurance
the system has been to farmers. Some
of the most astonishing sights I have
ever witnessed were caused by the ravages of countless millions of rodents.
Great stacks of bagged whea't were
collapsing owing to the depredations of
mice. The silo system has been not only
a means of insurance to individual
farmers but it has also protected the
economy of the State. As a towndweller, I realize that the interests of
those who produce our food must be
safeguarded; at the same time, they
should be encouraged to help themselves.
When the original Act was contemplated, many 'farmers had an honest
doubt as to whether, the principle would
be a success. They disapproved of the
compulsory provisions. In the present
state of society, there must come a time
when certain restrictions must be placed
upon the freedom of individuals to do
what they 1ike with ,their own property,
and Acts have been passed with the purpose of doing the greatest good for the
greatest number. Now the position has
changed materially, and the scheme has
the 'Support of the farming community.
During the recent war, the Board devised
temporary storages for grain, which were
reasonably efficient in the circumstances.
The original proposal was that the Board
should establish silos at certain centres,
and they have been erected invariably on
Crown land adjacent to means of transport.
I shall now discuss the principle 01
compulsion and how it works. I have
always believed in orderly marketing. A
The Hon. W. J. Beckett.
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person engaged in growing a product
makes, himself familiar with all that is
necessary to produce the finest quality
article to his advantage. If he confines
his efforts in that way, he is successful.
On the other hand, if he has to grow a
product and then find a market for it, he
becomes unsuccessful through dividing
his efforts. However, if growers produce
a product and leave it to an expert Board
to find a market at a uniform price, that
is the only means by which producers as
a whole will be successful.
It is provided that When an elevator
is operating in a certain district it shall
be compulsory for a grower to send a
certain proportion of his wheat to the
silo. That restricts the freedom of the
individual to do what he likes with his
own product, but the industry must be
regarded as a whole, and the condition is
not singular to the wheat industry. The
principle applies elsewhere, and persons
who have an opportunity of obtaining an
advantage from the spending of large
sums of public money should assist to
make an undertaking successful. In
that connection, cool stores in fruitgrowing districts are rated so that
producers must contribute to the success
of the undertaking whether they use the
facilities or not. The same principle
applies under our irrigation legislation.
When sums are expended to make
water available in certain areas,
not only those who use the water
but also those who could use it,
are rated to ensure that the projects are successful.
This principle
appears in section 10 of the principal
Act, which is to be amended by the Bill.
In effect, the Government says "Under
the old Act, the facilities were few and
far between. Now we are going to expend
money to build silos where there is not
an economic demand for the storage
involved, and in order to make the
scheme a success, you must send your
wheat to a stated centre." That is fair
and reasonable in view of the large sum
involved.
Speaking as one without special
knowledge of the subject, but looking at the matter from the point of
view of an average business-trained
citizen, I find that one of the faults of
this system is that there is no incentive
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for a wheat grower with the aid of
scientific knoWJledge to' prDduce a high
grade of wheat for bread making purposes, because when wheat is sent to' a
silO' a general average is taken and a
farmer producing wheat Df the highest
grade receives nO' mDre fDr his crDp than
anDther farmer whO' prO' duces grain Df
an inferior grade.
[ do nOlt knOIW how this difficulty can
be DverCDme, because 75 per cent. Df the
. wheat is sold on the world's markets.
How can the careful or scientific grower
be mDre adequately 'compensated than
the grDwer who prDduces onJly fDr
quantity? The clauses have Ibeen carefully explained. The first impDrtant
prDViision in the Bill hals reference to
taxatiDn, but I do nDt know why Parliament ever made the Grain Elevators
Board subject .to' taxation, when it
is practically a GOVlern:ment ~art
ment, wDrking unde-r the authority
Df the Crown, on· the credit of the
community and spending public money.
Clause 3 relates to' the travelling
expenses and fees to be 'paid to
member·s Df the BDard, which ShDUld
be adjusted in accDrdance with current
needs. The rates were fixed in 1934 and
are not reasonable tD-day under existing
standards;
Clause 4 amends sectiDn 10 Df the
principal Act, and relates to' the relief
prDV'ided to' farmers in certain areas
whO' fo:rm.erly were required to deliver
75 per cent. of their harvest to' the
local silO's. Clause 5 is similar to'
clauses that have been inserted in
other measures dealt with during
the sessiDn and relates tDcDntracts.
The exis1ling limit of £100 as the
maximum amDunt thalt the BDard can
spend withDut the necessity for calling
tenders is to' be raised to' an amDunt Df
£500. Under clause 6 the bDrrDwing
powers of the Grain ElevatDrs Board
are increased frDm a maximum of
£2,500,000 to' £4,500,000, which is a
businesslike prDpDsitiDn. Clause 7 permits the Board to' establish an insurance
fund ,to' CDver its Dwn prDperties, and
that is a wise decisiDn.
I CDmpliment the Government Dn submitting a measure of this kind;
it is the tyPe of legislation that
members would naturally expect a
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CDun-tr.y pa'rty Government 100 dlntroduce. As an average taxpayer I am
not particularly cDncerned abDut having
to' pay a little extra interest Dn the
amDunt Df £2,000,000 rt:hat wilJl be involved in the provision of more silos.
When the primary producer is prDsperous, the State is prDsperous, and anything we can do to assist in bringdng
abDut that desirable state of affairs
shDuld be done. [SUPPDrt the measure
and 'commend tt to the House.
The Hon. R. C. RANKIN (Western
PrDvince).-I can remember that in 1934
when the bulk-handling scheme was intrDduced there was a cDnsiderable differ- .
ence Df DpiniDn amDngst wheat growers
Dn the efficacy Dr otherwise Df the bulk
handling Df wheat .. SDme grower·s were
hDstile when the system was intrDduced,
but nDW that they have had experience
Df bulk handling they are clam During fDr
its extensiDn, because it has meant a CDnsiderable saving to' individual wheat
grDwers and has prDved Df grea t
eCDnDmic advantage to' Ithe State.
The HDn. W. J. BECKETT.-TD-day
wheat bags CDSt 4s. each.
The HDn. R. C. RANKIN.-That is
and cDnsiderable sums Df mDney are
spent in impDrting jute goods. With
bulk handling the wheat is transpDrted
frDm the field in special trucks and taken
to' the bulk handling installatiDns at the
terminals. One of the greatest menaces
to' wheat grDwers was the depredatiDns
caused by mice in the wheat stacks at
the variDus railway sidings. It was nDt
unusual to' ·see a wheat stack collapse
because mice had entered the stack. Iren
fences were erected to' keep the mice
'Out, but they were ineffective and censiderable quantities Df wheat were
destreyed.
Climatic cDnditions in Victeria to SDme
eXltent precluded this State frDm adDpting the Western Australia bulk handling scheme. In that State during the
summer and autumn mDnths rain rarely
falls and ·the State could safely install
a cheap, but efficient, system fDr holding the wheat. During the secend wDrld
war, when wheat was badly needed Dverseas and transpDrt facilities were difficult te obtain, a system sDmewhat simi:lar .to' that adopted in Western Australia
SO',
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was int.roduced in certain parts ,of V,ictoria,and it proved effective. However,
I do not oonsider that 1t would be desirable to construot temporary silos to hold
wheat over a long period. I approve of
the recommendation of the Parliamentary Public Works Committee for the
extension of 'terminal silos throughout
the State. There is a temporary shed
at Murtoa which holds about 8,000,000
bushels of wheat. It was built with a
low wall and has a fairly high pitch
on the roof. I have been told that if
the roof was spread over the ground it
would cover an area of 12 acres. It is
a colossal shed, into which the wheat
is delivered by gravitation methods. It
was impossible to place spouting on the
roof because it could not cope with the
volume of water during heavy rainfalls.
The shed has been of great benefit to
the surrounding distriots because it has
saved the wheat f'rom attacks by mice,
and has assisted in the efficient handling
of the harvests.
Wheat in storage must be continually
turned, and in the process weevil killing
powders can be introduced. The powders
do not affect the wheat, but are effective
in the control of pests. I pay tribute
to the efficient way in which the chairman of the Grain Elevators Board, Mr.
Glowrey, has carried out his duties. He
is a very efficient officer who at all times
is prepared Ito help individual wheat
growers not only in silo allotments, but
in every way possible. The unofficial
Leader stated that in the early stages
of the scheme many farmers were hostile
to the compulsory sections in the
relevant legisLation which provided that
they must deliver a -cer,tain percentage
of their crop to the silos.
Today, the wheat growers do not mind
what compulsion is exercised, because
they are prepared wherever possible to
place their wheat in the holding bins.
The difficulty is to zone the areas from
which the wheat can be accepted at the
various silos, and probably that will be
one of ,the greatest troubles in the
future.
As the silos are built, instructions
must be given to farmers lor the delivery
of their whea, t. Those. in celita:in a,reas
should be instructed to deliv,er to certain
silos. A farmer in a certain district ,may
The Hon. R. C. Rankin.
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have a good bulk-handling truck, and
may cart hits wheat 8, 10, or 15 miles
to reach a silo where there is accommodation for it; and at the same time a
farmer nearer the silo, who has not the
same up-to-da te fovm of transport, may
be precluded from taking his wheat to
that Isilo because the faster vehicle
arrives there first. As one who has been
a wheat grower, and who still knows the
difficulties confronting wheat growers in
delivering the ,golden grain from the
paddocks to the seaboard, I commend
the Bill.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I am not a f.armer, but I
remember when I first became Minister
of Transport five or six years ago, the
Chief Engineer of Railway Construction
was also Chief Engineer of the Grain
Elevators Board. He persuaded me to
go for a trip with him, first to Geelong
to see the terminal silo there, and then
nea'rly all over the' State. I was very
much impressed wlith the value of the
silo system, and I now realize how much
is involved in eXltend'ing it.
I do not approve of clause 2. It seems
wrong that business enterprises, although
associa ted with the Government, should
be exempt from municipal rating. When
I was connected with it, the Melbourne
Electric 'Supply Company had to pay
rates to 'almost every-municipality in the
metropolitan area, and to the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board O'f Works. It
also paid stamp duties and income tax.
Nowadays the Sta'te Electricity Commission crows loudly that it is able to sell
electricity cheaply, but it is free from
all sorts of impositions that private
businesses have to carry. Clause 2 uses
the words "for and on behalf of His
Majesty." I have received a letter from
the Municipal Association of Victoria
pointing out that the clause will exempt·
from ra tingall land owned by the
Grain Elevators Board.
A business
enterprise such as the Grain Elevators
Board should be 'able to run as a business
and show profits.
The Hon. A. W. FRASER.-When I read
the clause I came to the conclusion that
its purpose was to overcome a court
decision which held that the Grain
Elevaltors Board was liable to pay rates.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-The letter
from the Municipall Association states-

hearing of the case of The Shire of Dunmunkle versus the Grain Elevators Board}

You may remember some years ago there
was a test case in whLch the Shire of
Dunmunkle sued the Grain Elevators' Board
for rates in respect of land on which grain
elevators were erected and succeeded, the
Court holding that the Grain Elevators'
Board did not represent the Crown. This
decision was followed by an amendment of
the law relating to the Grain Elevators'
Board which exempted from rating land on
which grain elevators were erected.
A further appeal to the court by the
Shir,e of Dunmunkle has established that
while the land on which the grain elevators
are erected is exempted other land of the
Grain Elevators' Board is not so exempted.
If Clause 2 of the Bill is passed exeIlljption
will be extended to all land owned by the
Board.

ilt was ar,gued by the Board that it was
not rateable because it was an instrumentality of the Crown. The court
decided that, bya proper consideration
of the whole of the Act, the Board was
not a statutory corporation, and thus
was liable to pay rates. The way to
determine that is to read the whole
Act and see whether the Board is a
CrOlWn agency or not. The Act was
amended so that the Board would not
be liable to pay rates, and now, by
clause 2, it will function "for and on
behalf of His Majesty." It may be
held from then onwards that the Board
is a Crown instrumentality. If th'at
is so, consideration should be given
to the eligibility of me~bers of
this House to sell wheat to the Board.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP (Bendigo
Province).-The Government should give
some consideration to the matter raised
by Mr. Fraser. If it were held that the
Grain Elev:ators Board was not a Government instrumentality but later the Act
was amended to declare it an instrument
of the Crown, the question would arise
whether ·a wheat grower was selling
his wheat to the Grain Elevators Board
or whether the Board was acting as his
agent. If I were a wheat grower 1 would
be somewhat perturbed at the view expressed by Mr. Fraser, and I suggest
that the Minister of Public Works should
consult the Crown Solicitor. The position may arise of a member illegally
holding his position in Parliament.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The Grain Elevators
Board does not purchase the wheat nor
does it act as an agent for the wheat
grower. The Board owns and operates
grain elevators in which the wheat is
received ·for storage whence it is transmitted to the seaboard or sold. At
present the Board operates for and on
behalf of the Australian Wheat Board,
which has been set up by the Commonwealth Government.
The Grain
Elevators Board is not a purchasing
agent but merely a forwarding body. It
does no more th,an the Railway Department, and I should say, on the argument
a'dvanced by Mr. Fraser, that a wheat

During my term as Minister of Public
Works 1 did everything possible to assist
the municipalities.
The Government
undertook to meet the cost of private
street construction and to pay rates on
residences occupied by employees of the
Crown. It :seems to me to be a pity
to further extend the exemption from
rating of what is essentially a business
concern. 1 do not believe that the
Departments of Government shouldi
pay rates, but when the Government
operates an ordinary trading business
it should show true costs, so that the
results can be compared with those of
non-Government concerns. I was very
closely associated with the Municipal
AEsocia tion both before and after I
became a .member of Parliament, and for
many years 1 was a ,mem'ber of its executive. The a'ssociation endeavours to
protect the interests of municipafi't<ies.
Under th1s proposal country municipalities will suffer.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
C1ause 1 was agreed to.
CI'ause 2 (Board to acquire hold and
dispose of ,property on behalf of Crown).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province) .-1 do not know whether
there is any substance in the point 1
wish to make, bUit the suggestion has
been made to me. 1 understand that
by clause 2 the Grain Elevators Board
will be made, in effect, an instrumentality
of the Crown. In the course of the

grower who supplied wheat to the Grain
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Elevators Board would be no more liable
than if he put his wheat in a truck and
paid the 'Victorian Railways so much
money for taking .that wheat to the
seaboard.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHop.-The Grain
Elevators Board must have some
statutory authority.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is purely
an authority that builds and operates a
system of storages for the wheat
growers, for which they pay so much.
Under the Act, wheat growers must pay
the interest, sinking fund, and all other
charges in connection with the Board.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Has the
whea t grower no con tract at all ?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-No, except
that within a certain defined area he is
compelled to deliver his wheat to the
elevator.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.----If the Board
was rendering a service the status of the
grower would not be affected.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I should
not think so.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
COAL MINES REGULA'TIION
(ACOIDEN'DS RELIEF) BiLL.
This Bin was received from the
Assemhly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. P. INCHBOLID (Minister of Education), was read a first time.

ADJOURNMENT.
FISHERIES AND GAME DEPARTMENT:
AMATEUR FISHING LICENCES: NETTING
. REGULATION-BuSINESS OF THE HOUSE:
HOURS OF SITTING.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-By leave, I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at Eleven o'clock.

I anticipate that the sitting to-morrow
will conclude by about ,5 p.m.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. ~. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .--1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment.

The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-With· respect to
amateur fishing licences, I direct attention to the fact that a new regulation
regarding ama teur neHing is being
gazetted and, to convey some idea of
what the regulation contains, I desire to
read a portion of the Victoria Government Gazette No. 809 issued on the 18th
of October, 1950(0 that an "amateur" licence shall only
entitle the holder thereof to use, assist in
the use of, or have in a boat owned by him,
under his control or in his custody and in or
upon any marine waters or waters affected
by tidal influence in which netting is or may
be permitted, one :seine or hauling net not
exceeding one hundred (100) feet in length
and/or having meshes not less than four
inches (4") and/or a hoop or drop net not
exceeding two feet six inches (2' 6") in diameter and/or having meshes not less than
four and a quarter (4~) inches.
I am interested in the size and mesh of

these nets. The net of 100 feet will have
'a mesh of 4 inches. That net is for
catching ordinary fish. The other net
is for catching ·crayfish. Two attempts
were made by the Fisheries and Game
Department to gazette a regulation of
this description while the Hollway
Government was in office. However, the
Hollway Government framed a regulation relating to sea nets, specifying a
length of 150 feet, with a i-in. mesh.
In my opinion, the restrictions now proposed are being carried much too far.
It is now an offence, under the fishing
laws of the State,· for any person not
being a registered fisherman even to
assist a registere«;l ·fisherman to haul in
a net. That provision is most unreasonable.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-What is the
regulation size of a net which a registered fisherman may use?
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-The size
is almost unlimited. Many people now
go to the seaside with a desire to catch a
few fish in shallow waters, in the stillness of the night, to replenish the table
or to secure some small fish suitable for
bait, but not usually suitable for eating:
they are usually termed roughies.
If this regulation is given effect
the leaderless legion of amateurs will
be precluded from catching a few
fish for themselves or even securing
the bait necessary for a fishing
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expedition on the morrow. Under this
regulation, thousands of people will be
deprived of their right to have free use
of Victorian coastal waters for fishing
purposes.
The proposed regulation
appears to me to be senseless. [f it is
adopted, many amateurs will spend lOs.
on a licence for 100 feet of net
with a 4-in. mesh and the money will
be taken from them under false pretences
because no fish could be caught; they
would all pass through the net. A 4-in.
mesh is particularly large. From my
knowledge of fishing I can say that a
gummy shark weighing between 8 lb.
and 10 lb. ,could-swim in and out of a 4-in.
mesh. A large-size barracouta, between
3 feet and 3 ft. 6 in. long could
swim in and out of the mesh and, as Mr.
Warner suggests, could probably weave a
pattern in the net. An amateur wades
knee deep into the water and very seldom
ventures farther out than the sand banks
that encircle the swarms of fish used for
bait. No fish would be retained in a
4-in. mesh. This is a most ridiculous
provision.
I understand that hundreds of objections will be lodged with the Fisheries
and Game Department within the next
few days. I wish merely to voice my
objection to the gazettal of this regulation, which is outstanding in its ridiculousness and should not be permitted.
I do not know who is working behind the
Fisheries and Game Department, but
something should be done to prevent the
regulation from coming into ,effect;
otherwise the average citizen will be
deprived of his right to the free use of
fishing waters of the State. Crayfishing
is a popular sport for the average man.
He likes to drop a hoop net over the
rocks and entice crayfish into it.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-They would
probably be undersized.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-No.
Those who catch crayfish are hone~
men. Any under-sized fish would b'e
thrown back into the water. If a piece
of bait were placed inside a 2 ft. 6 in.
hoop and a decent-sized crayfish were
trapped, it would be almost impossible to
pull the net out of the wa'ter. The
regulation with respect to the catching of
crayfish is designed to prevent amateur
fishermen from making a catch. That is
Session 1950.-[77]
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a disgrace. I use that word advisedly,
because the privileges of the average
man are being taken from him at such
a rate that soon he will not have the
right to breathe the free atmosphere
which God has given him. Therefore, I
raise my voice in protest against this
encroachment on our rights and liberties.
I trust that the Ministry will not accept
the new regulation and that it will tell
the Fisheries and Game Department, as
did the HOllWay Government, that it will
not countenance an interference of this
kind. I trust that it will insist that the
regulation now in force be left as it is,
and that the existing specifications-the
150 feet and the i-inch mesh-will not
be altered.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-I wish to direct the
attention of the Leader of the Government in the House to one or two points
regarding the proposed new regulation.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Debate cannot ensue 'upon any question raised on the adjournment motion
at the end of a sitting. The purpose of
a member speaking at that stage is to
direct attention to a matter of urgency
in Government administration. Attention
having been directed to any such matter it cannot be debated subsequently on
the adjournment motion.
The Hon. J. H. LIENHOP (Bendigo
Province).-I should like the Leader of
the Governmen t in the House to
indicate the hours which it is proposed the House shall sit to-morrow,
which is a day of great social events. A
number of members have made arrangements to attend certain functions in the
afternoon and also in the evening when,
I understand, the Lord Mayor of Melbourne, a former member of this Council,
will entertain members of Parliament. If
the Minister would give us an indication
of what he has in mind it would assist
members to make appropriate arrangements.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) (By leave).-In regard
to the matter raised by Mr. Gartside, a notice of intention to issue
a regulation has been given and circulated. 'Representations on ,this subject have already been made to the
Chief Secretary, who has advised me

